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DESCRIPTION OF FROXTISPIF.CE.

The frontispiete repiesentn three s^peciiiiens of Smyrna Figs iiiatured at Fret-no in

the month of August, 1900. All three specimens were grown on the Roeiling place

and caprificated by Mr. E. A. Sehwarz, of the United States Department of Agricul-

ture. Photograph reproduced l>y courtesy of Mr. G. P. Rixford.

Fig. 1, from cuttings imported from Smyrna by Mr. F. Roeding. Skin and pulp

white. Fig. 2, from cuttings imported by the Bulletin Company in 1882. Skin and

])ulp brownish yellow or reddish. Fig. 3, from cuttings imported from Smyrna by

the Pulletin Company in 18S2. Skin and })ulp white. The same variety is repre-

sented in tig. 1. The leaf is from tig. 1.
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LEHER OF TRANSMirrAL

U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Division of Pomology,

Washingion, I). C, June U, 1901.

Sir: I liave the honor to transmit herewith, and to reeonimeud for

publication as a bulletin of this flivisiou, the manuscript of an article

on The Fig: Its Histor}-, Culture, and Curing, with a descriptive cata-

logue of the known varieties of figs, prepared by Dr. Gustav Eisen, of

San Francisco, Cal.

Dr. Eisen is too well known as an author of high standing to need
any introduction to the horticultural world. His name carries with it

a guarant}' of the value of this, his latest work.

The recent successful introduction of the blastophaga into the fig-

growing sections of the United States by the Department of Agricul-

ture almost certainh' assu^'es the production of first-class Smyrna figs,

which will doubtless greatly encourage and stimulate the industry,

and thereby create an increase in the demand for relia])le literatiire

on the subject.

This comprehensive treatise contains information of value to the

scientific and pi-actical fruit grower never before published in the form
in which it is here presented.

Very respectfully, G. B. Brackett,
Pomologist.

Hon. James '^Vilson,

Secretary.
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THE FIG: ITS HISTORY, CULTURE, AND CURING.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

NAME AND DERIVATION.

The English word "fig" is of v^eiy ancient origin, and is derived

from the Latin "ficus" and the yet okler Hebrew name "feg." The
English word must have originated during the Roman invasion of

England, when probably the first fig trees were planted in Engli.sh

soil. As earl^^ as 1250 the word was in general use in a commercial

sense, as "figges" or "fegges" constituted one of the products

regularly imported into England, especially from Portugal and Spain.

The wild fig, the ancestor of the edible fig race, is unknown in

English-speaking countries, except, of course, where found as botan-

ical specimens. In the semitropical Mediterranean districts this wild

fig is met everywhere except in the north of Italy and the Riviera

and in the south of France. In Italy the wild fig is known as the

"profico," "fico selvaggio," or "caprificus," the last name being-

derived from capra (goat) and ficus (fig), and indicating the worth-

lessuess of the fruit for eating purposes. From "caprificus" is

derived our name "caprifig" and the French "caprifiguier." In

Spain it is known, in some districts, at least, as the "caprahigo." In

Greece it is called "erineos," while the edible fig is there known
as "sycon" {avKov). In Hebrew the edible fig was "teena," in

Aramaic "tena," and in Arabic it is "tin." It may not be out of

place also to note that the name of another celebrated fig variety, the

"Sj^camore," of Egypt, is derived from the Greek "sycon" (fig) and
"nioro" (mulberry), meaning mulberry fig, on account of the peculiar

arrangement of the fruit; What we in the United States incorrectly

call "sj'camore" is really not a sj'camore, but a plane tree.

The various crops of the fig, as well as of the caprifig, are also

given different names in different countries. In these pages refer-

ence is made to the wild fig as "caprifig," meaning thereby only the

male tree of Ficus carica L., while the word fig will always refer to

the edible fig, or the cultivated race of the same species.

23740—No. !»—01 2 15



16 THE fig: its history, culture, and curing.

HOME AND distribution OF THE FIG INDUSTRY.

The probable home of the edible fiir ^ is in tlie fertile part of southern

Arabia, where at present the caprifig is wild, and where there are no

traditions of its introduction. From south Arabia the Bahra tribe

^

is said to Inive brought the fig to ancient Idumaea and to Coelesyria,^

whence it was carried by other tribes and races to Syria and the

Mediterranean shores. The march of the fig was slow and undoubtedly

required many centuries to reach the shores of the Mediterranean

coast. Once there, the facilities for transj^ortation and the extensive

trade and voyages of the maritime nations greatly facilitated its fur-

ther distribution.

But while it is probable that the home of the edible fig is to be

found in Arabia Felix, it is even more likely that the home of tlie fig

industry is to be looked for elsewhere. Nearly all the southern culti-

vated fruits which we now possess appear to have originated some-

where in Avestern Asia. Almonds, nuts, apricots, peaches, olives,

Asiatic grapes, dates, figs, prunes, etc., all seem to have been brought

to great perfection in a country somewhere in Asia, but now unknown
to us. The bringing to great perfection of so many varieties of fruit

indicates a verj- high state of civilization of verj- old date, compared

to which the Republics of Greece and Rome must be considered

modern. Through the very latest archaeological discoveries we now
know that such a civilization existed as far back as ten thousand

years ago in western Asia, in the valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris.

Nowhere else have arclueologists been able to trace such an ancient

and remarkable civilization; and, as the origin of so many of our

best fruits, vegetables, cereals, and domestic animals point to a w^est-

Asiatic origin, it is not too much to presume that in the most ancient

civilization of Nippur dwelt the originators of nearly all those e -o-

nomic vegetables, as wxll as animal products, on w-hich man, in all

temperate regions, is now dependent for his sustenance.

From the motherland, Asia, the fig was carried over the Western

World by two different peoples and by two distinct routes. These

two peoples, in ancient times the great colonizers of the world, w^ere

the Phojnicians and the Greeks, and to both of these may be traced

the spreading of the culture of the fig. The older colonizer of the

two was the Phoenician. At the end of the fourteenth century^

before Christ these thrifty merchants had finished the colonization of

the great islands of the Mediterranean, their colonies and trading

posts being by that time secui-ely planted on Cyprus, Rhodes, Sicilj%

Malta, and Corsica. The further course of their trading and coloni-

zation enterprise lay along the southern shores of the Mediterranean

Sohns-Laubach (2), pp. 77-78.

'Lagarde, 3 c., p. 383.

3 Ibid., p. 377.

•Dunker, 74, c. v, p. 39.
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over tlie coast of Africa, Avhile on the opposite side of the J2:reat sea
it stretched aloiiij the shores of France and Spain ^ and Ihronuli the

Pillars of Ilercnles, along the coast of Portugal, and as far north as

to the Channel, with its islands and comparatively favorable climate.

There can be no doubt that to all these places the fig tree was carried

in nmny varieties at a very early date, even previous to the introduc-

tion of the fig into Greece and Italy proper.

The real histoi-y of the fig industry begins after the introduction of

the fig into the Mediterranean region outside of Asia, and particularly

into Greece, Historical references are few and far between. The tree

and its fruit constituted at first merely a luxury- for the rich. Later,

mention of the fig becomes frequent, and not merelj* as a luxury
during the ripening period, but as an important article of diet for the

people during the winter months.

The time of the first introduction of the fig into Europe is very
uncertain. In the Homeric songs, the oldest European literature

extant, the fig is hardly mentioned. In the Iliad, describing the

Trojan war, the greatest national undertaking of the Greeks, no
reference to the fig is found. In the Odj-ssey, describing the wander-
ings of Odysseus after this war, the fig is mentioned three times. In

the part descriptive of the agonies of Tantalus in the lower world
we read how in vain he tried to reach the fruits almost within his

grasp, "pomegranates, pears, api)les, sweet figs, and dark olives."^

The composition of the Homeric songs is generally conceded to have
been accomplished before the ninth centur}- before Christ, but later

investigations make it probable that the verses mentioning the fig

in the Odyssey are interpolations of much later date. Hesiod, who
lived in the ninth century and after Homer, has nothing to say about
the fig. The earliest mention of undoubted genuineness is by the jDoet

Archilochus, who lived about seven hundred years before our era. He
tells about the fig being cultivated on the Greek island of Paros, and
there greatly contributing to the enjoyment of life. The introduc-

tion of the fig in Greece must, therefore, have occurred some time in

the eighth century before Christ, and undoubtedlj^ it then came from
the Semitic nations across from Palestine and Asia Minor. Later on
Attika and Sikyon, the latter place named after "syke" (fig), had
become famous for their excellent figs, the origin of which was attrib-

uted to the goddess Ceres (Demeter), who caused the fig tree to

spring up at Phykalos as a reward for the hospitality extended to her

by the inhabitants of the place.

The cultivation of the fig soon extended all over Greece, and the

fig gradually became an important article of diet of both poor and

' Mooers, vol. n. 512, and Meltzer, i, p. 37. Gades. the present Cadiz, founded
ear ier than 1100 before Christ.

-Od., ?/. 115, ll(j; A. 589; rj. 120-121: c». 339-340: (». 245.
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rich. The Athenians were especially ehided for tlieir fondness for

figs, and nicknamed "sykophants" (fig-eaters), a name afterwards

applied with a different meaning to those spies who informed tlie

authorities about the unlawful exportation of figs from Attika. So

famous became the figs of that jjrovince that Xerxes, the King of

the Persians, daily procured Attic figs for his table in order that they

might constantl}^ remind him of the desirability of adding to his

domain a country which could produce such fine fruit. ^ From this

time the fig is constantly referred to in the Greek literature, and Theo-

phrastns, Aristotle, and other writers describe the caprification proc-

ess, then extensively practiced.

From Greece the fig tree and its culture spread along the northern

shores of the Mediterranean and the Adriatic until it gradually reached

the southern parts of Italy. There it must have been established at

an early date, as it figures in the earliest Roman mythology, the

she-wolf having nursed the infants, Romulus and Remus, under the

spreading crown of a certain fig tree, which was thought to be in

existence and pointed out as a sacred object in the time of Plin5^

Certain it is that from remotest times fig culture was a cherished pur-

suit among the Romans, who, through seedlings and culture, origi-

nated numerous varieties. So different and characteristic had these

become in the time of Pliny (23-79 A. D.) that thej^ excited the special

attention of that great naturalist. He wrote: " We see from this how
the universal law which preserves the types of the species may
vary "—a most remarkable ex})ression, which clearly foreshadows the

modern theorj" of evolution.^

The many varieties described by the ancient writers, such as Theo-

phrastus, Cato, and Pliny, can not now be identified with any eertaint3\

Man}^ of these varieties originated from seed, some accidentally, others

as the result of efforts made for that purpose.^ Their identification

has been attempted by several modern investigators, such as Porta,

Gasparrini, and Gallesio, and while their efforts have been highly

interesting, they have brought no conclusive results. AVhen we con-

sider how quickly varieties are discarded for others of greater value,

it becomes probable that most of these ancient figs became extinct

centuries ago. From the many varieties mentioned by the Gi-eek and

Latin authors ^ we may, however, conclude that fig culture was exten-

sively distrilnited and considered of great importance. But notwith-

standing the many varieties, the best and choicest figs were those

imported from Syria, as we are told that during the reign of the

Emperor Tiberius (B. C. 42-A. D. 37) ^ considerable trade existed in

' Willkomm, pp. 6, 9.

2 Ibid., p. 7.

'Varro, lib. 12, cap. xi, 5.

^Theophrast, cap. ni, *r, v., 2, S; Cato, vol. i, cap. 8, 1; Pliny, lib. xv, cap. 19.

* Willkomm. p. 7.
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Syrian figs, these figs being generally valued liiglier Hum those of

Italy and other Mediterranean districts.

At the end of the Roman Empire, near the ch^se of tlie fifth century

A. D., the fig may be considered as distributed along the coast of the

Atlantic as well as along the shores of the Mediterranean. Toward
tlie south the coast of Africa abounded in fig trees, while on the other

side fig culture stretched over the wild coast region of Portugal,

France, the Channel islands, and perhaps over the southern part of

England. l]ut nowhere else had the cultivation and the drying of

figs reached such a height of development as in Syria.

Nearl}' seventeen hundred years after the PlKeniciau colonization

the Arabic conquest began to follow that same route. The Arabs in

their turn carried with them the fig tree, now develo^^ed into many
new varieties, and raised fig culture to a degree of importance which

it has never since attained outside of its old home, Syria. The Ara-

bic invasion extended through northei'u Africa to Spain and Portugal,

and in these countries fig culture began to flourish and rapidly became
of even greater importance than in Ital}' and Greece. The Arabs
held the fig in the highest esteem and considered it superior to any
otlier fruit. It is even related by Zamakhschari,^ an Arabian com-

mentator on the Koran, that Mohammed, the prophet, himself, in his

enthusiastic enjoyment of the delicious figs, once exclaimed: "If I

should Avish a fruit brought to Paradise it would certainly be the fig."

The Arabic invasion, during the medieval ages, has iiidelibly stamped
its mark on fig culture in the territory it occupied, and to this day
the varieties of figs grown there are to a great extent different from
and superior to those grown in countries colonized by the Greeks and
Romans. Thus Portugal, the most southern province of Greece out-

side of the Pillars of Hercules, became especiall}' famous for its figs.

Algarve, with an almost perfect climate, produced a most superior

article of dried figs, tlie commerce in which liecame of the greatest

imj)ortance. Algarve almost exclusively supplied western Europe
with dried figs for over one thousand years, and until late in the

present centurj' Portuguese figs dominated the English markets. It

is onl}^ comparatively of recent date that the Smj-rna figs have suji-

planted all others in English and American markets. Even as regards

names, Arabic fig culture has left its influence to this day in the

various countries of the ancient Arabic caliphate. Thus in Portugal

the caprifig is known as " fico de toca," the Arabic name being

"tokkar," while in Malta the name "tokar" is yet in use and almost

unchanged.^

If we again turn to the extreme Orient we find that the fig tree

traveled much more slowly toward the east than toward the west. In

the time of Herodotus, when all Greece had for centuries enjoyed the

' O. Celsius, c. n, 371. according to Solms-Laubach p. "^2.

- Solms-Laubach. I). !So.
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fig, and where it had h>ng- since become a necessity and an impoi'tant

article of diet, the fig- tree and its culture had not yet reached Babylon,

and neither ^Nledia nor Persia was acquainted with its use. Accord-

ing to Herodotus, Sandanis wai-ned Ki'oisos not to make war with

"barbai-ians who knew neither wine nor figs."' Still, wild varieties

of figs, not very diflfei-ent from the caprifig, are found in Persia and

India, from wliich another race of edible figs might have l)een origi-

nated by any intelligent agricultui-al race.-

Gi-adually the fig tree spread over Asia Minor and Syria to parts of

Mesopotamia and Persia and to the several oases in the great Arabian

desert. In the lowlands Ijetween the Euphrates and the Tigris fig cul-

ture was yet unknown.'- In the mountain districts of Taurus, Ai-me-

nia, and in the Iranian table-lands fig culture long ago reached a liigh

development. Toward the east it has spread to Khorassan, Herat, and

Afghanistan, as well as to Meru and to Chiwi. But India did not

possess fig culture in the fourteenth century, though native figs of

good quality and resembling our edible fig are growing wild in the

hills of the Punjab.-^

The fig is supposed to have reached China during the reign of the

Emperor Tschang-Kien, who fitted out an expedition to Turan in tlie

year 127 A. D. The fig is first mentioned by Chinese writers in the

eighth century. Hia-tscheug-Shi, in his work, " Yu-yang-tsa-tsu,"

treating of the Chinese trade, speaks of a fruit as "tin-tin" in a

country—"Fo-tin" (Palestine). "Tin" is the Arabic name for the

fig. This writer mentions that the fruit originated witliout a blos-

som, etc. This early introduction of the fig to China may, however,

be only a myth. It seems that in the fourteenth century figs were

growing in China, but it is not certain if these figs were identical with

our own. In 1550, however, the fig is described by the celebrated

Chinese writer, Le-Shi-tschen,^ as growiaig in Chinese gardens, and

from that time we may conclude that fig culture was properly estab-

lished in the extreme eastern part of Asia. Now many varieties of

figs are cultivated in China, some being of very good quality. In

Egypt fig culture never assumed any prominent place, undoubtedly

on account of the climate, which permits no plants to grow without

irrigation, which, if given in any excess, is especially injurious to the

quality of the figs. In the old tombs at Benihassan may be seen a

wall painting illustrative of a fig harvest, in wliich the fig tree is

characteristically and unmistakably pictured.' The hieroglyphical

' Herodot, I, cap. 71, according to Hehm.
-Solms-Laubach (2), p. 45. From the following pages are taken many of the

remarks on the eastern geographical distribution of the fig.

3 Sohns-Laiibach (2), p. 80.

* The Chinese history of the fig is according to letters and manuscripts of Dr.

Bretschneider in Pe'cing. to Solms-Laubach.

^-Unger, pp. b6. 110.
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word for fii>' was "bak-ou," and Syria was often referred to as a conn-

try ricli in wine, oil, and bak-on.'

With the discovery of the New Workl the edible fig obtained a

foothold in all the countries visited by the Spanish and Portuguese

missionaries. Figs of different and distinct six'cies were found by

them growing in the tropical parts of Mexico, Central America, and

South America, hut these native figs were inferior to those brought

over the Atlantic. It is to these Spanish missionaries that we owe the

introduction of figs into C-alifornia, and the "^Mission" black fig is

yet the most important and most widely distributed variety in all

American countries Christianized by missionaries from Spain. This

"Mission" fig is extensively distributed over the northern parts of

Mexico as well as over Baja and Alta California, Peru, and Chile,

while a smaller and slightly different variety is found in the highlands

of Mexico and Central America.

To the Soutliern States of the United States the fig was brought

principally by the French in the earliest days of their occupation,

while later many varieties were imported from English nurseries. Of

late years California has l)een the great distributing point of fig trees,

some enterprising growers having made mauj^ direct importations of

varieties from the Mediterranean districts, and these varieties have

since found their yvny to Florida and other States.

It is interesting to note that while California has progressed enor-

mously in fig culture and now possesses over a hundred varieties of

figs imported from various parts of the world, its neighboring States,

Sonora and Baja California, M'hich are so preeminently suited to fig

culture, are yet ignorant of the existence of other figs than the

"Mission."

B(^TANY OF THE FIG.

"Genus," "species," and "variety" are words used frequently in

these pages, and must be thoroughly understood by anyone who wishes

to master the i^rinciples of horticulture. In order to properly name,

know, and classify plants the}^ have been primarily arranged and

grouped together according to their relationships and similarity.

Thus all roses, wild and cultivated, are grouped and called by a

common name

—

Rosa. This, then, is a genus, and the word Rosa

is called a genus name. Similarl}' all figs, wild and otherwise, which

resemble one another in certain respects are grouped together under a

general genus called Ficus. There are a great many different kinds,

originally wild, of roses and figs. Each one of these is called a spe-

cies and is given a separate name. Such as the dogrose is known as

Rosa caiiina and the edible fig is known as Ficus carica. There are

many different edible figs, and these are called varieties or forms.

' Chabas. p. 105.
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POLLEN TUBE

-fiNTHER FILAMENT

Those varieties which differ very inucli in auore important points

might also be classified as species.

]\Iany genera which reseml)le each other in several important points

are grouped in a large group called a '

' family. " Tlius the genus Bosa,

together with other genera, are grouped in the general family Rosacece.

The fig and nuilberry are placed in the same family, to which is given

the Latin name Morea\

STRUCTURE OF A COMMON' FLOWER.

As repeated references are nmde to the various parts of a fig flower,

a short description of the structure of a flower is given.

By a flower is designated that particular i:)art of a plant which

produces the pol-

^poLLEAi CELLS 8, TUBES i^u and the seed,

and its various

parts are esj)e-

cially adapted for

both the produc-

tion of pollen and
seed as well as

for the i^rotection

and benefit of the

generative organs

producing them.

In order that seed

may be generated

the flower jios-

sesses two distinct

parts, which have
different functions

in the process of

generation. These

parts are known as male and female, and both of them must be pres-

ent in order that seed may be produced.

These j)arts may either be found both in the same flower or one

kind may be found in one flower, the other kind in another flower, or

the two kinds may be found on two individual trees. In other words,

we have flowers which contain both male and female organs, and we
have flowers which are either male or female; or we have trees and
plants of which different individuals carry either male or female flow-

ers only. Tlie female organ of a flower is called j^istil; the male
organ is known as stamen. The stamens are generally present in

large number and situated in a ring around the ovary, wliich is

found generallj' in the center of the flower. Surrounding both these

organs are one or more rows of petals and sepals, knoAvn by a common
name—periantli or floral envelope—but pojjularly though wrongly

FUNNEL SHAPED
OPENING TO

NUCELLUS

NUCLEUS
VCELLUS

SVNERGID CELLS

STEM OF OWLE

HONEY GLANDS

FLORRL ENVELOPE

Fig. 1.—a diagrammatic representation of a common flower.
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called "leaves." This perianth serves as a protection to the seed and
pollen producing parts, and when colored also serves to attract insects,

withont the aid of which comparatively few varieties of flowers would
produce fertile seed.

Tlie accompanying illustration (fig. 1) represents a flower which

has been cut through lengthwise in order to show the generative

organs, the petals having l:)een left out. The cut does not represent

any certain flower, but a flower in general.

The male organs are represented by two stamens. These consist of

an upper button-like part, the anther, which produces the pollen, and
a lower stoc-k or outer filanu^nt,

which supx)orts the anther. The
right-hand anther shows on its sur-

face the i)ollen grains.

The female organ of the flower

consists of an ovarj^ and an upper

part, the stigma, supported bj' a

stjde. The ovary contains the

ovules, each of which has two coats

surrounding the central nucellus.

This is the part wliich directly pro-

duces the future seed. The stigma

is the uppermost part of the female

organ. It is generally kept moist

by a special gum-like fluid, which
causes the grains to adhere to the stigma. The stem supporting the

stigma is called the "style." Through the center of the style down
to the funnel-shaped opening in the ovule there runs a hollow canal,

which gives admission to the nucellus.

In order that a flower maj' produce seed it is necessary- that the

pollen tubes produced bj' the i)ollen should penetrate through the

stigma and stjde into the ovary. This process is called fecundation.

The pollen grain and the cell of the ovule unite, and from their union
the seed and the new plant are formed.

C
Fig. 2.—a seedling flg and fig flowers, a. The

fig cut in balf, showing the male flowers sur-

roimding the eye-zone and the gall flowers

at the bottom of the fig receptacle; b. a gall

flower; c a degenerate male flower. Grown
by E. W. Maslin.



CHAPTER II.

FIG CULTURE IN VARIOUS FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

FIG CULTURE IN SMYRNA AND ASIA MINOR.

The best aud most delicious figs when dried are tho.se from Smj'rna,

known in the market as Snijn-na figs. The}^ derive tlieir name from

the seaport Smyrna, where thej' are i^acked and whence they are

shipped to ahnost every country on the globe. The figs are, however,

not grown in or very near to Smyrna, but in various places about 80

to 150 miles south and east from that town. Smyrna is to-day one of

the most prosperous towns on the Mediterranean shore and one of the

most important in Asia Minor. This prosperitj^ is due to the trade in

fruit, j)rincipally raisins and olives. The fig trade is smaller, but so

excellent is the fruit that tliis product more than any otliei" has made
the port known all over the civilized world, and a^jparently the more

so the farther we go west. In California, more than elsewhere, tlie

name of Smyrna has become a household word to the horticulturists,

who have been trying for years to produce figs equal to those shipped

from Smyrna.

As is well known, Smyrna is situated in the western part of Asia

Minor, and at the eastern end of the large and well-protected baj^

known as the Gulf of Smyrna. The latitude is 38°, corresponding

approximately to that of San Francisco, but the climatic conditions

of the places where the figs ai'e grown correspond more properly to

those of central and southern California, northern Sonora, southern

Texas, etc.

lu the most ancient times of which we have record a considerable

fig trade existed in Smyrna, and we are told that in the time of the

earlier emperors of Rome, in the first century of our era, dried figs

of the best qualitj'^ were brought from Smyrna to Rome. This fame
for excellent figs was enjoyed by Smyrna all through the Middle Ages
and down to our own times. At the time of Hemy VIII and Elizabeth

Smyrna figs reached England. It is, however, at a comparatively late

date that the Smyrna fig trade reached the development it now pos-

sesses. The great competitors with Smyrna figs were those grown in

Algarve in Portugal and for centuries known as Pharo figs. These

were for a time the most common figs in the European market and
were almost the only ones consumed. In the beginning of this cen-

tury, however, tlie Portuguese or Pharo figs began to deteriorate,

while at the same time, principally through Greek influences, a marked
2-1
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improvement was noticed in the packing and curing of the Smyrna
figs. To-day the Pliaro figs are almost nnlcnown, wliile the Smyrna figs

liavc not only secured control of the former markets of the Pharo figs,

but greatly extended them. (PI. I.)

FIG DISTRICTS.

As already stated, wliile Smyrna is the export and packing place

for the figs bearing that name, they are not grown in the immediate

vicinity of the port, but are cultivated farther inland and to the

south, in the valley of the Meander River. The river basin, which

runs'due east and west, lies about 80 miles south of Smyrna, from

the vicinity of which it is separated by the Salatin Mountains—

a

rather high chain also I'unning east and west. The principal fig

district thus faces the south, being sheltered by the mountains fi-om

the north. The Meander Valley, situated principally on the north

side of the river, is about 50 miles long l^y not over 5 miles wide, and

generally less. But the fig district has of late extended even farther

north, and the first oi-chards which are reached in going from Smyrna
are situated on tlie north side of the Salatin Mountains, in the foothills

of Ayasalouk, close to the ancient Ephesus. After the summit of

the foothills has been reached at Azizieh, the road rapidlj^ descends,

and at Balachica the western point of the main fig district is reached.

From here it extends about 50 miles due west into the interior. The
most famous part, where the finest figs are grown, is the vicinity of

Euovassi, at an elevation of 210 feet above the sea. Between Aidin

(pronounced /-deen) and Nashi the land rises from 217 to 260 feet,

and from there to the upper end of the valley there is a rise in all of

GOO feet. The valley of the Meander, now traversed l>y a railroad,

consists of a rather level plain, crossed by a number of gulches. The
soil is very deej) and rich, consisting of a vegetable loam, rich in mica

and humus, possessing to a very high degree the quality of retaining

moisture, so necessary to the well-being of the fig trees. No irriga-

tion is resorted to or as a rule required.

According to the localities where grown, the Smyrna figs are divided

into several different grades. Thus, proceeding from east to west on

the Aidin railroad are found first the "Xazly figs." These are grown

between Ortoxi and Nazilli or Nasly. Those grown between Aidin

and Erbeghly are known as " Erbelli " figs, and those coming from

points farther west from Dermendjik to Forbaly are known as "For-

baly." Another smaller fig district, about 5 or G miles in diameter, is

situated at Demieh, about 50 miles southeast of Smyrna, on the north

side of the Salatin Mountains, in the valley of the river Kaistros.

CLIMATE AND SOIL.

The climate of the Aidin Valley differs somewhat from that of

Smyrna, being warmer and drier. Thus, while Smyrna and its
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vicinity are admirably suited for the growing and curing of raisin

grapes, especially the Sultanas, Rosaki, and Black, the interior is

less suited to them, but more to figs and oranges. The maximum
heat in the summer seldom rises above 90° F. in the shade or 130° F.

in the sun, and in the winter rarely falls below 30° F. There is con-

siderable dew throughout the season, even in the summer, and the

air is much more moist than in California and Ai'izona.

The winter is the raiuj- season, the summer the drj- one, as on the

Pacific coast. The rain falls from November to April, beginning and
ending with scattering showers. The average rainfall is about 25

inches. From Ajjril to November practically no rain falls. While
there is but little frost in the winter, there are sometimes frosts in

March heavy enough to cause much injury to the young caprifig,

the lobfigs not having set.

VARIETIES OF FIGS.

Regarding the names of the figs grown in the fig districts much
confusion prevails, as the figs are known by the places where grown,

or designated by color, shape, etc., or by quality, or style of packing.

Thus "Leker ingir" means simplj' Isbjer figs. The Turks, unable to

pronounce '

' laj^er " properlj', the name given bj" the English merchants,

have corrupted it to "leker." Leker ingir is, therefore, not a varietj^

but a style of fig packing. "Hordas" are white figs of inferior

quality which require no capriflcation. They are dried and shipped

to Austria and Germany for adulterating coffee and for distilling.

The white Hordas are used for the coffee, while the brown Hordas go
to the distillerj^ " Budrun Hordas " is a variety which when dried is

jireferred by makers of adulterated coffee.

The following are some of the most generally cultivated figs in the

Smyrna districts:

Loh Ingir {Job meaning jiiicy, and ingir fig).—This is the best fig

for drying. The pulp is white; the form flat; the stalk short; the

ribs prominent before maturity; the eye rather large, not open; skin

whitish yellow; leaves deeply lobed, with the lolies long and narrow
pointed. Of the five to seven lobes some are larger than others,

making the leaf rather lopsided. Lob Ingir is undoubtedly identical

with the variety known as "Bulletin No. l,"Miow grown in many
places in California, where, however, it does not i)r<)duce any crop

without caprification or i^oUination, though now and then a fig of the

first crop comes to partial maturity.

Ah Ingir {ak, ivMte; ingir, fig).—Another fig for drying, possibly

identical with "Bulletin No. 3." Fruit has not yet matured in Cali-

fornia. Judging from unripe specimens, the fig is very round; the

' Varieties of figs introduced by the San Francisco Bulletin several years ago;

hence the name.
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eye prominent; the leaves almost entire, with very heavy white veins

on the back.

Cliil Itujir {cJiil, Htaallpox; irigir, fig).—Tliis is a white fig- of tine

drying properties, covered, wlien fi-esh, with green spots as large as a

dime or less. When drying", this hg becomes white and the green

spots turn even whiter than the rest of the skin.

Hazir Lop {hazir, ready; lop, to sioallotc or bite; also juicy).—
White; large; characterized by the stem remaining on the tree when
the fig is pulled; very fine for eating fresh; not used for drying;

requires calorification

.

Sarilob Itiyir {sariloh, yellow; inyir, fig).—This is another of the

Smyrna figs. Perhaps it is identical with "Bulletin No. 2." In such

case the fig is oblong, pyriform, broadest above the apex; the stalk

is short; the skin 3'ellow and slightly downy; the pulj) pink; the

leaves rather entire, with three shallow lobes; the eye large, pro-

truding; requires caprification to mature fruit.

Bardakjik {froin hardak, an Egyptian pitcher).—One of tlie very

best drying figs. It is possible that this fig is among the " Bulletin"

importations to California, but if so it has not yet been among those

pollinated by the writer. This is a longer fig, having a white skin of

extreme thinness, and an amber pulj). It dries well. It is often eaten

fresh, and as such is considered the finest eating fig known.
The caprifig, which is grown for caprification, and which also grows

wild in the hills, is known as "ilek," and the process of caprification is

known as "ilek atmak."

Other fruits which grow in the fig region are oranges, olives, and
rosaki and l)lack grapes. No wine is made in the fig region. Raisins

are produced to a limited extent onl3^ Apricots and peaches are

grown in moderate quantity, but only for home use.

PLANTING LOBFIGS.

Before planting the ground is well and deeply plowed several times,

fertilized Avitli camel manure, and freed from weeds.

The planting is frequently done in a peculiar way not found in use

outside of Smyrna. It is generally done in March. Of late the trees

are grown about (JO feet apart in regular rows, though the older

orchards were planted closer and more irregularly. The holes are dug
of good depth, and for every hole two cuttings are used, which are set

crossing each other. The butt ends are from to 12 inches apart

both below and above the soil, the cuttings thus crossing each other

in the middle of the hole. The latter is filled up and stamped tight,

leaving the cuttings protruding about 2 inches, which projecting part

is again covered with loose soil, forming a small mound, in order

to prevent drying out by wind and sun. During the first season

hand watering is resorted to if the winter be a very dry one. After-
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wards no ivrijiation is used or i'C'(£uii-('d. This iieeuliar way of plant-

ing, wliioli lias been considered an heirloom of ancient superstition,

has been much condemned; but the custom is nevertheless a most

excellent one, as it causes the fig tree to branch and spread in a

numbei- of fan-shaped branches, which prevents the very-dangei'ous

breaking of the limbs fwid bi-anches of the trees. If we wish to pre-

vent the breaking down of our own fig trees we must adopt this verj'

method. Trees grown in this manner branch close to the soil and

spread out in all directions, forming a number of trunks or stems.

Only enough of the lower branches are cut away to allow passage for

the pickers, and so low are the l)ranches allowed to remain that the

pickers must bend in order not to strike them, the lowest branches

being 3 to 4 feet fi-om the ground.

This planting also causes the trees to be more open to air and allows

more sunshine in the interior of the crown. The advantage of tliis is

evident when it is remembered that the best lobfigs are always found

on the outside of tlie tree and never among the interior l^ranches,

where they are sliaded and never come to projier maturity. The con-

trary is the case with the caprifigs, the best for caprification being

found in the interior, among the denser foliage. The pruning of the

fig is not extensively practiced in Smyrna. Trees planted as just

described produce no main standard or central trunk which later

needs to be cut out, but only several branches, which bend away from

one another in a goblet-shaped ma/nner. The necessary i^runing is

therefore confined to the cutting away of limbs that cross one another,

and also to the cutting awa}' of some of the year's growth from where

it starts out from 3 or 4 year old wood. Limbs are never cut square off.

An important part of fig cultivation in Smyrna is the watching of

the orchards. This is done by special guardians or watchers, known
as "beckji." They stay in the orchards day and night, in specially

prejiared arbors or camps under some large tree near the drying

ground, and their business is to keep aw^ay all intruders—thieves of

humankind as well as beasts and birds.

The bearing quality of the fig depends greatl}' on the age of the fig

trees. Younger trees will produce 50 pounds of dried fruit, trees in

good condition bearing 150 pounds, while old trees will j'ield 300 or

more i^ounds of dried fruit. No fig tree of the drying kinds is sup-

posed to produce figs suitable for drying until it is four or more

years old.

CAPRIFICATION.

Caprification, or " ilek atmak," is practiced yearly, as without it

the crop will fail to set and mature. The time for this operation is

in the lact week of June. The figs liave then reached the size of a

hazelnut or larger. Four or six caprifigs are strung on a reed, and

this is thrown over the branches of the edible fig trees. Later, as
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more figs appear on tlie edible fig- trees, tlie process is repeated, as

tlie issuing of tlie wasps will cease in a few days. To a small tree only

a few sti-ings are required, while for a larger tree about 30 strings are

needed to insure pollination. In case the caprifig crop fails, boat loads

of capriligs are imported from the Grecian islands at a great expense.

In great scarcity the capriligs sell at from 2^ to 4 cents apiece, which
shows the
value placed

on them by the

cultivator.

HARVEST AND I)RVIN(4.

Before the figs begin
to ripen the ground un-

der the trees is raked
clean of leaves, clods,

and weeds, in order that

the figs may drop on
soft soil without injury

from bursting.

Drying floors or beds
are used for the final dry-

ing of the figs. These
beds are low—about 6 or

8 inches high—simpl}^

made of loose soil, like

a common garden bed.

They are long and nar-

row—6 or 8 feet wide and
50 or 100 feet long—sep-

arated by walks about
4 feet wide. Along the

outside margin of these

beds are driven pegs

which, when in the soil,

protrude but slightly

above the bed. Between
these pegs willow or

other thin branches
or a r n n d o canes are

braided, in order to protect the bed and prevent the soil from fall-

ing out on the walks. The tops of the beds are first stamped hard and
wetted, then covered with mats made of rushes or esparto grass or of

the !:plit canes of the Italian cane {Ai'undo donax). On these mats
the figs are dried. Many of the poorer growers cover the beds with

the split arundo canes.

Fig. 3.—Capriflgs used for capriflcation, strung on Esparto

grass, as used in Sicily. The figs have become dried and
the wasps have escaped. (Photograph by N. B. Pierce.)
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At the eud of July tlie figs begin to mature. Tlie fig is never cut

from the tree, but falls of its own accord when partially cured or

overripe. At first the figs droj) a few at a time, and but few laborers

are required, the picker having to glean all over the ground in order

to fill a basket. In August, however, the figs fall thick and fast, and

the whole laboring population is required to pick and dry the crop.

The figs are never picked up while covered with dew, but only when
perfectly dry. The most favorable time for ]3ickiug is during the

blowing of the north wind, as the figs then dry better and assume a

better color. The figs are picked up into wicker baskets and imme-
diately conveyed to the drying ground near by, where they are care-

fully spread out singly, none being allowed to overlap another, in

order that they may receive the necessary sun and heat.

After three to four daj^s of exposure those figs which are dried suf-

ficiently are taken up, divided roughly into three different grades,

and care taken that they do not dr}^ too much. The skiu must feel

dry, but the inside must be soft. The very choicest figs are conveyed

to Smyrna in baskets. The general grade, or "eleme," is dumped in

sacks made of goat hair and camel's hair, while for the third or poorer

grade or "horda" common, yellow-colored sacks are used. The goat-

hair sacks are very durable, and do not become so sticky from an}^

exuding juice. They are also impervious to dust. These bags are also

very exj)ensive, and, indeed, are very seldom owned by the growers,

but hired from the " devegees," or camel men, who carry the figs to the

railroads and to Aidin. These devegees are in reality contractors who
haul the crop away, ship it on the railroads, accompany it to Aidin,

and finally dispose of the figs to the traders there. They constitute a

real corporation of middlemen, known for their honesty and capability.

Their work for the season ends only with turning the sum received

for th-e sale over to the grower. The guild of the devegees is an

important one in Smyrna. The compensation of the devegee is 7 per

cent of the sale.

The fig grower in Smyrna does not pack his own figs. The i)acking

is done by special firms who employ skilled labor. The packing con-

sists of two distinct operations—the assorting and the i^acking prox)er.

The assorting is done by comjiaratively unskilled labor, women being

always employed for this i^art of the work. The figs are dumped
from their hair sacks on mats spread directly on the floor, and girls

and women squat down around the piles. Each woman has in front

of her at least three baskets, into which she assorts the fruit, in three

grades, while the refuse remains on the floor to be packed in 50-

pound bags, which are disposed of for home use or shipped to England
and France for distilling, etc. The grade is determined by size, color,

thinness of skiu, etc., and is judged by both eye and hand.
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These assorted figs are carried away by men to the packing rooms
and are now known as "niaccaronia." The packing proper is done

by men in sei)arate rooms and on rongli tables. Tliis jn-ocess consists

of two operations—pulling and splitting, and packing. Each packer

has in front of him a jar with salt water for moistening the hands,

which are always kept wet in oi-dei- that the figs may not stick. Next
the figs which are i)acked as "eleme" are pulled an<l di-awn l)etween

the fingeivs and thund) into a flat dish-like form and tli<Mi the ])ack

part is sjilit, which allows still more spreading of the jig. In pulling

the fig the "eye" part is brought inio the center of the disk, which

gives to the other pai"t a handsome apjiearance, the coai'sc and thick

part of the fig being centered around the eye. All the best figs are

packed in boxes containing from 2^ to 50 jiounds. They are placed

in regular i-ows, without any guide, and so skillfully is this done that

the lines between the i-ows are perfectly straight and even to such a

degree that a sheet of paper may be dropped between them. The
rows all consist of layers, one on the top of the othei-, all through the

l)Ox. When finallj^ the box is filled it is passed out to women, who
place laurel leaves between the figs of the top layer, after which the

carpenters nail the boxes and trim them off. (PI. II.)

Another and better mode of packing is emj)loyed Avith so-called

locoum figs. These are not pulled and split, biit pressed between

the fingers until they become almost sqiiare, and are then packed
closely together. In all this packing no presses are used. The
"eleme" boxes are simply piled upon the floor, one on the top of the

other, which presses them sufficiently. The poorer grades are packed
in barrels in concentric rows. When such a barrel is full a loose

bottom is put in and the packer gets in and tamps it down in order

to compress the figs solidly. By the middle of October the packing

is generally over and the packing establishments are closed for the

year. In some of these large packing houses as many as 500 hands

are employed; 150 of these are women, 50 boys and girls, and oOO men.

BRANDS AND BOXES.

There are two great brands of Smyrna figs—the "eleme" and the

"locoum." The former are always packed flattened out, the latter

like little cubes. The word "eleme" means "select," or better, the

"cream," as it were, skimmed out of a lot of common figs. Through
habit this brand of fig is always first pulled, flattened, split, and
pressed, and on this account it has been repeatedly stated that "eleme "

means "pulled," which, however, is not the true meaning of the word.

Locoum indicates -a square cube of so-called fig paste, a kind of

sweetmeat made of sugar and starch and a little coloring matter, with-

out anj^ particle of fig in it. This very stuff is also sold in many
American cities under various names, as sugar figs, fig paste, etc. It

generally comes as a square sack, or cube, probably originally

23740—No. 9—01 3
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intended to imitate the fig". The Turkish name for this i^aste is "Lo-
coum," and the brand "Loconni" on the box eontaininj^: real figs indi-

cates the manner of packing, in imitation of the Locoum pastes. The
fig can not l)e Avorked in the shape of "Locoum" unless it is unusu-

ally thick and meaty, and therefore the best figs are always selected

for that style of packing. The figs branded "Erbelli" come from the

country surrounding the smaller village of Ei'beghli, which has the

reputation of growing the finest figs. The Erbelli figs are generally

packed as "Locoum," and frequently' both names appear on a box,

indicating that the figs come from Erbeghli and are packed Locoum
style. (PI. in.)

Exporters put all kinds of fancy names on the figs which they send

out, and vary them from time to time. Every yeai- sees some
novelties as to name, style of i^acking, package, etc. But two or three

firms have adopted regular brands and goods which caii be relied on

to be uniform and regular one year with another. Messrs. Dutilth

& Co., Smyrna packers, have kindly furnished the following infor-

mation :

The best brands are graded as follows:

Imperials . - Imperial Crown.

London layers Extra g|] blue (4 crowns).

Choice - Finest gTl red ( ^ crowns )

.

Prime .. Fine §2 black (2 crowns).

These grades go both to England and America, no grade being packed exclu-

sively for England or for America. The only brands which come always in the

same manner of packages are those just referred to: all other pa'.'kage-marks vary

as regards name, brands, sizes of packages, number of figs in each package, etc.,

greatly, of course, to the detriment of the trade, but more so to the packers

themselves.

The inside measures, in inches, of the fig package of E. J. L. are as follows:

Imperial crown, 12i by 161, carrying 5 rows of figs with 11 figs in a row.

Extras differ in size of box, a 9pound box, measuring 9 by lU, carrying 4 rows
of 8 figs each. Of this grade there are 12, 18. and 5 pound boxes also.

Finest are put up in 8, 10. and 12 pound boxes. 'The 12-pound box measures 10

by 14 and contains 4 rows of figs each.

Fine are put up in 10-pound boxes only, measuring by 12, containing o rows
of figs, with 11 figs in the row.

In these braiads one always finds the same size of figs, whether they are in a 12,

10, or 8 pound box of the same grade.

The general run. or what is called the American standard, measures as follows:

Inches.

12-pound box, 5X11 figs... 9.5 by i:^

10-pound box, 5x10 figs 8.4by 12.2

8-pound box, 4x9 figs.- 7.1 by 11.5

6-poimdbox, 4x8 figs , 7.2 by 9.4

These figs seldom contain the same number of figs in the lower layers as in the

upper layers. Thus for the ordinary' grade of figs—American standard—it is the

general custom to put a smaller fig in the lower rows. Thus a box will have 5 by

11 figs on top, while below them 5 by 13. etc.: but the standard brands always

come with the same number of figs all through. The lumber for these boxes all
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comes from Austria. No regular i)rice list is offered from Smyrna. When the

figs arrive in this country they are at once placed in the hands of broker.3 in the

United States, who draw samples and sell on sample boxes.

The Englisli trade prefers smaller packages, such as 1. 2, 4, 6, and 8 pounds, while

the United States have them almost all running 8, 10, and 13 pounds. A small

quantity of G-pound boxes will sell, but only a very few. A few of 1, 2, and 4 will

also sell.

The ])rice of Smyrna figs varies considerably with the season, as well as with the

(juality. The average price for ten years for the last three grades has been as fol-

lows: Per (luintal of 113 pounds. §4.08, 88.7"), and S19.33, all in the Smyrna market,

packed.

As may be judged from Ibe foregoing statements, the peculiarities

of the Smyrna fig trade, through whicli it has attained the height

and prosperity it now enjoys, are as follows:

A peculiar class of figs which retjuire caj)riflcation. Of these figs

there are three principal varieties grown for commerce. A favorable

climate—drj', warm, and moderate, both winter and summer; rich

soil, which retains moisture and which does not require irrigation;

extreme care in selecting, assorting, grading, and packing; estab-

lished grades, which can be relied upon year after year.

EXPORTATIONS.

The best grades have always beeii taken bj' England, Germany and
the United States coming next. Of late years, however, the United

States has begun to consume much better grades. The production of

figs in California is also reducing the importations to the United States.

The poorest grades are used in France for distillation and are exported

to Austria and eastern Europe generally for distilling, as well as for

the adulteration of roasted coffee. The production of figs has greatly

increased of late years in Smyrna and its vicinity. In 1870 about

6,000 tons of dried figs were brought to Smyrna for packing from the

valleys where they were grown. In 1882 about 10,000 tons were

brought in for packing, Avhile about 7,000 tons, valued at about

$1,600,000, were exported to France, England, German}^, and the

United States. At the present time the production has considerably

increased, and probably about 13,000 tons are now packed yearly.

FIG CULTURE IN GREECE.

GENERAL HISTORY.

The history of the fig in ancient times in Greece has alread}^ been

briefly discussed. Originally the fig was introduced from the Orient

at a time somewhat later than the Trojan war, or a little before the

eighth century before Christ. The Grecian islands were the first to

receive the fig, and the fruit soon spread throughout Greece and

became highly appreciated by a people who had for ages partlj' sub-

sisted on acorns from the native trees. The mythological fables relate
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how tlie iioddess Demetei' visited that countrv and that one iiiijht she

Avas belated and was j;iven a friendly and hospitable reception by Phy-

talos. Ill retni-n for the hospitality, she bade the fig tree spring from

the ground in the same manner in which Minei-vahad caused the olive

to appear. In time the fig Ix'came a sacred tree and second only to the

olive in importance. By the time of Theophrast a large number of

fig varieties had been originated and imported. These varieties are,

however, so indefinitely described that the}' can not be identified with

any now existing, though it is possible that some of them may yet

survive. The ancient Greeks knew the caprifig well under the names
of Olynthos and Tragos, the latter being the name used by the ]\Ies-

senians. Other names of this tree were. Erineos {E piveos) and Syche-

agria (Svxtjaypia)—in new Greek Agriosykia {Aypioffvuia).

The best figs in ancient times were those grown in Attica. They
were so highly valued and considered so necessary for home use that

a law was passed prohibiting their export. Until this law was pro-

mulgated smuggling, it was said, was unknown, but from that

time it became a common and j)rofitable business to secretly export

and sell figs. To prevent this practice, special guardians were

appointed by the Government to watch and accuse those who broke

the law. These guardians were called sycophants (from sA'kon, a

fig, and phainein, to show). These officers of the law soon became
hated on account of the blackmail used by them for their own enrich-

ment, and the word sycophant became synonymous with the idea of

a secret spy. This meaning of the word has survived to this day.

The fig had among the ancient Greeks a sacred, symbolic, and
mj'stic meaning, an emblem of fertility and propagation. The
flowers of the fig were hidden, while all other flowers were open

to the light of the sun. The fig soon became a religious and
mj'thical sj'mbol in the festivities and worship of the god Dionysios,

and a basket of fresh figs was carried next to the vessel containing

the wine destined as offering to that god.

FIGS IN MODERN GREECE.

The cultivated and edible fig is known in Greece as "he sykea"
{t) ffvxia), and the figs are known as "ta syka" {roc avua). The old

Pelasgic name was "fik," plural "fikj," and from this word has

originated the modern word "fig," as well as the ancient Latin word
"fieus."

In modern times the fig tree is extensivelj^ cultivated all over

Greece, in the mainland as well as on the islands, and many vari-

eties are cultivated. Among these the very early kinds are known
as "proima" {npoii^a). The best and earliest of these come from
^gina, and are ripe in the month of June. Other famous varieties

are the so-called Smyrna varieties, or the "Sm3a'naia," though we
have no means of knowing whether or not they actually are identical
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with those i^roNvn in Smyrna in Asia Minor. Other varieties, bearing

only or principally large first-erop figs, are known as "basilika"

{fiaffiXina) or "royals." They are generally dark and nsed only for

the table.

The figs for drying and export come principally from Kalaniata, a

Fir;. 4.—Strint; of figs as packed in Greece. (Photograph liy Paddock &• Fowler Co.)

place also celebrated for its "currant'' raisins. The islands of Andres
and Syros are also well known for their figs, though they are inferior

to those of Kalamata. The crop from the latter place is principally

exported to Russia, Austria, and central Europe generally. A few

reach France and the United States. The bulk of all these tigs is
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used for the manufacture of "coffe" and brandy. The figs from
Andros are of a dark brown color, owing to the mode of curing and
drjing in heated ovens. The Kalamata figs, which are now and then

found in the United States, are vastly inferior to the imported Smyrna
figs and are not even equal to uncaprificated California figs, the qual-

it}'^ of which has in late j-ears greatly improved. As regards the culti-

vation of the trees and the curing of the figs in Greece little of value is

to be noted. As the figs are of inferior quality the metliods of i^ro-

ducing them must also be inferior. The gathering of the figs for

drj'ing commences about August 1 to 5. The ripe ones are cut from
the tree by a reed split at one end. Only the ripe ones are gathered,

the others being allowed to hang until ripe. The cut figs are placed

on the ground to dry. In places where more care is taken low beds

of soil are covered with straw and stamped hard. The beds are

divided in sections 39 inches in width. At each side there is ar ditch

to receive the occasional rains. On this account the center of the

beds is slightly raised in order that the rain may more readil}' flow

off. When the figs have been exposed for about four days they are

turned, about eiglit daj's being required to finish the drying. The
Grecian mode of packing (fig. 4) is a most primitive one, probablj' actu-

ated b}- the want of i^roper material for boxes. The figs are simply

strung on reeds to the number of from 50 to several hundred. These
strings are then formed into wheels of various shapes and weights and
are then packed in larger boxes. Such wheels are not uncommon in the

markets of the United States. Most of the Grecian figs are caprifi-

cated, as can be readilj' demonstrated by cutting the figs open and
examining the seeds. The latter mostl}- possess embryo. Only rarely

have imj)orted Grecian figs been seen which had not been caprificated.

The figs are exported in large quantities from Calames and Andros.

The next largest places from which the Greek figs are exported are

Caryntie, Tenos, Pj^lia, etc. The export, which is steadilj- increas-

ing, now reaches some 30,000,000 pounds annually. The poor quality

of the Greek figs is the more remarkable, as the majority of the labor-

ers in the Smj'rna packing houses are Greeks.

Caprification, as has been stated, was practiced in (irreece in verj'^

ancient t imes. Whether the caprifig was introduced or was indigenous

can not now be decided with certainty; but it is probable that the fig

and the caprifig were introduced together. It has been stated that

during the eighth century before Christ edible figs were growing in

Greece, and it is certain that caprification was known at the time.

From that time to this caprification has continually been practiced

and is an inseparable process in the cultivation of the fig. The wild

or caprifigs are called opivia or opiviovs, while in ancient times they

were known as epivaos or spivos. The Pelasgic name for the caprifig

was "piri." At jiresent the caprifig grows in great abundance in

waste places and among rocks all over the country. So common is the
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eapritig that at times ship loads are exported to Smyrna to serve in

caprification when the native capi-ifigs fail to yield on account of

unfavorable seasons. The French l)otanists, Tournefort and Olivier,

who were greatly prejudiced against capritication, tried to prove its

worthlessness by the fact that Greek peasants had been seen to sus-

pend oak galls and excrescences of elms and poplars in the fig trees

instead of caprifigs. Such foj-eign sul)stanees could naturally have
no effect in pollinating the figs, and the figs so practiced on would
have set in any case. This observation of the botanists in question

shows tliat in (Treoce varieties are grown which are similar to those

we have in this (iountrj^and which requii-e no caprification in order to

produce figs.

Among the most interesting of the Greek cai)rifigs is the variety

known as Erinosyce. This fig, whiclx bears caprifigs as a first crop,

produces a second croj) of edible figs. A somewhat similar fig has

been found in Brittany and lately also in California.

FIGS IX XORTHERN AFRICA.

EGYPT AND KABYLIA.

Figs have been grown in Egypt since very ancient times, but still

that country cuts a comj)aratively small figure in the fig market of

the world. Though ,some 2,000,000 pounds of dried figs are exported

everj' yeai", thej^ are of inferior quality and are used principallj^ for

the producticm of spirits and the adulteration of coffee or the manu-
facture of imitation " cofife." A much more important fig district than

Egypt is found in Kabylia. This district, which is a part of Algeria,

is situated east of the city of Algiers and extends from Dellys

to Bougie. The princijDal town in this district, Tizi Ouzou, is sur-

rounded by the largest fig district in the world outside of Smj'rna.

Not only are figs exported in large quantities, but the whole native

population subsists on figs for man}' months in the year. The
following account of the fig industr}' in the district is mainly from

Hanoteau and Letourneux:

Fig culture in Kabijlia.

LocalitiP!^.—The fig flourishes everywhere and is found not only in the lower

levels, but to an altitude of over 3,000 feet. In the vicinity of Ait Ouaban it

reaches to the zone of the cedars.

\'(n-icfi('s.—The Kabyles distinguish some twenty-eight varieties of edible figs,

besides a nunabei' of caprifigs used exclusively for capritication. Of the latter

there are four distinct kinds. The edible figs are either wliite or black.

White varieties.—Abakour amellal (early white), Arnim, Thar'animt, Tha-

bouhiaboult, Abouharchaou, Tha-^erat. Thadhefoulth. Thaniellalt. Thar'elit, Tha-

aineriouth^Thabellonf. Aberzigzaou, Thaouassifth, Aboulil, Abouzouggar'. Tha-

kournfnnaith (the round).

Violet varieties.—Abakour aberkan (early black), Ajenjar, Azaich, Thazaicht,

El-Had.i, Abelrendjour. Mezzith, Aouhalal, Ar'animaberkan, Thabouhiaboult,

Thalierkant, Abouremman, Azagour guilef (Boars back).
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The variety called Tharanimt is the most valued among the white figs, and the

variety known as Ajenjar is considered the finest black kind.

('ai)viji(is.—There are four named varieties of caprifigs. These are: Thadouk-

karth-en-tifouzal, Thadoukkarth-en-tharanimt, Thadoukkarth-en-thaberkant

(bla k caprifig), Thadoukkarth-en-fit-en-tesekkourth (Pheasant's eye caprifig).

The best variety is the Thadoukkart-en-tifouzal. The name of the caprifig in

general is " doukkar.'" These varieties of caprifigs are used indiscriminately. As
regards caprification some kinds are better than others, the difference being in

the time of maturity, in the number of crops, and in the number of wasps.

There is another variety of wild fig known as Thadoukkart guir"zer (Creek

capi'ifig), but the fruits of this kind are never used for caprification. This tree is

used for grafting. The tree is inhabited by a Blastophaga wasp not suitable for

caprification.

Propagation of the fig tree.—There are four different ways in which the fig tree

is propagated. These are cuttings planted directly in the orchard, cuttings planted

in the nursery and later on transplanted, suckers taken from the base of the tree

or from its roots, and. finally, layers.

Cuttings planted in the orchard are known as "thisekkar." They grow well

and rapidly, but are supposed not to bear for several years. Cuttings planted first

in the nursery are called '

' thimereras. " After two or three years these are trans-

planted into the orchard. These young trees bring a price of from 30 to .50

centimes. The suckers are known as "ouchelikhen." The name for layers is

'• ourkilen.""

When a fig tree is planted, a trench is dug; not a simple hole, as for other kinds

of trees. Several slits are made in the trunk in order to facilitate the growth of

roots. The time for planting is between October and March. The trees are gen-

erally set in groups of five, though irregularly.

Grafting is also used, but only when it is desired to change one variety into

another, or in order to rejuvenate some old trunks. Grafting with scions is prac-

ticed in February and March, while budding is practiced from March to June.

C lilt ivutio)>, etc.—In very cold winters the buds of the more delicate varieties

are covered with a plaster composed of cowdung, in order to prevent injurj- from
frost. The first work in winter consists in cleaning the trunks of the tree.s—cut-

ting oK the suckers and sujjerfluous surface roots. Sinks are dug around each

tree in order to hold the rainwater. When manure is had, it is placed in these

sinks. Plowing is done with oxen when the iiroprietor is wealthy enough to pos-

sess them: otherwise the trees are simply dug around. Ancient practice stipulates

that the first plowing should be made from January 10 to 23. The second plowing
should be between February 13 and 19, while the third and last takes place either

between April 10 and 20 or between May 1 and 21. In some places pearl barley

and turnips are planted between the trees after the last plowing, but such crops

are always considered detrimental to the fig trees. No pruning of the trees is

practiced.

('a2)rificat ion.—The caprifig is known as the "Doukkar,'" which signifies

"male." But as the Kabyles are ignorantof the sexual elements of the caprifig or

of plants in general the presumption is that the origin of the name is very ancient,

and we are naturally carried back to a time when the people knew more of the

nature of plants than they now do in those parts. The Blastophaga wasps are of a
black color. Those, however, from the wild caj^rifig, known as "thadoukkart
guir'zer," are brown. These latter insects are not able to caprify the edible figs.

The caprification is practiced in the same general way as elsewhere in the Medi-
terranean couuiries. Strings of four caprifigs are thrown over the branches of

the edible figs. The number of strings (imalaken) varies with the tree. If neces-

sary, as many as 100 strings or -100 caprifigs are used on a single tree. On the
plains more strings are used than in the mountains, the average number of
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strings being, perhaps, 20 to -W on a tree. After a few weeks, when the ''douk-

kar ' begin to dry up. the process of caprification is renewed. This is i-epeated as

many as four to six times during the summer. The expense of ca])rifying the

trees is considerable. Each stiing of cai)rifigs costs about .") centimes, which brings

the highest cost of caprification for a single tree up to 5 francs a year. Some
tribes forbid the exi)ortation of caprifigs outside of their boundary, but as a rule

the markets are full of caprifigs, offered for sale during the period when caprifi-

cation is considered necessary.

Figs rcf/KiriiKj cdprijirntioii.—Not all fig varieties reijuire caprification. Those

varieties which do iiotre(iuirecai)rificat;on are Abakour. Aranim Abonla'archaou,

Abouremman. Azagour guilef, AzaiVh, Aboulil. Abelr'endjonr. Thazerat. and Thad-

hefouith. The varieties which it is necessary to caprificate are Thar"animt. El-hadj,

Abouzouggar", Mezzith, and Thazaicht.

The brebas are known as " ( )urgalen," except those of the variety -'Abakour." the

brebas of which are called '• bakour" (early).

Ciiriiu/ and drying.—The figs are dried on trays made of reeds. The latter are

exposed to the full glare of the sun, but are stacked at night. \o or more trays

being superposed one on the other. When dried, the figs are stored in earthen jars

or in large baskets. In order to keep away vermin, leaves of the sweet bay and of

the '

' zater "
(
CaJmniuta nepeia ) are interposed among the figs. The mode of pack-

ing used in Greece is also in vogue in tlie districts nearest the Mediterranean,

but this more elal.'orate way of packing i . u^ed only for the figs destined for expor-

tation. The quality is generally good, but the packing is always poor and pre-

vents extensive sales and high prices.

From 18 to 2.") francs are realized for a kilo of the best dried figs.

FIGS IN ITALY.

Cato, who lived two centuries before Pliny, knew 6 varieties of figs.

In the beginning of the Christian era Pliny, the w^ell-known naturalist,

enumerated some 27 different varieties. The names given them are

either from the places where they were growing or they were named
after j)ersons who had introduced them or who cultivated them. Thus
we read of Rhodian figs, of others as African, Hyrcanian, Lj^dian,

Tivolian, Herculean, Porapeian, Livian, the latter introduced by Livia.

As might l)e expected, these figs are not so minutely described as to

enable us to identifj^ them with kinds now existing in Italy or else-

where. From the time of Pliny to modern times we find no pub-

lished accounts of Italian figs. Still, during the long interval new
varieties must have been introduced and originated hy chance or

otherwise, as the first of the earliest of tlie modern writers. Porta and

Pontedera—the former in the first years of the seventeenth century,

the latter a hundred years later—mention a great number of distinct

and valuable kinds.

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF THE ITALIAN FIO DISTRICTS.

While fig trees are grown all through the Italian peninsula and its

adjoining islands, the true and principal fig region must be consid-

ered as that situated south of Rome, and extending from there to Sicilj'

and the Liparian Islands. In northern Italy figs are grown princi-

pally for eating fresh, and as such can not be said to constitute an
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article of important diet. Few figs are dried, and they entirely for

home consumption, not for exj)ort. In the southern parts of Italy,

however, the fig, fresh and dried, is looked upon as an important and

cheap article of diet, especially during the Avinter months, and the

failure to secure a large fig crop is looked upon as a calamity, both on

account of the diminished food supply and the pecuniary loss in the

export trade; and the export trade must mean, in this part of Italy,

not only the export to foreign districts, but the much greater export

to Italian districts where figs are not grown, or at least not dried.

While figs are growing almost everywhere in southern Italy, com-

paratively few localities make fig culture an industry. Thus for fig

culture favored spots appear comparatively few and far between, con-

fined to certain valleys or to certain slopes which either through soil,

location, or climate conditions produce figs superior for drying.

The most northern district in which superior dried figs are produced

is Pozzuoli, not far from Naples. The soil in this district appears to

be of volcanic alluvium, especially adapted to j)roducing figs of thin

and white skin, good flavor, and great sweetness. In the Naples mar-

ket these Pozzuoli figs compete successfull}^ with those of more south-

ern districts and bring even a better price than the Calabrian figs. In

the same vicinity we find a considerable quantity of dried figs pro-

duced on the island Iscliia, at Sora in Terra di Lavuro, at Yieo Equense,

peninsula Sorrentina, etc. As a rule these northern figs are small,

averaging about one-third the size of the Smyrna figs, while in sweet-

ness they are hardly equal to the Smyrnas. As we proceed south we
find the figs sliglitly increasing in size, and to some degree even in

sweetness. In southern Italj^ the j)rincipal fig centers are found in

the provinces of Terra d' Otranto, Cosenza, Catanzaro, and Reggio,

the latter generally known as the three Calabrias. Other centers

for fig culture are found in the provinces of Lecce, Salerno, and
Basilicata. In Terra d' Otranto, on the Adriatic side, excellent dried

figs are produced at Taranto, Brindisi, and Melpignano. In Lecce, in

1873, the two communes of Cutrofiano and Galatiua produced 5,700

quintals or 638,000 pounds of figs, while the three jwrts, Taranto,

Gallipoli, and Brindisi, exported in 1872 about 70,000 quintals, equal

to 7,840,000 pounds. The whole exports of tlie province Terra

d' Otranto for three years of 1870 to 1872 reached 132,009 quintals, 1

quintal being about 112 pounds.

The production of dried figs in tlie immediate vicinity of Lecce
in 1869 reached 11,000 (quintals, and has since that time somewhat
increased. In the province of Catanzaro the exportation of figs, in

1874, amounted to 7,000 (quintals, or 780,000 pounds. In the province

of Cosenza the three princii)al localities for tlie production of dried

figs are Cosenza, Castrovillari, and Paola, while the following com-
munes also made a specialty of drying figs: Amautea, Belvedere,
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Belmonte, Longobardi, San Lucido, Scalea, Cleto, Serra di Aiello,

Fiume-Freddo, Santa Domeniea, Majera, Orsoniarso, and Verbicaio.

In the i)i-ovinr'e of Reggio Iho dried tigs are produced for export,

prineii)ally in the vicinit}' of lieggio, Palma, and (ierace, the latter

place ])eiiig ewpecially famous for its dried figs. In Terra di Bari

the fig regions are found in the vicinity of Moropoli and Turi, the figs

from the former locality being among the largest and sweetest in

southern Italy.

As could be expected, the island of Sicily produces good and sweet

figs. Foremost are those fiom the vicinity of Palermo, among which

may be found the largest figs produced in Italy, almost equ;ding

those of Smyrna in size, while exceeding them in sweetness. "^I'he

principal localities for figs in that province are San Fratello and
Pollina. The Palermo figs do not e([ual the Smyrna figs in flavor

and thinness of skin. (PI. IN.)

The proviuce of Messina, rich in oranges and lemons, also produces

good ligs, though immediately around Messina no fresh figs are pro-

duced, that town importing its supply from the ports of Calabria, on

the other side of the Straits. The principal export jwrt in the prov-

ince of ]Messina is Milazzo.

In the province of C-atania it is especiallj^ in the region of Mount
Etna that superior dried figs are found. The volcanic soils favor the

drying quality of the figs as well as their sweetness. Figs are also

prepared for drying in the other parts of Sicily, but nowhere to the

same extent as in the i^rovinces of Palermo, Messina, and Catania.

The figs from the island of Lipariare, however, considered superior to

those gi-own on the main island. These figs are exijorted principally

to Naples and Malta.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

In most of the Italian fig districts the best figs for diying are gi'own

on or near the coast of the Mediterranean. The influence of the

sea, be it tlu-ough modified heat or through increase in moisture, is

decidedly beneficial. The climatic conditions for the production of

figs in southei-n Italy are almost perfect, and inferior only to those

of Smyrna in Asia Minor. But for the successful drying of figs, not

to say curing of figs, the climate of Italy is not the veiy best. At the

time of the fig liarvest it not infrequently happens that showers, or

even con.inued rains, set in, injuring or even completely spoiling the

figs. On that account the growers resort to such measures as splitting

the figs or drying them by artificial means in primitive ovens. In

climatic conditions for diying Smyrna is much more favored than

Italy. The natural rainfall in Italy is slightly less than that of

Smyrna, but greater than thati of southern and central California.

The irrigation of fig trees is therefore less necessary in Ital^' than in

California.
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QUALITY OF ITALIAN FIGS.

But vrith all tliesf favorable conditions Italy produces only figs

which are inferior to those of Smyrna, though equal to those of Portu-

gal, Spain, or France. It is especially in size and quality of pulp

that the Italian figs are defective, averaging one-third less in weight

than the Smyrna figs. Their flavor is also inferior, while in sweet-

ness they are equal, or in a few instances even superior, to the figs of

Asia Minor, Smyrna included. As regards albuminoids, so important

when the nutritious quality of the figs is taken into consideration, the

Italian figs take a very prominent place, but are still inferior to the

Smyrna figs. In fatty substances the Italian figs are perhaps superior

to the Smj^rnas, but the percentage of superiorit}' is too small to be

of any economic importance. In thinness of skin and in color the

Italian figs of the best kinds compare unfavorably with Smyrna figs.

To sum up, the Italian figs are inferior in size, aroma, and albumi-

noids, but excel in sweetness and in other minor matters. Their meat is

generally coarse.

MODES OF CURING AND PACKING.

As Italy does not in reality produce anj- first-class figs, it could not

be expected that she would excel in curing and x>acking. Only where

a very superior product is the outcome of careful horticultural meth-

ods does it pay to spend much labor and skill on attractive packing.

The Italian figs are grown principally for home consumption by the

poorer classes of the people, and the ol)ject has therefore been to

cure and pack as cheaply as possible. The exports are considerable,

but the figs, instead of serving as table desserts and delicacies, are

destined principallj' for distillation or for the adulteration of coffee,

etc. Still, the Italian figs of the better classes, if properl}^ put up and
more carefully and cleanly handled, would command a market and a

price far bej'ond that at present received. The Italian modes of cur-

ing could be imitated profitably in the United States, especiallj" Avhen

an expensive article is not contemplated. The time Avill come Avhen

our horticulturists will occupy themselves witli the problem of pre-

paring articles of food as well as of luxury, and they may then find

some points of interest in the Italian modes of curing figs. In Italj^

there are three principal ways of curing and drying the figs, thesr meth-

ods being used pi'omiscuously in different parts of tlie country witliout

being confined to special localities.

The most common way is, after the figs have been properly picked

as early in the day as possible, to split them lengthwise down to the

peduncle or stalk end, where the two halves are allowed to remain con-

nected. This splitting serves a double pnrpose, enabling the operator

to detect the pooi" or sour figs and facilitating the diying of the fig.

The splitting also does awny with the laborious turning of the figs

while drying. As soon as split, the figs are exi^osed on wicker trays or
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straw mats for dryiniiv, Tlie interior surface is turned upward; other-

wise the contents Avould i-uu to waste. The time for dryin.a: varies

from six to ten daj^s, according to locality and climate. The figs are

then taken in and dipped, whicli is done by placing iheni in wicker

baskets and immersing them for a minute in l)oiiing water. When
removed the figs ai-e tlirown in heaps to drain otf and dry and are

then ready foi- packing. Such figs are in the province of Catania

called figs "a chiappa" (flattened).

Another method nearly related to the former consists in splitting

and drying the figs just as last described. When nearly dry the figs

are flavored. This is done in different ways in different localities

—

a quarter of a walnut is pressed into the pulp, or a piece of citron

rind, or the pulp is simply sprinkled with anise seed. Such flavored

figs find leady sale all over Italy, and not a few are exported to for-

eign countries.

The third way of drying figs is known as "passuluni" (wrinkled)

in Catania or as "cuzzoli" (drawn out) on the mainland in the Cala-

brias. When perfectly ripe the figs are carefully cut with a knife

from the tree and then distributed on mats made of split cane

{Ai'undo donax), the mats being spread on low beds of earth. The
figs are turned every daj^ or every two days and exposed to the full

raj's of the sun. The more frequently the figs are turned the better,

many persons turning them several times daily. In from ten to

fifteen days the figs have become bleached and dry externally, while

the pulp remains soft, at least in the better specimens. The figs

are then assorted and graded. Dipping in hot water for one minute
comes next and finishes the operation of curing. The most careful

curing is done in Catanzaro and in the district of Palermo, in Sicily.

The packing of Italian figs is quite primitive, owing to the scarcity

and expensiveness of lumber for boxes. Braided mats, made either

of strips of beechwood or of esparto grass {Stijxi ienacissimo), hold-

ing from 33 to 4-t pounds each, are the most common j)ackages for all

export figs destined for distillation, etc. Table figs are generally

exported in round drums made of wood shavings containing 12 to 15

pounds of figs, there being no uniform packing. For home consump-
tion the better classes of figs are strung on split reeds or esparto straw.

The packing of figs is further advanced in Sicily than elsewhere

in Italy. The packing called " pania " consists of piercing the figs

with split canes, a sixth part of a cane being the proper thickness.

Two and two figs are placed overlapping each other ^vith the stalk ends,

and a sliver of cane is then run through this overlapping part.

Another sliver is run through the thick end of each fig. In this way
more tigs are put on and these slivers of cane are made to hold a loaf

of figs 4: inches wide b}' 20 inches long.
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This paokiiiij is varied almost indefinitely in different places. Figs

are strung on the elastic and lough straws of the esparto and finally

rolled up in the shape of balls oi- in wheels (scerti di ficu). The
squares are generally known as 'Mavoliei-i" (tables) or "paiiia"

(loaf).

Some of the largest figs are also picked and dried without skin and
known as "ficu senza scorcia" (without skin) in the Catanian dialect.

Fig. .^.—White Genoa fis-

A confiture is made in some districts by di^jping the nearly dried

figs in honey, then packing them in jars, and baking in an oven. In
all districts common bake ovens of most primitive construction are

used for drj'ing inferior figs or for finishing the drying of the regular

figs in case of rain or continvied fogs. But such artificially dried figs

are inferior l)oth as regards color and quality and bring much less in

the market.
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VAKIKTIES OF FIGS.

Tlie variotics of fiii's ni-own in Italy are many, in some localities

reachiuii; a hundred or more. A ureat iincertaintv exists in rei?ard to

Fig. fi.—Gentile fig.

names. Local names are given everywhere, and as no systematic

descriptions of all the various varieties have ever been published, no
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efforts have evei- been made to identify and classify them. The most
common fij; nsed for drjnng is tlie Dottati, Datterese, or ]>attero, tae

"figue datte " of France, the date-fig of the English, so called on

acconnt of its sweetness and the readiness with which it dries. The
Dattero is the drying fig for the Calabrias and the south of Italy gen-

erally. The size of the fig is below medium; color is light, and so is

the pnlp. The color of this fig is equal to that of Smyrna figs. The
Petrogiano is another dr^'ing fig used in the province of Catanzaro,

but not equal to the former.

The figs commonly eaten in Itah' are legion, but the best is consid-

ered the Trojano, principally grown in the vicinity of Naples. The
"fico di fragola," or strawberry fig, is a favorite in Sicily, while in

the north, in Toscana and Fmbria, the " Verdini," the '" Hrogiotto

neri" and "Brogiotto l)ianclii,"' the ''Fico Gentile," (see fig. 'J),- and
the " Portoghese" are the varieties mostly cultivated. The San

Piero, Black and White, are among the largest early figs in ct'iitral

Italy, but ai'e little known in the south. This fig, which produces

only first-crop figs, or "fichi fiori," is replaced in the south by the

"Colombro" and "Paradiso," which also give excellent figs.

CAPRIFICATIOX.

Caprification is practiced only in southern Italj", and not everywlu're

in this locality. Most of the Italian varieties do not require caprifi-

cation, and, so far as I know, none of the true Smyrna figs—with only

perfect flowers-—is grown in Italy. As localities where ca^jrification

is especiallj^ practiced there may be mentioned Sicily, Catanzaro, the

old Kingdom of Xaples, Ischia, etc. ; also the islands of Lipari and
Malta.

The total annual output of Italy in dried figs shipped to various

countries reaches about 18,000,000 pounds in favorable years, whiK- in

years of smaller crops it may fall to 9,000,000 pounds.

FIGS IN PORTUGAL.

The country arotmd Lisbon and farther south is well adapted to

the fig industrj', and fig trees grow everywhere. The late Dr. John
Bleasdale, who was familiar with Portugal, considered the country

surrounding Lisbon for 20 miles as especially favorable for figs, the

large white figs being most appreciated. But the figs raised in the

vicinity of 'the capital, though large and sweet, are not the .bt^st

for drying and export; they are consumed ijrincipallj- at home,
whether fresh or dry. With the inci'ease in temperature toward the

south the fig improves in (quality and the conditions become more
favorable for drying with the least amount of labor. Accordingly

we find in the most southern province—Algarve—the I'eal home of

the fig industi-y on Portuguese soil. Few countries in any part of the

world are as well favoi-ed Avitli reii:ard to climatic conditions as this
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famous proviiR'o, and, with tlie single exception of Sni} rna, or rather

tt3 valley of the Meander liiver, no loeality in the world produces ligs

of quality equal to the Algarve figs. The province of Algarve is an.

open littoral, gradually rising from the beach toward a high chain of

mountains, which, with an easterly and westerly trend, shut off

the northern winds. The exjjosure is toward the south alone, the

heat being moderated by the balmy Atlantic breezes. What Anda-
lusia is to Spain, Algarve is to Portugal—the orchard, garden, and.

granary of that Kingdom. The deep alluvial soil is one that contains

mucli lime and naturally retentive of moisture. The temperature of

the province is remarkable for its even distribution, with only slight

variation day and night, si)ring, summer, and fall. The mean sum-
mer temperatui-e is about 7!)^ F., and this mean lasts from May to

November. The highest is in August and September, witli 82" F.

;

the lowest in May and November, with 77° F. The moisture of the

air is considerable, or about 73° for the summer months of May to

November. Comj)ared with California localities, none are exactly

similar; but El Cajon, one of the interior valleys in San Diego County,

comes the nearest. Compared with the large interior valley of Cali-

fornia the moisture in Algarve is much greater, being about 70°,

while in the San .Joaquin Valley it is below 50° during the same sum-
mer months.

The fig in Algarve grows to great perfection, and it is found every-

wliere from the seashore to an altitude of about 1,100 feet. In fact,

the principal product of the district, whether we consider quantity

or value, is figs. But besides figs the country produces oranges,

almonds, olive oil, and wine. The country is only partially culti-

vated, the improvements rarely extending farther inland than 6 miles

from the coast line.

Npt many years ago the figs of Portugal were the most famous in.

the world, or at least the best known in western Europe. In the early

part of the last century Portugal supplied England, America, Ger-

many, and the north and west of Europe, generally, with figs, but was
later on driven from the market by the superior and better-managed

product of Smyrna. The Portuguese figs were known as Faro figs,

because the}' were exported from Faro, in Algarve. For a long time

F^aro was the principal business place in southern Portugal and, as

such, also the export place for figs. The figs which were grown in

the vicinity on the rather sand}^ plains and in the foothills of Sierra

San Miguel were naturally of very good quality or almost of the ver}-

best quality, but they were very badly handled in dryiiig and curing

and only commanded the foreign market until a better article was
offered. The peasants generally carried the figs fresli or partly dried

to the city and sold them as such to the merchants, who again dumped
them out in small heaps on the stone floors in the warehouse. Mal-

treated in this Avay the figs were usually bruised and a large part of

2:37-40—No. '.»—01 -t
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the sirup ran out and collected in narrow shutters and finally fermented

in tanks. After fermentation of the surplus fig juice a kind of brandy

of very good quality was distilled. The figs were again spread on

stone or cane floors in the open courts and gardens and exposed to

tlie sun for a longer or shorter t ime, according to the weather. When
dry the figs were pressed into small baskets made of braided palm

leaves, each basket holding 28 pounds. The number of varieties of

figs grown in Portugal is very great. The fig used for drying in

Algarve is a large, white fig different from the Smyrna figs, so far as

may be judged from descriptions. The best variety in Portugal is

known as the "figo da Comadre," or Godmother fig, so named because

the best is always reserved for the comadre and the compadre, words

hardly to be translated into English, but whicli play a great part in

the home life of the Latin races.

The next best variety when dried is known as "figo mercante," while

the third and poorest kind goes under the name of " figo chocho."

Of these figs large quantities are yet exported, principallj'^ to Bel-

gium, Holland, and France. The annual export averages 8,000 tons,

or about one-half that of Italy.

The first crop, the fiori or the brebas, is known in Portugal as " figos

lampas," while the second crop is called " figos vendimos." For table

use the red-fig varieties are considered the best. In the vicinity of Faro

the "figo do euchario" and the "do bispo" are the most valued varieties.

The I^ampeira is one of the best red figs, producing only a first crop,

called the lampas. In Italy this fig is known as the Portoghese, and

is considered a very good early fig, somewhat like the San Pedro. As
regards culture and curing little is to be learned from the I*ortuguese.

For cutting the figs from the trees a long bamboo pole is used, the end

being split or forked. Below the fork a small basket of braided straw

is hung to receive the falling fig, which is easil}^ detached by pushing

tlie fork upward. Only the best figs—a comparatively small propor-

tion of the crop—are dried. This drying is on mats woven of the esparto

grass {Stipa tenacissima). As a result of the poor handling of the fig,

this industry has decreased greatl}^ in recent years. Portuguese table

figs, which were once the staple article of figs in the western Avorld,

are now hardly known outside of Portugal, the carefully cured and

beautifully packed Smyrna figs having driven the Portuguese article

almost out of the market.

The glory of Faro, as regards figs at least, is past. The harbor has

become much filled in, and few figs are now sent abroad from this portu

The trade in figs, on a much diminished scale, has been almost com-

pletely transferred to the better and more readily accessible port of

Villa Nova do Portimao. Fig culture and curing have of late pro-

gressed but little in Portugal. Curing and packing, as practiced in

Smyrna, are entirely unknown. When the Portuguese figs were

refused by the foreign trade the cultivators and merchants did not
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inquire into the cause and made no effort toward improvement. The
consequence has been a ruined business, which is not likely to revive

soon. With proper care the Portuguese figs would really be very

good, almost equaling the Smyrna figs.

CAPRIFICATION.

Capri fication is practiced everywhere in Portugal. The caprifig is

known as "figo di toca," the name not being derived from "tocar,"

to touch, as indicated by Link and other Avriters, but from the Arabic

word "tokkar" or "dokkar" (the wild fig), showing thatcaprifieation

was introduced, or at least reintroduced, by the Arabs or Moors.

Til is caprifig belongs to the type with broad leaves. The caprifig, or

figo di toca, ripens its first crop in Algarve at the end of June or

beginning of July, and a later crop setting at this time becomes ripe

in August. The process of caprification is the same as in other coun-

tries and deserves no special mention here. The Portuguese fig grow-

ers know that not all fig varieties require caprification, and that in

some varieties the first crop may not require caprification, while the

second crop does require it. The Lampeira, which is grown princi-

pally around Tavira, belongs to the class which requires caprification

for its second cn-op, but which matures a first crop without it. The first

crop or camada of the Lamijeira is also called " figos lampas" and is

never caprificated. The second crop or camada of the Lami^eira, known
as "figos vendimos," is said to never set and mature except with capri-

fication, which .accordingly is always practiced. "Figo euchario,"

which also requires caprification, ripens only one crop, in Septem-

ber. The "figo bravo," which is cultivated along the River Guadiana,

gives also only one crop, which does not require the figo di toca, and
accordingly is never caprificated.

The annual export of Portugal is about 10,000,000 pounds.

FIG CULTURE IN FRANCE.

FAVORABLE LOCALITIES.

In France profitable fig culture extends from the environments of

Pai'is to the shores of the Mediterranean. While in the north figs are

grown for use only while fresh, in the south they are also dried for

export and home consumption. Provence is the center of the fig

industry in France. There the climate is mild and favorable for olives,

figs, pomegranates, and to some extent also for citrus fruits, but on

the whole the favorable conditions for the fig industry are not equal

to those in southern Italy and Sicily. In winter the frosts are some-

times severe enough to greatly injure the fig trees, but their recupera-

tive nature is such as to readily renew the injured parts. As in all

the Mediterranean region, the rains are frequent in winter, few or

none during the summer months. Irrigation is frequently resorted
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to and is not considered injurious if judiciously applied. Figs des-

tined for drying are irrigated less than those for use in the fresh state.

In the most favored localities the fig trees are planted 18 to 20 feet

apart and smaller crops are gi-own between; but on account of the

fungus which frequently and fatally attacks the roots of the tigs and

rapidly spreads from one tree to another where thej^ are growing so

close that the roots interfere with one another, most fig trees are

alternated with almonds or olives.

The closer to the Mediterranean the taller are the standards or

trunks of the fig trees, and the farther away from those shores the

less the trunks, both in height and circumference, until in the vicinity

of Paris the trunks disappear entirely and give way to a cluster of

branches issuing direct from the soil.

The trees with high standards suffer most from heat and dryness;

consequently high-standard fig trees are found only in localities where

irrigation is practiced. After the tree has been planted, generally

from a cutting, it is allowed to grow as it i^leases for two years. The
effect is the development of numerous suckers from the base. In

March of the third season the largest of these is selected to form

the future standard, wiiile the others are cut awa3\ On this standard

all side branches are cut until it has reached a height of 2.30 meters,

or about 7 feet. The top bud is then pinched in the spring and side

branches are allowed to form immediately below, constituting the

coming head or crown of the tree.

Pruning is very little practiced, although in some localities fig trees

are pruned to some extent. Suckers are removed from the base; dry

branches as well as branches which cross one another are cut away,

and branches which bend too close to the ground, interfering with

other crops, are cut oft'. But the general rule is that the less the fig

tree is cut the better for the tree. Whatever pruning is required is

done in March or April. The cultivation of crops between the trees

also suffices for the figs. Where no irrigation is practiced a hollow

basin of earth is formed around the base of the fig tree early in the

fall in order to catch the winter rains. In exposed localities the trees

are protected in the following manner: In the middle of December or

the beginning of winter the space around the tree is dug up and the

soil heaped around the stem as high as possible in order to protect

it from cold. In the beginning of April this earth is again leveled

down and the soil dug up anew. The succeeding labors are confined

to irrigating the trees once a month until the end of August, when
the harvest of the figs begins.

It has been found that manuring greatly improves the figs. Light

soils are manured with cow dung every two or three years, while for

heavier soils sheep, horse, and pigeon dung are used every six or

eight years. But the best manures for figs are offal from factories,

such as wool waste from mills, as well as bone dust.
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In southern France or Provence the following localities are espe-

cially renowned for their figs, fresh or dry, and in their vicinity may
be found large iilantations of figs: Aix, Salon, Marseilles, Brignoles,

Toulon, Grasse, Antibes, St. Remi, Entrecasteux, Bandol, Seyene,

Tarascon, Nice, Bordeaux, Treves, Ilyeres, St. Tropez, St. Maximin.

CURING THE FIGS.

When the figs are perfectly ripe they are picked early in the morn-

ing, after the dew has dried off. There are at least two ways of curing

the figs in France. In the first method the figs are simply placed on
trays made of wicker willows, exposed to the sun, and turned every

morning and every noon.

The other process consists in dumping the figs into boxes after they

have been exposed for two or three days and then allowing them to

go through a sweat for forty-eight hours. After that time they are

again exposed and the drj-ing is finished in the sun. At the approach

of showers the trap's are stacked and covered Avith waterproof canvas.

Every morning the dried figs are taken out. When all are dried they

are separated into three different sizes. Ovens are used for inferior

figs only.

PRINCIPAL FIG VARIETIES GROWN IN SOUTHERN FRANCE.

The following are the principal varieties of figs grown in southern

France

:

IVJiite varieties.

Napolitainr. second crop: ripens in September; fresh and dry. At Aix and Salon.

Verdale; fresh and dry; ripens in September. At Brignofes and Salon.

Bourdisotte blanche; fresh and dry; ripens in September. At Marseilles.

Aubiqne blanche; for drying only.

Ragusa; ripens in the middle of September. At Marseilles.

Hospitaller; for drying; ripens in the beginning of September. At Salon.

Doucette; fresh and dry; end of August. At Salon.

Messongue; fresh and dry. At Salerne.

Boutilete; for drying. At Brignoles.

Marseillaise, figue dAthenes; for drying only; end of August. At Marseilles

and Toulon.

Seyroles: for drying. At Grasse and Draguignan.

Versailles; fresh: middle of July.

Pissalutto; fresh and dry. At Grasse.

Peconjudo; fresh and dry. At Grasse and Antibes.

Cougourdane. At Aix and St. Remi.
TiTaourenque: fresh and dry; middle ofSeptember. At Marseilles and Salon.

Col de Signora: fresh. At Rousillon.

Beaucaire; for drying. At Entrecasteaux.

Blanquette: only for drying in localities where other drying figs will not do well.

Colored varieties.

Quasse blanche: for drying; end of August. At Bandol and La Seyne.

Figne-datte (Dattero-Italy); fresh and dry: end of August. At Salon and
Eyguieres.
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Poulette; fresh or dry, end of August. At Tarascon and Salon.

Cotignano; first crop middle of July; fresh; very extensively cultivated.

Mahounaise; fresh; middle of September. At St. Remi.

Cuer; fresh and dry: middle of September.

De Saint-Esprit; first crop fresh: end of June. At Marseilles, Aix, and Salon.

Matarassa; for drying only; end of August. At Grasse.

Rose blanche: for drying only; middle of September.

Safranee; fresh and dry; middle of September. At Nice and Salon.

Franche Paillard: first crop only; fresh.

Aubique violette; fresh only.

Bellona; fresh and dry; very fine. At Grasse, Marseilles, and Draguignan.

Courcourela; for drying only. At Grasse.

Beaucaire; for drying only. At Grasse and Hyeres.

Grosse Beurdoa; fresh and dry. At Grasse and Saint-Tropez.

Fig. 7.—Ronde Noire fig.

Black varieties.

De Porto: fresh and dry. At Seyne and St. Maximin.
Barnissotte; fresh only: September and October.

Bernissenca; a later form of Bourjasotte noire; fresh only.

Mouissonna; fresh and dry; one of the best figs of southern France.

Sultane; fresh. At Salon.

Perruquier; first crop only good: fresh: end of June.

The best figs for drying in southern France are: Marseilles. Grassenque. and
Mouissonne. Farther north near Orange the varieties mostly used for drying are

the Blanquette and Verdale.

The earliest variety for table use in southern France is the Observ-

antine and tlie latest are Bourjasotte noire and Mouissonne violette.
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NOKTHERN AND CENTRAL FRANCE.

In the vicinity of Paris fig culture rises to a prominent horticultural

industry in at least two localities—at Argenteuil and at Frette.

Through care and ingenuity most excellent figs are raised there in the

open ground and under a climate not naturally adapted to the fig.

During three hundred years Argenteuil has supplied Paris with fresh

figs, and fig culture in that locality has reached a scientific development

not known elsewhere. The metliods followed there are superior to any

employed elsewhere in similar or higher latitudes and produce better

results than figs grown against walls and protected by mattings during

the winter months. If the methods of Argenteuil and Frette were

adopted in tlie.United States fig culture would i)rove i^rofitable even

in a number of places in the vicinity of many of the large cities east

of the Rocky Mountains, where there is always a market for choice

fruit. In the hope that such a culture will soon spring up a minute

description is given of the processes used for perfecting or, as they

call it, for "educating " the figs in Argenteuil.

LOCALITY AND CONDITION.

The best place for a fig orchard is a warm exposure toward the

south, sheltered as far as possible from heavy winds, as the latter

destroy the fruit irreparably. Locations free from spring frosts are,

of course, to be preferred; in fact they should be the only ones

selected, as late frosts retard the maturing of the figs and may even

entirely spoil the crop. Argenteuil and Frette are favorably situated,

but still they suffer from frosts in February and March almost every

year. The best soil is calcareous loam of great depth and warmth.

HOW TO START THE TREES.

The fig plantations are generally started from trees. These again

are grown from cuttings about 16 inches long, taken in February or

March or as soon as the branches are disinterred. These are planted

in nursery, leaving only two eyes above the ground. In November

these cuttings will have obtained good roots, and as the leaves will

then have fallen with the first frosts, the cuttings may be taken up
and used for immediate planting. In case planting shall be delayed

until the following spring it will be necessary to cover the rooted

cuttings in a way similar to that done by the trees, the process of

which will be described presently.

FORMING THE ORCHARD.

The trees are planted either singly or in rows, squares, or quincunx,

about 9 to 10 feet apart. Xo large plantations exist, as the great

labor and care necessary for success would make supervision of large

orchards impossible. The holes for the trees are dug about 3 feet

square and about 2 feet deep. One or two trees are planted in every

hole. When two trees are set in one hole this is done not only in
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order to qiiicklj'^ get many fruit-bearing branches, but also to cause
tlie trunks to bend readily to the ground. If two aie set they are

planted 1 foot apart and in the general line of the row. The dei^th is

regulated according to the size of the trees. All the old wood should

l)e buried below the surface and only the season's wood exposed
above. The trees are not set perpendicularly, but must be slanting

or oblique with the surface, in order to facilitate the future bending
of the trees. If the ground is level the two trees should form an obtuse

angle with each other and a sharp angle with the surface; in other

words, bend in opposite directions. If the surface is inclined, then

both the trees shoiild be slanting upward, in order that l)oth may be
equally well buried. After planting each tree is cut Ijack to two eyes.

If the planting has been done in November the young trees must be
covered over with 1 or 2 feet of soil. At the end of February or the

beginning of March this soil is removed and the ground worked
over. Around each tree is made a basin about 8 to 12 inches deep
and 2 or 3 feet in diameter, to hold the rain water or the artificial

watering during the season. Thus planted, the trees are left to them-
selves for the season. In the following November, after all the leaves

have fallen, the soil is dug away from the tree to a depth of 10 inches,

especiall}' immediately below the principal branches. These are then

carefully bent down into the trenches and covered with about 14 inches

of soil, the surface of which must be made convex, in order to shed
the water. It is also important that no leaves, immature figs, grass,

straw, or anj^ other matter which possibly could decaj' should be left

in the soil near the branches, as it would cause the latter to rot. If the

branches do not readily remain in the ground the}' may be kept there

with a bent peg similar to the pegs used in rooting layers. In Febru-
ary, as soon as the frosts are over, the soil is taken away. The strong-

est branches are pruned back to two or three e3'es, while the weakly
ones are removed entirely. It must be the endeavor to give to each
iig bunch from 14 to 16 branches, but this may be done gradually if

^ood branches are not had the first or second season. The second

season is devoted to forming these branches, the strong ones being

encouraged, while the weak ones are cut away.
The third season after the branches have been disinterred in Feb-

ruarj' or March, the same pruning back to two or three ej^es of last

season's wood is practiced. In fact, all the operations of the preced-

ing season are repeated, the cultivator so selecting his branches that

the tree, or rather bush, will spread evenly in all directions, so that the

branches Avill not interfere with one another.

PINCHING THE TERMINAL BUDS.

In the fourth season the fig trees or bushes begin to bear. The
branches should not be disinterred until all the frost is over. But
as late disinterring will cause corresponding late maturity, many
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gTowiu-s disinter liulf of llio \vees at tho end of February and the

other half at the end of March, wliich secures them at least a par-

tial crop. As soon as the branches are out of the soil the terminal

buds on all the side branches wliich are to bear fruit are removed by
pinching', eitlicr by liand or by sheai's. The fi-uit-bearini^: branches

will at this time show the young ligs alongside the leaf bud. All

branches intended to bear the following season are pruned back to

two or four eyes. The skill and experience of the cultivator is here

exercised in the selection of the proper branches.

REMOVING THE SIDE BUDS.

A few days after the last operation, designed to push the side buds and
the figs, another operation takes place, which consists in suppressing

or removing the side buds. On every side branch about one-half or

more of the leaf buds are removed, but one or two ej'es closest to the

base should always be left to form fruit branches for the next yeai-.

One bud is also left higher up on the branch. On the Blanquette

variety this operation is performed as soon as the buds show signs

of starting—on the Dauphine Yiolette only wiien they have attained

three small leaves. Care should be taken that the young figs are not

injured or even touched. If they are, they will not come to maturity.

The two lowest buds are preserved to form fruit-bearing branches for

another year, and the upper bud is left to draw sap.

The terminal branches are similarlj' treated, with the difference,

however, that the terminal bud is left, with two others lower down, to

form future fruit branches, at a distance from each other of about 12

inches. A few days or weeks later, or when the remaining buds have
grown out and formed small branches or spurs 2 or 3 inches in length,

with a few leaves, they are cut from all lateral fruit branches, care

being taken to leave one of the lowest as near the base as possible.

The object in not removing them at once is to prevent the tree from

being shocked and set back. After the last operation the branches

will present this appearance: The terminal branches will have the

terminal bud growing, with two more at equal distances lower down
the stem; the side branches will have only one of the lowest buds
growing and one near the top, which latter, however, should never

be allowed to assume more than five leaves, which are suflBcient to

draw the sap; but in preserving these buds and branches it is imjDor-

tant that only those on the outer or lateral surfaces of the branch

be preserved. The interior buds, if allowed to grow out, would be

very difficult to cover with soil in winter.

CARE DURING THE GROWING SEASON.

After tlie buds have been removed the branches should be carefully-

arranged in such a way that they will touch one another as little as

possible. This is accomplished by the aid of crotches or pegs, which
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are set in the ground to hold the branches apart. All leaves which in

any way touch the figs should be removed, as they bruise the fruit and
spoil its appearance.

At the maturing of the fruit it often happens, especially with the

Dauphine variety, that the fruit is too near the soil. The branches

ni ust then be somewhat elevated with studs or the fruit will spoil ; but in

no case must the elevation be such as to raise the branches in an

upright position—merely enough to bring the fruit above the ground.

If raised too high the fruit will not ripen. In order to guard against

spring frost the fig bushes are covered with light mattings early in the

morning or in the evening when danger of frost is apparent. Another

method is to create smoke bj^ burning tar, straw, and damp wood an

hour before and after sunrise.

PRUNING BEARING FIG TREES.

The first ripe figs are picked at the end of July, the last at the end

of August. As soon as the last figs are harvested the fig trees are

pruned. This operation consists in removing the wood which bore

the figs just harvested, while the wood is cut close to the branch

immediately below. The dead wood is then removed, as well as use-

less suckers, and all which are not destined to produce fruit-bearing

branches in coming j'ears. The branches which are to bear the next

season's crop are not pruned, as such proceeding would ruin the crop.

The next season, after the trees are disinterred, the process of pinch-

ing the terminal and secondary buds is again gone through with, after

which time no new treatment is required; but after the branches

have reached a length of 6 to 10 feet they are too long to be practically

handled and covered and must then be removed, not all at once, but

gradually, a few a year, and new suckers allowed to take their place.

In covering the branches after the trees have begun to bear it will

be best to tie them in small bundles, 4, 6, or 8, according to the

size of the tree. As a result of being covered yearly these branches

never regain their natural vertical direction, but lean more or less

horizontally. This also hastens the maturity of the fruit and is an

element of success in the growing of figs in cold regions. Previous

to covering the branches all leaves and figs should be removed, as

thej^ cause decay.

COVERING THE TREES.

Every year, in November, the fig trees must be interred in the soil

in a way similar to that already described for the cuttings. This,

of coui'se, is the chief work of the season, and entails as much labor

as almost all other oi^erations combined. If the trees have been

planted slanting properly the difficulty of bending the branches is

not great. On level ground the trenches should run in every direc-

tion from the root, but on sloping ground they should always run up
the hill or somewhat sideways.
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In covering the trees care should be taken to make the trenches as

nearly horizontal as possible and not less than a foot deep, and to raise

the soil sufficiently above to insure against both cold and dami). The
center of the tree shoiild be covered more deeply, and a small hill,

several inches high, should in winter designate the place where the

roots go down. This is necessary to shed the water and protect the

roots from excess of moisture. In removing the soil the next February
or March a cloudy day should be chosen, the afternoon of a rainy or

cloudy day being best. If disinterred in bright and warm sunshine

the change is too great and the trees may suffer fiom being scorched

by the sun.

OILING THE FIGS.

In southern France—in Argenteuil and in Frette—a process is per-

formed called '

' appreter les Agues " or hastening the figs. In Argenteuil

and in Frette it is employed on all the figs which are desired to ripen

early, the proper time for this process being of the utmost importance.

If done too early the figs will not ripen at all, but will dry and spoil.

The proper time is when the fig begins to color and the skin begins to

feel soft, or about seventeen days before it w^ould regularly mature if

left alone. Toward evening, if possible, a single drop of good olive

oil is placed on the eye of the fig, care being taken not to spread the

oil. The oil is placed on the eye by means of a wheat straw and in

such a way as to touch only the center of the eye. The next daj' the

fig shows a change and in nine or ten daj's it may be cut, perfectly

ripe, the operation having hastened the ripening of the fig certainly

from six to eight days. Such treated figs are also better, sweeter, and
with smaller seeds than those which have not been oiled.

VARIETIES AND CROPS.

As before stated, only the first-crop figs come to maturity in that

part of northern France under consideration, and only fig varieties

which produce such figs are grown. The one most generally grown in

Ai'genteuil is the Blanquette; at Frette the Dauphine Violette, a later

but better variety, is the favcn-ite. The Rouge de la Frette and the

Observantine are also cultivated to a limited extent.

In Argenteuil alone 200 acres are devoted to figs. In Frette very

many less. The value of the crop in Argenteuil, in 1884:, M-as loO.OOO

francs.

Along the coast of Brittany, principally at Croisic and Cherbourg,

fig culture is quite extensive, the mild coast climate being much more
favorable to the fig tree than that of the interior of central France.

Strangely enough, the varieties most cultivated are one with jierfectly

developed male flowers and another with degenerate male flowers.

On the Channel Islands the fig tree assumes the shape and size of a

small tree and requires no i)rotection during the winter.
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POINTS OF SUCCESSFUL CULTIVATION.

The following are the essential points in successful fig culture in

the open air in all northern districts where the climate is too rigorous

to allow standai'ds:

(1) Inclining the trees when planting in order to facilitate the yearly inter-

ment of the trees.

(2) Semihorizontal position of the branches, in order that they may catch as

much air and heat as possible: otherwise the fruit will not ripen.

(3) The conse(iuential dwarfing of the trees and total absence of a trunk or

standard above the ground.

(4) The yearly practices of procuring and forcing fruit branches and fruit,

which consists in pinching the terminal buds, suppressing the lateral buds;

removing the fruiting branches as soon as the crop is harvested: preparing new
fruit-bearing branches for the next season; these should always be situated as

close to the main stems as possible, etc.

(5) The yearly interment of the branches, which necessitates the previous

removal of all leaves, figs, and dead wood.

(6) The subsequent disinterment of the branches, which is always to be done in

cloudy or rainy weather, in order that the change may not be too sudden.

(7) The renewal of the main branches every twelve to fifteen years, as by that

time they begin to be too old and too stiff to cover in winter.

PRODUCTION.

While France exports considerable quantities of figs, its imports are

much larger. The following table gives an idea of the trade for Ave

years

:
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US except the tree be planted under a hot wall."' In 1G20 Parkin-

son said: "If you plant it not against a brick wall, it will not ripen

so kindly." ^Vnd later on, in lO-lO, the same author says, in Thea-

truni Botanicum: "The bleu fiii\iie is no doubt of the same opera-

tion with the white to all purposes, l)ut the fruit commeth most to

maturity with us, and is eaten with great pleasure with salt and

pepi)er." After the niiddh' of tlie seventeenth centur}' we may con-

sider tig culture well established in England. As late as 1.S22 a tree

was seen in the botanical garden of regius professor of Hebrew in

Oxford University. The ti-ee was i)lanted by Dr. Pocock in l(i22,

and must hav(^ th(Mi been neai'ly 200 years old. In the eighteenth cen-

tury the fig oi'chards of Tarring, near Wortliing, in Sussex, were

famous and proved very profitable. These orcliards were grown as

standards, and the crowns of the trees were said to have been 40 feet

in diameter. They seldom ripened more than the first crop. In the

beginning of the last century some of these Farring trees were 40 feet

high and ripened two crops a year. In our day fig ti'ees are quite com-

mon in gardens in the southern countries of England and grown
principally against walls. The first croj) is always the one which is

depended upon, the second crop being generally too late to ripen.

The trees are not pruned where the culture is pi-operly understood.

By far the greatest number of fig trees are grown in England under

glass, or at least under winter covering, and a large number of varie-

ties has been imported from foreign countries. Under glass both

crops come to maturity. For outdoor cultivation the favorites, as

being the most hard}', are Brown Turkey and Brunswick. Dr. Hogg,

who is the English authority on figs, recommends the following varie-

ties for English gardens

:

(1) For standards: Black Ischia, Brown Iscliia, Brown Turkey.

(2) For walls: Black Genoa, Black Ischia. Brown Ischia, Brown Tnrkey, Bruns-

wick, Castle Kennedy, White Marseillaise.

(i) For forcing in pots: Angeliriue, Black Ischia. Brown Ischia, Early Violet,

Negro Largo, Pregussata, White Ischia, White Marseillaise.

The Frette and Argenteuil methods described elsewhere are nol

adopted in England. Of course all figs grown in England, either out-

doors or in j)ots, are consumed fresh and bring a good price in the

market. In England an immense number of fig trees is grown in

pots in storehouses, and such culture has been most profitable, as well

as insuring a continuous croj) of figs for many months in the year.

The most convenient sizes of pots are those of 12 to 15 inches for

fruiting trees, but smaller pots may also answer. While at rest the

pots are kept in cool houses free from frost. The best soil for pots

consists of three-fourths sandy loam, the balance mortar crushed

fine. Repotting is done in October, just before the leaves fall. The
soil should be moderately rich, liquid manure being applied when
required.
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AVhen starting in the spring a temperature of 50° should first be

given, later increased to 60°, Give as much sun as possible and

keep tlie air moist. It is a mistake to keep the air very dry. Fresh

air should be given when the temperature outside reaches 75°, and

the inner temperature should then be brought up to 95° or 100°.

A single standard is best. When the new shoots reach 6 inches

they should be i^inched back and checked. By a successive pinching

of respective shoots a successive crop of figs may be had.

Weak growth should be cut off and thinned out close to the stem

to prevent shading. During fruiting the air should be kept much
drier and the temperature should be even. Any check in the

growtli of the trees during fruiting time maj^ cause the figs to fall

before maturity. The most favored varieties and those most readily

grown in pots are Brown Turkej', Negro Largo, Yiolette Sepor, and
St. Johns.

Ivi^yorts offigs to the United Kingdom.

Pounds. I Pounds.

1876 16,316,300

1877 9,691,000

1878 6,724,300

1879 10,532,700

1880 8.591.300

1881 13.822,500

1882 7.357,800

1883 12,343,400

1884 13,189,600

1885 11,316,200

1886 11,425.300

The imiDort of dried figs to Great Britain now averages yearlj^ about

200,000 hundredweight. The greatest quantity, or about 15,000,000

pounds, comes from Italy; Spain furnishes about 5,000 pounds; Portu-

gal, Greece, and Turkey, small quantities.

fig culture in SPAIN.

The production of figs in Spain is enormous and large quantities

are exported to France, Austria, etc., principally for distilling. Pn

188w, 1,100 packages or mats of dried figs were exported from Malaga
to the United States. In 1800 this district produced 16,000 quintals,

which in 1823 had risen to 20,000 quintals.

Cuttings are planted slanting, and grafting is done in April, while

the eye is yet dormant, but after the sap has started flowing.

The following are some of the most favored varieties in the vicinity

of Valencia:

(1) Gomhaya.—Rose to bright rose; stem of tree blackish; requires moist soils.

(2) Burjasot.—One of the best figs in Spain, as well as in the Mediterranean
generally. Fruit black, round, and flat at apex. Tree with weeping branches.

(3) Verdcd and Gironnetta.—Small, green figs, round, very sweet. Skin thick

and hard, of bright green color; pulp red.

(4) PaJopal and NapoUtcDi.—Fruit very large and fine.
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FIG CULTURE IN THE SOUTHERN STATES OF NORTH AMERICA.

While the fii? tree grows and hears well in the Southei-n and Gulf

States of the United States of America, it is not raised there as a com-

mercial product, except on a very limited scale. The cause must be

sought in the climate of the region, so unlike that found in the Medi-

terranean districts. Wliile in the latter tlie winters are mild, with

few frosts and rainless summers, the Southern States are frequently

visited by heavy winter or spring frosts, the summers being more or

less I'ainy. In the winter the trees are often killed or seriously

injured by frost, while in the wet summers the figs rot and mold, and
drying out of doors is made difftcult.

In favorable seasons only do the figs attain a certain perfection in

maturity and sweetness and are then very good and palatable. Even
in such season drying and curing out of doors is not attended with suc-

cess. As a consequence no large fig plantations exist in these States,

the tree being ijrincipally grown for home use. In such capacity it

is found everywhere, especially toward the extreme south, along

the Gulf of Mexico. While the fig may not be profitablj" grown in the

Southern States, if the object is to prepare them by drying for the

markets, it is nevertheless certain that fig culture may there be made
profitable. For canning, making jams, jellies, fig sauce, and other

fig preserves, tlie fig of the Southern States may be made available

with little expense or difficulty. Of late j^ears a most delicious ])ve-

serve is made from the Celeste fig. It is being extensively placed on
the market in the form of caniied goods, and is considered by some
persons as superior to any i)ut up for commercial purposes in any of

the Pacific States. In Louisiana and in parts of Texas the fig does well

and requires no especial care in cultivation. In the pine lands of

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina they

require more attention in the way of fertilizing to produce favorable

crops. Of late years Florida fruit growers have given considerable

attention to fig growing, but the results have not yet been such as to

"warrant extended plantations. The rainy summers are the principal

drawback to the perfect ripening of the fruit.

GEORGIA.

In the Gulf region, especiall}' near the coast, many varieties do
exceedingly well and produce very delicious figs, but of a regular fig

industry there is no trace. In time it ma}' come. The following

account is from letters received from Mr. P. J. Berckmans, of Augusta,
Ga. It plainly shows that very much remains to be done for fig cul-

ture in that vicinity:

Here we cultivate with success Brown Turkey, Celestial, Green Iscliia, Black
Ischia, and Brunswick. These are, all things considered, the most desirable kinds

and are usually found under cultivation. I have some 20 varieties, of which some
are occasionally successful, but not as reliable as those named above. Of this

class I name: Blue Oenoa. good but not prolific; Violette Ronde and Violette

Longue. both of fair quality, but unproductive and apt to crack before maturity.
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Angeliquo or Couconrelle Blanche, siaall, of pooiMiuality; Marseilles Blanche, not

productive; Nerii, very good but very unproductive, except in the immediate sea-

coast belt; Pregussata, very good, but a shy bearer; Black Havana, very prolific

and of good (luality. but tender; San Pedro and White Adriatic are regularly

winter killed here and arc undesirable even in Florida; White Four Seasons, very

dry and inferior, but prolific: Madeleine Blanche, unproductive; Jaune Hative is

very similar to Angelique; Lemon (probably White Genoa), excellent but unpro-

ductive here; succeeds well on the roast; Rouge Longue de Provence, of second

quality, unproductive; Superfinede la Saussaye: this I believe to be the same as

Violette Longue; White Smyrna—we have three varieties under this name, all

inferior, and we can not arrive at a correct nomenclature.

The followiug deseiiptiou of the curing of the fig in Georgia is given

b}' one of the growers there

:

Gather the figs when the skin begins to crack (this is a sign of maturity and
the fruit then contains the largest amount of saccharine matter). Make a strong

lye of oak ashes, or take common cooking soda dissolved in hot water. Dip the figs

in the hot liquid, leaving thera there for only a few seconds; expose immediately

to the air for a minute or two and repeat the dipping a second time. If the lye is

hot and strong enough the color of the fig will immediately change, the dark-

skinned varieties to a dark green, and the light-colored varieties to a pale green.

The object of dipping the fresh figs in hot lye or a solution of bicarbonate of soda

is to kill the milky juice and thus hasten the drying. A basket loosely made so as

to allow the liquid to come freely in contact with the fruit is always desirable for

use in dipping. Place the figs upon trays made of wooden slats and expose

fully to the sun, taking the fruit under cover every evening, as it will spoil if the

dews fall upon it. The fruit must be turned in the sun every day, and in three

to four days it will be ready to put away in small wooden boxes, putting a layer

of spice laure^ leaves {Laurus nobilis) at the bottom and covering the top with

another layer of these leaves. Place the lid on tightly to keep insects out. and
keep in a dry room. If a brick oven is convenient it will facilitate the work and
hasten the drying, but care must be taken not to give too much heat. If the fruit

secretes sirup it has been put under too high degree of heat, and the result will be

an inferior article. After the fruit is partially dried it shou'd be lightly pressed

by the hand to flatten it. Light-colored varieties are the best for drying, but
the Celestial and Brown Turkey are much richer in quality, although presenting

a darker and less attractive appearance.

The Celestial dries the most readily of all our varieties, but makes
the least valuable article as regards (quality. The Brunswick, being-

very large, seldom gives good results witli ordinary means, but will

doubtless be easily managed with improved drying apparatus.

The figs generally grown in the Southern States are the Celestial,

Brunswick, Ischia, Brown Turkey, and half a dozen more varieties

with local and uncertain names.

FIG CULTURE IN MEXICO.

BAJA CALIFORNIA AND SONORA.

These two States of Mexico are well adapted to fig culture, especiall j'

the former. In Baja California the fig crop not only furnishes con-

siderable food, but a considerable amount is exported to the other

States of Mexico, though as far as known none go elsewhere. The
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fiii-.s, which are bhick and of the Mission vjiriet y, are groAvii prineipall}'

ill tlie central portion of the peninsula, from Purisima and Coniondu

to La Paz. Irrij>:ation is required, as rains are seldom of sufficient

quantity to sustain the tree and mature its fruit, except possibly in

tlio mountain r(\uions in tlie vicinity of natural springs or creeks.

Nowhei-e is less care taken in the cultivation of figs and in prepar-

ing them for market. The figs are simply dried on the smooth ground,

on the top of tlie llat-roofed houses, on mats, or on anything else con-

venient. "When dried and shriveled they are packed in 100-pound

packages, the receptacles being made of rawhide of cattle and sewed

together. These packages are very strong and stand the rougliest

handling. The figs are sticky, sirupy, and sweet, but inferior from

want of care in curing and handling. They are sweeter than the

same variety dried in California, and as well flavored as this kind of

figs can be. Considerable quantities of black Mission figs are dried

at Purisima. These figs are split before drying and sprinkled with

anise seed. They are very good. The brebas are here used for dry-

ing in preference to the later crop.

In the mountains of the cape region from La Paz to San Jose del

Cabo wild figs called the " Salate " are not uncommon, esj)ecially at a

height of 1,000 to 3,000 feet in the canj^ons or on the northern slopes.

This fig tree {Ficus jxdnieri), which carries a small, edible, round fig

of poorest quality, is an evergreen tree.

The climate for producing superior figs is unexcelled on this penin-

sula, and there is no doubt that Baja California has a great future as

a fig-growing country. In Sonora, on the Mexican mainland, two or

more si:>ecies of evergreen wild figs are found in the mountains, all

having edible fruits, but small and of poor quality. The writer saw no

variety in Sonora except the Mission black fig (PI. VI, fig. 1 ), the fruit of

which is consumed fresh. The black brebas or first-crop figs are large

and really veiy fine. They ripen in May and have a great local reputa-

tion, the greater as fruits of all kinds are comparatively scarce iu

Sonora. No dried figs are prepared in Sonora; at least none worth

mentioning. Still it is believed the climate would be suitable. Tlie

brebas or first ci'op is ended in May, and the second croji matures in

July. It could be dried and all out of the way before the rain sets in.

The climate of this part of Mexico and Baja California is diy, but

the air is damper than in upper California. Rain falls from June or

July to Xovember. The dry season extends from November to .Tune

or longer. Little rain falls, and after a shower the ground dries

quickly. Frost is rare. In summer the thermometer frequently

reaches 115°, esjieciallj' around Ilermosillo and Guaymas.
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CHAPTER III.

FIG CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

The first fig trees in California were broiiglit by the mission fathers

of the Franciscan order. Where the first trees were planted and

whence thej^ came no one can now tell, but it is known that they

mnst have come with the first missionaries in tlie eighteenth centurj%

who i^lanted them with the olive and the A'ine. Unlike tlie latter

two, there was onlj- one kind of fig, now known as the "Mission fig,"

indicating that it was raised from cuttings and not from seed. As
the same Mission fig is the only fig varietj' extensively distributed in

Mexico, it is safe to presume that the fig came from there, and not

from Spain or Portugal or Chile, as is generally supposed. From
Mexico the Mission fig spread to several of the Southern States,

although it appears to have thriven less there than in California.

The Mission fig must have been brought to Mexico centuries before,

probably with tlie early missionaries from Spain after the conquest

of the Mexican country. For a centurj^ the Mission fig was the only

fig in California, the only fig cultivated, or rather planted, around

the "missions," the only one found on the Mexican ranches, and was
sparsely distributed over the country. With the arrival of Ameri-

cans some of the immigrants from foreign countries brought fig

cuttings from their cherished trees to plant in their new homes, and
this will account for some odd varieties yet growing in out-of-the-way

coi-ners, and for others of which we yet hear some early settlers

tell—trees which were long ago cut down or otherwise destroj^ed.

With the advent of the oO's some systematic efforts were made to

import other kinds of figs. The first importations came, of course,

from American Eastern nurserymen, and the first figs consisted of

varieties cultivated under glass in these Eastern States, which
accounts for the little subsequent value of those varieties for out-

door culture. Among such varieties were Brunswick, Ischia,

Brown Turkey, and a few others. Next came importations from

English nurserymen; later from French nurserymen; but only within

the last decade have efforts been made to import directlj^ from foreign

countries.

To give a list of all such importations would be of considerable

interest to the student of California figs and their history, but it has

been imjiossible to collect all the information required, and reference
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will only bo mado to a f<nv of the most prcjininent of such introduc-

tions. AVliile there has undoubtedly been a number of small importa-

tions, there are a few whicli require special mention.

In the mountainous parts of central Califoi-nia we find Felix Gillet

as one impoi-ter of French fig varieties. In Stockton, W. B. West
imported from various countries. John Rock, of Niles, has at A'ari-

ous times brought lai-ge collections of figs to this State. G. P.

Rixford Avas the first to bring the true Smyrna figs here direct from
Smj'rna in 1880, while in southern California the late John Grelck, a

liorticulturist of great knowledge and foresight, imported and dis-

tributed many valuable French figs. Another importer who should

not be forgotten—his enthusiasm was certainly very great—was the

late G, N. Milco, of Stockton, who brought a number of Dalmatian
figs (Cernica, Zimitza, Kargigna) to California. Between 1882 and
1885 the author imported some 30 varieties of figs from France. In

the latter year W. C. West was sentbj'F. Roedingto Smjn'iia and sub-

sequently sent here several varieties of Smyrna figs. F. Pohndorff,

then of Niles or vicinity, imported the AVliite San Pedro under the name
of Breba from Spain and distributed it in this country in 1883 or 1884.

Dr. J. D. B. Stillman, of Lugonia, visited Smyrna in 1878 and selected

Smyrna cuttings, which were, it is supposed, finally planted in Cali-

fornia. Nothing came of this importation, as the box containing the

cuttings could not be traced with certainty after its arrival here, and
the figs which Dr. Stillman supposed to be Smyrna figs were proven
afterwards to be Brown Turkey, and undoubtedly never came from
Smyrna. Finally, it may be added, a Greek gentleman, Mr. Honche-
renko, latel}' living somewhere between Niles and San Ramon Vallej^,

has imported and grown a number of varieties from his native country'.

One of the earliest importers was W. B. West, than whom none is

more worthy of being remembered. In 1853 he imported from Hovey
& Co., of Bostoii, AVhite Genoa, White Marseilles, White Ischia,

Brown Ischia, Brunswick, and Brown Turkey, which figs were all

propagated and widel}' distributed over the State. In 1869 Mr.

West imported from France, through English houses, from 28 to 30

varieties of figs for the table and some for drying. They came via

Panama in good order. He saved 16 varieties, but found onl}'' a few

of them of any value in Stockton. Among these figs Mr. West
received the Adriatic under another name (Verdoni?), now forgotten

bj^ him, and it is probable that to this imi)ortation the large grove

of Adriatics at Knights Ferry, in Calaveras County, Cal., owes its

origin. A few years later, in 1878, Mr. West went to the Mediterra-

nean to study fruit culture. He selected there several varieties of

figs, of which he has, however, unfortunately destroj^ed the record;

but among these figs was the famous Neapolitan fig " Trojano." This

fig did not prove satisfactory at Stockton and was never distributed.
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As a rule Mr. West found that the fiue varieties wliich he imported

produced much better figs in the foothills of the sierra than in Stock-

ton, and he was the first to recognize this region as superior for fig

culture.

Among California importers John Rock stands most prominent. He
has imported figs at various times from foreign countries, and pos-

sesses now the most extensive collection on the Pacific coast. The

trees ai"e at Niles, Cal., not far from San Francisco. Of the earlier

importations there is no record, but in the spring of 1883 he received

from Thomas Rivers & Son the following figs: Barnissotte Grise,

Angelique, Col di Signora Bianca, De Constantine, Negro Largo,

Early Violet, Lardaro, Black Marseilles, Drap d'Or, White Genoa,

Bondance Precoce, Brown Ischia, Pro-

lific, Monaco Bianco, Brunswick, Bour-

jassotte Grise, Rocardi, Col di Signora

Nera, Grosse Grise Bifere, Roj^al Vine-

yard, Hirta, Brown Turkey, Ronde
Violette Hative, White Marseilles,

Bourjassotte Blanche, White Ischia,

Du Roi (fig. 8), Agen, Dore Norbus,

Pasteliere, Raby Castle, Bourjassotte

Noire, Grassale, Black Ischia, Ronde
Noire. In 1889 he received the fol-

lowing figs from a house in Provence,

France: Salette, Martale, Rosso di

Mensigiia, Grosse Violette, Des Dames,
Bianca Morcati, Angelique, Avarcugo,

Crovere, De Calabria, A Feuilles Tri-

lobes, Courcourelle, Giallo Verde, Gi-

allo Rotondo, Negrondo, Madalena,

Aubique Leroy, Ronde Rouge de Pro-

vence, Imperial, Rolandina, Turco di

Constantinople, Mascula. In the fall

of 1890 the Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C, sent to

Mr. Rock the Trojano, Dottato, Brizanzola, and Guigliana; and from

a local nurseryman were received in 1891 the Capri, Smj^rna, Verdale

Longue, Cernica, Zemitza, etc.

Felix Gillet, of Nevada City, Cal., has at various times imported

from France figs of the following varieties : Pagaudiere, Noir Mou-
tier, Buissonne, Madeleine Blanche, Grosse Marseillaise, Datte, De
Versailles, Franch Paillarde, Napolitaine, Verdale. These were

imported in 1874. The following varieties were sent to Mr. F. Gillet

from the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,
and are now being tried b}^ him: Dalmatino, Broghetto, Rubaldo
(undoubtedly Rubado), San Piero, Dottato, and San Vito.

\

Fig. S.—Du Roi fig.
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THE BULLETIN IMPORTATION.'

The importation of the gennine Smyrna figs to California was first

due to (t. p. Rixford, at that time connected witli llie San Francisco

Evening liulletin, wliich was then tlie acknowledged authority on

lioi-licultural matters in California. The following account is taken

from the edition of that paper of October 17, 1888 and is. it is

believed, from the pen of Mr. Kixford him.self

:

IMPOKTATIOX OF FIG CUTTINGS. '

Believing the soil and climate of California perfectly adapted to the growth of

fruit equal to that imported from Asia Minor, also believing that failure to pro-

duce such fruit in the State was due to the absence of the right variety of trea, in

1880 the business management of this journal determined to make an effort to

introduce a tree which produces the true fig of commerce, with the view of plac-

ing it in the hands of the subscribers of this journal throughout the State. In

furtherance of this object the assistance of the Hon. E. J. Smithers, then United

States consul at Smyrna, was solicited in procuring and shipping to New York,

thence to be forwarded by rail across the continent, a lot of 500 cuttings of the

best variety obtainable in that country. On the 1st of May. 1880, the following

letter was received from Consul Smithers:

Consulate of the United States,
Smyrna, March 31, 1S80

Bulletin Company. San Francisco.

Gentlemen: Yours of January 21, requesting my services in procuring and for-

warding some fig cuttings for distribution among the subscribers of your paper,
was received on the ;Jd instant, together with a draft on London.
Immediately after the receipt of your letter I sent a trustworthy man to the fig

district, situated about To miles from Smyrna. Owing to the severe stormy
weather which prevailed at the time, the cuttings did not reach Smyrna until the
10th instant. I then learned that there would be no steamer for Liverpool before
the end of the month, and deemed it better not to complete the packing until the last

moment. The case was successfully shipped on the 29tli. and the steamer left to-

day. As directed, the bill of lading was forwarded to H. K. Thurber & Co., New
York, and Richard Stewart, 11 Manchester Building, Liverpool, has been requested
to look after its transshipment.
The case is 5 feet in length, 3 feet wide, and 2A feet high. It contains 448 plants,

packed in rich clay loam, such as the fig trees flourish the best in here. The pack-
ing took place under my supervision, and was after the plan of your letter. The
top of the case is fastened d(iwn with screws, so that it can be easily opened at New
York, and the jjlants. if they should need it, watered.

It is not possible to obtain rooted trees in this country, the fig-orchard men pre-
ferring to plant the cuttings in the field where the tree is to remain. My man
was informed that owing to the warm weather in February it was too late to
remove rooted trees, otherwise I could have sent you a small number. » * *

I inclose herewith a statement of expenses incurred, which, you will perceive, do
not exceed your remittance. There being no drays in Smyrna, the heavy case
had to be moved by porters and then by lighter to the ship lying some distance in
ttie bay.
Hoping that your undertaking will be more successful than the others that have

preceded it, 1 remain, gentlemen, very sincerely, yours,
E. J. Smithers.

'In these cuttings Mr. W. B. West, of Stockton, had a one-fourth interest, and
upon the arrival of the cuttings he took his share to his Stockton nursery and prop-

agated his cuttings there. Governor Leland Stanford was also interested in this

importation, the success of which was mainly due to his aid in facilitating rapid

transit across the continent, and to the fact that he paid most of the expenses.

His share of the cuttings was planted on his Vina Ranch, in Sacramento Valley.
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Allusion is made in the letter to two unsuccessful attempts to forward ship-

ments of fig trees to this city, one of which was completely dried out and dead

on its arrival, and the other was mislaid somewhere while en route and never

reached its destination at all.

The case of trees forwarded by Mr. Smithers did not reach this city until the

8th of June. 1880. A considerable portion of the wood had rotted, and the season

was so far advanced that the cuttings, when planted, although the greatest care

was taken with them, made but a feeble growth. However, 200 of them had

formed roots during the summer and promised in time to make thrifty trees. To

distribute this small number was altogether out of the question, where each of

several thousands of our applying subscribers was expecting to receive a tree.

About this time Consul Smithers arrived in San Francisco, en route to Chin Kiang,

China, to which consulship he had just been promoted, lie informed us that at

the time the shipment was made he had caused to be planted 4,000 cuttings, which

had in the meantime become rooted trees and which we could purchase from the

fjarty who then owned them at from 8 to 10 cents each, the usual price of trees in

Asia Minor. It was then determined, rather than disappoint our subscribers who
were expecting their promised fig trees that season, to import the whole lot.

Funds were therefore forwarded to an agent in Smyrna to purchase the trees

referred to and to ship them at once. About the 1 st of April , instead of the trees, a

letter, dated February 16, came to hand, from which the following paragraph is

taken:

I have had Mr, at my office, who says that the 4,000 cuttings he had planted,

and to which your order refers (on E. J. Smithers s suggestion), have by this time
grown up into strong young trees from 4 to feet high, and he is offered §1 per

tree at the nursery at Aidin. He says he can not afford now to part with them at

anything under §1.25 each Irom this port (first cost).

The owner of the trees was an Armenian, a race of notoriously sharp traders, and

put the price up to an exorbitant figure, because he thought he could get it, and

probably has the trees on hand yet, the story of the offer from another purchaser

being most likely a pure invention.

Correspondence with our agent, a prominent merchant in Smyrna, was kept up

during the summer, and in September, 1881, orders were sent to make a large

shipment of cuttings to the Bulletin Company, which we found could be obtained

at a reasonable jirice. Every precaution had been taken to secure the safe arrival

of this consignment, even to shipping moss from New York in which to pack the

cuttings. The cases, on ai'rival at New York, were repacked by Peter Henderson

& Co. before starting them across the continent.

The shipment consisted of 14,000 good cuttings, and arrived in excellent condi-

tion. A large portion of these cuttings were distributed early in 1882 to Bulletin

subscribers in all parts of the State. It was estimated that about one-third of this

first distribution escaped destruction by gophers, drought, and other casualties.

Many of these were i^lanted in unsuitable soil and unfavorable locations as to

climate, so that but few favorable reports were received regarding them after they

were old enough to commence bearing. In most localities the trees made a ram-

pant growth, but the fruit dropped before ripening. Parties who had visited the

fig orchards of Asia Minor were sure that we had been imposed upon, and had

received some wild and worthless variety which grows along the fences and divid-

ing walls of that country. Much other adverse criticism, principally from busi-

ness rivals, was published, and further information was sought from our agent in

Smyrna. He wrote that it was impossible that wild cuttings were sent, as it was
easier and cheaper to get the best, as that variety was most abundant; and further-

more, that " the cuttings were obtained from one of the most renowned orchaids

in the Aidin Province." About this time E. J. Smithers, for twenty years United
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States consul at Smyrna, was in San Francisco again, and was taken to our niirs-

ery of fig trees. At that time the trees were covered with fruit, and he at once
said that they could not be the wild fig, for the reason that the wild vai-iety never

attained so large a size as the fruit on the trees before him. He was satisfied that

the variety was all right. W. B. West, of Stockton, who has probably imported
more kinds of fig trees, and first brought to notice the Verdone. an Italian variety,

which has been christened "White Adriatic," in this State than any other man
in California, and who had a part of our importation, never for a moment doubted
that he had the right variety. Feeling convinced from reports from a few favored

localities that we had made no mistake, several thousand more cuttings were d's-

tributed in the winter of 18.S2-f^8 and again in ISSVyG. These further distributions

thoroughly disseminated the variety.

As Mr. Rixford saj's, nmeh adverse criticism was made on the failure

of the Bulletin figs to ripen their fruit, and many who ought to have
known better pronounced the figs wild figs, which had been maliciously

substituted by the Syrians. It is now known tliat this was an error

and that the varieties were the genuine Smyrna figs. On the other

hand, many reports came in stating that the Bulletin figs had borne
fruit. Among the reports which caused the greatest sensation was
one made by a gentleman at the fruit-growers' meeting in Chico,

November 22, 1888. This long controversy can not now be refei'red

to in detail. Enough to say, the gentleman submitted dried figs sup-

posed to have come from two Bulletin figs growing on his place

in
, Cal. The figs were said to have been cured without sul-

phuring. It is now known that these figs were not the Bulletin figs,

but simply the "Adriatic," and that the figs had been sulphured before

drying in order to give them a good color. It is now absolutely certain

that no Bulletin figs have come to perfect maturity in California

without artificial pollination, as has been described elsewhere, and
the nature of this fig variety is such that they never can fully mature
without i^ollination or caprification, this being a conclusive proof of

their being the genuine Smyrna figs of commerce.
The history of the Gentile fig in California has somewhat the touch

of a romance. In 1851 or 1852 Mr. Robert Farlay, of San Leandro,

Alameda County, found a small package outside of the post-office in

San Francisco. It contained two cuttings, which were planted in his

nursery. The tree was killed by gophers, but a cutting was saved

and grown, and gradually became large. Farlaj^ proiDagated the fig

tree and sold trees around the countrj'. In 1886 Dr. Ed. Kimball, of

Hayward, took a cutting from a large tree of this fig growing in the

town of Hayward and planted it on his place near the town. The
original Hayward tree is now cut down, but Dr. Kimball's tree is yet

a fine large tree bearing well. The writer has seen other trees of this

same kind in other places near Niles, at West Oakland, and also

on Central avenue, in the town of Alameda. It is remarkable that

such a fine fig has not been more widel}' distributed, though it has

been in the State for fort}' years. This fig is now planted at Knights

Ferry, Cal., wiiere it produces very fine first-crop figs, wliicli dry well.
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The second crop drops always, as luiglit be expected, it having the

same liabit in Italy.

The Adi'iatic fig, of Avhich so much has been said and written, has

probably been growing in California for nearly forty years, as some

large trees at Big Oak Flat, in Calaveras County, were supposed to be

of this variety. Certain it is that it has l)een scattered over the Sierra

foothills for manj^ years, though not known under any special name.

The first importation of which the writer is fairly certain was made
by W. B. AVest, of Stockton, Cal., who received this tree, together

with 21 or 22 other varieties of figs, from an English nurser}-, by waj-

of Panama, in 1865, He sold trees to several parties, among them
Captain Gray, of Merced County, who planted them on his ranch at

Atwater.

Later another gentleman of Stockton, Dr. Sposati, is also said to have

received the same tree from its native home on the east side of Italy,

under the name of Fieo di Fragola, and distributed it here under the

translated name Strawberrj' fig. The late G. N. Milco, of Stockton,

claimed to have been the first importer of this varietj', which, how-

ever, is an error. He found the trees growing on the ranch of Cap-

tain Graj', the trees then being 10 years old, and, recognizing the value

of the fig, named it the Adriatic, after his native home (Ragusa), where,

however, the tree does not grow. His supply of cuttings, hoAvever,

came from a tree planted by Mr. Andrew Simpson, in Stockton, who
had bought the tree originally from West.

Mr. Milco did much toward making the A'ariety known, but also

much toward keeping the growers in the dark as regards its true

nature. Since 1884 the variety" has been extensively cultivated in

California and distributed to many of the Southern States, especially

Florida. It is a fine variety in some localities, but in others worth-

less. Even at its best it makes only a second-quality dried fig, though

when fresh the figs are delicious when properly grown.

IMPORTATIONS OP FIGS BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE.

By far the most important importations of figs are those made at

various times b}' the United States Department of Agriculture. Fig

cuttings have been distributed by that Department almost j-earlj' for

the last twenty-five years or longer. In order to obtain for California

a properly labeled collection of figs the Department of Agriculture,

under Secretary Rusk's administration (1880-1803), was requested to

import the whole collection of figs grown in the hothouses of the Royal

Horticultural Societj' of London, the best known collection of figs in

the world. Professors Van Deman and Taylor, of the Department,

favored the project, which, however, was onl}' brought to a successful

issue under the administration of Secretary Morton in February, 1804,

and mainly through the good will and eiforts of the assistant pomolo-

gist. William A. Taylor.
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Fig. 1.— Mission Fig Tree on Tejon Ranch, Kern County, Cal.

Fig. 2.—Grafted Smyrna Fig Tree. Cuttings Imported by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture and grafted and grown by John Rock at Niles, Cal.
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The whole of the above-mentioned collection was received by the

Department of Agriculture in Fel)ruary, and forwarded at once to

INIr. John Kock and the writer, who Jointl}' signed an agreement with

ihe Department in regard to subsequent disposal of cuttings, etc. In

all, about 60 named varieties were received in cuttings, which at once

were grafted by Mr. Jolin Rock, at Xiles, on old fig trees. Great

success was achieved, a good growth beiug had by all the varieties

sent, none being lost. (PI. VI, fig. 2.)

The following is a copy of the memorandum of grafting made by
Mr. John Kock:

FIG ORCHARD RECORD.

List of cuttings received from the United States Department of Agriculture

grafted in orchard of California Nursery Company, lot S, Block B, at Niles, Cal.,

as follows:

Roic Xo. 9.

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

On tree

De I'Archipel.

Boutard.

Grosse Marseilles.

Peau dure.

Negronne.

Bourjassotte Noire.

Poulette.

CEil de Perdrix.

Du Roi.

, This tree is miasing.

Grosse Violette de Bordeaux.

, Datte.

, Monstrueuse.

, Bourjassote Grrise.

A Bois Jaspe.

, Royal Vineyard.

, De Grasse.

, Euscaire Preto.

, Trois Recoltes.

, Monaco Bianco.

, Bondance Precoce.

, Trifere.

Green Ischia.

, Hirta du Japon.

St. .Johns.

Vebra.

, Datte Quotidienne.

, Arbal.

On tree 29, De Jerusalem.

On tree 30, Nebian.

On tree 31, Vigasotte Bianco.

On tree 32, Grise Savantine Bifere.

On trees 33-39, both inclusive, Missing.

On tree 40, Quarteria.

On tree 41, Reculver.

On tree 42, Douro Vebra.

On tree 43, Gouraud Rouge.

On tree 44, D'Agen.

On tree 45, Lampas.

On tree 46, Large Black Douro.

On tree 47, Adam.
On tree 48. De Constantine.

On tree 49, Biberacao.

On tree 50, Grosse Verte.

On tree 51, Violette Sepor.

On tree 52. Dr. Hoggs Clare.

On tree 53, Hardy Prolific.

On tree 54, Figue dOr.
On tree 55, Recousse Noire.

On tree 5!5, Black Douro.

On tree 57, Grassale.

On tree 58, Martinique.

On tree 59, Crave.

On tree 60, White Ischia.

On tree 61. Brown Turkey. (See PI.

VII.)

Row No. 10.

On tree 45, Pastlliere.

On tree 40, Negro Largo.

On tree 47, De la Madeleine.

<Jn tree 48, Col di Signora Bianca.

On tree 49, Doree Nobis.

On tree 50. Pingo de Mel.

On tree 51, Black l.«chia.

On tree 52, Toulousienne.

On tree 53, Gouraud Noire.

On tree 54. Doree.

On tree 55. Grise Savantine.

On tree 5(5, Brunswick.
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As seen from the above names and further reference to the cata-

logue, nearly all these figs come from Italy, Spain, and France, and

not a single one from Asia Minor. N(me, in fact, belongs to the race

of figs which requires caprification to set fruit. This will explain why
the European students of this collection of figs have failed to recog-

nize the nature and necessity of caprification. This collection of figs,

being the one used by Dr. Hogg in his Avell-known work on fruit cul-

ture in England, will always remain a standard collection for identi-

fication of varieties.

IMPORTATION OF BLASTOPHAGA.

The first Importation of the live Blastophaga to California was made
in the spring of 1891. At that time the late Mr. James Shinn received

from a friend in Smyrna several small boxes with caprifigs contain-

ing live Blastophaga. As Mr. Shinn possessed at his place at Niles

the largest and oldest trees of the Bulletin importation of Smyrna figs,

he had naturally taken interest in the fig question. Having as a friend

a missionary in Smyrna, he had requested his assistance in procuring

the insects. The latter were turned loose among his Smyrna fig trees,

and the insects w^ere seen to hatch and flj' about. Later, in July of

the same year, another shipment of Blastophaga was received by Mr.

Shinn from the same gentleman. These were turned out among the

fig trees at the end of July, during a visit to Niles of Mr. E. W. Mas-

lin and the writer. None of these insects succeeded in taking hold.

There were two reasons for this, as the writer pointed out at the

time. One was that the only caprifig then growing on the spot pro-

duced only a single crop a year. When the insects flew out there

were no young caprifigs in which to laj^ eggs. The other reason was

that the Blastophaga had hatched on the road and had, of course,

been fertilized by the males at the time. As this had taken place

some time previous, it was probable that the eggs had degenerated

and become reabsorbed. All the males were dead upon the arrival

of the figs, and even if they had been alive no new copulation could

have taken place. During the following few j^ears caprifigs contain-

ing Blastophaga were received from Smyrna by Mr. George Roeding

and Mr. Anthony C. Denotovitch, of Fresno, Cal., but the Blastophaga

always failed to take hold, for the reasons stated above. All the cap-

rifigs imported so far had been of the second crop, or mammoni.
So far no mamme had been received. Previous to this, or in 1890,

during the author's visit to Washington, D. C, both Dr. C. V. Rilej^

and Dr. L. O. Howard had taken a lively interest in the caprifig

question. AVheu Dr. Howard later on became the head of the Division

of Entomology, he decided to introduce the Blastophaga to California,

and, if necessar}-, send some one to Smyrna to secure them. He was
authorized by the Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, to

make the attempt, and in 1897 communicated with the author and
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asked if he would undertake the journej'. In the spring of 1896 Mr.

Walter T. Swingle, theii studying at the Zoological Station at Naples,

became interested in the problems of capritication, which had been so

much investigated in tliat region. In 1898, during a second stay at

the Zoological Station, he made more extended studies, in which he

had the benefit of the advice and help of Count Solms-Laubach and

Dr. Paul Mayer, the recognized authorities on the subject. During

March and April he secured and sent at his own expense tlic first ship-

ment of maninie caprifigs, which were packed by a new method.

This Avas the first time the mamme generation of caprifigs had been

sent to America. They reached California in April in good condition,

but although the insects came out by Imndreds thej" failed to become

established. Shortly afterwards Mr. Swingle was appointed an agri-

cultural explorer in the newly established section of Seed and Plant

Introduction. Since he was on the spot and was so well fitted for the

work, it was considered unnecessary to send another investigator

abroad, and Mr. Swingle was instructed to continue on behalf of tlie

Department his efforts to introduce the fig insect and suitable varie-

ties of the caprifig tree.

Mr. Swingle studied the methods of fig culture and caprification in

Algeria, Sicil}^ Naples, Greece, and Smyrna, and forwarded a num-

ber of mamme caprifigs from Algiers in the spring of 1899. These

caprifigs arrived in good condition and were sent bj^ the Depa,rtment

of Agriculture to Mr. George Roeding, of Fresno, whose large and

healthy fig orchard had been selected as the best for the purpose by
Dr. Howard, after a personal examination in the spring of 1898. Mr.

Roeding, bj^ the way, had also repeatedly imported the Blastophaga,

but all had failed to establish themselves in the caprifigs. As a

result of the last Government introduction of Blastophagae to the

Roeding orchard, it is most gratifying to know that at last the fig

wasps have been properly established in California, both at Fresno

and at Niles, and there is now everj^ prospect that, with proper care

and with proper distribution of caprifigs in frost-free localities, these

insects will become so acclimated that no more introductions will be

required. In order to study the intricate problem of the relationship

of the Blastophaga and the caprifig. Dr. L. O. Howard, chief ento-

mologist of the United States Department of Agriculture, directed

Mr. E. A. Schwarz to proceed to California in the spring of 1900.

As a result of the investigations of Dr. Howard and Mr. Schwarz, the

former has contributed to the Yearbook of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture for 1900 a most important account of caprification

in California.^

' The article has also been reprinted in separate form, and copies of the same

may be obtained upon application.



CHAPTER IV.

CAPRIFICATION OF THE FIG.'

Caprification of figs is a practical process hased on scientific princi-

ples, which latter are as interesting- aiitl have been as badlj' raisnn-

ilerstood as those connected with the xjractical part of the process.

From time immemorial caprification has been practiced in certain

conntries, and i^ractical result s have been claimed for it. As regards

the practical value of caprification, there are two distinct and oppo-

site views held by different investigators. Some claim that calorifica-

tion is necessary and valuable; others hold that it is useless. As
regards the scientific principles involved, there are also various views

put forward, as will be explained further on, some of which are

radically opposite to others. The chief reason why this question was
not solved long ago has been twofold. First, manj' of the scientific

investigators have not been jDractical horticulturists; while others

have not been aware that .they experimented on figs which really did

not require caprification, and which would not be benefited bj^ it.

Every investigator began and ended his researches witli the errone-

ous idea that all cultivated figs were alike, and he drew his conclusions

accordingly. This alone explains the indifferent results achieved so

far by Eurojoean investigators.

The many points involved in these interesting questions are both

practical and scientific, and the two groups are so interwoven tliatthe

one can not possibly be understood without a full knowledge of the

other.

I am anxious that this may be understood in the beginning, as in

the following pages practical details will be found hand in hand with

scientific studies. The practical cultivator Avho knows l)ut little of

scientific phraseolog}^ would not understand the terms unavoidably

used below, unless they were properly explained. Similarlj^, the sci-

entific investigator, whose interest in this subject lies principally in

the process of caprification and in its supposed value or uselessness,

would not properly understand the practical details connected with

the horticultural crops of the figs, unless they were explained in a way
that may seem too elementary to the horticultural student or practical

botanist.

' A more extended treatise of this subject by the author was published in the

Proceedings of the California Academy of Science in lb9G.
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PRACTICAL CAPRIFICATION IN CALIFORNIA.

Tlie requisites for caprificatioii as now practiced in the State of

California are genuine Smyrna fig trees, two or tliree varieties of capri-

fig trees, and colonies of Blasiophaga grossoruin or fig wasps, occu-

pying tlie caprifigs.

Tliere are two or tliree desirable varieties of genuine Smyrna fig

trees to plant, all of which can now be had in California. 'J'hey are

known in that State either as Bulletin Smynias or as Lobfigs, the

former named on account of the corporation which made the first

introduction of the cuttings,, the second on account of the name used
in Smyrna. In the catalogue several local names of the several

varieties are found and which will in time be used. The trees are

planted from 40 to 50 feet apart. As soon as the figs begin to bear
they may be caprificated. The trees bear the first year, but not profit-

al)ly for several years. It has been found from experiment that a
f ull}^ developed caprifig of the best variety will and can contain on
the average some 600 Blastophaga wasps. AVith this as a basis for

calculation we find that under favorable circumstances it will require

one caprifig tree for every 50 Smyrna trees. One tree for ever}'- 100

Smyrna trees may suffice in very favorable seasons, but the greater

number is safei-. The caprifig trees should not be set among the

Smyrna trees for several reasons. The caprifigs require sheltered

places and shade; the wasps require when hatching figs of proper size

in which to lay their eggs; and finally it is necessary to evenly distrib-

ute the Blastophagas when caprifying the trees, as otherwise some
trees will get too many while others will get too few wasps. For these

reasons the caprifig trees are set by themselves in sheltered places.

It is best to have plantations of caprifig trees in places some distance

from the fig orchard as well as near it.

The chances of having caprifigs in the necessary stage of develop-

ment are thus enhanced. It is also advisable to plant two, three, or

more varieties of caprifig trees together in a grove, in order that figs

of proper size may never be wanting from one end of the year to the

other. The caprifig trees are set in the form of hedges about 10 by
:20 feet. The wasps prefer shade and cool places and such places

must be provided for. On this account the limbs of the caprifig

trees should be allowed to grow low and shade the ground. The
trees should be pruned only when necessary to cut away dead limbs.

In ordei' to introduce the necessar}- Blastophaga wasps it is only

necessar}^ to procure caprifigs containing colonies. These caprifigs

are suspended in the growing caprifig trees at a time when they carry
figs of j)roper size to receive the wasps. This is during the months of

April to October, according to locality and crop. To start a colony

of Blastophaga wasps in a caprifig tree requires from one to five

good caprifigs. The grower must examine his cai^rifig trees after the
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winter frosts are over, in February or ]Mareh, and ascertain if the

Blastoi)hagas in the mainme-figs have stood the winter. If the nianime

have remained plninp and heavj' the crop of wasps can jirobably be

depended upon to issue in due time. But if all the niamme of the

caprifigs liave fallen during the winter, then it will be necessary to

j)rocure fresh mamme-figs from some other place and suspend them

on the branches of the caprifig tree in a shaded i)lace. The time

for doing this Avill be, according to locality, during the latter half of

]\rarch or beginning of April. The grower must l)e constantly exam-
ining his caprifig trees to ascertain if his colonies of wasps are in good

condition. If any of the caprifig crops fail, wasps should be imported

anew. It may thus be necessary' to caprilicate the profichi, the mam-
moni, and tlie mamme, as either of these croi)S may appear too late

to be affected by the wasps. Hence the necessity of having caprifig

trees of different varieties in various localities.

The Smyrna fig trees are caprificated in the months of June and
July, according to locality. When the Smyrna figs reach the size 'of a

hazelnut or a large filbert the^v are generally in condition to be cap-

rificated. If as large as a walnut they are probably too old for the

wasps to take hold. AVhen in jjroper condition caprifigs are procured

and strung on raphia or esparto grass, one or two figs at each end of

a string. The number of caprifigs necessary to caprificate a Smj^rna

fig tree depends upon two things—the age of the Smyrna fig tree, or

rather upon the quantity of its figs, and upon the number of wasps in

the caprifig. At present there are no Smyrna fig trees in California

over 20 j^ears old. For a tree of that age, and provided it is growing

in good soil and has been well cared for, from 10 to 12 caprifigs

will suffice. If older, more caprifigs will be necessary, and probably

in any case 50 figs will suffice. This small number of caprifigs

required in thi^ countrv compared to what is necessary in Asia and
Africa is due either to the fact that we have imported the Blasto-

phaga wasps without their natural parasites, or to the lesser age and
consequent yield of our trees. In Asia, Africa, and Europe the Blas-

tophagas are decimated or even to a greater extent diminished in

number by parasitical wasps also infesting the caprifigs. When such

is the case it is evident that more caprifigs are necessarj- to caprifi-

cate a certain tree. The crop used for caprification of the Sm^a'na

figs is the profichi crop. This crop is the first crop of the caprifig

—

the one which appears on the old wood. The crop which the profichi

caprificates is the second crof) of the Smyrna fig—the crop which sets

in the spring and matures the same summer.
It is of the greatest importance that no more caprifigs should be

imported to the United States, as it is almost certain that thej' would
introduce tlie natural enemies of the Blastophaga wasps. In caprify-

ing the trees the caprifigs are most conveniently strung on any soft

and flexible grass. This is best done in the shade under the trees or
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under a temporary slied or tent. The strings are hung on horizon-

tally supported rods of cane, and these rods are carried into the field

by the caprificator. In this way the figs do not become entangled.

In selecting a place on which to hang the strings one that is shaded is

preferable. A string is taken from the rod or cane and suspended on

a branch of the Smyrna tree and given a twist so that it Avill not fall

off. The process of caprifying the trees should be repeated several

times, or as long as it is desiraljle to procure ripe Smyrna figs. During

the first caprification one-half of the caprifigs necessarj- may be sus-

pended. Ten days later the other half may be similarly suspended.

Should more young Smyrna figs appear after a week or two it may be

advisable to suspend a few more caprifigs in order that they too may
be caprificated.

SHORT SUMMARY OF CAPRIFICATION.

Caprification is a horticultural process which consists in suspend-

ing the i)rofichi or first-crop figs of the caprifig on the branches of the

edible fig. The object of caprification is to produce seed in the edible

figs and to cause these latter to set and mature. Only such profichi

as contain fig wasps {Blastoplmga grossorum) are of anj' value in

caprification. Shortly after the profichi have been suspended the

female Blastophagas hatch out of their galls, and in their efforts to leave

the fig become covered with the ripe pollen of the caprifig. Once
outside of the caprifig the Blastophagas search for other caprifigs in

order to lay their eggs in them. But not finding any caprifigs, they

enter the edible figs by mistake. The effect of this visit is the polli-

nation of the edible-fig flowers with the caprifig pollen brought along

by the wasps. The pollination again causes the edible figs of a cer-

tain class to mature seed and to set its fruit. In order that pollination

may be proj)erly accomplished, it is necessary that the figs practiced

on should have female flowers in a j)roper state of development with

receptive stigmas, and that the pollen of the caprifigs should be

properl}^ developed and in a good condition. Xot all edible figs are

equally susceptible of caprification. The time for caprification is in

June and July, according to locality. Caprification is nothing else

than an artificial pollination accomplished partly by man, who sus-

pends the caprifigs, and partly by the wasps, which carry the pollen

from the caprifig to the female flowers of the edible fig.

The same process of pollination accomplished by the wasps on

the edible figs is also necessary in the caprifigs in order that they

may produce rii^e and fertile seeds. No caprifigs will produce seed

if the wasps are not present carrying the pollen from one crop to the

other. Also in the case of the caprifigs man's aid is at times required.

The Blastophaga wasps breed and hatch in the wild caprifigs, hence no

human aid is required to bring these figs from one tree to the other, but

all cultivated caprifigs are caprified in order to insure a crop of wasps.
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If tlie wasps could breed and live in the edible figs no caprification

would be i-equired. When througli unfavorable climatic conditions

the Blastophaga crop fails, when the earlj^ spring frosts kill the young
wasps and their eggs and larvfe, or in the case of some varieties of

cultivated caprifig trees, man's aid is required. The grower must

then supply caprifigs with live wasps from some distant part and trans-

fer them both to tlie caprifig trees in order to start new broods and to

the edible figs in ordei- to caprificate them. This is done at times in

Asia Minor, when often after heavj^ frosts whole shiploads of caprifigs

are imported from Greece to suppl}^ the necessary wasps. Caprifigs

suitable for caprification are regularly sold in all market places in the

fig-growing countries around the Mediterranean.

After this short summary of the process, caprification will be con-

sidered more in detail. A horticultural and botanical study of the

fig, its flowers and crops, is required in order to fully comprehend the

necessity, importance, and nature of this interesting and complicated

process.

CROPS OF the figs.

General remarks.—The caprifig, as well as the edible fig, bears

several distinct crops every year. So distinct are these croj)S and so

important does the distinction between them appear to those nations

which dei^end upon fig culture as an article of food and commerce
that the various croi3S have been given separate and characteristic

names.

In order to understand these names a detailed description of the

various fig crops is necessary. We must bear in mind that wliile the

fig and the caprifig crops in a general way resemble each other, they

still disagree in some important points. This may also be said to be

the case with the principal types of the edible fig. In a general way
it may be stated that we have three distinct crops, each one appearing

at a separate time—spring, summer, and fall—according to the season

in the respective countries. But each one of these crops is character-

ized in a peculiar way, and without a full knowledge of them a perfect

understanding of caprification is impossible. (PI. VIII.)

The various croj^s of the Jig.—While the edible-fig tree may ijos-

sess three distinct crops, we do not always find all these crops fol-

lowing one another on the same tree. This may be and often is the

case, but fig trees and fig varieties exist in which one or more crops

are wanting. The first, second, or third crops may be respectively

suppressed, or one of these crops may be present while the otlier two
are suppressed.

Shortly before the fig tree begins to leaf out in the spring, small but-

ton figs are seen i;)ushing out from the wood of last year below the

young leivves of the present season. The place where these figs

develop is the place where during last season existed a leaf, which
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Fig. 1
.—Grosse Grise Bifere Fig Tree, John Rock Orchard, Niles, Cal.

Fig. 2.—Caprifig Tree, Fresno, Cal.
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fell off last fall. These figs grow rapidly aiul mature generally in the

end of May in all southern countries or in June in more northern

ones. This is the first crop of figs, also known as early figs or bre-

bas, first figs, or summer figs. This crop of figs has not yet matured,

or, in some varieties, has hardly matured, when other young figs are

seen to push out from the leaf joints of the present year. In the course

of a m(mtli or two these figs ripen and constitute the second or main
crop. With most figs this crop rijiens in August, later or earlier,

according to variety. This crop is also known as second figs, autumn
figs, or late figs.

A third or later crop is found in some varieties, forming in August
and ripening in winter. This may be called the third crop; but
this third crop is not greatly distinct from the second crop. Both
develop from the leaf joints of the same season. In reality, this thii-d

crop of edible figs can only be considered as the last of the second

crop. The first crop is, however, entirely distinct from the second

crop, as it is produced on the old wood. Sometimes the last figs of the

third crop do not fall in the autumn, but winter over and rij^en early

in the next spring, just as the first crop, and are thus hardly distin-

guishable from it.

The crops of the capi-ifiij.—In the caprifig the three crops corre-

spond to those of the edible fig, but, as in that fig, they are not always

all present in the same tree. Thus caprifig trees exist which develop

only one crop, while others j)ossess tuo or three crops. The variation

in crops may be confined to individual caprifigs of the same variety,

or it may characterize some special variety, in which all the trees are

exactly alike. The variation may also depend on the seasons.

At Xiles, Cal., the crops of the caprifig succeed each other in the

following manner : At the time of frost, in the fall, we find a lai-ge

number of figs as large as walnuts or hazelnuts situated at the very

tips of the branches. These figs began to appear as small buttons

in July (11)00) and continued to increase until they became of size

to be caprificated in September. This croj) of end-figs is known as

the third crop (the mamme), and is really only the continuation of the

second crop. But it differs from the second crop in its faculty to pass

the winter unharmed on the trees. The following year in March
these third-crop figs, or mamme, become fully mature, and the wasps
which escape from them enter the first crop (the profichi).

The first crop (the profichi) began to appear as small buttons

in December. They increased very slowly at first during the winter,

but toward spring they became quickly larger, and in March they

had reached the size iu which they were caprificated. They tlien

varied between the size of a pea and a hazelnut. In June and July,

according to locality and season, these first-crop figs are fully mature,

and are then used for caprification. These first-crop figs (the profichi)

were situated on the old wood—the wood of the previous year. In

23740—No. 9—01 6
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this they differed from the second, or mammoni, which mature on the

wood of tlie same year.

Tlie second croi^ (tlie mammoni) began to set in June and became
mature in August. It appeared as buttons on the green wood and

matured while this wood was yet green. It was the only crop which

did not pass the winter. The purpose of the second crop is to furnisli

wasps for the third crop (or mamme), which passes the winter on the

trees, and to furnish seeds.

To recapitulate, we find that the first crop (or profichi) passes the

winter as very minute buttons on the old wood and matures the fol-

lowing summer. The second crop (or mammoni) begins and matures

the same season, and passes its entire existence during the sum-

mer. The third crop (or the mamme) passes the winter as large figs

(hence the name), fully developed or almost fully developed, and its figs

are the first of the caprifigs to mature in the spring. The third and first

crops are thus both found on the old Avood. The second crop alone

begins and matures on the green wood.

A perfect caprifig tree must possess an overlapping of crops. If anj-

crop should fail, it would be fatal to the wasps living in the figs, unless

they had figs in other trees in which to breed.

In the best Smja-na varieties the various crops of the caprifig are

confined to distinct trees, which again have received distinct names.

The trees which bear the winter crop, boghadhes, are known as "orgi-

nos boghadhes," while those trees which bear the spring crop, or ash-

madhes, are known as "orginos ashmadhes."

The winter crop, or the orginos boghadhes, seldom contains auj' male

floAvers and pollen. This tree may, however, have an earlier crop

which bears male flowers.

The orginos ashmadhes, again, which produce the figs used for cap-

rifieation, whicli crop is the first crop, or the ashmadhes, do, as a

rule, never possess anj- other crop. It will therefore be seen that in

order to possess a complete succession of crops of the caprifig we must
either cultivate varieties which bear several crops on the same tree, or,

if we grow the Smyrna '

' orginos, " we must have both the boghadhes and
tlie ashmadhes trees. The former breed the first crop of blastophagas

;

the ashmadhes again breed the second crop of blastophagas from eggs

laid by the wasps hatching from the boghadhes.

As the boghadhes or winter crop and the ashmadnes or spring crop

in Smyrna are often produced on different trees, it will be seen that either

we must have both of these trees in the same orchard, or we must
caprificate the trees bearing only one crop. The latter plan is adopted

in Smyrna, where only orginos ashmadhes are cultivated. The reason

of this is that comparatively few boghadhes or mamme are required

for the caprification of the ashmadhes or profichi, Miiile an enormous
quantity of ashmadhes is necessaiy for the caprification of the edible

figs. It is easier to bring in the few boghadhes required from the
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hills than to cultivate them. Besides, the trees bearing the boghadhes
generally grow in frost-free places in the hills, the frost in the orchards

being apt to kill both the figs and the wasps.

Names of the crops.—In order to avoid misunderstandings, the

various crops are given distinct names in all foreign countries where
fig culture is prominent. The crops of the caprifig, which not always
correspond with the crops of the edible fiigs, are named differently.

The following table will give a clearer idea of these names. As the

English language has no suitable names for the various crops of the

caprifig and the fig, I propose that we, for the earlj^ first crop of edible

figs, adopt the Spanish name "brebas," and that Ave simply call the

second crop of edible figs "figs," or autumn figs. For the caprifig I

believe we can do no better than adopt the nomenclature of the German
specialists who now use the Neapolitan names profichi, mammoni,
and mamme. Dr. L. (). Howard^ questions the existence of three dis-

tinct crops of figs. This question is not jqI settled, and while it maj'

prove botanically correct to refer to the crops as only two—figs which
attain their full size on the old wood, and figs which attain their full

size in the axillaries of the leaves—still it certainly is horticulturally

convenient to speak of the fig crops as if they were three distinct

ones, even if the three crops are not always found on the same tree.

Names of ixivious ci^ops of edible figs (FHcus carica L.).

First crop (April-
AugHSt).

Second crop (June-
August). Late (November).

France

.

Italy ...

Spain
Portugal..
Morocco ..

Kabj'lia...
Algiers
Venice
Greece
California
Latin
Nigoise

Figues - fleurs or Flo-
rones.

Fiori. Fichi primattici
|
Pedagnuoli; Forniti.

.

Fioroni.
Brebas
Figos lampos

Figues d'automne; Figues ordinaire; Figues au-
tomnales.

Bukoi
Onrgaleu and bakour
Boccore
Bolos
Prodromoi, ornos
Brebas.
Grossi I Forniti
Figa flou Oustinchi

Higos
Figos vendimos
Karuius
Akerkouch
Kermez or kermouse

Fornites
Figs, summer figs

Cimaruoli.

Azoubzeg. inirem.

Autumn figs.

Names of the caprifig and its various crops (Ficus carica L,).
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Characteristica of the various crops of the caprifig.—In the forego-

ing it lias already been pointed out that the various crops of the

caprifig differ from orie anotlier in several respects. Here it is only

necessary to generalize. The i^rofichi form in autumn, remain on

the trees over winter, and come to maturity in June and Jul3\ This

crop contains many male flowers and gall flowers, but no true female

flowers, as seeds have never been found in this crop. The time of

maturity is June and July.

The mammoni appear in June or earlier, and mature in July and
August, according to climatic conditions. They contain both male

flowers and female flowers, and a large number of gall flowers. The
mamme or wintering flgs produce male flowers and numerous gall

flowers, but no female flowers. The female flowers are thus found

only in the mammoni.
The various crops of the caprifig do not always succeed each other

continuously. There is frequently" a lapse of time between the falling

of the profichi and the appearance of the mammoni. No account lias

here been taken of the female caprifig tree, as yet almost unknown.
Characteristics of the crops of the edible fig.—As to the edible figs

the dift'erent crops are difl:erent in size, quality, flavor, sweetness, and

sometimes in color. The first crop, the fiori, figues-fleurs, figos lam-

pas, brebas, etc., are large figs, not very sweet, but pulpy and lus-

cious for eating fresh, and they are liighly jirized on that account.

The different names given to these large figs indicate the value in

which they are held. The dift'erence is considered so important that,

for instance, in Spain and Mexico the common people will insist that

the "brebas" are not figs. In California, however, no great distinc-

tion is made as to the three crops. When fig culture becomes as

important here as it now is in Europe and Asia, names ma}' be

required for the first crop of edible figs. We have already proposed

for the first croji the name "brebas," now used in all Spanish-speak-

ing countries, breba meaning early.

A large number of figs do not produce any first crop or brebas,

some give very few, and others again, like the San Pedro, produce

only brebas, the second crop only maturing any figs when it is

caprificated.

The second crop, known in France as " figues-ordinaires," in Spain

as "higos," in Portugal as "vendimos," and in English-speaking

countries only as "figs," need here no special reference. It is this

crop alone which is used for drying in Smyrna or in other foreign

fig-growing countries, as well as in California. These figs are sweet

or very sweet, and, compared witli the brebas, much smaller in

size. In Italy a difference is made as to the first or lowest figs of the

second crop, which are called pedagnuoli or low figs, while the later

or upjier figs on the same branches are considered less valuable and

are known as cimaruoli or top figs. In the edible figs the third crop
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can not be said to exist as a separate crop, as the last figs are only

a continuation of the second crop. The fig tree often continues to

bear until frost sets in, or until the tree becomes otherwise dormant.

Some fig varieties, like the Natalino, ripen tlieir last figs in midwinter,-

if properly protected.

If we compare the crops of the caprifig tree with those of the edible

fig, we find that the first crop or proficlii of tlie caprifigs corresi^ond

to the brebas of the edible figs, the mammoni of the caprifigs corre-

spond to the second crop of the edible figs, and the mamme of the

caprifigs to the winter figs of some of the edible kinds. The difi'erence

is, however, that while the mamme come to maturitj' the following

spring, the third crop or autumn figs mature, if at all, the same year.

The mamme correspond thus to the Italian cimaruoli or end figs, the

location of the figs being characteristic both in the caprifig and in

the edible fig. The mamme are so named on account of tlieir large

size and swollen form—resembling manimfe or breasts.

POLLINATION.

Pollination is the process in which the pollen produced l\y the

anthers is placed on the stigma of the flowers. This process of

fecundation or pollination is necessary in order that the ovarj* may
b ' fertilized and produce seed. The pollen grains, when ripe, appear

to the unaided eye as a fine dust, but under the microscope each

grain may be seen to be beautifully and characteristically sculp-

tured. These jjollen grains are brought onto the stigma either by
wind, transmitted by insects, or fall by gravity. As soon as the

pollen grains are on the surface of the stigma—provided the lat-

ter is in proper receptive condition, neither too old nor too young

—

they begin at once to grow, sending out one or more pollen tubes,

like long roots, Avhich penetrate through the style and, following

its canal, finallj' through the funnel-shaped opening in the ovule,

reaching the inner nucellus. The fertilization has then taken place,

and immediately afterwards changes take place in the ovule and
nucellus, which in short time lead to the production of a fertile seed.

As a rule we find that in the same flower tlie pollen grains and the

stigma are not fully developed at one and the same time. It is there-

fore evident that the i^ollen in a flower can not be useful for fertilizing

the ovary in the same flower. This is nature's remedy against self-

fertilization, requiring that the pollen be brought from some other

flower or from some other tree of the same kind. In the majority of

flowers the pollen can be transported from one flower to another only

by means of insects, and often the flowers are so peculiarly constructed

that only a certain kind of insect can reach the pollen, or, rather, can
reach the honey glands at the base of the anthers, as without the

presence of these glands the insects Avould have no occasion to visit

the flowers, which in such a case would remain sterile.
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Nearly every flower we see in the fiel<l, and certainly every bright-

colored flower, requires the visit of some insect in order that its stigma

may be fertilized by the pollen which adhered to the insect when it

left the last flower visited. Thus the insects and the flowers stand in

close intimacy. The honey glands of the flowers furnish food for the

insects, which are attracted to the flowers by their size, color, or scent,

or by the odor of the honey. The insects pay for their visit and for

their meal by unknowingly carrying the pollen from one flower to

another—the insects are fed, the flowers pollinated. Only in very few

instances do the insects live and breed in the flowers. One such

instance is the fig, in which the Blastophaga wasp breeds and passes

nearly its whole life. Caprification is therefore nothing but a similar

pollination—one which, as regards the edible fig, is accomplished not

only by the aid of insects, but also by the help of man.

Among other plants which require help in pollination in order to

bear fruit or berries are certain varieties of strawberries, which pos-

sess only pistillate flowers. Such varieties will bear only when there

are other kinds present to supply the pollen. In order to accomplish

this iwUination the horticulturist plants bisexual varieties alter-

nately among rows of the pistillate ones. The wind and insects then

carry the pollen from one variety to another, and pollination is accom-

plished. The flowers of the strawberry are open, and any insect almost

can effect the necessary transmission of pollen. If the strawberry

flowers had been hidden in a receptacle it would probably have been

necessary for the horticulturist to breed and supply the proper

insect. In caprification man furnishes these insects, the work con-

sisting in bringing them from the wild figs to the cultivated ones.

Another well-known process of pollination by the aid of man is the

one practiced by the growers of the date palm. There are male trees

and female trees of the date. The former produce only pollen-bearing

flowers; the latter carry only seed or pistillate flowers. The process

of pollination of the date palm consists in bringing small bunches

of ripe pollen-bearing flowers to the top of the seed-bearing trees

and shaking the pollen over the bunches. The staminate flowers

are thus fertilized and the production of an abundant croj) is assured.

If this process is not undertaken by the grower, only a small crop

would result, as insects and wind would fertilize only by chance and

only a few flowers would bring fruit. In caprification of the fig man
can not shake out the pollen on the flowers of the fig, because they

are covered up. He can only suspend the pollen-bearing figs in the

trees and let the Blastophaga wasps do- the work of carrying the pol-

len through the eye of the fig to the female, or pistillate, figs. In

caprification, therefore, we need not only pollen-bearing figs, but we

require also an immense quantity of wasps to do the work of carrying

the pollen. This complicates the process considerably, but in reality





DESCRIPTION OF PLATE IX.

Polleniferous Caprifigs from a Caprifig tree from Dalmatia, grown at Niles, Cal.

Three of the Figs (figs. 1,3,6) are cut in order to show the fioriferous cavity with

male-flower.s and degenerate gall-fiowers. (Photograph by Dr. P. S. Bruguiere.

)
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POLLENIFEROUS CAPRIFIGS: A DALMATIAN VARIETY.

HELIOTYPE CO., BOSTON.







DESCRIPTION OF PLATE X.

Fig. 1, an Insectiferous Caprifig, Italian variety. Fig. 2, Polleniferous Caprifig from

the same tree cut in half. Fig. 3, a branch with two Polleniferous Caprifigs from the

same tree as the two last ones. Fig. 4, Insectiferous Caprifig, Italian variety, different

from last ones. All grown at Niles, Cal. (Photograph by Dr. P. S. Bruguiere.)



BUL. NO. 9, DIV. OF POMOLOGY, U. S. DEFT. OF AGRICULTURE. PLATE X.

INSECTIFEROUS CAPRIFIGS: ITALIAN VARIETIES.







DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XI.

Fio:?. 1, 2, Caprifig branch with a cut Insectiferous Fig, Dalmatian variety. Fig. 3,

a small mature Polleniferous Fig from the same tree. Fig. 4, a branch with two
Insectiferous Caprifigs not quite fully developed. Italian variety, grown at Niles,

Cal. (Photograph by Dr. P. S. Bruguiere.

)



8UL. NO. 9, DIV. OF POMOLOGY, U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. PLATE

INSECTIFEROUS AND POLLENIFEROUS CAPRIFIGS:

DALMATIAN AND ITALIAN VARIETIES.

MELIOTYPE CO., BCSTON.







DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XII.

Fig. 1, a branch with Polleniferous Caprifigs, Italian variety. Fig. 2, Insectiferoua

Capritig, from the same tree, cut in half in order to show the zone of gall-tiowers.

Fig. 3, a branch with one Insectiferous Caprifig and one Polleniferous fig, Italian

variety, grown at Niles, Cal. (Photograph by Dr. P. S. Bruguiere.)



BUL. NO. 9, DIV. OF POMOLOGY, U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. PLATE XM.

POLLENIFEROUS AND INSECTIFEROUS CAPRIFIGS: ITALIAN VARIETIES.

HELIOTYPE CO., BOSTON.
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its nature is the same. Every botanist understands fully the impor-

tance and nature of pollination, and we could multiply instances of

its practical necessity in horticulture.

POLLENIFEROUS AND INSECTIFEROUS CAPRIFIGS OR POLLEN-BEARING
AND INSECT-BEARING FIGS.

We have already stated that caprifigs require the i^resence of the

Blastophaga wasps in order to produce seeds, but in order to i)ro-

duce ripe poUen-beai-ing figs it seems that the wasps are not neces-

sary. A caprifig tree which is onlj^ partially caprificated possesses two
distinct kinds of figs, which differ both in size and foi-m. IMr. p]. A.

Schwarz, of the Division of Entomology of the Department of Agricul-

ture, at Washington, who studied this question at Fresno during tlie

summer of 1000, 1ms named these respective figs, according to their

nature, poUeniferous and insectiferous—names which, as being emi-

nently suitable, will probablj' be generallj' adopted. Before caprifi-

cation has taken iilace—that is, before the new crop of wasps has
entered the small caprifigs—these two kinds of figs are of the same
size and form, generally the size of a large pea. But after the wasps
have entered certain of the figs a difference begins to appear between
those figs which have received the wasjjs and those which have not

been entered. This difference extends not only to the figs, but to the

branches bearing them. Thus all branches whicli bear caprificated

figs start to grow more vigorouslj' than those which do not possess

caprificated figs. The latter remain punj', and even their leaves are

smaller than those of the caprificated branches. (PI. X. ) A single

caprificated or insectiferous fig will give character to the whole branch
on which it groAvs. The poUeniferous figs remain smaller and more
oblong, and soon assume a yellow color. They become soft and ap-

pear partly mature, and soon fall off at various stages of growth, not

remaining on the tree as long as the insectiferous figs. When cut

open, it is found that the central floriferous cavity is comparativel}^

small, but contains a large number of pollen-bearing flowers, which
may or may not attain maturitj-. The meat is generally white or

yellowish, and no violet-colored zone surrounds the flowers. The meat
itself is soft and spongy, slightlj'- moist, but rarely juicy. The gall

flowers are shrunken and diminutive.

The twigs bearing insectiferous figs are longer, thicker, and in

every way stronger. (Pis. X, XI, XII.) Each twig maj' contain

both insectiferous and poUeniferous flowers, a single one of the latter

being sufficient to impart an unusual vigor to the twig. This vigor

extends even to the leaves. The insectiferous fig is thicker, harder,

and of a deep green. It is also niore round and turbinate and sticks

strongly to the twig. It has to be cut away and does not fall at the

touch as the poUeniferous figs do. The exterior is coarser and the
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ribs strongly marked. If such iusectiferous fig is cut through it is

found that its meat is hard and peculiarlj' solid and possessed of a

more or less thick but always distinctly violet-colored zone immedi-

ately ^^rrounding the flowers. The flower core is much larger than

in the polleniferous figs. The male fiowers are strongly developed and

so is the zone bearing the gall flowers, .several hundreds of which may
contain Blastophagje in some stage of development. The inhabited

gall flowers are readily recognized by their plumpness and size, and

when in an advanced stage of development the dark shade indicates

that the wasp is near its final size and may be expected soon to issue

from its confinement.

This distinction between the iusectiferous and the polleniferous

caprifigs is of great practical imix)rtance to the horticulturist, as it

enables him to readily recognize the one kind from the other. It is

only the insectiferous caprifigs which are used in caprification. The
polleniferous figs which do not contain Blastophag* are useless in

caprification, and should accordingly not be suspended in the Smyrna
fig trees.

The above descriptions and notes were made from caprifigs grown

by Mr. John Rock at Niles, Cal.

THE FIG AND THE CAPRIFIG.

It is now generally conceded that the edible fig is in some way
descended from the caprifig.^ The caprifig is the wild fig of the

Mediterranean region, though its original home must be searched

for in tlfe mountain regions of southern Arabia. From its original

habitat the caprifig tree was spread by cultivation, or at least by traus-

]Dlantation to other districts, and finding suitable conditions, soon

established itself as a wild tree in the forests and mountains of the

respective countries suitable to multiplication through seedlings. It

is now generally known to l)otanists that the caprifig carries figs which

contain t^ree distinct kinds of flowers—male, female, and gall flowers

—

all in the same fruit, as will be described later on. But, besides, it is also

known^ that there exists also a caprifig tree which bears mammoni
which possess only jjistillate and gall flowers, though trees of this kind

are comparatively very rare. Cuttings taken from either one of these

' Both varieties are known as Ficus cariea iCiinnaeus, and belong to the same
botanical species.

- Poiitetle'ra, p. 175. This female tree he calls Eviuosyce. Gallesio also men-
tions such tree nnder the uameof Fico scmi-inuUi, but it is uncertain if he him.-elf

has seen it. A somewhat similar form of the caprifig is described by Solms-

Laubach, p. 35, as having grown wild in a garden at Chiaja, near Naples. As all,

or at least r 'arly all, other fig species which have been particularly described pos-

sess such an exclusively female form, it is more than likely that Pontederas
description is correct. Mliller and Solms-Laubach assume that the edible tig is the

female tree . id the caprifig the male tree, which I can only understand to mean
that the edil i j fig is descended from the female tree.
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trees would produce only its kind, thouiih .seedlings might produce

both kinds, but probably the majority of the offspring would be like

the parent tree.

Through cultivation and selection by man numerous types of the

caprifig tree have been originated, though they are not at p eseut

well understood or described. The Italian botanist Pontedera, and

after him Gallesio, were the first to mention this fact, and although

other botanists have neglected to verify and through observations

enlarge upon Pontedera's and Gallesio's reports, we have no good

reason to dotibt that their ideas were in the main correct. Gallesio

describes^ the purely female tree of the caprifig as " Fico semi-niuki.'^

In general he recognizes among the caprilig the following types:

Fico selvaggio, or common wild caprifig, with two or three crops a

year.

Fico della natura, the original wild caprifig, with only one Qrop a

year, this crop developing during the summer and ripening in the

fall. 2

Fico mosfro, all caprifigs which bear no fruit or which drop all their

figs while they are yet young; also trees in. which only the male

flowers arrive at development.

Fico mula, with female flowers, which do not develop fertile seed,

and which, as he expresses himself, become i^omologically but not

botanically ripe.

Fico sei)ii-nuda, with no male and with only female flowers, which,

when pollinated, become botanically ripe, and consequently also

pomologically ripe. This fig is undoubtedly the female tree of the

caprifig. From the descriptions of the other kind we may ..t least

conclude that there exist numerous races or variations among the

caprifigs.

At present we possess in California about a dozen varieties of capri-

figs, differing from one another very much in the same way as do the

varieties described above, as well as in other minor points, such as

variations in leaves, size and color of fruit, time of maturity, lumber
of crojis, etc. Several of these varieties are necessary in every fig

orchard where caprification must be practiced. The importance of

growing several different varieties of caprifigs in one orchard can not

be overestimated, as it will certainly be found that one varietj^ which
will be suitable in one place will be a failure in another; besides, some
varieties bear only one or two crops of figs, while three crops are nec-

essary. Home-raised seedlings should therefore be resorted to, as they

are likely to produce varieties suitable to the locality where they are

'Gallesio, p. 46. Solms-Laubach doubts the correctness of these descriptions

and calls them most artificial, p. 33.

- According to Solms-Laubach. there is absolutely no foundation for this descrip-

tion, p. 33.
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to be grcnvn. Tlie principal feature of a good caprifig orcliard is

that tliei'e should ahvavs he figs of a proi^er size to receive the wasps
whenever they hatch out. If such figs are wanting tlie wasps will

die, as they can not live for anj^ length of time outside of the fig. There

must be a crop of caprifigs for every croii of Blastophaga wasps. The
female wasps are fertilized before they leave their galls in the figs,

and are immediately read}- to lay their eggs in young caprifigs. The
failures experienced in California in establishing Blastophaga colonies

on the caprifig trees growing there were partly due to lack of figs of

proper size. The wasps were brought over fi-om Asia Minor without

any difficulty, but upon their arrival the caprifigs possessed onlj- large

figs, none of the size suitable for the wasps to breed in. The fact that

some cai)rifigs do not produce any fertile seeds, although they have
both perfect male and female flowers, results from the fact that, as in

the edible fig the male flowers shed their pollen first long after the

female flowei-s have passed their state of receptivity. Such caprifigs

must be caprifieated, just as edible figs, in order to produce seeds.

THE FIG.

The fruit which we call a fig is really not one single fruit, but a large

numlier of fruits (or flowers) placed on a common receptacle. The
fig itself is this receptacle, and in its interior are seen the small fruits

or the flowers if the fig is unripe.

If we cut open a fig lengthwise we see first, exteriorlj-, a fleshy,

homogeneous mass, the receptacle proper, inclosing a central hollow,

which connects with the outside through a narrow passage at the ej'e.

Lining this central hollow on the inner surface of the receptacle are

seen an almost innumerable quantity of small, apparently similar

flowers, which are fleshy, of even size, and a little deformed, and
Avliich apparently onh* slightly resemble flowers with which we are

generally acquainted. These are, however, the true flowers of the

fig. They fill the whole interior surface of the receptacle, except close

to and at the "eye," where they are replaced by scales or small leaf-

lets, w^icli latter interlock and form a thatched obstruction in the

throat of tlie fig. This is generally the appearance of the fruit of the

common or edible fig tree.

The wild fig or caprifig is somewhat differently constructed, a dif-

ference, Iiowever, which is of the utmost importance and interest.

In the caprifig we find, besides the scales at the eye and in the

throat, not less than three different and distinct flowers covering the

interior of the receptacle—male, female, and gall flowers. The male
flowers occupj- the place nearest below the scales of the throat, while

the lower parts of the receptacle are filled with gall flowers and a few

female flowers. The proportion of these flowers is different in the

different croi^s of the figs. The hil^ernating "mamme" or third crop

possesses male flowers and many gall flowers, but no female flowers.
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The first crop or "proflclii" has botli uiale flowers and gall flowers,

but no female flowers. The second crop or tlie "mammoni" alone
possesses both female floAvers and gall flowers. There are, liowever,

exceptions to this rule, but this pi-oportion is the most common one and
is generally constant. There is also a purely female plant of the wild
caprifig which possesses mammoni with only female flowers, but this

plant is as yet almost unknown. It has already been mentioned that

this I'oi-m was first described by Pontedera.' The different crops of

the fig will be more minutely described presently.

If we consider the fig }»omologically it will be seen that, as it is

principally the receptacle that is eaten, the various flowers found in

the fig often detract from the value of the fig, as they are never as

juicy as the receptacle i-)art. Especially is this the case with the male
flowers, which ai-e never edible; and Avhenever they occur the}* must
be cut away before eating.

THE JIALE FLOWERS.

The male or staminate flowers of the caprifig are, as just stated,

situated immediatel}' below the throat of the fig, variously occupying
from one-half to two-thirds of the space in the receptacle. (See fig. 9.)

d

Fig. 9.— Caprifig from Smyrna gro-wing at Niles, John Rock ore-hard: (i, fig: cut throujfh from
stalk to eye: h, r. male flowers; d, gall flower.

The fiowers, though small and sometimes somewhat irregular, are

still perfect. The}- possess four i^etals, generallj^ shorter than the

anthers, and shorter than thos(^ of the female flowers. Inside these

petals are seen four stamens carrying larger pollen-producing or

pollen-bearing anthers.

In the first crop these stamens attain their full development in

the months of June or July, according to locality, or about two months
after the time that the female flowers have reached their jDerfection

in the same fig. It is evident, therefore, that in usual cases tlie pollen

' The female tree of the fig w?is first scientifically described by Solms-Laiabach in

species from Java. See his Die Geschlechtesdiflfereiizirung der Feigenbaumen.
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from the Hiit Ium-s can not fertilize or pollinate the female flowers in

the same fig. Their function is to pollinate the female flowers of the

succeeding crop. Thus tlie pollen from the first crop or "profichi"

jiollinates the "mammoni" or second crop, the female flowers of which

are in their prime and receptive^ at a time when the pollen of the

profichi is ripe. The pollen in Mic profichi is very abundant, of a

pale yellow color, resembling a flowery yellow powder, whicli may
easily be taken out and collected without injury to its vital (qualities.

The above refers only to the caprifig, or, if we wish to be more dis-

tinct, to the male tree of the caprifig. The edible fig, as cultivated

in our orchards, does not possess any male flowers,^ except in extremely

rare eases, as will be mentioned below. (See tig. ID.)

y The anthers in the male flowers are not always properly developed.

This is especially the case in seedlings raised from Smyrna fig seeds,

which originated from a j^ollination with the caprifig. Such seedlings

do not all possess male flowers; those that do are more or less similar

Pig. 10.—Seedling fig raised by the aiithor from caprificated Smyrna figs: a, fig cut in half,

showing interior cavity with male and gall flowers; 6, male flower; c, gall flower; d,e, stamens
with anthers.

to the cain-ifig flowers, the anthers frequently being as %vell developed

as in the real wild fig.~

FEMALE FLOWERS.

In the caprifig, female flowers have been found with certainty only

in the second crop or mammoni. In this crop alone have fertile seeds

been found, but always in very small quantities, hardly more than

one fertile seed in every fig.^ In the edible figs perfect female flowers

capable of producing developed embryos are more common. Gen-
erally it has been supposed that all flowers found in the edible figs

' As will be seen ia a different place, so far only a very few exceptions have been
noted, among them the Cordelia fig in Solano County. Cal., and the Croisic tig,

growing at the mouth of the Loire River in France. See Sohns-Laubach, i, p. 14.

-'French authors generally describe the caprifig male flowers as having only

three petals, which is an error, undoubtedly originated by describing the figure in

"De Breuil,"' where the figure of the male fiower is erroneously drawn.
•'Sohns-Laubach, i, p. 11, found only twenty fertile s«eds in forty caprifigs (mam-

moni). Gasparrini, i, p. 328.
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stiama.

a h
Fig. 11.—«, Female flg flower with perfect stigma;

6, gall flower with imperfect and greatly shortened
stigma, adapted to the use of the wasp. From cap-

rifig.

wore female flowers eapal>le of producing fertile seeds. But tliis is

undoubtedly not tlie ease.

All flowci's of tlie edible figs

in a general way i'<'seinl)l(' the

female flowers, but, as will

shortl}' be demonstrated, tliej'

are not all alike, but differ in

the various crops and in dif-

ferent varieties. (See figs. 1 1

,

12.)

In the second crop of the

genuine Smyrna figs nearly

all flowers are perfectly' de-

veloped female flowers, which

only require pollination in

order to bring fertile seed.

This appears also to be the

case in San Pedro and other

figs, which regularly drop their second-crop figs. As far as micro-

scopical structure is concerned their flowers are entirely similar to

those in the genuine Smyrna figs. That com-
mon edible figs possess at least some female

flowers is clearly demonstrated by the finding

of fertile seed in many such figs in localities

where caprifigs are grown spontaneously. But
the small quantity of seeds found in common
figs indicates that the quantity of perfect female

flowers is small.

In places where caprifigs are not growing

wild—that is, where thej' are not growing spoii-

taneousl}- from seed, it is very difficult to decide

whether a flower is a true female flower or not,

and the only practical way to ascertain it is to

pollinate it and await the results of fertilization.

A wild caprifig always indicates that pollination

is taking place through the agency of wasps, as

even the caprifig will not propagate itself spou-

taneoush' from seed and become wild without

their agency, as the i^ollen can not be transferred

by the wind either to the female flowers of the

caprifig or the edible flg.

As regards the structure of the female flowers,

some slight variation is noticeable. The petals

are generally four in number, but sometimes
three or five. According to Solms-Laubach, the number is quite vari-

able within the above limits, but, according to my own observations,

a

Fig. 12.— <•(, Perfect female

fig flower from second

crop San Pedro: )i. its re-

ceptive stigma. Thesei--

ond crop of San Pedro
matures only after cap-

riflcation.
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four is the most constant nnmber. In size the j)etals var}' somewhat,

one pair oft(m being a little longer than the other, and all four are

alwaj's longer than the petals of the male flowers. All are more or

less flesh}^ and sometimes they are furnished with short hairs at the

margin. In the center, between these petals, projects a single pistil,

enlarged at the base, forming the ovary. The central part is elon-

gated two or three times more than the ovary. This part is the

stjde. The upper part of the style is bent and funnel-shaped, often,

or perhaps generally, divided, one projection of the stigma being

longer than the other. With a higli-magnifying lens the margin and
upper surface of the stigma are seen to consist of a layer of minute

glands, of a warty appearance, while from the center of the stigmatic

funnel there extends downward a narrow canal or lumen, which passes

through the whole length of the style and down through one side of

the ovary, here bending upward and touching the very embryo.

When the female flowers are receptive—that is, when they are in con-

dition to receive the pollen from the male flowers—these glands become
greatly swollen and somewhat glossy, of a green or light-green color,

which, after the receptive stage is passed, changes to a bright brown.

The inner surface of flgs in such a stage is seen to be spotted brown
when cut open. The stigma attains its receptivity long before the

male flowers are ripe in the same flg receptacle. This difference in

the maturity of the flowers makes it impossible for the female flowers

to be fertilized or pollinated by tlie male flowers of the same flg.

Thus the female flowers of the mammoni can be pollinated only by
the male flowers of the preceding crop—the proflchi.

The crops of the edible figs correspond in a general way with those

of the caprifig. Thus when the male flowers of the proflchi are ripe,

and at a time when the other flowers in this fig had passed their

prime months before, the female flowers of the second-crop Smj'rna

figs have just attained the state of receptivity. They can therefore

be pollinated by the male flowers of the profichi of the caprifigs. The
time for this pollination is June or July, according to climatic condi-

tions, in various countries. This rule as to the difference in time of

ripening of the male and female flowers in the capriflg holds also

good in the few instances where male flowers have been found in the

edible figs. Hence the impossibility of the female flowers in our

edible fig being fertilized by the pollen of the male flowers immedi-

ately above them. It is only the female flowers of the following crop

that could thus be impregnated by the pollen. Female flowers occur

in large numbers in the Smyrna varieties and in the flrst crop of such

figs as the Adriatic, which do not mature this crop without caprification.

THE C4ALL FLOWERS.

The gall flowers, which occur in abundance in all capriflgs of all

crops, are in reality nothing else tlian female flowers which have been

transformed in order to accommodate the requirements of a small
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wasp—the Blastophaga grossorum. These gall flowers do not produce

seed, though in general aspect they resemble the female flower.

The i)etals in the gall flowers are smaller and more unequal in size.

The chief difference, however, between these flowers and the female

flowers is found partly in the style of the pistil, which is not so elon-

gated as in the female flowers, and partly in the stigma, which is very

much smaller and entirely wanting the glands on its upper surface.

The gall flowers can not be pollinated, or, if they are, the pollen does

not develop pollen tubes, nor does the embryo or egg in the lower

parts or ovary l)ecome fertile. A comparison (jf tlie figures of the gall

flowers and female flowers will show tlie points of dift'erence and

resemblance. (See figs. 13 and 15.)

While it is true tliat the gall flowers do not produce seed, it is a

fact that they develoji to a certain extent if punctured by the wasp, or,

more correctly, if the egg of tlie Blastophaga wasp has been jiroperly

deposited. They then develop into galls—that is, the lower part of

the stigma swells up and the

integuments of the eml:»ryo

sac harden, forming a glossy

and brittle covering as a pro-

tection for the larvse of the

wasp.

Those gall flowers which

are not thus wounded by the

Blastophaga egg do not de-

velop any further, but at once

wither and shrink up. Gall

flowers are found in all wild-

fig species, though in some

species their nature is not apparent until the egg of the Blastopxiaga iias

been laid. In the edible fig no gall flowers have been found with cer-

tainty; at least the Blastophaga wasp, for whose special benefit these

gall flowers seem to have originated, has never been found breeding in

the edible figs. It has been supposed that the cause of this was to be

found in the sugary juices of the edible fig, which killed the eggs or

embryo of the Avasps, but I am satisfied that this is not exactly true.

Many varieties of wild-fig species produce very sweet fruits, edible

and quite palatable, and still these figs serve as homes for Blastopha-

gas. The cause of the inability of the wasp to breed in common figs

must be sought for elsewhere, and, as I will in-esently i^oint out, is

due to the fact that the edible figs contain only flowers modified to such

an extent that they are unsuitable as breeding j)laces for the wasjis.

The gall flowers are characterized by a much shorter style, by an

undeveloped stigma devoid of receptive glands, and by an imperfect

embryo which never develops to more than a certain limited degree.

The discovery of the distinction between gall flowers and female

flowers is due to Solms-Laubach.

Fig. 13.—Seedling from seed of imported Smyrna
figs raised by E. W. Maslin, cut May 15, 1893: a,

longitudinal section of fig; h, gall flower; c, male
flower.
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Fig. 14. -Mule flowers from the flr.st crop, San Pedro. This
crop matures withoxit capriftcatioii.

Until liis researches were made known it wa.s supposed tliat llie

femalo flf)wprs tnrned into ualls when stnng hy the wasps. lie

again proved tliat the

distinction existed inde-

pendent of tlie wasps,

wliich, however, select

Ihe peculiar gall flow-

ers as the only ones

suitable to receive their

eggs.

MULE FLOWERS.

Under this name I ar-

range the majority of

the flowers of that class

of edible-fig varieties

Avhich mature their figs

regularly Avithont the jiresence of tlie caprifig and its i)ollen. These
flowers are, as far as I know, not

found in the caprifig, nor in any
other wild-fig species. They are un-

doubtedly a j)roduct of culture and
must be considered either as modi-

fied gall flowers (figs. 14, 15), which,

bereft of the Blastophaga influence,

have partially regained their original

structure, but which, just on that

account, have lost the capabilitj' of

producing galls ; or they may be con-

sidered as degenerated female flowers

which have lost their fecundity by
inertion—in other words, bj' not be-

ing pollinated for ages, so to saj'

—

in the same Avay tliat niauj- culti-

vated flowers have degenerated. I

am inclined to consider the latter as

the more probable, though at pres-

ent no direct proof can be given.

That the great majority of the flow-

ers in our edible figs (excejit the

Smj-rna race) are different from the

true female flowers, both in struc-

ture and nature, is undoubted,

whether we assign as a cause one or the other of the above theo-

ries. These mule flowers never reach any botanical maturity, and

Fig. 15.—Five undeveloped mule flowers
and two developed mule flowers from
the second crop of Adriatic figs. This
crop develops without caprification.
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are really somelhiiig' halfway l>elAvoen tho lnie female flower and the

true gall flower.

The inule flowers are characterized by an imperfect stigma, by a

stjie in length intermediate between that of the gall flower and tlie

female flower, by an imperfect embryo, and by the projierty of becom-

ing fleshy, sweet, and edible without pollination. I have so far not

found any in the Smyrna figs, comparatively few in the second crop

of the San Pedro class, but almost exclusively occurring in the first

crop of this class. The stigma of the mule flowei's has no developed

glands on its upper surface and is not receptive.

MAI.K FLOWERS IN EDIBLE FIGS.

It has frequently been stated that male floAvers are not found in

edible figs, and this must be considered as a rule. However, there

are some exceptions to this rule, and as they are of great interest, if

not to the grower at least to the student, it may be proper to mention

the subject somewhat more in detail.

The male flower of the fig was for a long time unicnown to botanists,

and, strangely enough, it was first described from specimens found in

the edible fig. The male flower of the fig was first described by the

prominent botanist La Hire, in the year 1714, from figs grown in Paris

either under glass or in the open ground.^ Unfortunately, La Hire

does not give particulars as to the variety from which the flowers

were taken, and it is not even certain that La Hire got his fiowers

from the edible fig. Another varietj" of edible fig which regularly

produces seed is the "Croisic," cultivated in the vicinity of the ocean

bathing place Croisic, on the coast of Brittany, in the department of

Loire Inferieure. . This fig has been mentioned by Solms-Laubach,"^

and described as being green when ripe, with white or pale pulp, very

juicy and sweet, but with poor aroma. The male flowers occupy the

same place and distribution as in the i)rofichi of the caprifig. The
place they occupy on the receptacle ripens less perfecth* than the

balance of the fig, and remains always somewhat hard and dr^-, gen-

erally to such an extent that it becomes necessary' to remove that part

of the fig before eating.

Another somewhat similar edible fig was observed by the same
author as cultivated at Cherbourg, in France; also on the Atlantic

coast. The male flowers in this fig were, however, degenerated or

improjierly developed. The finder of these figs believes them to be

only highly developed caprifigs which have become edible. He is

even tempted to trace their introduction to France to the time when

' La Hire. p. 287. But Colin Milne v.-as the first one to point oiit that the

cultivated figs contained no male flowers—only what he supposed to be female
flowers. (ITiO. ) See MilneV dictionary, article "Caprification.

'

-Solms-Laubach. i, p. 14.
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the Phoenician traders extended their ocean voyages to the northern

coast of France—a time when snpj)osedly the common edible figs were

yet in a semiwild or undeveloped condition.

THE CORDELIA FIG AND THE ERINOCYCE.

The only certain instance of male flowers having been found in an

edible fig in California is that which I am about to mention.

In July, 1893, I found a box of figs in the market of San Francisco,

marked as having come from Cordelia, in Solano Countj^ containing

very large yellow figs, a size larger than our lai'gest Adriatic. Upon
opening these figs I found eveiy one with a fully developed zone of

male flowei-s, fully ripe, and with an abundant, perfectly' developed

pollen. In other respects the figs resembled very much the Italian

Gentile, which is now also growing in California in various localities.

These figs belonged to a distinct variety and were propagated as table

figSj though the dry zone of male flowers greatly detracted from the

quality of the fig. The fig was juicy and very sweet. It is not

impossible that this fig is identical Avith the Croisic fig described by
Solms-Laubach, and that it was brought here by settlers from Croisic,

in France.

It may be stated that both myself and Mr. E. W. Maslin, of Cali-

fornia, have raised seedlings of Smyrna figs. Some of those raised

by the latter came to partial maturity at least, and contained male

flowers in greater or lesser abundance. Such figs, however, must l)e

considered as improved caprifigs—improved by being raised fi-om

seed of Smyrna figs. The Cordelia and Croisic figs are probably

descendants from the male caprifig, having retained the male flowers,

while they also have developed sweetness and juiciness to a greater

degree than their wild parents. It is hardly to be expected that these

figs will develop perfect seeds without the aid of the Blastophaga, as

it is probable that they, as other figs, will bring their male and female

flowers to perfection at widely different times; in other words, that

when their female flowers will be receptive their male flowers will

not yet have developed their pollen.

It must be clearly understood that edible figs possessing male flow-

ers are inferior to those which do not possess any, and the presence

of male flowers is without any value from a horticultural point of

view. The Blastophaga can not live in those figs, because tliey do

not iiossess perfect gall fiowers; tlie pollen can not be utilized for

pollination or calorification, because there is no practical way of getting

it out of the fig and onto the flowers of the next crop ; and finall}-, such

figs are inferior for eating, as the male zone is dry and not eatable.

The fig known as Erinocyce is of great scientific interest, though

not horticulturally valuable. Pontedera was the first to describe

and name this rare variety. It is cliaracterized as standing half-

way between the caprifig and the edible fig. Its first crop possesses
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male flowers as well as gall flowers with iiiquiliiies or wasps. This
crop is not edible. The second crop contains perfect female flowers.

Solms-Laubach, who has had opportunity to observe the mammoni or

second crop of this flg, states that the mammoni jiossessed both female
flowers with perfect embryos and gall flowers with wasps. This fig

does not seem to be related to the Croisic or Cordelia figs.

In the caprifig we have three kinds of flowers: Male flowers, Avhich,

on account of the time of riijening of the pollen, can pollinate only
female flowers of the sncceeding crop; female flowers, wliich produce
seed, but which, on account of the early time at which they are recep-

tive, can be pollinated only by the pollen of the preceding crop; gall

flowers, whicli resemble the female flowers, but which are at no time
receptive, and whicli serve no other purpose than breeding i)laces for

the Blastophaga wasp. The female flowers of the caprifig are found
only in the second crop or mammoni. The object of this restriction

of nature is due to the fact that it is this crop alone which falls to the
ground at a time when, on account of climatic conditions, seeds could
germinate. The profichi as well as tlie mamme fall during the dry
season, when no seeds would find the proper moisture to germinate.

VAKIOrS KINDS OF MATUmXY.

In the fig we can distinguish between botanical and pomological
maturity, Gallesio was the first one to make the distinction, wliich

is here adopted, somewhat modified, as being of particular use in

demonstrating the nature of the fig. We find that some or most edilile-

fig varieties set and mature their figs without pollination, but that,

as a consequence, such figs contain no perfect flowers with fertile

embryos. This state of maturity may be called pomological maturity,

as it does not necessarily require the botanical perfection of the flow-

ers. Pomological maturity is attained by the great majority of edible

figs, and is i^robably an inheritance from the caprifig, which becomes
similarly pomologically mature. This pomological maturitj^ is not
necessarily accompanied by any botanical maturity, as, for instance,

is proven by our California figs, which never contain any fertile

seed unless caprificated.^

The other kind of maturity may be called botanical maturity, as it

requires the flowers to be perfectly developed, with perfect embiyos,
in order that the fruit may set and become also pomologically mature.
If the fruit is edible or cultivated as a fruit, the pomological maturity
will always be effected by the botanical maturity. The Smyrna figs

can only attain pomological maturity b}- first being botanically

' The fact that one tree has been found which produces male flowers, and accord-
ing to the finder also seed, does not in the least detract from this theory. The
Cordelia fig, as well as the Croisic fig, must be considered as a modified caprifig

which has not yet lost its male flowers.
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mature. But nearly all other figs become i^omologically ripe without

necessarily or generally being botanicall}' ripe. Other figs again, like

the San Pedro, produce a pomologically ripe first crop, but the second

crop, which possesses perfect female flowers, does not become pomo-

logicallj' ripe, and can become botanically ripe only by pollination.

The pomological maturity usually indicates and implies a long-con-

tinued cultivation of the fruit by man, and relates cliieflj* to culti-

vated fruits. Among other fruits besides the fig which attain i)omo-

logical maturity without botanical maturity at the same time we may
mention some varieties of dates, one variet}' of pomegranate, the .seed-

less orange, many apples and pears, the common edible banana, the

pepino solanum of Central and South America, seedless grapes, and
a number of other fruits and vegetables in which the seeds are

abortive and have become so partly through the continued asexual

propagations of the plant and partly from other causes. Botanical

maturity is attained by all fruits which produce perfect seed, and if

the fruit is edible it is also pomologicall}* mature.

But it must be remembered that the fruits here enumerated as

attaining pomological maturity are in general such as have been
developed from pollinated flowers. Few other fruits than the fig are

known to develop without previous pollination. The development of

the common edible-fig recei^tacle must tlierefore be considered some-

what in the same light as tlie maturity and development reached by
a tuber, or by the stems of the sugar cane, etc. Pomological maturity

merely indicates that the fruit becomes edible, while botanical matur-

ity' means that the fruit has developed fertile seeds.

SEEDS IN SMYRNA FIGS.

We have alreadj' several times referred to tlie fact that all edible

figs may be divided into two distinct classes or types—one which
when ripe does not necessarily contain fertile seeds and one which
can not become ripe without also containing fertile seeds, as otherwise

it would not be rijie or mature. There are also other difl'erenees.

The Smyrna figs belong to the latter class, and they always contain

ripe and fertile seeds.

But as the cultivated Smyrna fig never contains any male flowers,

and as caprification with the wild fig is alwaj's resorted to in order to

cause the figs to mature, it is evident that the seeds thus produced

must, when growing, give us hybrid plants—plants which more or

less partake of both parents, the wild as well as the Smyrna fig.

Artificial pollination of figs is no new or remarkable discovery.

Gasparrini relates how ^ he repeatedly introduced the pollen of the

' Gasparrini. 1. c under point No. 8. He says he impregnated artificially thirty

flower heads on a Lardaro fig by introducing into the aperture the pollen of the

caprifig. In California this experiment was first tried in 189U by Mr. G. C.

Roeding.
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3aprifig into edible figs, especially of the Lardaro variety. But liis

polliuation piodueed no decided results. No increase in the num-
ber of fertile seeds was noticed, either" because the flowers of the

Lardaro variety were principally mule fiowei's, on which tlie pollen

could have no effect, or because the female flowers had all been pre-

viously pollinated. From this Gasparrini draws the illogical con-

clusion, repeatedly quoted by later writers, that the caprifig is of a

species different from the edible fig; that its pollen can not influence or

fecundate the female flowers of the edible fig, and that consequently

the practice of caprification is illusionarj- and of no value whatever.

Gasparrini did not know of the class of figs which I have designated

as the Smyrna type, and which, unlike any other class, produces

principally recejjtive female flowers, which do not produce seed with-

out the aid of pollen from the caprifig. Had Gasparrini had oppor-

tunity to extend his interesting and minute investigations to this class

of figs, the conclusions to which he came would no doubt have been

greatly modified.

SMYRNA FIGS IN CALIFORNIA.

The history of the Smyrna figs in California is intensely interesting,

and directly bearing upon this point of the production of fertile seeds.

Imported in 1880 (for details see the historical part) and quite exten-

sively propagated and planted in the most dissimilar parts of Cali-

fornia, these figs failed to beai" a single ripe fruit during a period of

ten years. The fruit would form in abundance, the flowers would
develop and become apparently receptive, as shown by the glands of

the stigma and the length of the style, but the fruit would invaria-

bly fall when apparentl}' one-third or one-half grown. It was this

fact, together wath my observation that imported Smyrna figs always

j)ossessed numerous fertile seeds, while such were never found in our

other edible figs, that made me a strong advocate of caprification,

and w liich satisfied me that pollination was necessary and not illu-

sionary, as almost everyone else ^ believed, principallj^ on the testi-

raou}' of Gasparrini and Olivier. It would indeed have been strange

that Smyrna figs should not ripen their fruit in California, if the

maturing depended only on climatic conditions or differences in soil.

These figs, consisting of three distinct varieties, were planted in the

most dissimilar localities and in greatly different soils, and exposed
to varied climatic conditions found in the northern, central, and
southern parts of California, in the interior valleys, in the foothills,

and on the coast. All the Old World fig districts together would
hardly show more variations in climatic and other conditions than
did the various localities in which the Smyrna figs were tried 'in this

' As is customary with unpopular theories, the first remarks on caprification in

California were simply sneered at, and at the best considered illusionary, and
heated discussions were entered into.
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State. Still not one tree pi'operly matured a single fruit. A few of

the first crop became lialf ripened—that is, became yellow and soft,

l)nt insipid, not sweet, and never attained a i)roper size or a size at

all approaching" that of the imported dried figs.

Acting on the principle that tlie want of success in pi-oducing

Smyrna figs here was due entirely to the absence of Blastophaga

Avasps and to Avant of pollination, the writer began experiments in this

direction in 1882 and was later joined in them by E. W. ^Nlaslin, of

San Francisco. Some of these experiments are recorded in the author's

Biological Studies on Figs, Caprifigs, and Caprification, published in

the Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences, 1805, and for

particulars reference may be made to that work. It is enough to state

here that there were produced numerous fully nuiture and perfect

Smj'rna tigs on the imported Smyrna trees by simply introducing the

pollen into the figs at a time when the pistillate flowers were fully

receptive. Thus, once for all, was settled the question of the neces-

sity^ and nature of caprification, and it was demonstrated that the

want of success in producing Smyrna figs in California was alone due
to the want of pollination bj^ Blastophaga wasps. The author's

experiments also demonstrated that the varieties of the first importa-

tion of Smyrna figs into California, the genuineness of which had l)een

doubted b}' nearly everyone, were genuine. This collection, consist-

ing of several hundred trees, -was brought here by G. P. Rixford in

1880 and 1882, through the aid of Consul E. J. Smithers in Smyrna.
On account of the persistent dropping of the figs the idea originated

b}^ the late Dr. Stillman became prevalent that these figs were not

what they pretended to l)e, but simply Avild figs sent us l)y the jealous

Smyrna gi'owers, who were afraid that our fig jiroduction would come
into competition with their own products. On that account most of

the "Bulletin"^ figs were rooted out.

During the j'ear 1900 the chief of the Entomological Division of the

LTnited States Department of Agriculture, Dr. L. O. Howard, sent one
of his assistants, Mr. E. A. Schwarz, to Fresno and Niles, Cal., to pur-

sue studies in connection with caprification. During his investiga-

tions Mr. Schwarz caprificated several thousand Smyrna fig trees in

the Roeding orchard near Fresno. The result was that some 6 tons

of dried figs of the true Smyrna varieties were produced. These figs

were all of very good quality and possessed the characteristics of the

Smyrna figs. This year I am informed that some 3(),0()0 caprifigs have
been used for caprification on the same place, and a much larger crop

may be expected. The time for caprification in the central i^art of

the San Joaquin Valley is in the middle of Juiu^ while at Niles, near
San Francisco Bay, the time for caprification is in July. There exist

' So called because they were distributed to the subscribers of the San Francisco
Bulletin, an evening daily paper, which, during Mr. G. P. Rixfords management,
did much for horticulture in California.
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now in Califoi-nia some five or six different varieties of the genuine
Smyrna figs and some nineteen different kinds of caprifigs. During
the last season many tliousand genuine Smyrna figs liave lieen planted

all over the State, and we may expect that in five or six years from
now the harvest of figs of the Smyrna varieties will be considerably

increased. In tlie meant ime improvements are eonstanth' beingmade
in handling and cui-ing the common figs for mai-ket.

'JMie l^lastophaga wasps are now apparently well established in this

country. They wintered safely in the manime figs both at Niles and ;it

Fresno. At Niles llie temperature fell as low as 1^2"^ Fahrenheit, but

no harm was done to the fig insects. At Niles only one variety car-

ried its mamme overwinter. The other varieties of caprifigs dropped
their mamme figs after the first fall fi-ost. This may have l)een due
to the immature age or the nature of the trees. It shows, however,

the necessity of planting a number of different kinds of caprifigs in

order to have a succession of crops and a constant supply of caprifigs

both winter and summer.

SEEDS IN THE COMMON EDIBLE, NOT CAPRIFICATED FIGS.

As common figs I arrange, as has already been stated, all fig

varieties with only or principally mule floAvers, which set and mature
their figs without the aid of pollen. If the seeds of such figs are

examined under the microscope it Avill at once be seen that they are

seeds only in appearance, but not in reality. They are mere glossy

hulls of a yellow or brown color, with no kernel and embryo capable

of development. Even without the aid of a microscope this may be
ascertained by crushing the seeds with the point of a knife. The
shell will then be seen to collapse, the interior being absolutely Avith-

ont any kernel. Although I have examined many thousands of figs

grown in California during the past ten years or more, I have failed

to find a single seed i)roperly developed. I at first attributed this to

the former total absence of caprifigs in this State. I now believe it

to be due in equal degree to the absence, or scarcity, of female recep-

tive flowers in our figs, generally siieaking. This observation in regard

to the absence of seeds in common figs has been repeatedly mad(^ in

Europe.

The conclusion which I draw from the above and other investiga-

tions in regard to the perfect and fertile seeds found in our common
edible figs, which produce fruit without pollination, are as follows:

Figs with onlj' mule flowers do not generally produce seed with fertile

embryos. Their so-called seeds are mere shells without kernel. When
this class of figs is found to contain seeds with developed embr3'o,

it is to^be explained Ijy the presence of perfect female flowers, which
again have been brought to develoinnent by the introduction of jiollen,

either by the Blastophaga wasps or by some other means. Some fig

varieties of this class contain manv female flowers.
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Partheuogenesis, or seed developmont witliout pollen, has beeu sup-

posed to exist in at least one tropical fig {Ficu.'^ roxburghii) ; here, how-

ever, only by excitement caused by the sting of a Blastophaga, with-

out pollination. That this is not the x^rocess of seed jjroduction in the

Smyrna tribe of our edible fig is absolutely and conclusively proven

by the experiments of Mr. E. W. ^Vlaslin and m3'self. We produced

seedlings from Smyrna fig seeds which ail, when arriving at bearing

age, proved to be hybrids between the edible Smyrna and the wild cap-

ri^g. This hybridization could of course not possil:»ly have taken

place except by the introduction of pollen to the female flowers. If

their seeds had developed by parthenogenesis the seedlings would not

have been hj^brids, but would have been varieties of the Smyrna fig.

The seeds were taken from imjiorted Smyrna figs, which had been

caprificated in Aidin.

different types of edible figs.

We can distinguish a number of distinct classes or types of figs

wliich difi'er from (me another in several ver}^ important points. Of

these types there are at least six which are well characterized.

Common figs, Missio)i figs, or first type.—The common edible figs,

which produce both ripe brebas (first crop) and second-crop figs

(recej)tacles) without caprification or pollination. This tyj)e becomes
pomologically mature, but rarely botanically mature. Its flowers are

mainl}' mule flowers and a few female flowers, but no j^erfect gall flowers

and no male flowers. This class includes nearly all of our common edi-

ble figs in Europe and California and all those projiagated in hothouses.

This class of figs bears several crops, but there is no great or impor-

tant difference either in the receptacle or in the flowers of the respec-

tive crops. Some, or possibly all, of the fig varieties belonging to this

tj'pe produce some fertile seeds when pollinated or caprificated. For
this type I jjropose the name Mission figs as a suitable name, because

the principal and best-known representative of this class is known in

this country as the Mission fig.

Smyrna figs, or second type.—This type or group comprises the

Smyrna figs and is characterized by its fiowers, which are female only,

perfectly developed. Thej^ produce fruit only when pollinated or

caprificated. They have no mule fiowers, no gall flowers, and no

male flowers. The fruit becomes botanically ripe, and as a conse-

quence of the botanical maturity the receptacle becomes also pomo-
loj^-icall}^ ripe. This is a purely female type, all the flowers being

perfectly developed female flowers. This type of figs is at present

confined chiefly to the Smyrna district, being there the only fig culti-

vated for commercial purposes. In the other Mediterranean districts

this type of figs is rare or unknown. Introduced to California, it

never produced fruit until pollinated.

San Pedro figs, or third type.—This is the San Pedro type, with
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different flowers in the different erops. The first crop or "fiori"

contains only mule flowei's. This crop beotnnes consequently ponio-

logically ripe without pollination or eaprification, and it is qncstion-

able if it will ever become botanically ripe or jiroduce seeds, even if

caprificated.

The second crop Contains onlj^ fully dev^eloped female flowers which

require pollination in order to set fruit or become botanically mature,

the receptacle never l)e('ominj>: pomologically mature as long as the

flowers are not pollinated.

To this class belongs a limited numl)er of figs, Avhich are especially

valuable on account of their " brebas " or first crop. Among varieties

belonging to this crop are the San Pedro (yellow), the Gentile, the

Bitontoni, the Portuguese, and a few others.

Adriatic figs, or fourth type.—This type contains figs which do not

mature brebas, or first crop, without eaprification or pollination.

Except under the latter condition this first crop alwaj's drops. When
I)ollinated or caprificated again the crop sets and matures. The cer-

tainty of this fact is due to experiments made lately bj' Mr. John C.

Jones, who caprificated at Niles an Adriatic fig tree in April last.

This tree is the only one out of man}- which has set a crop of brebas,

all others having dropped theirs. On cutting open these caprificated

brebas we find that the}' contain perfectly developed seeds. The
second crop of this type of figs does not require eaprification in order

to reach pomological maturity. To this class belong a very large

number of figs which have until now been cultivated only for their

second crop. The second crop contains many female flowers.

Cordelia figs, or fifth type.—To this tyj)e belong all figs which, like

the Cordelia, Croisic, and others, possess edible figs with male flowers.

Erinocyce figs, or sixth type.—To this type belongs the Erinocyce fig

previoush' described. It possesses male flowers and gall flowers in

the first crop and female flowers and gall flowers in the second crop.

The first crop is not edible. To wdrat extent the Erinocyce and the

Cordelia type combine is not known.
Origin of the types.—The origin of these various types I derive

from the various crops of the caprifig, through artificial or horticul-

tural selection. The first type may have descended from the male

tree of the caprifig, through elimination of the male flowers. The
gall flowers in not being used for galls would naturally ent"* ^avor

to regain their female nature, while the female flowers, by now and
then being pollinated, would more or less retain their female or seed-

producing nature. This theor}- was first suggested by me in a letter to

Professor Solms-Laubach, who, however, thinks that the origin of

this class may be equally well explained by supposing their descent

from the female caprifig, in which case the female flowers, through

nonuse, have become degenerated. But the fact that this class con-

tains l)oth mule flowers and perfect female flowers speaks, I thiidc, in

23740—Xo. 0—01 S
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favor of my tlieory that the mule flowers are in reality only degener-

ated gall flowers, or perhaps more correctly gall flowers which through

noniise are regaining their female nature. If descended from the

female tree of the caprifig there is nothing to explain why some of

the flowers are capaljle of producing seed while others are not.

The second type, or Smyrna figs, must have descended directly from

the female tree of the caprifig, their flowers having retained their

female nature through constant caprification.

The third and fourth classes are more difficult to explain. They

have probably descended from a cross lietween a female Smyrna and

a caprifig.

The fifth class is nothing else than a direct descendant from the

male caprifig. It retains its male flowers, they having not yet been

eliminated, while the pomological maturity is simply an improved

botanical maturity of the caprifig, as it is well known that several

varieties of caprifigs are edible, though inferior in quality.

How this cultural evolution and development could have taken

place is not difficult to understand. The efforts of man to cultivate

and propagate only the best or what proves most suited to his purposes

have caused him to gradually discard, first all inferior trees, later all

inferior varieties, all which either did not suit his taste or which in

other respects did not prove as profitable as others. This progress in

selecting varieties has been continued to our own day with nearly all

kinds of fruit, progressing more or less rapidlj*, according to the intel-

ligence and civilization of the cultivators. As the fig is one of the

oldest of fruits mentioned in the history of the human race, the

selection and improvement of varieties must have taken place at an

early date; in fact, at the dawn of higher civilization. No barbarous

people could evolve the luscious edible fig from the insignificant and

worthless caprifig, even if we suppose that some chance seedling of

the female type with superior fruits had been found. The likelihood

that caprification was invented simultaneously with the cultivation of

the first edible fig makes it more probable that the civilization of the

people in question was considerable. The origin of the edible fig of

the Smyrna kind must be traced to some one of those ancient nations

of the valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris whose history- and remains

archaeologists are now beginning to unravel.

It is possible that the Smyrna race of figs was first originated and

that later the other class of edible figs was evolved. Or it may be

that both originated simultaneously, or nearly so, in separate coun-

tries. The truth and facts of this we will probably never know, and

our assertions can onlj' have the value of more or less probable

conjectures.

The first figs of either class must have been verj' inferior to those

now considered our best. The class which descended from seeds of

the male caprifig must, to begin with, have possessed some male flowers
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in at least one of its crops. The first eflfort in selection mnst have

been to eliminate these male flowers, as both they and the part of the

receptacle on which they grow are liard, dry, and otherwise not pal-

atable. Thns in the Croisic fig the male flowers, together with their

part of the receptacle, is always removed before eating, and this neces-

sary process must have first stimulated effort to i^roduce a fig without

the objectionable parts. While this selection and improvement of

edible figs Avas being carried on bj" the ancient cultivators the wild fig

was not entirelj^ left to itself. It was found necessary in some instances

to propagate even the wild fig in order to procure the figs for caprifi-

cation. What would be more natural than to suj)pose that those figs

were especially propagated which produced greater abundance of

pollen and a more perfect continuation of crops? This selection in a

small way would in time give rise to several types, even among the

wild figs, similar to those, perhaps, described by Pontedera, Gallesio,

and others.

After the first objectionable features of male fiowers were eliminated

other improvements followed as to flavor, taste, sweetness, etc.

FIG INSECTS.

FIG WASPS OR BLASTOPHAGAS.

All known wild fig trees, and there are over 100 distinct species

described ^ by botanists, are inhabited bj^ very minute wasps known

Fig. IQ.—Blastophagagrossoruia: a, adult female; b, head of same from below; c, head of same
from side; d, male impregnating female; e, female issuing from gall; /, adult male—enlarged
(after Westwood). (From Smyrna Fig Culture in the United States, by Dr. L. O. Howard.)

as "inquilines" or parasites, and scientifically described as Blasto-

plmgcB. (See fig. 16.) These Blastoj)hagas not onl}- visit the figs, but

they live, breed, and develop in them; nay more, if deprived of their

fig hosts, these Blastophagas could not live, breed, and develop any-

where else. The organization of these little wasps is such that while

' According to Willkomm, there are 500 species of figs described.
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they may i^ossihly feed themselves for a short time (though it is doubt-

ful if they do feed at all), they could not possibly deposit their eggs

elsewhere than in the " gall flower" of their respective fig, not even in

the female flowers of the same fig. Even if they did succeed in doing

so, their eggs would not develop elsewhere and tlie T)rood would soon

perish. The species would thus become extinct, liut this is not all.

The relation between the fig and the Blastophagas is so intimate that

in order to foster these little wasps nature provides the fig with flowers

esi:)ecially constructed to their use—the "gall flowers" elsewhere

described. But if the Blastophaga is dependent upon the fig for its

existence, the fig is hardly the less so npon the Blastophaga. With-

~)\\t the Blastophaga no fertile seed would be produced with any regu-

larity (if at all) and the fig species would be in danger of perishing.

The influence of the Blastophaga is somewhat different in different

fig species. It has been shown that in one species at least not only

the female flowers are dependent for their pollination upon the Blasto-

phagas, but that the male flowers actually do not develop their ferti-

lizing pollen without having first been stimulated by the mechanical
action of the Blastophaga.

Figs are visited by many insects, but a distinction must be made
between "visitors" or "messmates" and "regular boarders." The
former visit the figs in order to feed, either on the fruit and its juices

or upon other insects. The boarders or "inquilines" again breed in

the fig and can not breed anywhere else. The former will injure the

fig in various degrees, while the latter are absolutely necessary for the

material maintenance and multiplication of the fig-tree species they

inhabit.

LIFE HISTORY OF THE CAPRIFIG WASP (BLASTOPHAGA GROSSORUM).

If we during the month of June or July^ cut open a "profico" or

first-crop caprifig just when it is full grown we may notice that it

contains a large number of gall flowers or galls, around which crawl

numerous little insects, some of which resemble minute black wasps,

while others of the same size are wingless and very differently shaj)ed,

as well as being of a yellow or brown color. A closer inspection will

reveal to us that a number of the galls are ijerforated by a single

round hole through which niaj' either be seen the hollow of the gall,

or the wasj) itself, not having yet escaped. A closer inspection may
even show us how the light-colored insects, whicli are the male wasps,

are enlarging the holes in order to enable tlie females or winged wasps

' The time differs according to the climatic conditions of the locality. In Italy

caprification is practiced in June. At Niles, Cal., the caprifigs mature in the

middle of July. In Lower California, I found the Blastophagas emerging from the

figs of Ficus palmeri in March, from what must have been the first crop of that

fig. A later generation again emerged in September.
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to escape. These respective insects arc male and female of the same
species known to naturalists varionsly as Blusfopluuja psenes, Blasfo-

liliaga (jrossorura, or Cynlps psenes. The number of female Blasto-

jDliagas which may issue from a single profico is often very hirge.

I have connted as many as two lumdred fi-om one fig, and it is known
that some varieties of capriiig profichi inay harbor as many as 700

wasps.

The ]uale insects are the first to hatch and escape; with their

powerfid mandibles or jaws they easily cut through their galls and
then set to work to liberate the females. Before the latter escape

they are fecundated, while yet in the gall, by the males. Each gall

contains only one Avasp. The male Avasps never leave the fig. Tliej'

are so constructed that they could not very well live outside, and
even inside the fig they soon perish, their life work having been
accomplished in liberating and fecundating the females. The females

do not tany long in the fig, but soon find their waj* out through the

ej'e of the fig, Avhich has opened suflBciently to let them pass through

without injury to their wings. ^ In case the fig has been injured and
compressed in such a way as to close the ej^e the wasps will remain
prisoners until otherwise let out—for instance, by cutting the fig.

With care and aided by a magnifj'ing glass, we may further follow

the female Blastophagas as they escajje from their old habitation.

Their first work is to look for figs suitable to lay their eggs in, the

onl}'- object of the wasps now being to propagate their species, it

being doubtful if they feed at all. As soon as outside of the old

caprifig the female Blastoijhaga halts on the outside of the fig and
endeavors to free herself of a whitish powder with which she appears

to be literally covered. This powder is the pollen from the anthers of

the male floAvers of the caprifig in which she hatched and with Avhich

she came in contact Avhen she escaped from the fig. This process of

cleaning she performs in very much the same way as does a house fly,

stroking herself with her front legs, bending at the same time tlie

head, body, and wings. She never succeeds in getting entirely clean,

as a large portion of the pollen will adhere in spite of all her efforts.

But when she considers herself sutficiently clean she flies away and
lights on a less than half-grown caprifig of the same or some other

tree. The mammoni or second crop of the caprifig has by this time

advanced so far in development that its interior flowers are just of

the proper size and age to suit the wasps.- If there are no such figs

at hand the wasps will soon perish. Having lit on a mammoni, the

' In the Ba^a California species of Blastophaga which inhabits Ficns palmeri
the wasps do not crawl through the eye of the fig, bnt cut a round hole below the

eye and thus escape in the same way as they did from their galls, except that the

hole made in the fig is larger than the hole in the gall.

-As has been shown elsewhere, this is not always the case. If there are no capri-

figs of proper size the wasp can not lay her eggs.
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Blastophaga finds the fig e3'e closed b}' scales.^ But these scales are

not impossible to penetrate. In order to enter the fig the Blasto-

phaga saws out a tiny little piece of the outside edge of a top scale,

which opens to her an entrance between two scales. Next she pushes

herself under the scale and then zigzags herself through, until she

reaches the interior hollow of the fig. But her efforts to get through

between the scales have been tremendous, and in so doing she almost

invariablj^ loses her wings. They are always lost in the very begin-

ning of her work and can be seen remaining, wedged in between the

outside scales just like feathers stuck under the band of a hat. In

order to ascertain the presence of the Blastophaga in a green fig it is

not always necessary to cut the fig open, as the presence of tlie wings

of the wasp sticking between the scales is a sure sign that the wasp
has succeeded in getting in. And even if the wings have fallen off,

the little wound caused b}^ the gnawing of the w^asp can be told by

the minute drop of sap that has oozed out and hardened. It is this

drop of sap which was, remarkably enough, for ages considered as

being the real cause of the setting of the figs. If no wings and no

gum are seen on the scale it may be safely assumed that no Blasto-

phaga has entered the fig in question.

As soon as the now wingless Blastophaga has entered the fig she

hurries down to the gall flowers, there to deposit her eggs. Of these

she inserts only one in each flower. The egg is generally i)laced in the

same way and in the same particular spot in the flower. This partic-

ular place lies between the nucellus of the fig ovary and the integu-

ment surrounding it. Observation shows that if left anywhere else

the egg will not develop. In order to accomplish this the wasj) first

alights on the stigma of the gall flower. Then she extends her ovipos-

itor and runs it down through the canal which, from the center of the

stigma, leads through the whole length of the style to the funnel or

entrance to the ov^ary of the flower. This is penetrated by the ovipos-

itor, and the egg is laid and securely wedged in between the nucellus

of the ovary and the integument surrounding it. (See fig. 17.)

As soon as the egg is deposited the ovipositor of the wasp is with-

drawn. The lower jpart of the canal is filled by a filiform apjiendage

of the egg, while the u^jper part fiHs with a brown exudation from the

wounded cells. As soon as one egg has been laid the wasp departs

to another flower, there to repeat the process. The egg-depositing

power of a wasp is simply enormous, and one wasp is capable of lay-

ing an egg in each of the many gall flowers of a fig. After the eggs

have all been deposited the Blastoj)haga endeavors to regain the out-

side of the fig in the same way she entered ; but in this she rarely suc-

ceeds. Being by the egg-la^ang process completely exhausted, she

'The closing of the eye by scales is a necessity. If the eye was open the Blasto-

phaga would find the fig full of other insects, nnd the function in the fig flowers

would be seriously, if not fatally, interfered witu.
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generally succumbs before she regains her liberty, and her dead body
may be found in the opened fig The work of the Blastophaga has

not alone been that of depositing eggs. Involuntarily she has rubbed
against some of the female flowers of the tig, and the pollen which
adhered to her body when she entered has been deposited on the

stigmas of these flowers. The effect of this pollination is the devel-

opment of seeds in the female flowers. This would not have taken

place without the aid of the wasp, because tlie pollen from another

tig could not very well have penetrated through the closely thatched

scales of the eye; and the pollen from a male flower in the same fig

would only be ripe from a month to six weeks after the time wiien

the stigmas of the female flowers will have attained their full

development and receptivity. After the egg has been deposited

the gall flower does not at once cease

to develop. The embryo and kernel of

the seed keep on growing for a month.

After that the egg of the Blastophaga

begins to develop, and when it passes

into the larva stage it begins to feed on

the embrj^o of the fig, Avhich thus soon

perishes. The integument of the ovarj"

again gi-ows and assumes the form of a

large, hard, brownish, and glass-like

gall. In two months the young female

Blastophaga wasps have attained their

full development, and after copulation

with the wingless males are ready to

leave the caprifigs; and this they do in

the same way as they left the previous

crop, the profichi. The males die within

the figs in all the crops. They have
performed their function and are of no

more use. It may here be incidentally

stated that even if the wasp's egg is not deposited in a gall flower, the

latter will after a certain time cease to develop. It will never produce
seed.

At this time the winter figs or the " mamme '' destined to mature the

following year are of the proper size and development required by the

Blastophagas, Avhich enter them in the same way as described above
in order to deposit eggs. The mamme hibernate, and next sirring, in

March, develop and ripen and the young Blastophagas leave as before.

(PI, XIII.) The}' immediately afterwards enter the first-crop capri-

figs and their deposited eggs will by the end of June or July have
developed into perfect wasps.

The cycle of the Blastopliaga is thus perfected and we have followed

its life history through the various crops of the caprifig through the

Fig. 17.—Gall flower of capriflg. after

Solms-Laiibach : 1, canal from stig-

ma to ovary through which the ovi

positor of the Blastophaga pushes
the egg; 2, egg of Blastophaga; 3,

nucellus of the flg ovary; 4, stigma
modified for the use of the Blasto-

phaga.
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year. Each ci'op of figs has, as Ave have seen, liad its own crop or

brood of wasi)S, from wiiieh it follows that if the profichi or niamnie

should fail the wasps would also perish.

To facilitate the understanding' of the life history of the wasp, as

observed in Italy, the following diagrammatic talkie has lieen prei)ared.

*4. Profichi of the capHflg, Octoher to June:

1. In March or April these figs are less than quarter grown.

2. The Blastophaga females, issuing from the mamme, enter the figs and here

deposit their eggs in the gall fiowers.

3. In June, or two months later, these Blastophaga eggs have become fully-

developed, and the jierfect wasps emerge to seek other figs.

4. In emerging the wasps are covered with pollen.

B. Mammon i of the caprifig, June to autumn:

1. In June and July the second crop is quarter grown.

2. The Blastophagas emerging from the previous crop penetrate into these

second-crop figs and deposit their eggs in the gall flowers.

3. In doing so they also pollinate the female flowers.

4. In August or September the Blastophaga eggs are fully developed and the

perfect wasps emerge, hunting for the young figs of the mamme.
5. A few seeds fully developed are found in this the second crop of the capri-

fig, none being found in the other two crops.

C. Mamme of the caprifig, July, through winter, to March.

1. In autumn the mamme are quarter grown.
2. The Blastophaga, hatching from the preceding crop, enter the mamme and

there deposit their eggs in the gall flowers.

3. The mamme, with the gall flowers and the eggs of the Blastophaga. hiber-

nate on the tree, slowly increasing in size.

4. With the advent of spring the mamme and the Blastophaga eggs develop

more rapidly.

5. In March and April the Blastophaga eggs have developed into full-grown

wasps, which emerge from the figs seeking the young figs of the first crop,

the profichi, in order to deposit their eggs in them.

PRACTICAL CAPRIFICATION.

Process of caprification.—The jirocess of eaprification consists in

bringing the caprifigs, of the proper age and crop, in close proximity

to the edible figs, in order that the wasjjs, as soon as they leave the

caprifigs, may he lured into the edible figs. Practically, this is

accomplished in different ways, more or less x)i'oper and economical.

In Smyrna, Syria, Greece, Italj", and Africa the caprifigs are jiulled

at the proper time in June, the profichi being the onl}' croj) used for

this purpose. The caprifigs are then becoming soft and the male

flowers ready to shed their j^ollen. The caprifigs are at once strung

on split reeds or rough straws in quantities of four on each straw.

(Fig. 18.) These straws are thrown over and suspended among the

branches of the edible-fig tree. Another method, mtich inferior to
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the former, consists simply in cutting' brancli<\s from the caprifig" trees

and suspending tliem in the edil)le-tig trees. This injures the eai^rifig

trees and (h)es not enal)le the cultivator to regulate the number of

caprifigs according to the quantity actually needed. This method is

in use oidy in certain parts of Portugal and Spain. A third vray to

accomplish caiDrification is to plant a few caprifig trees among the

edible-fig trees, and to simply depend upon the wasps themselves

finding their way in sufficient number to the edible figs. This

method is the least proper of any for many reasons, one of which

is that the caprifig thrives equally well or even better in poor, rocky,

soil, and it would be more economical to give the good soil over to

the edible-fig trees. This leads us to the necessity of having separate

plantations for the caprifig.

Separate plantations of caprifigs.—In most countries where caprifi-

cation is practiced it is a general saying that it is necessary to go to

the hills for the caprifigs.^ It is not only more economical, as has just

been pointed out, to grow the caprifigs separately, but it is in many
instances necessary. The soil and moisture in the orchard are not

ahvays suitable to the caprifig. It must be remembered that the

caprifig is yet in its comparatively wild state, while the edible fig

is a horticultural pi'oduct or creation which can only be expected

to attain its proper qualities under the most favorable conditions.

Practicall}' this is true. It frequentlj' happens that when the edible

figs are receptive, or their female flowers ready for pollination through

calorification, the caprifigs growing in the vicinity of the edible figs

are not properly developed, while other caprifigs grown in different

soil and at a difl'ereut elevation are just of the proper size and con-

dition to furnish both Blastophagas and i^ollen. But an even more
serious objection to having a few caprifigs growing in rich soil is

that their qyo\)% are not always following each other in continuous

succession. The Blastophaga, in order to properlj^ I)ropagate her

brood, requires young caprifigs read}' to receive her eggs as soon as

she hatches out. Frequently the tree from which she hatches does

not jDossess these figs, while other caprifig trees do. It is therefore

necessary, in order to jjrocure a constant supply of Blastophagas, to

have a large number of different varieties of caprifig trees growing

together. In a grove of such trees there will always be some that

bear figs of proper size in which the wasps may breed. Such plan-

tations of caprifigs should be made sei^arately and in various locali-

ties, in order that the supply of figs may never fail. Quite frequently'

it also happens that the caprifig crop in a certain locality fails, while

in a different one, where the climatic conditions have been dissim-

ilar, the ci-op of capritigs may be abundant. This shows the neces-

' Prof. Newton B. Pierce, of the Department of Agriculture, in Washington, who
has observed caprification in Sicily, informs tub that in the vicinity of Palermo
the capritigs are always brought from the "hills."
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sity of having caprifig plantations in various localities, especially in

a country like California, where the capritig trees are not wild and

where frequent importations of cajirifigs with inquilines are difficult

if not impossible. When the caprifig crop fails in Smyrna fresh capri-

figs are imported by the vessel load from the Grecian islands, and in

all countries where caprification is considered necessary in order to

procure a crop of figs a regular and profitable trade is carried on in

caprifigs, which often bring much more than the edible figs.^ Capri-

figs should on no account be pruned, but allowed to grow wild. The

wasps require shade, and the best caprifigs are always found in the

densest shade. All suckers and small twigs on the main trunks of

the caprifig tree should be allowed to reniain.

Quantities of caprifigs required.—The quantity of caprifigs needed

to caprificate a fig tree varies with the size of the tree. The number
depends also on the quality of the caprifig and the number of its

wasps. In California from 20 to 50 profichi seem to suffice. If too

Fig. 18. -Caprifigs strung on reed used for caprification.

escaped.

The figs are dried and the wasps have

few are hung on the tree an insufficient quantity of wasps is had and

the edible figs are not all j)ollinated. If too many are hung too many
wasps will enter the edible figs, injure their flowers, and, according to

some observers, cause the figs to prematurely drop and decay.

For smaller trees a less quantity of caprifigs is required than for

larger trees, but even the largest in Smyrna are not given more than

30 strings to the tree. The caprifigs are hung on the limbs of the fig

trees before sunrise and when the wind is not blowing. The process

of hanging up the profichi must be repeated several times, as only

those edible figs are pollinated which are of proper size and receptiv-

ity. For the younger figs new profichi must be supplied later on, if

their maturity is required, and the quantity of caprifigs necessary at

any time must be regulated according to the number of figs to be

pollinated.

' Solms-Laubach, p. 60, relates how a " Rottolo " of profichi in Is-hia frequently

brings half a lira. According to Leclerc, p. 16, c. p. 330, and Hanoteaii et Letour-

neaux, pp. 483, etc., the caprifigs sell in Fort Napoleon for 2 sous per dozen.
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Proper time for caprification.—Caprification should always take

place when the female flowers of the fig are receptive. This can be

easily" ascertained by cutting open the fig. With a magnifying glass

the stigmas of the female flowers should be seen to be bright and
light greenish, with a peculiar fresh luster, as if they had been lightly

varnished or moistened. Further, the stignuis and styles should be

erect; if bent and brownish they are too old to receive the pollen and
past their receptive state. This occurs in Smyrna and in the Medi-
terranean districts in the middle of June. The second crop, the only

one used, is then in proper state of development to be caprificated.

In California the time for caprification will vary with the locality.

In the Bay district, around San Francisco, the Smyrna figs are recep-

tive by the end of July; in the interior earlier, in June. The edible figs

when ready for the caprifigs are about one-third grown, hard, and green.

The caprifig, again, should be cut when the pollen is properly devel-

oped and just before it has burst from the anthers. The caprifigs

are then becoming soft, though on opening them it will be found that

the Blastophagas have not yet begun to hatch. The size of the fig

varies with variety—as there are many varieties in caprifigs—but the

average size would be an inch and a half long by three-quarters of an
inch wide. Some caprifigs are much smaller. Thus the caprifigs

received from Smyrna and taken there from the fig trees in which they

had been suspended, were almost twice as large as those brought from

Palermo.^ The profichi and mamme are larger than the mammoni.
The various races of caprifig vary in size and softness, some remain-

ing always hard, while others grow larger and become soft and pulpy.

As regards the Smyrna figs at the time of caprification, it may be

stated that at the moment when their female flowers are receptive

the scales at the eye loosen, or rather become flexible, allowing the

wasps to enter. This softness of the scales ma}^ be easily ascertained,

as by pushing a quill or a stick against the fig eye. It easily pene-

trates between the scales, without injury to them and without causing

any juice to exude, if the fig is of proper size, while, on the con-

trary, if the fig is too young the scales will be found to be hard and
fixed, can not be pushed back, and the least wounding will cause an

abundance of milky juice to exude. If again the fig is too old, the

scales will be equally hard and fixed and the fig will be yellow and
will drop readily.

If the fig is cut open, the stigmas should be fresh and moist, the

styles erect and greenish, not brown.

What takes place in caprificalion.—We have already followed the

life history of the Blastophaga in the caprifig. Its liistorj" in the edi-

ble fig is somewhat different. The wasps can not live in the edible

figs; they can only visit them. Shortl}' after the profichi have been

1 Bv Prof. N. B. Pierce.
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suspended, or sometimes even before, the Blastophagas begin to liatcli.

It even appears tliat the pulling of tlie caj)rifigs hastens the maturity

and escape of the wasp. As soon as these have hatched they crawl

out of the caprifigs in search of young caprifig mammoni, in them to

lay their eggs, as has already been described. But as the caprifigs

are not near, no such mammoni are to be found. In place of them
the wasps encounter only edil)le figs, and not being aware of the decep-

tion practiced, they enter these edible figs for the purpose of breeding.

The flowers of the edible figs are, however, so constructed that the

intentions of the wasps are completely frustrated. Instead of the

necessary- gall flowers, which are especially adapted to the ovipositor

organs of the wasps, only female flowers with long styles are found

and which are otherwise so modified that the wasps find it impossible

to properly lay their eggs. All their frantic efl'orts to penetrate the

canal of the style and to reach the fig' ovary and its nucellus are in

vain. The Blastophaga can not breed in any edible fig. Still, her

visit has a very great eifect on the edible female fig flowers, pi-ovided

these are of the proper age and development. The pollen from the

caprifig, with which the wasps were liberally dusted, adheres to the

female stigmas, the effect being pollination and fecundation of the

flowers. The Blastophaga herself dies and her dead body may be seen

upon opening a fig which has not advanced too far in maturity.

It is here assumed, as is i-eally the case, that the wasp can not prop-

erly place its egg in the female flower, but even if she could do so or

would accidentally do so, the egg would not properly develop, as it is

onl}' the gall flower which is suitable to the growth of the larva of the

wasp. But even if by chance such development would take place the

young wasp would quickly perish by being enveloped in the sugar}-

liquid of the mature fig. A certainty is, however, that I have never

found any gall in the mature Smyrna figs, which shows that no such

development takes ijlace.

What does not take place in caprification.—Since the most remote

time so many opinions have been expressed as regards the conse-

quences of caprification that it may be proper to here point out what
does not take place. The old opinion that the gnawing of the wasp
relieves the fig of its superfluous juices and thus causes it to mature

is too absiird to be given much thought. The gnawing done by
the wasps is so infinitelj* small that the fig, through the combined

efforts of 20 wasps, would not lose one ordinary drop of sap. Figs

wounded by a needle in such a waj- that many drops of juice escape

do not show any tendencj^ to set better, as I have repeatedly demon-
strated. The gnawing of a few wasps can, therefore, not have any

effect on the receptacle of the fig. The pollination alone can account

for the maturing of such figs as require caprification. Thus, of all the

figs which we have tried in California, some fifty or more varieties, only

some seven or eight kinds do not set their fruit; all others do. To
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eaprifieate the regular and common kind of edible figs would, there-

fore, be a useless waste of time and work. They would probably pro-

duce some fertile seeds, but it is doubtful if their quantity would be

sufficient to greatly improve the fig. It has been said that the Blas-

tophaga produces a gall in the edible figs, and that this gall formation

would cause the figs to set and mature, in the same way as a worm-

eaten pear or api^le ripens sooner than the uninjured fruit. But we
have already seen that no such gall is produced in edible figs, and

experiments in Italy have almost conclusively demonstrated that the

entrance of the wasps does not hasten the maturity of the common fig.

"We may, therefore, witli a fair degree of certainty, establish the

following facts

:

1, The visit of the wasps to the female fiowers of the Smj-rna figs is

powerless to produce fertility or maturitj^, except when accompanied

by pollination.

2. The gnawing of the wasps on the scales of the eye, or the mere

irritation of the flowers, does not produce a flow o^ sap sufficient to

stimulate the fig to set and mature.

THE EFFECTS OF CAPRIFICATIOX.

Caprification can, therefore, onlj- be effective and profitable in

varieties which contain a majoritj^ of developed female flowers. If

such figs are not caprificated, they will drop off shortly after the

receptivitj' of the female flowers is past. On such figs the immediate

effect of caprification is, first, the setting and the coming to full

maturity of the fig receptacle (the fig) ; second, the development and
maturity of the female flowers and their ovaries and seeds. Another

important effect of caprification is the dropping at full maturity of

caprificated figs, or rather of figs in which caprification has been suc-

cessful. All Smyrna figs drop of themselves when ripe, while all

other tig varieties in which caprification is not an absolute necessity,

must be cut or pulled from the tree at harvest time, as they will fall

only when ijast their jirime. The advantage of having figs requiring

caprification is, therefore, evident in all districts where such figs will

grow.

The expense of caprification is much smaller and requires less

labor than the pulling or cutting off of the figg when ripe; provided, of

course, that the figs would set without being caprificated, which they

will not do.

Besides the pomological or horticultural maturit}' of the receptacle

the caprification produces the botanical maturity of the fenmle flowers,

which, as we will see, is of great importance as determining the

quality of the fig.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SEEDS IN DRIED FIGS.

The greater value of caprificated varieties over those which do not

require the process is to be sought in the development of fertile seed.
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The seeds in onr common figs consist only of empty, glossy shells,

with no trace of kernel. All such seeds have no taste and can in no

way contribute to the flavor of the dried fig. Xot so, however, with

Smyrna figs which have been caprificated. They all contain seed of

large size, Avith a full, oily kernel, which, when crushed, is found to

be in the highest degree aromatic and "nutty." Such seed, when
present in sufficient quantity, greatly contribute to the quality of the

figs, giving them an intensely aromatic flavor. It is only during the

process of drying that the aromatic taste of the seed is permeated
through the pulj) of4he fig, in very much the same manner as almonds
and other nuts communicate their flavors to puddings, preserves, or

canned fruits generally. Smyrna figs when dried are therefore more
highly flavored than anj' other figs. To the fresh fig the seeds do not

communicate this aroma, and fresh caj)rificated figs are therefore not

superior to other fresh figs; at least the caprification does not produce

the superiority^ if there is one.^

AVHICH FIGS SHOULD BE CAPRIFICATED':'

The shortest answer to this question is, all figs which drop ofll: if not

caprificated. It has not yet been fuU}^ ascertained which these figs

are. It is only certain that the great majority of figs will mature their

receptacles without caprification. In California we have, however,

for some ten jears had growing several varieties imported from
Smja'ua, and of these none perfected fruit until they were artificiallj^

pollinated. This class, then, requires pollination and caprification,

and must be caprificated if fruit is to be expected. We have also had
other figs in California which have never matured fruit, though 20

years old.

Another class of figs requires caprification for the second crop.

Among such varieties San Pedro is the most prominent one. But
there are other varieties like the white San Pedro, the Portuguese

of Italj', the Gentile, etc., all of which set their first crop, but drop

their second crop. Microscopic examination shows that the second

crop of these figs possesses fully develojied female fiowers, while the

first crop which matures has only flowers with abortive ovaries. In

another place in this paper I have related my experiments in capri-

ficating the second crop of San Pedro and Gentile and the success

achieved, undoubtedly proving that caprification is necessary for a

certain crop while it is not necessary for another crop. Another
class or type of figs which requires caprification for one of its crops is

the one to which the Adriatic fig belongs. This class drops its first

' I was the first one to call attention to the value of the fig seed as a source of

aroma and flavor in dried figs. This is now almost everywhere accepted as true

and as being one of the chief causes of the superiority of the Smyrna fig over non-

caprificated figs. Leclerc was the first one to point out the superiority of capiifi-

cated figs, in Algiers, but he does not mention the cause (p. 333).
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crop if it is not caprificated. Tlie second crop is always set and

matured without caprification.

WHERE CAPRIFICATION IS PRACTICED.

Nowhere is caprification practiced more thoroughly, more constantly,

and more successfully than in the home of the fig—Syria and Asia

Minor. In the vicinity of Smyrna, the foremost fig region of the

world, the figs of which are acknowledged superior to any grown else-

where, caprification is a necessity. The fig crop without it would

fail—at least the crops from all varieties whicli produce the Smyrna
figs of commerce. Tlie fact that some figs may l)e produced without

caprification even there, must be attributed to the same cause which

produces some fertile seed in the Italian figs without direct fertiliza-

tion by caprification. The real cause of the setting of figs in either

case is the presence of caprifigs in the vicinity, from which the wasps

carry the pollen irregularly and sparingly, but sufficiently to produce

a few figs and a few seed. The importance of caprifigs in Syria and

Smyrna is so great that they often command a higher price than the

edible figs, and in cases of failure of the caprifig crop sailing vessels

are sent to distant ports, to the Grecian islands, to bring whole cargoes

of the fruit. This bringing of cargoes of caprifigs, at great expense,

by intelligent growers, must point to tlie value of caprification there,

and is in glaring contrast with the occasional practice of some ignorant

cultivators in Greece and Italy, who, failing to procure caprifigs, sus-

pended galls of elm trees among their figs. As the culture of figs

followed the immigration of the Phoenicians, and later on that of the

Arabs, so do we to this day find caprification practiced in all countries

formerly occupied l)y those nations—that is along the north coast of

Africa, in Algiers and Morocco, in the islands of tke Mediterranean,

Cyprus, Crete, Sicily, and the Malta group, and farther Avest, in the

soutliern parts of Spain and Portugal.

To this day caprifigs are highly valued and bring a high price in

Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers, and Morocco, and parts of the Iberian Pen-

insula, especiall}' when the crop is scarce. Leclerc tells us that in

Algiers the profichi of the caprifig bring 2 sous per dozen (not quite

a half cent). They are regular merchandise in all these markets.

In Greece caprification has been in vogue since very ancient times,

as has been mentioned elsewhere. From that country it spread to

southern Italy first after the time of Plinj-, and has there been prac-

ticed ever since, principally in the territory of the old kingdom of

Naples or in southern Italy generally.

To the general rule that caprification is practiced in Greece and

Grecian colonies, one exception is mentioned by Solms-Laubach. In

Marseille (Provence) and vicinity caprification is not practiced. It is

also not practiced in central and northern Italy, or in the territories

occupied anciently by the old Umbrians, Etrurians, and Latins, nor is
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it i^racticed anj^where in soiitliern France and the Rivieva. Solms-

Laubach declares two causes for this to be possil)h^ Either in ancient

times caprification was practiced even there, and biter on abandoned,

or it was never introdnccMl, fig culture having been only latel3"l)rought

to these regions, and at a time when caprification was no longer nec-

essary-, varieties in the meantime having appeared wliich would ripen

their receptacles without it. But as from the descriptions of Pliuj^

and Cato it becomes evident that caprification was not known in Ital}''

in their time, it is almost certain that in countries where caprifica-

tion is not now practiced it has never been introduced. This is the

case in all fig districts of America, as neither in the Southern States,

in California, nor in Brazil, Argentina, Peru, or Chile, had caprifi-

cation ever been even advocated until within the last ten years, or

after the late introduction of the real Smyrna figs from Smyrna.

This has also been the case in Australia and New Zealand. It is

probable that to countries M^thin easy reach of Syria the first varie-

ties introduced were those requiring caprification; later only the self-

ripening kinds followed, or were originated on the spot. The kinds

which require caprification are much more exacting of climate, soils,

and conditions generally than the self-ripening kinds, as we know
that Smj'rna figs, if transplanted to less favored localities, lose their

superior qualities, even if caprified. As the self-ripening kinds

became more common and more widely distributed the Smyrna varie-

ties were allowed to graduallj^ die out, but the caprification had taken

such hold and had become so deeply rooted that it continued to be

practiced on varieties which did not require it.

The circumstance, again, that caprification was not introduced into

the more northern j)rovinces, such as north Italy, south France,

and north of Spain, must be sought in the unsuitability of those

places for those varieties which required caprification. It is more
than probable that in the above countries fig culture never assumed
any degree of development until the advent of figs which did not

require caprification in order to bear. The variety of caprifig which

carries its mamme over winter is more susceptible to frost than other

figs. At least it is impossible for the fig wasps to survive in countries

where the caprifig crops are interrupted by heavy winter or spring

frosts. This would also make caprification impossible, unless the

caprifigs were yearly imported from more favored districts^a pro-

ceeding that would not j)rove practical or remunerative.

CAN OTHER INSECTS BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE BLASTOPHAGA?

It is well known that figs are visited by numerous insects other than

the regular Blastophaga, and the question arises to what degree

could they be depended upon to cany the pollen from the caprifig to

the edible fig, or could thej" do so at all. Some entomologists not

acquainted with the practical side of the question have claimed that
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tlie Blnstopliaga was not required, but that auy inseciu would do the

work. In order to carry the pollen from one fig to another it is by no

means necessary that the insect should breed in the fig. All it has

to do is to crawl into the caprifig at the proper time and then crawl

out and into the edible fig, and the pollination is accomj)lished

;

but in order that any practical result to the crop at large may come

from this visit, several circumstances ai-e imperatively necessary, and

must coiiicide. The insects must make these visits at the proper

time; they must be of proper size to be able to enter the closed eye

of the fig; they must be present in sufficiently large number to pol-

linate tlie tig crop, not single figs. As to the first i^oint it will be

seen that no other insect has been found which will have any busi-

ness in the caprifig at the time when required; and even if the pollen

of the caprifig would serve as its food, it would have no cause to

afterwards visit the edible fig, which at the pei'iod when such visit is

required does not pi'oduce any food, it being green and hard, witii no

trace of sugar. Insects only visit flowers in search of food or to lay

their eggs. No other insect than the Blastophaga has been found to

do the latter properly and at the time when recjuired. The second

point is readily understood. The e^^e of the edible fig is closed, and

only an insect with a peculiarly developed instinct would know how
to push its way between the closed scales. At this stage of the

development" of the fig no insects have been found which visit the

figs, except the BlastO]3haga and some parasitical wasps which prey

on her brood, and which would not enter the fig unless they knew
the Blastophagas were already there. The most important j)oint,

however, is the quantity of insects required at a given time. Only

an insect which will actually breed in the caprifig can be depended

on, and it must breed in countless numbers. A few visitors would

have no practical influence on the fig crops. They may fertilize or

pollinate a few flowers, Init they would be of no practical value to the

grower and would not produce a crop. Taking it all in all no insect

has been known, and no one is likely toever be known, that can be

substituted for the BlasfopluKja (jrossorum.

DIFFERENT SPECIES OF BLASTOPHAGA IN DIFFERENT SPECIES OF FIGS.

As far as is known, different species of figs are, as a rule, inhabited

by distinct and characteristic species of inquilines. Thus Blasto-

phaga grossorum has been found in only one or two nearly related

fig species, and no other Blastophaga si)ecies has been found in our

capritigs. Parasitical wasps are always found together with the Blas-

tophagas, preying on and developing in them just as the Blastophaga

prej'S on and develops in the embryo of the fig. Even when differ-

ent fig species grow close together do the wasps keep to their respec-

tive fig hosts; accidentally the wasps may visit other figs, but they

do not breed in them. It appears almost certain that every fig

23740_No. 9—01 9
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species is inhabited by Blastophagas. Thus, in the botanical garden

of Java, a row of fig trees, consisting of five different species of figs,

was fonnd to be inhabited by as many different species of Blasto-

phaga, each variety in its own fig host, to which it was strictly con-

fined. The cause of this localization of sj)ecies must be sought in

the organization of the wasps and their ovipository organs, whicli

enable the insect to deposit its eggs in a certain kind of flower only,

which again has been changed so as to accommodate the peculiarities

of the wasp, her size and capabilities. Under such circumstances

there is no hope that, for instance, the wasp inhabiting the Baja Cali-

fornia and Sonora fig species can be made to inhabit and breed in our

caprifigs. Even the sycamore fig is inhabited by its sjiecies of inqui-

lines, but which have never been found in the caprifigs. It may,

therefore, be assumed with great certainty that only closely allied fig

species are inhabited by the same species of Blastophagas. But in

many species of figs we find more than one species of Blastophaga,

Some figs are inhabited not only hy different species, but also by
different genera of true Blastophaga, while the latter again are

preyed on by parasitical wasps often equal to them in size.

SUMMARY.

CaiDrification, then, is an horticultural process, based on scientific

principles. It has been practiced since very ancient times, and is j^et

in vogue in many countries. It is an absolute necessity- in places

where Smjama figs are grown, or in places where it is of importance to

pollinate such figs as possess receptive female flowers. Caprifieation

causes such figs to set and mature when otherwise they would fall off

immature. This horticultural maturity is caused by and preceded by
the botanical maturity of the female flowers. Again, caj)rification is

not required for that great class of figs which sets and "ipens fruit

without it, unless, indeed, it should be found practical, profitable,

and possible to produce seed in such varieties of this class as possess

recejitive female flowers in sufficient number. Caprifieation is neces-

sary also for such caprifigs as do not produce overlapping crops.

historical notes on caprification.

There are very good reasons for supposing that caprification is as

old as the cultivation of the fig by man. That it originated in some
of the oldest agricultural countries is much more probable than that

the practice is of comparatively modern origin—for instance, invented

by the Greeks during the time intervening between the Homeric songs

and the era of Alexander. For this belief speaks the fact that the

caprifig is probably not a native of Greece nor of any other Mediterra-

nean country, but of southern Arabia, and possiblj- also of other

countries in the vicinity of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. The fig
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was introduced into Greece, as has already been shown, and whether

we presume that tlie first introduced fig race required calorification or

not, it follows that this caprification was not and could not have been

invented in Greece nor in hiiy other country where the caprifig was

not originally wild, and wild at the time the first figs requiring caprifi-

cation were grown under cultivation. If the self-setting fig race had
been the one first introduced into Greece, then the Greeks would

never have thought of caprification, or if some uncommon genius had
done so, he would have been obliged to go to distant countries in order

to see, find, and bring home the caprifig, of which he could otherwise

have had no possible knowledge. The discovery of caprification in

Greece, as has been held l>y the majority of investigators except

Solms-Laubach, would be as improbable and as impossible as the dis-

covery of the placer mining of gold in a country where native gold

occurs only in solid veins of ore.

Caprification must have originated in a country where the caprifig

was wild. But particulars about the discovery are not forthcoming,

the records having been forever lost. Even in the oldest books of the

Semitic races no mention is made of any process which can with any
certaintj" be explained as referring to caprification. As is stated else-

where, in the Book of Amos we read of "botes schiqmim," which

means "one who operates on the wild fig." But if this operation

refers to caprification, or to the oiling of the fig, or to the j^et com-

mon and necessary practice of cutting the "sycamore figs" with a

knife in order to give an opportunity to their inquilines to escape,

will always remain an uncertainty, with some probability that the last

explanation is the correct one. A circumstance which makes it prob-

able that caprification was, in very ancient times, practiced in Asia

is the fact that Syria is yet the country which gi-ows principally or

almost exclusively figs requiring caprification in order to set and
mature. In nearly all other countries other, though inferior, varieties

have been or are being substituted—varieties which mature without

pollination and caprification.

For the oldest written record of caprification we must go to the

oldest Greek writers. Aristotle, the teacher of Alexander, and the

best-informed scholar of ancient times, describes caprification in very

much the same way as it is practiced to this day. Aristotle explains

the effects of caprification through the bite of the wasp, which causes

the air to enter the fig, etc. He, as well as all writers for a period of

two thousand j'ears, or until the time of Linn?eus, were unable to give

a true explanation of the effects of caprification.

The most minute description of caprification as practiced and under-

stood by the ancients is given by Theophrast. Not only does he cor-

rectly describe the process of caprification, but he informs us of

certain facts of great interest. One of these is that there are two
races of figs, one which requires caprification in order to set fruit, and
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one which sets fruit without capriticcitiou. Tlieophrast was the first

one to point this out, and he must liave learned it through observa-

tion of the various fig varieties grown in his time. Another statement

made by this writer is to the eifect that caprificated figs had a lesser

commercial value than figs not thus caprificated. Whatever may
have been the case at this time, it is not so now. If Theophrast's

statement is correct it can be explained by the fact of the Smyrna
tribe not thriving in Greece or by their unimproved state at that

time.

Theophrast also mentions how ignorant cultivators, instead of using

caprifig, suspended other substances in the trees, such as galls from

elm trees, the jjeasant believing that the wasps emerging from these

elm galls would have the same effect as fig wasps. Of course, if the fig

tree in which they were suspended belonged to a race which did require

caprification, the effect of either variety of wasps (or of anj^ other

foreign substance) would be the same or none. Theophrast's explana-

tion of the effects of caprification is similar to that given by Aristotle.

He rejects the theory that the wasps close the eye of the fig and,

through the prevention of the entrance of the air, cause maturity.

On the contrary, he maintains that the wasps enlarge the eye of the

fig, causing its juices to fiow, suck uj) the superfluous '

' humors " of tlie

fig, and that the warm and fermentation-producing air then effects the

maturing of the figs. The differences between the two races of figs,

of which one requires caprification and the other not, is explained by
this author through the influence of soil and climate, as well as by a

different nature of the fig, which enables it to ripen its fruit without

the aid of the wasp. The circumstance that in Italy no caprification

was practiced at his time he explains bj^ the supposed drier soil and
climate of that country, which absorl)s the superfluous juices of the

fig. The humid climate of Greece, he contends, makes it necessary

to employ the aid of the wasps in order to relieve the figs of their

superfluous moisture.

Pliny, the great Roman naturalist and compiler, follows Theophrast

closely. He classes the caprifig as the wild fig, wanting in the juices

necessary for the food of the wasps. The latter, not finding the

necessary food, fiy to the edible fig, and through nibbling enlarge

the mouth of the fig and allow the fertilizing air to enter, which again

transforms the milky juices of the fig to sweet hone3^ Pliny believed

that caprification was practiced only in the Archipelago, from which
it was later introduced into Italy. xVt the time of Pliny caprification

was unknown in Italy. The account given by the great Latin natu-

ralist is evidently only a compilation from other authors and from
hearsay. He appears not to have made any personal investigations

or examinations.

Through all the medifeval ages, or for over fifteen hundred years

after Pliny, hoi-ticulture and natural science made little progress, and
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the opinions of the ancient writers were adopted as regards almost all

points of human knowledge. So also their theories about caprifica-

tion. Foi- fifteen hundred years after Pliny tliis process was prac-

ticed by the cultivators of the soil in the same way as in the time of

ancient Greece; no one was found to inciuire into its nature and value,

much less to solve the enigma of this the most interesting of all hor-

ticultural usages of all times.

In 1583 C?Bsalpinus discovered the sexual organs of plants and was
able to jjoint out their functions, but his discovery bore no fruit as

regards a better understanding of capriflcation, and all writers after him
for nearly two hundred years followed the teachings of Theophrast,

Pliny, and Plutarch.

In the early part of the eighteenth centurj' two botanists occupied

themselves with a closer study of the fig. One of them was Giulio

Pontedera, who was the first to desci'ibe the flowers of the caj)rifig

and their structure, though he did not recognize their sexual nature,

lie also studied the fig wasps and eaprification, but little suspected

the true nature and influence of the wasp. Pontedera ascribes the

effects of capriflcation to the l)iting of the wasps, which caused the air

and light to enter the fig. This is the more remarkable when we con-

sider how very minute are the wounds caused by even many wasps.

.\s seldom more than very few wasps enter one fig, it will be seen

that the extra air that can penetrate on account of the wasp bites is

very small indeed, if any at all.

Another investigator, one of the most prominent botanists of the

early i^art of the eighteenth century, was Tournefort. He traveled in

the Levant and in Greece and made special study' of eaprification as

practiced there. Being well acquainted with fig culture in Provence,

in France, he was well qualified for liis time to take up the studj^ of

eaprification. Tournefort had studied Theophrast and tried to explain

his statement about the lesser value of the caprificated figs, through the

necessity' of drjing such caprificated figs in ovens, Avhich caused

their aroma to disaj)pear. As Sohns-Laubach j)oints out, Tournefort

confoundetl the wasps with moths which infest dried figs, just as is so

frequentl}' done in our day. Tournefort describes the three crops of

caprifig and mentions the two races of edible figs, of which one requires

eaprification, while the other will set fruit without it. The effects of

eaprification he explains in the same way as everyone before him, by
the biting of the wasps, which causes the superfluous juices to escape.

Finally, he mentions that a fig which in Provence without eaprifica-

tion produces 25 pounds of figs, in the island of Zea gives 200 pounds

—

a very unsatisfactory statement when we consider the distance of the

two localities and the uncertaintj' that the two trees were actually

of the same varietj^ not to speak of climate, soil, age, cultivation, etc.

It was reserved for Linnreus to discover the time nature of eaprifi-

cation. While previous to his time the nature of the sexes in flowers
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had been desci-ibed and generallj'^ accepted, no one liad tlionght of

the possibility of an insect transmitting the pollen from one flower to

another and thus causing fecundation. As Pliny of old had foreshad-

owed the theory of evolution, so did Linn?eus a century before its

rediscovery indicate how, at least in one instance, flowers were depend-

ent on insects for their pollination. Linnjeus points out how, in order

that the female flowers of the fig maj^ be properly fecundated, it

becomes absolutely necessarj^ for the pollen of the anthers to be dis-

tributed through the cavit}^ of the fig. And this could not be accom-

13lished if nature had not supi)lied the fig with a wasp which could

carry the pollen from the male flowers to the female tree. And this

wasp, he says, is the "psen" of the ancients, or the fig insect. The
opinion of Linn?eus was published in 1749. But Linnaeus was not

aware of the fact that some figs ripened their fruit without fecunda-

tion; want of material for investigation caused him to think that the

fig was absolutely dioecious—in other words, that it possessed sexes

distinctly separate, but on different trees.

John Hill, again, who published his great work, "A History of

Plants," in London, 1751, refers only briefly to the fig and its caprifica-

tion. He condemns Tournefort's theory of i^uncture and irritation, and

states that pollination is the real effect of caprification ; but he does not

refer to Linnseus, though it is probable that he must have heard of

the latter's views upon the subject.

Later in the century both Milne and Cavolini, independently of

each other, discovered that a difference must be made between the

maturing of the seed and the maturing of the receptacle, and that

the former maturity, at least, must require pollination, even if the

latter (or pomological maturity) could be accomplished without it.

Milne clearly defines this by saving:

The question supposes that the fig trees in this country bring fruit to maturity

without assistance of caprification, and the fact can not be denied. The same
thing, we have seen, obtains in Spain, Provence, and Malta: lout the fruit, or more
properly, the fruit vessel, is in all cases to be distinguished from the seed contained

within it. If tlie male be wanting, the seed will not vegetate when sown; but the

fruit may, nevertheless, swell and come to an appearance of periection; and so it

is observed to do in the instance in ciuestion, and in many others, especially when
the fruit is formed of one of the parts less connected with seed, as the calyx,

receptacle, etc.

Filippo Cavolini published his work on caprification in 1782, or

twelve years later than Milne, whose opinion he had, however, not

read. Cavolini believes the caprifig to be the male tree and the fig

the female of the same species. He further notes the difference

between the fig receptacle and the seed, and how the former can

come to maturity on account of its stronger attachment to the stem of

the tree, while the seed, which is only attached to the pericarp by its

vessels, requires jjollination in order to mature. This pollination

causes the juices in the fig to flow more freely, bringing both the
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seed Hud receptacle to maturily. That some figs mature their recep-

tacles and other.-; do not depcMids on a defective structure, b}^ which the

juices fi-om the stem of the tree are more or less obstructed in their

flow into the fig's receptacle. As this obstruction is less or greater

the fig requires more or less pollination to cause more or less saji to

flow, while the seed, in order to attain maturity, always requires j)olli-

uation. That the same variety of fig can mature in one locality

without eaprification, while in a different district it must be caprifi-

cated in order to mature its receptacle, depends upon differences in

locality and soil. Cavolini's ideas are clearly expressed and to the

point.

At the very end of tlie century a French botanist, Olivier, traveled

in the Ottoman Empire, Egypt, Persia, and Greece, making a par-

ticular study of the fig. His descriptive work of his travels was
published in Paris (year ;»). Olivier came to the conclusion that

caprification was a useless and ignorant proceeding, which should be

abandoned. He says:

This opei'ation, of which soiue authors, both ancient and modern, have spoken

with admiration, appeared to me to be nothing else than a tribute which man
pays to ignorance and prejudice. Caprification is unknown in many parts of the

Levant, in Italy, in France, and in Spain, and begins to be abandoned in the Archi-

pelago, where it used to be practiced, and which, nevertheless, still produce excel-

lent figs for eating. If the operation was necessary, whether fecundation be

effected by the fertilizing pollen dispersed in the air introducing itself into the

mouth of the fig, or whether nature makes use of a little fly to transmit it from

one fig to another, as is commonly believed, it is evident that the first fig in flower

could not fecundate at the same time those that have already attained a certain

size and those which are only just appearing in order to ripen two mouths later.

The knowledge which Olivier possessed of caprification was in

reality most superficial and defective, and some of his statements are

even false and misleading and not w^orthy of quotation, except for

the fact that disbelievers in caprification have pointed to him as an

eminent botanist, who had conclusively proved the delusiveness of

the process in question. Olivier did not even know that it was the

caprifig which was used for caprification, but stated that it was the

common "figues fleurs," the brebas, or first-crop edible figs, wdiich

were hung on the trees. This also appears again in the last lines of

his statement quoted above, Ijeginuing: "First fig in flower," etc.

His statement that caprification was unknown in Italy and Spain is

also incorrect.

In 1820 Giorgio Gallesio, a xjrominent Italian horticulturist, pub-

lished his treatise on the fig. How far Gallesio's statements were based

on investigations in nature are not known. Later writers on figs have

endeavored to show that his theories were founded principally on

book learning, and not on observation. I am not of that opinion, as

his statements show a frankness and fairness entirely indicative of

truthfulness. Gallesio holds that there are two races of figs—one
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which requires eaprifieation in order to mature its fruit, and one

which matures without the aid of this operation. The different require-

ments between the two fig races dei^end upon a difference in con-

struction of tlie figs, and each race retains its characteristics, regard-

less of the influences of soil and climate. The difference in construc-

tion lies in the ovary of the fig. Some figs have ovaries without

ovules, and tliose figs which can not be fertilized can also not feel

the action of the pollen from the caprifig. These are the mule figs.

Tlie other class of figs, with perfect ovules, are sensitive to the i)olleu,

and under its influence develop perfect seeds. These he calls semi-

mules. The fecundation causes the juices to flow to the fig and
effect its maturity. The caprifig alone containing the pollen is,

therefore, necessary, and the only way to apply it is through

caijrification.

Gallesio also describes a caprifig with only female flowers—"the
fico semi-mula." His statement that the original wild cai)rifig bore

only one crop of figs is shown by Solms-Laubacli to be erroneous, or

at least very improbable.

In tlie middle of our century the Italian botanist Gruglielmo Gas-

parrini published a series of four different treatises n])ou figs and
eaprifieation, extending in time from 1845 to 18G2. No one has con-

tributed so much to our knowledge of eaprifieation as Gasparrini, and
no one has made as many original researches as he has. Gas-

parrini, as Olivier before him, takes a decided stand against eaprifi-

eation, l^elieving himself warranted in so doing by the result of the

experimeiifs made by himself. Gasparrini's experiments have been

by many considered conclusive and almost final, and his views

have been adopted almost unchanged by later writers on the subject of

eaprifieation. While conceding that Gasparrini's experiments were

scientific and fairlj^ carefullj' made, and highly interesting and demon-
strative, I hold that the main conclusion which he drew was singu-

larly illogical, though it may have been warranted bj^ the insufficiency

of his experiments. Gasparrini's almost only, but fatal, error was
that he experimented onl}' on a few Italian figs, not even susi3ecting-

that there might be other flgs differentlj' constructed. From his

observation he concluded that because "a few were so," therefore,

"all must l»e so." (rasparrini's experiments are too elaborate to be
here noticed in detail. Those who wish to further study the subject

are referred to his respective works. A summary of his theories,

experiments, and conclusions is found in Biological Studies on Figs,

Caprifigs, and Caprification. A very short resume must suflice here.

Gasparrini concluded that the caprifig belongs to a different species

from the cultivated fig; that the lUastophaga is not necessary for

pollination; that caprification is useless and injurious and should be

abolished.

It is not intended to condemn Gasparrini's work, which, though
Ix'lieved by many to have been somewhat defective, has still pi-oven
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of mnfli interest and value. His experiments have shown ns that

caprifieation does not hasten the maturity of tlie common fig, and

that it is not the sting itself of the wasi) which influences the set-

ting of the fruit of the edible fig. They also show that many figs

whicli are regularly caprificated by the fig growers require no cap-

rifieation, and that, as far as these figs are concerned, caprifieation

could be abandoned. This point is confirmed by the circumstjince

that these same figs matui'e in countries where no caprifigs are grown.

It is not easy to see how an)" other conclusions of importance can

be drawn from the experiments of Gasparrini. It must always be

regretted that he never thought of the possibility of there being any
other race of figs than that one which he hapi)ened to have under his

eye. TIow different, for instance, would his conclusions have been if

he had had the true Smyrna figs to experiment on I

In our own times no one has given as much study to the fig ques-

tion as Prof. H. Count Solms-Laubach. His researches were iiul)-

lished in 1882, and contain a i^erfect mine of knowledge, parti}'

compiled, partly his own investigations. While scientifically investi-

gating his subject and studying the figs and the fig insects in Italy,

Java, and France, it appears that he had no opportunity to make
direct experiments in caprifieation, but founded his opinions princi-

pallj" on the experiments of Gasparrini. He sifts the knowledge of

others with rare abilit\" and patience, and adds numerous and inter-

esting ol)servations of his own. His researches are of the utmost

importance. As a botanist he rejects, as insufficiently proven, Gas-

parrini's theory of parthenogenesis, and, showing that Brazilian figs

[)roduce no fertile seed, concludes that caprifieation is necessary for

that purpose.

During his investigations in Java he discovered that most figs

growing there consisted of female trees as well as of male trees, and

he found that the male tree jiossessed a flower especiallj' adapted to

foster the Blastophaga, a kind of degenerated or differentiated female

flower, which he calls the "gall flower." This gall floAver has i^rob-

abl}" lost its power to produce seed. Returning home and investigat-

ing the caprifig, he found that even this fig contained this gall flower,

almost exclusive of any real female flower. He further shows how
different species of figs are inhabited by different species of Blasto-

phaga. He also unconditionally adheres to the theor\' of the caprifig

and the fig being of the same species. Later on he adopts the theory

of Fr. Miiller, that the edible fig is the female plant and the caprifig

the male plant. But he was entirely unaware of the existence of a race

of figs constructed differentlj^ from the common edible figs which he

had investigated, and he shared the opinion of Gasparrini that all

figs were affected by caprifieation in the same manner, though he

recognized the absolute necessity of pollination and calorification in

ordei- chat fertile seeds may be produced. But if caprifieation is not

needed any more, it was once a necessity, ages ago, when the fig was
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first brought into cultivation by man, and before the present race of

figs, which requires no caprification in order to set and mature, had
originated. The class of figs which the Italians considered as requir-

ing calorification had been shown to set fruit without this operation;

the class that once required caprification must, therefore, have been
lost, and been superseded by a better, more modern class, evolved

from the former. He comes to the following conclusion

:

Caprification was once, ages ago, a necessity; it is now no more iisefial, but only

a horticultural operation, transmitted from generation to generation, down to our
time, and in its original form. Its scientific importance as means for judging the

modifications undergone by our economic plants (culturpflanzen) in the course of

ages can hardly be overestimated.

It is hardly necessary for me to remark that Solms-Laubach's con-

clusions were based on his belief that this race, once requiring capri-

fication, has been lost, has "died out," as no longer of value. Now,
if this race has not died out, but can be proven to be j^et extant and
to constitute our best figs, the conclusion arrived at by Solms-Laubach
must fall. Professor Solms-Laubach has since acknowledged the

correctness of this.

A late contribution from the author's knowledge of caprification is

found in his Biological Studies of Figs, Caprifigs, and Caprification,

already referred to several times. These experiments were conducted
in various places in California, and have, in the author's judgment,
conclusively proven that caprification is a process of pollination by
the aid of wasps; that it is a necessity in order to cause the Smyrna
figs to bear; that the first crop of San Pedro figs does not require

caprification, while the second crop of this tribe of figs will not set and
mature fruit without it. The writer has also shown that there is a
fourth kind of flower in the fig—the mule fiower. He has also pointed

out for the first time that we possess five distinct tribes of edible figs,

the nature of which he has described, and has endeavored to trace

the phylogenetic origin, showing that while the Smyrna figs have
descended from the female caprifig tree the other tribes may have
descended from the male caprifig tree. From the nature of the seed-

lings grown from imported and caprificated Smyrna seeds he has also

demonstrated that caprification is a process of pollination and not one
of irritation, as has been supposed by the majority of investigators

since the time of Aristotle. The latest as well as the best work on
caprification, however, is from the pen of Dr. L. O. Howard, of the

United States Dei^artment of Agriculture. Dr. Howard is the only
entomologist wlio has attacked this difficult subject with a thorough
knowledge of insect life and its relationship to plants. As a conse-

quence little in the life history of the Bhistophaga now remains to be
elucidated, and the reader who wishes a more detailed account of this

subject is referred to Dr. Howard's work published in the Yearbook
of the Department of Agriculture for 1900. It was published too late

to be quoted in this paper.



CHAPTER V.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The climatic conditious under which the cultivated fig will thrive

and liear fruit are less restricted than those which favor or disfavor

many other fruits. What other fruit can be grown out-of-doors with

moderate success through a district ranging from the south of Scot-

land to the Cape of Good Hope, from the shores of the Atlantic

through Europe and Asia to China, from Chile to California and

Oregon, and on the eastern coast as far north as Washington?

Nevertheless, there are, necessarily, certain conditions which are par-

ticularly favorable to the cultivation of the fig. Unfortunately, the

information at hand is very unsatisfactory, as the countries where

fig culture has been most successful are those where the horticulturist

has not found it necessary to invoke the aid of the scientist in securing

good results. Aside from our own personal experiences, almost the

only sources of information are consular reports and works of travel

by northern tourists and explorers; but they seldom contain the

information desired.

The warm, temperate climate of the Mediterranean region is the

most favorable to the varieties of the fig that are useful for both dry-

ing and eating fresh. Even in this region some parts are much more
favorable than others, and we look upon Smyrna, Sicily, Provence,

Andalusia, and Algarve as ideal places and climates for the highest

development of the fig. But even in these localities the areas are

restricted, and in the study of climates and the search for ideal cli-

matic conditions comparison must be made with such jjlaces as Aidin,

Palermo, Draguignan, Solon, etc., in which the climatic conditions

must be the standard with which to comiDare our own. It will be seen

that the area of the most perfect fig culture nearly coincides with that

of the olive. Taken as a whole, the olive and the fig thrive under the

same conditions, but the accommodative powers of the fig are much
greater than those of the olive; it quickl}' repairs injuries from frost

and hurricanes and accommodates itself to almost any environment.

But while the famous figs are grown in less than half a dozen locali-

ties, a first-class olive cult is spread over an immense territory and,

remarkabl}^ enough, in localities where the finest figs are not found.

The two cults, therefore, while agreeing in general, do not coincide in

details, for the fig, while less exacting as regards climatic conditions
than the olive, demands peculiarities in climate in order to attain per-

fection, which few localities can sui)j)ly.

129
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TEMPERATURE.

The proper temperature for tlie fig varies with different varieties.

While some figs will mature with comparatively little heat, others

require a great deal, aud can hardly be given enougli. Most excel-

lent figs for the table may be grown where the heat is moderate, while

varieties for drying require much more heat. If we take the figs of

Smyrna, Kabylia, and Algarve as standard dried figs, as we must cer-

tainly do, then it is safe to say that the temperature in the shade

during the drjing, or rather during the maturing, of the figs should

never, or seldom at least, exceed 100" F., or about 130° in the sun.

Figs will, however, stand as much heat as tlie sun can give them, pro-

vided they are not exposed to the direct rays. However, since the

best figs for drjing are i^roduced near Smja-na, where the heat seldom

reaches over 100° F., we must conclude that a higher temperature in

the shade is not desirable. Too strong direct heat and light may
burn or scald the figs, thus bleaching and hardening the skin on the

exposed side. Excessive heat during the season when the figs ripen is

consequently undesirable.

In studjdng the effect of excess of temperature each variety of the

fig must be considered. Some kinds are verj^ hardy, comparing in

this respect with peaches, and even apricots. The tender southern

varieties of figs should never be exposed to a colder temperature

than 16° F., even if well matured; and if the branches are immature,
18° F. will kill the trees to the ground. A young fig tree can endure

much less than an old one; consequently, it often happens tha,t trees

during the first two or three years after i^lanting are cut to the ground
and killed by frosts of from 18° to 22° F., and very often the variety

is at once condemned as unsuited to the region. As the trees grow
older they become hardier, show less growth, and are less injured b}'

frost. The first few j^ears are therefore the most important ones,

during which time the trees should be watched and i^i'otected in Ihe

winter. If brought safely over that period most varieties will be

found hardy in the valleys of California. Tlie writer has seen young
Adriatic figs cut down to the soil three j'ears in succession during

temperatures of 18° F., and the same trees, after having success-

fully reached four years or over, were not injured -by much heavier

freezing. In the grounds of the Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C, ma3' be seen a real Smyrna fig tree which must have
grown there a great many j^ears, as it is 12 to 14 feet high and has

never been protected. Similarly in the streets and yards of Wash-
ington there are quite a number of seedlings 2 or 3 feet and upward
in height, which have sprung up from Smyrna fig seed. In order to

facilitate the proper ripening of the figs it is necessary that the nights

should be warm or moderately warm. Cold and chilly nights, even
if the days are warm, will cause the figs to drj* or remain hard, with

little sugar.
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RAINFALL AND MOISTURE.

Few fruit trees enjoy moisture as niucli as does the fig. In very
moist or even wet soil the fig tree grows most luxuriantly and attains

a high degree of development; but in such localities the quality of

the fruit is inferior, being less sweet, insipid, or even sickening to the

taste. Different varieties require diffei-ent degrees of moisture in the

soil, and in order to produce the best quality of fruit the soil should

never be more tlian moist, not wet, at least not during the fruiting

season. In Smyrna the yearly rainfall averages 25 inches, and this

must be considered the standard rainfall required by or desirable for

the fig designed for diying, j)rovided the soil is of such a quality as

will retain the moisture. With the i)roper cultivation of a good soil

with the above average rainfall, even at the end of the dry season,

moisture will be found a few inches below the surface sufficient to

cause the soil to coliere when pressed. If drier than this the trees

will suffer, both as regards wood and fruit, while if more moist

the figs will be inferior. The rainfall should be all in the rainy or

winter season and none after the figs have begun to mature. A
shower of rain on mature or nearly mature figs is very injurious,

causing the figs to break open, turn sour, and rot, and the crop may
be a total loss. ]\[oisture in the air, such as is caused bj^ and follow-

ing rain and fog, is also injurious to the fruit, although it favors the

development of the tree. The fig requires a dry, but not too dry, air,

in order to produce superior fruit. Still, good and very superior fruit is

grown close to the ocean, but out of reach of fogs. Some of the

Smj'rna figs are grown within the sight of the Mediterranean near

Ephesus, and the figs of Algarve and Malaga are similarly not far

from the sea. In California excellent figs are grown around San Fran-

cisco Ba}", though not near to the shore. But fogs are always injurious

to figs, preventing the development of sugar and injuring the color

of the skin. Even dew is not desirable, especially when the figs are

ripening, and no figs should be picked before the dew is thoroughly

evaporated.
WINDS.

Winds are supposed to f<ivor the matiiring of the tigs, provided

the}^ are dry and not too warm. In Smyrna the finest figs are those

gathered when the dry north wind is blowing. The fig can hardly be

injured by ordinary' heavy winds, as there are few trees which grow
as evenly balanced as the fig. This fact makes the fig especially suit-

able for wind-breaks during the summer months, while its deciduous

character unsuits it for this purpose in the Avinter.

IDEAL CLIMATIC CONDITIONS FOR FIGS.

Summarizing the general climatic conditions favorable for the mo-^t

perfect development of the fig, we have the following:

(1) Two seasons, one rainy and one dry, the latter during the warm
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season of the year. The more distinct tliese seasons the better,

showers during- the ripening season being very injurions.

(2) Warm, drj' winds during the ripening of the figs, accompanied

bj^ sunshine and absence of clouds and fog; the temperature in the

shade not regularly to exceed 100° F.

{'.]) During the winter the thermometer should not fall below 18° F.

(1) Natural rainfall of not less than 25 inches, confined to the

winter and spring months of the year, say from November to May.

(5) "Warm nights during the summer also favor the fig, its devel-

opment, and its quality.

SOILS.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The fig will grow in almost any soil, and with an abundant water

supply will do fairly well even in somewhat poor soils. Lime soils

are more favorable to the fruit than others. Whatever the soil is, it

must, in order to secure the best results, be warm, have the property of

retaining moisture when properly cultivated, and it should be deep,

well drained, and not underlaid b}' hardpan or bed rock. Figs will

grow in almost all places, but with rocky ledges or hardpan close to the

surface the trees will suffer in times of drought, and in badly drained

soils the fruit will be of inferior quality. The most favorable soil is

one which is deep, loamy, soft, full of humus, and with an abundance
of lime. The latter is indispensable in producing a superior drj'ing

fig. In very dry soils the fig is small and woody, most varieties

requiring continually moist soils. Bottom lands and mesas or table

lands adjoining rivers are the most suitable places for fig orchards.

The alluvial soils in such localities generallj^ have the facultj^ of

retaining moisture so necessarj' to produce pulpj' figs. It is an addi-

tional advantage if these soils are sandy, provided they also are rich

in soluble plant food. Not all sandy soils are suitable for figs; only

those are which are reallj'' rich in jDlant food and in lime. Very
heavy clay or adobe soils should be avoided, especiallj^ in localities

which are naturally cold and damp. Alkali soils are not suited to

figs, as the alkali tends to counteract the necessary formation of

sugar in the fruit. It is well known that both carbonate of sodium
and sulphate of sodium change the crystalline properties of such

fruit sugars as those contained in beets and cane, and if present in

too large quantities will prevent the formation of sufficient sugar to

pay the grower for his work. Figs, as well as raisin grapes and
beets, will grow in alkali lands and produce, but the fruit should be

used for table only and not for drying or for a product where sugar

is the most important part.

SOILS IN THE EUROPEAN FIG DISTRICTS.

No chemical analj'sis of the best fig soils has ever been made. The
soil in the Meander Valley, near Smyrna, the principal fig district in

the world, is a rich and loose alluvial loam of great depth, containing
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a large percentage of lime and potash. In Sicily, in the Palermo dis-

trict, where the largest and sweetest figs of Italy are grown, the soil

is mostly of an alluvial nature, also containing much lime. The soils

of Algarve, in Portugal, are principally mesa soils of a semialluvial

nature. It will be remembered that until within a comparatively few

years the Algarve figs were considered the best in the market, but

later on Smyrna, through care in selection and curing, took the lead.

Some of tlie best Italian figs—those from the ijrovince of Catania, in

Sicily, and those from Pozzuoli, not far from Naples—are grown on
volcanic soils, and to the lightness and other good qualities of this

soil is attributed the good quality of the figs. The figs from Pozzuoli

are said to bring a better price in the Naples market than any of

those from southern Italy,

RECAPITULATION.

(1) Edible figs, to be eaten fresh, are less exacting as to soil; they

require somewhat more moisture in the soil.

(2) Figs for drying require warm, moderately dry, and quite sandy,

but especiall}' limy, soils.

(3) Hea^^^ wet soils produce coarse figs, and so do heavy clayey

soils generally.

(4) Sandy soils produce sweet figs of light color when dried.

POSSIBILITIES OF FIG Ct'LTURE IN COLD CLIMATES.

Although fig culture will always be carried on most successfully and
profitably' in semitropical climates as at present, the fig tree readily

accommodates itself to less favorable regions and may be grown in

many other localities. It appears that the real barriers to fig culture

are short and cold summers. With warm days and long summers,
such as are found in North America and central parts of Asia, a suc-

cessful culture of figs might be accomplished even with rigorous win-

ters. In another part of this volume the writer describes how, by
covering the fig trees either with mats or with earth, successful crops

are raised far outside of the favored regions of the fig, and the figs

thus produced are not poor in quality, but are really good, sweet,

juicy, and wholesome. Such fig culture is now practiced in the vicinity

of Paris, in various places in England, and even in the highlands of

central Asia,where the winters are extremelj^ rigorous. In the khanates

of Bokhara and Samarkand figs, j)omegranates, and grapevines are

grown with winter protection; also in the vicinity of Pekin straw pro-

tection is required. Some varieties of figs require much less heat

and can stand much more cold than others, one of the hardiest varie-

ties being the semidwarf growing Brown Turkey, with its short and
crooked branches and its deeply cut leaves. There is no doubt that

figs producing the first crop for the table could be grown profitably

over a vast area of central North America and Europe in places where
this delicious fruit is now entirely unknown in its fresh state.



CHAPTER VI.

PROPAGATION OF THE FIG.

GENERAL REMARKS,

The fig tree may be ijropagated in various ways. Few trees are as

easily grown and few require less skill and i^revious experience. The
fig tree may be started in the orchard in the very ]3lace where it is

destined to remain, or it may be propagated in the nursery and later

on transplanted. The former method can be used only when the

desired number of cuttings is available. Under favorable condi-

tions it is the best way to start a fig orchard, as this method is less

expensive and requires less time. But conditions may make other

modes of propagation necessary, especially when large cuttings of the

varieties required are not to be had or are too expensive to justify

their use.

While with proper care a fig orchard is very easily started, some
little neglect and ignorance of detail frequently cause great loss of

trees during the first season. It may be truly said that the fig is both

the easiest and the most difficult tree to grow.

CUTTINGS OR ROOTED TREES.

The relative value of cuttings or rooted trees is entirely determined

by circumstances, such as the mode of planting, care given, experi-

ence of the planter, facility with which one or the other may be pro-

cured, etc. If cuttings of the desired size, age, form, and structure

can be had, they are sure to prove very much the cheapest. If the

soil can be kept in proj^er condition and if the cuttings are fresh and
healthy, cuttings will be found preferable to trees in starting a new
plantation. Cuttings, if fresh and of proper quality otherwise, have
this superiority over fig trees, that they can always be depended ujDon

to grow if given reasonable care. The cutting of the fig tree is remark-

ably hardj', does not dry out readily, and if once injured can be

readily restored to life without much risk of a greater loss than a few

per cent at most, provided, of course, the drying out has not gone

beyond a certaiii limit. Rooted fig trees are in our country easy to

get, as they are grown here for sale. They have also the advantage

of being all of a certain size, can make standard trees at once, and,

provided they are fresh, thej'^ will bear sooner than cuttings. But
rooted fig trees have some drawbacks not possessed by other fruit

trees, except, perhaps, the olive. The fact is noted that if the trees

134
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are allowed to get dry before being reset they are very lial^le to die

back to the ground and thus become even of less value than cuttings.

Many failures in fig i)lantatious arise from this cause. The fault lies

partly with the sender or the nurseryman; partly, or more frequently,

with the receiver, whose knowledge of caring for the trees has been at

fault. If the trees are cared for projDerly little or no loss is probable.

A plantation started from trees will be more uniform, Avill bear

quicker, but will cost more than one started from cuttings. It should

be remembered that cuttings of the i)roj)er size for planting in the

open ground must be much larger than cuttings to be first planted in

nursery rows. For the former purpose long cuttings are required;

for the latter even the smallest will prove valuable. Unlike other

nursery-grown trees, fig trees are always started from cuttings. A
cutting started direct in the orchard is therefore likely to make as

good or even a better tree than one that has been transplanted. If long

and proper cuttings can be had they are preferable to trees, but
well-grown trees are preferable to small cuttings.

FRESH AND DRY CUTTINGS.

The main point in planting a fig orchard from cuttings is that the

cuttings should l)e perfectly fresh. To be sure of this, each cutting-

should be clipped at both its upper and lower ends just before plant-

ing, except in case the top of a cutting ends in a terminal bud. Of
course, the clipping is only to learn the proper state of the cutting.

The cutting is fresh if an abundance of milkj' juice exudes from the

inner bark or cambium layer immediatel}'^ when the cut is made. The
freer the juice flows the better the cutting, wiiile if only a few tiny

drops exude here and there the cutting is unfit for planting and must
be revived. If fresh, the cutting should be plump, and the year's

wood should be glossy, bulging, and no sign of shrinkage should be

be seen. The buds of a cutting which is in proper condition should

also be plump and the outside scale of the bud should not be dried.

When this scale is torn off the milky sap should exude from the wound.
Such plump fig cuttings will readily grow, and if each cutting is

examined before i^lanting, and if the planting is done in proper soil

and good care is given, there should be less than 1 per cent loss from

failure to grow.

A drj^ cutting may be easily detected. Its wood is shriveled, and
when cut transversely little or no milky sap exudes, or the sap will

be thin and watery. When the inner green bark and cambium are

lifted with a sharp knife they appear dry and shrunken or even discol-

ored. The buds on a bad cutting are more or less dry; the outside

scales are shrunken and do not closely cover the interior ones, and
they appear hard when pressed with the fingers. These characteris-

tics of the buds are sure signs as to the quality of the cutting, as they

can be detected at a glance, even at a distance. A dry cutting has a

2.3740—No. 0—01 10
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different color from a fresh one, the former heinj? grayish and dull,

the latter being blackish or dark and brilliant, reflecting the sun or

light.

BEST TIME FOR MAKING CUTTINGS.

The fig tree is never entirely dormant, as there is always some sap

moving. Even in winter, when all the leaves have fallen, a cut in the

wood will cause the sap to exude. But the fig has periods of greater

or lesser activity, the latter beginning in the fall of the year after

the leaves have fallen. This period should be chosen for propagat-

ing the fig. The flow of sap at that time does not interfere with

the rooting of the cuttings, as it is the downward flow of the sap which

produces the callus from which the roots develop. Later, when the

leaves have started, the fig roots with more difficulty. The proper

time for cuttings is therefore in November and December, and if the

ground is warm and sandy, the sooner the}' are jjlanted the better. If

the ground is very cool and clayey, the making of cuttings, or at least

their i)lanting, should be postponed until February or March, although

the earliest planted cuttings always prove the best, provided the con-

ditions have been proper. Cuttings which are to be sent away should

always be cut early, as thej^ stand long shipments better than cuttings

which have been made late. The latter contain much more sap, and

on this account are less dormant. For planting out of doors, the ear-

lier the cuttings are made after the frost has caused the leaves to fall

the better.

HOW TO MAKE CUTTINGS.

If a large fig plantation is to be started it is most practical to make
the different sizes of cuttings at the same time and to assort them

afterwards. If cuttings are required year after year, it is best to

have certain trees set apart for that purpose, as when fruiting trees

are cut back they will cease to bear properly for one or more years,

or they will bear inferior fruit. The branches from which the cut-

tings are to be made should be cut back at once to the main stem of

the tree. After being thrown to the ground the large limbs should

be sawed or cut off immediately and assorted as to size. After being

conveyed to a cool place they should be pi-otected from the sun and

wind. This may be done either by heeling the cuttings in the ground

if they are apt to remain there for some length of time—a week or

ten days—l)efore being cut up. But if they are to be worked up at

once they may be merely covered with straw, Avet sacks, or blankets.

If covered at all they must be covered well; and not more than one-

tenth part of their whole length should in any case be exposed to the

sun or winds. This refers also to the heeling in, when nine-tenths of

the cuttings should be below the soil.

The large cuttings should be made up first. The large limbs

should be sawed off square across and cut, as straight as jjossible, in
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lengths of from 3 to 4 feet. These large cuttings maj^ be at once
transferred to the orchard and planted directly- wliere tliey are to

remain. If this can not be done, these large cuttings may also be
heeled in. Tliis slunild be done immediately, and if possible the same
day as cut.

The small cuttings may be cut up at leisure in the shade. If they
have been ])reviously heeled in they should first be washed, as the soil

will spoil the shears and retard the work generally. It is the most
profitable to make three different grades of cuttings, all grades being
cut at the same time. Have the men sitting on low boxes or tripod

chairs, eacli man with a pile of rough branches or large cuttings

before him, and three boxes
of different sizes at his side,

these latter for tlie recep-

tion of the newly made cut-

tings. As a rule the differ-

ent sizes ma}- be 12 to 14

inches for the largest and
thickest, 6 inches for the

medium size, while the tips

or shortest branches may be

made 1 or 2 inches in length

and serve as the smallest

grade. The two largest sizes

should be placed in layers

with the butt ends in the

same direction. This is im-

j)ortant, as otherwise many
of the cuttings will be plant-

ed upside down. The small

tips may be tlirown promis-

cuously into the box.

In making tlie cuttings it

is necessary that the shears

should be kept sharp, and a hone should always be handy for that pur-

pose. Care should be taken to cut exactly at the joint, where there is

no pith visible. By splitting a fig-cutting lengthwise it will be seen

that the i)ith does not extend througli the .joint, but that there is a

place in the joint where the wood is solid. (See fig. 10.) If the cut is

made exactly in this solid jjart, both the bottom end of one cutting and
the top end of the one below will be closed by solid, wood}- matter, and
not exhibit any pith. The advantage gained is that the solid bottom
end will root easier, while the top end will be protected from insect

borers, which often work down througli the pith from the point where
it is exposed. The part of the cutting thus injured will di-y and die.

If the pith is not exposed, the borer can not make a ready entrance.

Fig. 19.- -Fig cuttings: a showing the pith and nodes at

the joints.
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It is hardly necessary to add that the proper place for makiiii? cut-

tings is in a large shed, or under the shade of a large tree.

The following are the main points in making cuttings:

(1) The operation must be performed in the shade.

(2) The shears should be very sharp.

(3) Large and small cuttings are best made at the same time.

(4) Grade the cuttings as soon as made.

(5) The cut to be made in the joints Avhere the wood is solid.

(6) The larger cuttings to be placed in boxes, with the butt ends all

in one direction.

CARE OF CUTTINGS AFTER THEY ARE MADE.

Many failures arise from want of care of the cuttings after they

have been made. A cutting should be fresh, or at least full of sap,

before planting in nursery or orchard. The best method is to plant

the cuttings as soon as they are made. If this be done they should

not be disturbed from the boxes in which they were placed after being
cut; and to transfer the boxes at once to the field will save work, and
the chance of mixing the cuttings will be less. If planting can not

be doue immediately, the cuttings should be heeled in. This may be
done by digging a trench as deep as half the size of the cutting, the

soil being thrown up always on the same side, and toward the south

if possible, thus forming an embankment, making the trench twice as

deep. The cuttings are then put in slanting, with their tops leaning

against the loose soil. The soil to be used for covering the trench is

dug out of the opposite side and from the next trench to be dug.

First the lower part of the trench is filled in, then loose soil is heaped
in around the cuttings to within a few inches of their tops. Another
layer of cuttings is then put on against this soil, the original trench

all the time being made wider. The cuttings should not protrude

more than a few inches. Thus heeled in, the cuttings should be kept
slightly moist, but not wet. If too moist the cuttings will make root

quickly. This is to be avoided as much as possible, as these roots

will all die in rejilanting and rob the cutting of considerable sap and
life force.

If there is danger of the cuttings rooting too soon they may be
taken out and dried in the air for a few hours or longer, according to

the weather, and then afterwards be put back into the trench. Such
drying does not injure the cuttings, provided proper care is taken in

not drying too much. In this manner cuttings may be kept in good
condition for several months and until very late in the spring. The

soil in the trench should be kept firm in order that the dr3ing winds
may uot enter or that mold may not form. After every watering the

holes formed by the settling of the soil should be filled in and trodden
down. If the cuttings have from any cause become dry they should

at once be revived. This can be done by placing them in a ditch or
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tub filled witli water, running water beinu' best. One night in water

will generally revive most cuttings—that is, if they are not absolutely

dead—and cause them to become plump again. Some cuttings in

every lot are, however, irreparably injured by drying out, and these

should, if the least shriveled, be thrown out at planting and no risk

taken with them. If the variety is very valuable these injured cut-

tings may jiossibly be saved, and they should he cared for separately.

Tlie very small tips or single-eye fig cuttings should be allowed to

remain in boxes, covered with moist or slightly damp sand in such

a way that no i^art of them remains exposed. x\ll such tips sliould be

grown under glass or cover or in separate beds, where they can bft

given necessary care.

The following are tlie main points in caring f(»r the cuttings:

(1) Plant, if possible, as soon as made.

(2) Do not expose to the sun.

(3) Heel in a trench, leaving not more than two eyes exposed.

(4) Tamp the soil in the trench so as to exclude the air and jn-evbrn

drying.

(5) Keep moist, but not wet.

(6) Prevent rooting or callusing by occasional drying.

(7) Examine the cuttings every two days.

(8) Ver}^ short cuttings should be entirely covered.

(9) If dried out, revive at once bj' immersing in water or by covet

ing entirely with w^et soil.

(10) Never cover with wet straw.

(11) If callused when planting, cut off the callused j)art.

PLANTING CUTTINGS IN NURSERY ROWS.

Mark oft* the field by driving pegs in two parallel rows, the pegs in

each ]-ow to be 4 feet apart. The best chain or line that can be used

is five-ply twisted wire, generally known as "cable." After the pegs

are set stretch the cable between two opjjosite pegs, and wiiile the

cable rests on the ground cut out a V -trench along the cable bj' means
of the Italian broad hoe. In making the trench the flat edge of the hoe

is slapped on the ground as close to the cable as j)ossible and parallel

to it. By pulling the hoe toward the workman a small trench is exca-

vated which can be made sufficiently deep Ijy twice repeating the

stroke. Three men can perform this work to the best advantage—one

at each end and one in the center of the cable. As soon as the cable

is stretched all three men begin the digging of the trench. The cut-

tings should be planted bj' a separate gang of men as soon as each

trench is ready. The planting is simple. The cuttings are placed

vertically against the perpendicular side of the trench, about 10 inches

apart, and sufficiently deep to leave one eye above the soil and one

eye just in the surface line. As soon as a part of a row of cuttings is

set, one man should follow with an Italian hoe and scrape the soil
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toward the cuttings. When he has caught up with the planter he

should return and tanij) the soil on both sides of the cuttings, not

only by walking with one foot on each side of the row, but ])y using

as much force as possible in pressing the soil hard. The soil can

not be pressed too hard, provided it is not wet and soggy. If irri-

gation can not be had at once, or if the weather is very warm and

dry, it is advisable to pull loose soil to the ver}' toji of the cuttings

after the tamping is over.

This leaves only the very tojDS exposed or just in the soil, and i3re-

vents the cuttings from drjing out. This entire covering over is ahso

a most excellent waj^ of reviving cuttings which have been planted,

but which, from some cause or other, have become shriveled. A few

days of shade will revive them, and the soil may be either pulled

away again or be left. The sprouts of the figs will be able to push

through if the covering is not over 2 inches thick.

In the directions above given the following points are to be noted

as of special importance:

(1) Uniform distance between the rows.

(2) Absolutely straight rows.

(3) The j)lanting of cuttings at once, after the trench is scooped out.

(4) Covering the trench at once after planting.

(5) Tamping the soil very hard.

(6) The shading of the cuttings by loose soil.

(7) Prevention of the exposure of more than one eye.

PLANTING SMALL CUTTINGS IN NURSERY.

The planting of very small cuttings of 4 to 6 inches in length should

be done in low beds in irrigated districts, or, if in moist places, in

elevated beds. The low beds should be absolutelj^ level and surrounded

by a low ridge in order to check the water which is to be conducted by
a small ditch to the bed in such a way that the whole bed may be flooded

at once. After the bed has been prepared the soil should be dug up
and raked loose. A small V -formed trench is then excavated from one

end of the bed to the other and the cuttings placed in this about 3

inches apart. The whole bed is filled witn cuttings in this way. Only
one eye of each cutting should be left out of the ground. When
planted the bed should be flooded at once and covered with well-rotted

straw in which all seeds have been destroj^ed bj^ fermentation. Fresh

straw will bring too many weeds and will, besides, injure the cuttings

by attracting and reflecting intense sun heat. Such beds of cuttings

are aj)t to dry out very quickly and require a great deal of water. If

properly cared for they will make fine but small trees, suited for plant-

ing in nursery rows the following season. During the growing season

the plants should be suckered and only one shoot allowed to grow.

The terminal buds of the plants should be kept growing until the latter
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part of September, when they should be checked by keeping dry. (See

fig. 20.)

The following points are to be observed in planting small cuttings

out of doors:

(1) Plant in beds absolutely level.

(2) Expose only one eye.

(3) Keep constantly moist.

(4) Cover with well-rotted straw,

(5) Allow only a single shoot.

(6) Allow no growth after September.

(7) Observe the termi-

nal bud daily, and irrigate

the moment the growth is

checked, which is indicat-

ed by the '

' heart leaves "

becoming
dry.

stunted a n d

PLANTING SINGLE EYES.

The fig propagates
readily from single eyes.

Those that are saved in

pruning and in making
cuttings should not be

allowed to be kept cov-

ered more than two days,

as they begin to callus

almost at once, and when
once callused they do not

readily stand moving.
The best place for plant-

ing single eyes is in a

frame covered by glass,

canvas, or laths. Make
the bed very level and
water freely. The soil in the bed should consist of three-fourths pure

sand, but should not contain manure. Plant the eyes about 3 inches

apart each w^ay and cover the ej^es about 1^ inches with sharp, pure

sand. Do not water for several days; keep onlj^noist, not wet. The
e3'e should be placed horizontally. The single-eye cutting is made
either by cutting the wood across on each side of the eye, thus pre-

serving the thickness of the wood intact, or by splitting the wood
lengthwise. In the latter case the whole of the flat surface will callus

and root. (See fig. 20.)

The object in planting single eyes is simplj^ to procure plants of

rare varieties. For ordinary kinds it is not worth the trouble to save

Fig. 20.—a, 6, d. Small rooted cuttings of figs; c, a single-

eye cutting.
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the small cuttings or the single eyes. A cutting whicli is badly dried

should first be soaked or revived, then the eyes cut out as above and
planted separately. This is preferable to planting any of the drj'^ wood.

SUCKERS.

Figs may be propagated readilj^ from suckers or so-called water-

shoots, which spring up in abundance at the base of older trees.

Such trees will bear as much and as good fruit as those grown from

cuttings, but the}' are supposed bj' some growers to produce a greater

quantity of objectionable suckers, Avhicli must be removed several

times during the j'ear. For cuttings such suckers are not as well

suited, as the wood is very long between joints and generall}^ is less

well matured than tlie regular branches. Cuttings from branches

are therefore to be preferred. AYhen suckers are ,used thej'' should

be treated exactly like cuttings or rooted trees. When suckers are

planted directl}' in tlie orchard care should be taken to set the butt

end containing the few rootlets sufficiently deep in order that it may
not dry out. It should be set just as deep as one would plant a cut-

ting. The top of a sucker need not be cut back, but maj' be left a

foot or two above the soil, just like a tree, provided, however, that it

has been detached from the mother trunk with at least a few adhering
rootlets.

BUDDING AND GRAFTING.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The fig may be either budded or grafted, preferably the latter; but
there is little advantage in doing so, except when it is desirable to

change a tree of one variety into another more desirable, or when
it is found advantageous to give a weak-growing variety a strong

and vigorous root and stock. Nurseymeu's fig trees intended for sale

are never grafted or budded, but are alwajs grown from cuttings.

Many people mistake the suckers of growing trees for suckers from
the root below a supposed graft. Such suckers differ always somewhat
in leaf from the older branches, but unless it is known with certainty

that the tree is grafted it is safe to assume that the strange-looking

suckers belong to the same kind as the parent fruiting tree.

The time for budding and grafting is in winter, when the sap is com-
paratively dormant. Fig trees, unlike other trees, are never entirely

dormant, and in order to succeed in grafting it is of importance to have
as little flow of sap as possible, else the sap will throAv off the bud.

BUDDIXG.

Fig trees are seldom budded, as grafting is much preferable. Still,

if budding is desired as a curiosity it may be done. It is believed,

however, that budded trees will not make as strong trees as those
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grafted. Both in grafting- and budding the fig the same operation

must be liad as in budding and grafting the walnut. A few remarks

regarding budding maj' suffice. The best form of bud to be used in

budding the fig is the ring bud. Tlie first operation is to girdle the

branch which is to be budded, making the girdle cover the site of an

eye. Then take from the scion a girdle of exactl}^ the same width

and place this in position on the branch in place of the one removed.

It is always best to place the new l)ud exactly over the spot where the

old one was located, or, in other words, the ring bud taken from the

stock is replaced by one as similar as possible from the scion. If the

old branch is larger than the new one from which the bud is taken,

enough bark should be left on the stock to allow the new bark to touch

everj^where. The ring bud must fit exactly- the place from which the

bark was removed, especially at the upper margin and at the back.

After the Imd is inserted, tie firmly with cotton twine and wax well and

do not cut back the top until the newbud has fully taken and grown sev-

eral inches. Then cut back to one bud above the new bud. Destroy

this upper bud by pinching, leaving only one leaf to draw the sap.

After the new bud has grown several feet this old top maybe entirely

removed, either at once or during the following winter. In order to

insure success the air should be well excluded by grafting wax from

l)Oth buds and grafts.

GRAFTING.

If i^roper care is taken, the grafting of fig trees is not a difficult

matter. Both scions and stock should be as dormant as possible, the

best time for this being in January, though grafting maj' be done as

late as in March. Onlj^ i^oor success will be had in grafting after the

leaves begin to show and the sap flows readily. The following account

of grafting the fig is mainly based on the experience of Mr. John Rock,

who has brought the grafting of fig trees to great perfection.

The best scion or wood is two years' wood, because it possesses less

pith than one-year-old wood. End grafts or scions with top bud are

the best. The form of the scion must l)e wedge-shaped, not only from

top to bottom, but from front to back, and only one of the surfaces

cut must show any pith. The side of the scion is placed toward the

center of the stock, while of course the other side of the scion, which

shows no pith, is placed toward the back or outward side of the stock.

In order to have the scion properh' cut the pith on the one side must

be situated very low down, near the bottom of the scion. If situated

higher up, the other side is sure to show some pith, too, which will be

greatly detrimental to the future tree. (See tig. 21.)

Incipient fruit buds must be nipped off from the scions. The scions

figured are of natural size and exact copies of those actually in use.
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Fig. 21.—Fig scions for grat ting—John Rock's method.

Terminal scious are the best. If other scions are to be used, the top

cut should be made one-half inch above the toj) bud. This cut

should be somewhat slant-

ing. The front part of the

wedge—that is, the part

or face with the most bark
surface and the one which
when inserted will face

outward— must have a

bud at its upper end.

Thus, in making the scion,

begin by placing the knife

close to a bud and then

draw the knife downward.
This is best seen in the

illustration.

STOCK.

Any limb of an old fig

tree may be grafted, pro-

vided it is healthy and not

sunburnt. The limb is cut squarely off or slightly slanting. The best

size of limbs is probably

about 2 inches in diameter.

The cut should be made at

a joint, as there is less pith

there than anywhere else.

This cut is best made with

a saw. Many cuttings may
be grafted into every tree,

but it is of the utmost im-

portance that,, according

to the size of the tree, one

or two branches should be

left entire, in order that

the sap may be drawn into

the old tree. (See fig. 25.)

If all the branches are

grafted and no large
branches left untouched

the old tree will die

through the stagnation of

sap. In old trees one or

two large branches are left.

Fig. 23.—Scions inserted in a fig branch—John Rock's
method.

In smaller or very small trees it will suf-

fice to leave some twigs or slender yearling branches to draw the sap.
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Smaller stocks require only one graft, but in the larger ones it is

best to insert two or three grafts. Each graft is inserted in a cleft.

This cleft, or slot, should be made with a knife or wedge and not with

a saw, as the latter will make an uneven surface. The direction of

the cleft should not be exactly parallel with the long axis of the

stock, but should form with it a small angle, pointing toward the

center of the branch, and it should not be so long as to cross the cen-

ter. If pointing straight downward it will cause the stock to split,

and if it crosses the center it may also cause the stock to split off. At
any rate, it will not be prop-

erly kept in place. On the

other hand, the upper part

of the cleft, which crosses

the cut-off surface of the

stock, must not go through

to the bark on the opposite

side of the stock. The cleft

is made on one side of the

center, between the pith and
the bark (see fig. 22), and
must on no account cross

the pith. If this is done the

tree will be ruined.

INSERTING THE GRAFT.

When the scion is prop-

erly inserted in the stock

it will show the following

features: Its lower wedge-
shaped part will point
slightly toward the center

of the stock and the median
longitudinal diameter of the

branch. The upper free
part makes a small angle

with the squarely cut-off surface of the stock. Thus the scion and
stock are not parallel. At the junction of the scion and the stock

is situated, facing outward, the lower bud or eye of the scion.

Of the two planed-off surfaces of the scion, the one with the pith

faces inward toward the pith of the stock. The inner green layer,

or cambium, of scion and stock must touch at several points. (See

fig. 23.)

Fig. 23. -Two fig branches, showing manner of insert-

ing the scions.
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TREATMENT.

The scion is tirmly tied with cotton twine, and the upper surface of

the stock as well as the lower i)art of the scion must be well covered

with grafting wax in order to fully exclude air, rain, damp, and wind.

Aftergrowth has begun, all the eyes of the scions should be allowed

to grow for several months, but when they get to be too large and

when there will be danger of the grafts being blown or broken off,

the new, young, green wood must be cut back in such a way as to

steady the graft. The growing branches of the graft must be tied

to stout stakes, two, three, or more of which are required at everj'

tree. (See fig. 27.) If the growing branches of the grafts are not tied

securely they will with certainty blow off or break off by their own
weight. These stakes must re-

main during the whole first

year. When the scions have

grown and attained one year

the large or small branches of

the original stock which were

left to draw sap may be cut off

or grafted, if necessary. After

the scions have started to grow
well it is necessary' to cut open

the strings with which the cleft

was tied, or they will cut into

the wood. Then new strings

are tied and new wax is put on

as before. The cutting back
of green wood and branches

should be done gradual! v.

PROTECTION FROM SUNBURN.

Fig. 24.—Fig tree just grafted. One branch is left

to draw the sap. The .straw covering to pro-

tect the tree has been omitted.
It is of the utmost impor-

tance that the trunk of the old

fig tree or stock should be covered with tule or flag, or otherwise i)ro-

tected, on the south and west sides, or sun, wind, and borers will ruin

the tree. The fig, while a tropical tree, will not stand the exposure

of its bark to the sun or wind, except in winter. It shares this pecul-

iarity with most evergreen trees. (See fig. 20.)

shipping cuttings.

Fig cuttings are much less susceptible of being damaged in shipping

than fig trees with large, developed roots. If accidental!}^ injured

by drying, they may be revived more readily than fig trees or most

other kinds of cuttings. In shipping long distances great care sliould

be taken in proper packing. If properly packed fig cuttings may be
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consigned on a voyage of three or four months and arrive at their

destination in good condition. The style of packing must vary

according to the distance and time of voyage, and also according to

whether the cuttings are to be sent by mail, by freight, or other con-

veyance. In shipping cuttings to localities within one or two days'

journey no special care is required. The cuttings should be tied in

bundles of 50 to 100, as may be most convenient, two stout baling

ropes being required, and

tied one at each end of

the bundle. A sack should

then be slipped outside of

the bundle, and if the
weather is warm and dry,

straw should be packed

tightly between the cut-

tings and the sack, and the

bag then stitched up. Dry-

goods boxes may in some
instances be preferred to

sacks. Damp straw maj" be

used for a week's trip, in

which case a box should al-

ways be used. For longer

distances the cuttings
should be packed in dry

charcoal and sealed in tin

or in moss. The former is

a. most excellent packing

and safe for a two mouths'

journey, but has the fault

that when the boxes are

opened at the custom-house

the charcoal will run out

and the cuttings quickly

dr3^ In all such cases the

use of sphagnum moss must
be substituted for charcoal.

This moss is sold in pressed

bales, is comparatively' verj^ cheap, and weighs but little. The moss is

first made quite wet with water and then squeezed dry with the hands
or by a press. A tight box is selected, the sides of which should be
braced and bound with light irons. Along the inner sides of the box
nail oiled paper, folding the paper in the corners. Put first a thick

layer of squeezed moss in the bottom of the box, then a layer of cut-

tings, then a less thick layer of moss, another layer of cuttings, and
so on. A thicker layer of moss should be placed on the top similarly

Fig. 25.—a fig tree just grafted. Two branches are left

to draw sap. There are three stakes for supporting
the growing scions. The straw or flag covering neces-

sary to protect the stem of the main tree has been
omitted.
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to that on tlie sides, and all should be covered with oiled paper.

Another good way is to tie the cuttings together in small bundles of 8

or 10, and treat these bundles as single cuttings. A more solid pack-

ing is the result. Very large boxes should never be used. A box 1

foot wide and 1 foot deep by 18 inches long is of a good size, is easily

handled, and not readily broken. When the top is screwed on and
the box turned over there should be no shaking inside, but all should

be perfectly solid.

A yet safer wa^' is

to cover each little

bundle with plenty

of moss, then out-

side of the moss
wrap a stout pa-

per, oiled or par-

affin ijaper to be

preferred. The
bundles are to be

kept steady in the

box with plenty of

moss. The points

to be especially
observed are to

squeeze the water

out of the moss well

and to pack so that

the cuttings will

not move. If they

move in the begin-

ning theJ' will do so

to a greater extent

as the moss grad-

ually dries, and
the cuttings will

dry through the
air admitted to the

box. Cuttings well

packed in very

small boxes or in oiled paper and moss may be safel}^ sent by mail,

and will not dry out for one or two weeks. Such bundles must be

tied very solidl3^ It is always preferable to dip all cut and exposed

surfaces in melted wax, grafting wax to be preferred. This of course

prevents the cuttings from drying out rapidly and insures greater

safety. If a few cuttings only are sent, each one should be sealed

with wax, and then wrapped first in paraffin paper and then in

tinfoil.

Fio. ad.—A grafted fig tree second season from grafting. Moat of

the scions are 1 year old from the graft and have just been cut
back. Several small scions have just been inserted in the branches
•which were left growing to draw sap during last year. John Rock's
method.
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SHIPPING LARGE FIG TREES.

Large trees suitable for planting are generally sent in hales, cov-

ered with flag, tule, or straight straw. First, place on the ground or

floor at least five pieces of baling rope, each with an eye knot at one

end and of sufficient length to go around the bale. These ropes

should be laid parallel and about 12 inches or less apart. Across

these ropes place a thin layer of

straight flag, tule, or long straw.

Upon tliis heap a lot of common
fresh, damp straw about 2 inches

thick. Upon this straw lay the

trees, with tlie roots all toward

one end, and if the fig trees are

not verj' large place some of the

smaller trees with the roots more

toward the center, in order to

make the bundle more cylindrical

and less conical. Cover the trees

with a thick layer of straw, then

bring the straw and flag together

to the top of the bundle over its

sides and rapidly pass the ends of

the ropes together, so that each

rope forms a slipknot around the

bundle. It takes two men to

make such a tree bundle, though

it may be made by one man if he

is skillful and if the bundle is not

too large. The ropes should be

drawn as tight as possible. Nur-

serjnnen use several mechanical

appliances for making these bun-

dles. None, however, have im-

pressed the writer as being very

practicable. After all the ropes

have been thoroughly tightened,

two ropes should be run length-

wise, connecting the cross ropes with one another so that they may
not slip off. Finally, the straw and flags protruding unevenly are

trimmed off with a sharp knife. The bundles are dampened by

water if the weather is warm and dry. Such bundles, if solid, will

stand a voj'age of a week or two in winter time in moderate climates,

but in cold weather they are liable to be frosted. It is hardly neces-

sary to add that the bundles should be kept shaded as much as pos-

sible and not exposed to wind or sun.

Fig. 27.—a fig tree second year from grafting.

The scions have just been cut back and hare

been tied to the supports in order to prevent

breaking from the main stem. The trunk of

the tree is covered with straw.
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For longer distances moss should be used freely between the roots,

or, if the trees are very valuable and the distance long, damp moss
may be tied around the roots of each tree separately and the trees

either baled or packed in tight boxes. It is a good plan to first dip

or puddle the roots of the trees in a wet mixture of clay and cow dung,

thus covering the roots with a crust, which will add greatly to their

protection and prevent mold or rot from setting in from the outside.

The main point in packing is to exclude air. Pack damp, but not

wet, and so securely that the trees. and cuttings can not shake or

change place. Straw is always less valuable than moss for packing,

as it brings mold and rot, while moss keeps fresh and alive, even

under very adverse circumstances.

X 4>^

Fig. 28.—a grafted fig tree, three years from grafting.

HOW TO TREAT INJURED FIG CUTTINGS.

Valuable fig cuttings which, through jDoor j)acking or by accident,

have become very dry may be saved by extra care. Such cuttings,

even if apparently dead, should not be thrown away. The process

described here for restoring fig cuttings has been tried bj'^ the writer

several times with complete success. Sliglitl}'" modified, it may be

applied also to almost any other variety of cuttings, such as olives,

etc, ; but the success is never as great as with figs. Procure a deep

earthenware dish and fill with as hot water as the hands can possibly

bear and immerse the cuttings completely. Cover over with sacks or

blankets in order to retain the heat. If in two hours the cuttings
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sliow no iHai-k<Ml iin|)r<)vi'iii('nt, renew tli<i water and make it as hot as

before. lUit if an ini[)rovenient is seen, renew with somewhat cooler

water. Tlie euttini^s shouhl remain immersed for twelve hours or

overnight, after which drain oil" the water, rinse the (uittings, and

transfei- tliem to a box. Fill the box and pack as tightl}^ as possible

with moist sand. Tlie box should then be placed in a hole in the

ground and covered at least L' feet deep with fn^sh soil. In twenty-

four honi's the cuttings may be taken out. If there was any life left in

the cuttings they will now have sufficiently recovered to be planted.

If they yet remain dry there is but little hope, though if very valuable

they may again l)e transferred to water as befoi-e and given another

trial. The writer has in this way revived cuttings which were pro-

nounced dead and which when cut did not show any sign of sap..

Such revived cuttings must be i^lanted and cared for in an entirely

different way from other cuttings. They should never be planted in

the open ground, at least not at once, but must first be started under

glass in a low frame placed directly on the ground. The frame should

be slanting toward the north and covered with thickly whitewashed

glass. The soil should be very sandy, and a layer of pure sand should

be placed over the soil in such a M^a}^ that when planted the bottom

end of the cuttings will rest in the sand, but immediately over the

soil. Only living wood must be planted. As soon as the cuttings are

planted with only their tips protruding over the sand, the frame may
be well watered once and then covered. After that no more watering

is required, as a single additional watering may prove fatal to all the

cuttings, until they have started and grown several inches. The
glass should not be lifted, and no extra air is required nntil green

leaves begin to show. The niiiin point is to keep the frame cool and
as dry as possible without allowing the cuttings to suffer. As a rule,

even in very warm and dry weather, the frame will retain its first

moisture for a month or more. The least excess of moisture will

cause the cuttings to rot. Of course the young plants can not be

removed until the next season. It is of ver}^ great importance that

no dead wood should be left and jilanted, and such cuttings only

should be used which show a flow of sap, and even if the sap be faint

and watery the cuttings should be planted. The sap will in a few
days become milky if the cuttings grow. If dead wood is planted it

will draw upon the sap supply and finallj' rot, even if the eye has

started and made a shoot. Such cuttings should, if possible, be cut

to a joint. In watering such cuttings care should be taken in using

only very pure water from wells or springs, as ditch water is likely to

produce rot or other fungus growth in the bed.

SEEDLINGS.

Figs may be grown readily from perfect seeds; but, as only cajiri-

ficated figs, or figs which have growii close to caprifigs or to figs with
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male flowers, have fertile seeds, it is necessarj^to use seeds of imported

Smyrna flgs or seeds from fiji^s caprifieated in tliis country or else-

wliere. Cut open the figs and remove all the pulp by washing out in

warm water. Seeds which float are empty and worthless, while those

which sink are generally fertile. Sow the fertile seeds in shallow boxes

containing sand and loam mixed and place the boxes in a frame under

glass or canvas. The proper time for this operation is in the spring.

In three weeks the seedlings will appear above the ground, and from

that time on they must be sparingly watered. The next season they

should be set out in nursery rows, the I'ows 10 inches wide and 4 feet,

apart. In three years such plants will be found to bear, but they will

not necessarily mature the fruit. Very few, indeed, of these seedlings

will i)roduce valuable fruit. The majority will give fruits with male

flowers, which are always a drawback to the edible qualities of the

fig, as they and their part of the fig receptacle never soften. Tlie

raising of figs from seed is an interesting process, and by chance some
valuable figs may be produced in this way. But, as there are several

hundred fig varieties known, it is better first to experiment with them
rather than to trj' to raise new varieties. Unfortunately for the

grower, fig seedlings will mostly revert to the wild fig or caprifig,

which, of course, always is the male parent. It is not proven with cer-

tainty that moi'e than one or two fig varieties of value have been pro-

duced from seed, though it is probal^le that a majoritj* of our fig

varieties have originated in this way. According to observations

made in Italy as well as here, it seems that fig seedlings produce

both regular caprifigs and figs with mixed male and other flowers.

Smyrna-fig seedlings raised by the writer produced trees with purely

female flowers and others which contained male flowers in various

proportions and development. The exijeriments made by other horti-

culturists turned out in the same way. So far no edible variety of the

common fig has been originated in California, and any statements of

valuable varieties having been raised from seed in hothouses in Eng-
land or elsewhere in Europe should be accepted with doubt.

While it may be unnecessaiy at present to raise seedlings from
edible varieties in order to produce other edible kinds, it is not only

not unnecessar}' , but highly desirable, that we should raise new varie-

ties of caprifigs from seed of caprifigs. In this way we may procure

new caprifig varieties which will be more suited to local conditions

than any which we can import from abroad. The figs which Ave have
named, respectively, Mitchell and Maslin are undoubtedly such
chance seedlings which may prove of much value.



CHAPTER VII.

PLANTING A FIG ORCHARD.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The planting of an orchard includes several different operations,

such as preparing the ground, setting the stakes, digging the holes,

and setting the trees, as well as their care immediately after iDlanting.

As all these processes are of importance and should be intelligently

performed, they will be considered separately.

Opinions differ in regard to these operations more than in any
others pertaining to fig culture, and the respective horticulturists use

different means by which the same object is more or less speedily and
properlj^ attained. Most of these methods employed in planting a fig

orchard are equally applicable to the planting of any other fruit trees.

Still, the fig tree possesses peculiarities which must be considered and
humored in order to attain success as speedily and practically as

possible. These peculiarities of the fig consist principally in growth
and habit, in mode of bearing, in aptness to break down, in suscepti-

bility to heat and drj^ winds, etc. In this respect the fig tree stands

almost isolated among fruit trees and shade trees. One theory holds

that the fig tree should be treated very much like a wild tree, and
that, because in many places in the Old World fig trees are allowed to

take care of themselves and to grow as they please in odd corners,

they should receive no serious attention—especially so the caprifig

tree, which should be left to nature as much as possible. Like so

many other trees, the fig tree may be planted almost an^'where and in

any way and still give fruit; but, in order to insure the greatest suc-

cess as much care should be given the fig tree as to any other fine

variety of fruit.

The tree which comes nearest to the fig as regards horticultural

peculiarities and wants is undoubtedly the olive, though it differs

widely from the fig in many respects; but in planting and care these

two trees require very much the same treatment.

DISTANCES FOR PIG TREES.

Of all our fruit trees the edible fig tree requires the greatest amount
of space in the orchard. Much, however, depends upon the variety
grown. Small-growing kinds like the Brunswick, the Ischias, Mar-
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seillaise, and a host of others will thrive with 25 to 30 feet between
the trees, while others like the Mission, the Adriatic, and the Smyrnas
require 50 or 60 feet, the latter being the distance now generally

adopted in Smyrna. Where smaller crops are grown between the

trees, the larger distance maj^ be given at once, as it will allow ample
room for intermediate plantations for years. But where no such

crops are contemplated the trees may be set at first 25 feet each way,

with the intention to ultimatel}^ remove every other tree in each alter-

nate row, while every other row must be removed entirely. But this

leads of necessity to great waste of trees, as two-thirds of them will

have to be removed in order that the remainder may be 50 feet apart.

In selecting the distance we must be guided by the variety, not alone

in respect to growth and size, but perhaps principally by the qualitj'-

of the fruit. It frequently occurs that fig trees while comparatively

young give most excellent and sweet fruit, while a few years later the

fruit sours and spoils as soon as fairly ripe. This to a great extent is

caused b}^ the crowding of the trees, by too much moisture, by want
of air and sunshine and room to breathe. Different varieties act

very differently in this respect. Thus our Black Mission fig will

stand crowding quite well without souring its fruit, while the figs of

the Adriatic will inevitably spoil as soon as the trees begin to shade
one another sufficiently to keep out the wind and the sun. Thus the

Adriatic figs and similar varieties must have plenty of sun and air,

sunshine and air being especially necessary to the Adriatic figs.

When exposed to constant breezes they can stand some shade without

injury. In close plantings with a view to the ultimate removal of the

superfluous trees, it must be remembered that by the time the major-

ity has been removed the remaining trees will not have attained the

size they would if given the proper distance at first. In places, there-

fore, where intermediate crops will prove profitable it will be prefera-

ble to give the trees the benefit of the greater distance at the first

planting. Thus the largest-growing varieties should be given 50 to 60

feet, smaller or medium size 40 feet, and the smallest varieties 25 feet

or even less, the Brunswick and Brown Turkey, for instance, being

varieties which would thrive as long as they last with a distance of

20 feet.

The above refers only to fig plantations in districts where the trees

attain their fullest development, such as in California, Arizona, in

some of the Southern States, and in northern Mexico, etc. For locali-

ties where the fig tree can be raised only under difficulties no general

rule can be given. For further information reference must be had
to the respective places in this treatise where the various fig districts

are discussed. The relative growth of the different varieties of figs

is mentioned as far as known in the general catalogue of figs, and by
consulting it some ideas can be formed of the distances to be given in

the orchard.
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DISTANCES FOR CAPRIFIGS.

The caprifig should always be planted closer than the edible figs.

Ten or twelve feet apart each way is suitable, or the trees mux be

planted in the form of hedges around the main fig orchard. The most

economical way is to crowd the caprifig trees into waste and otherwise

worthless places where no plowing is required or need be done. The
caprifig should be grown " wild." It sliould never be pruned, and had

best be grown as a "thicket." The caprifig wasps require shade.

CARE OF FIG TREES BEFORE PLANTING.

Perhaps none of the operations pertaining to the planting of a fig

orchard is of so much importance as the handling and care of the fig

trees before they are set. A fig tree after it is dug up and before it is

reset is more tender than almost any other kind of fruit tree, except

the olive and the citrus trees. As a general thing it must be borne in

mind that when once the roots of a fig tree have become injured bj^

drying or sweating thej^ had better be cut oft" and the remainder of

the tree treated as a cutting. A cutting will always grow better than

a fig tree with injured roots. The jilanter should therefore satisfy

himself when lie buys trees that these have had the proper care, and

that they have not been exposed to sun and wind for more than five

minutes. This can be prevented easilj^ bj^ covering the fig trees in tlie

field with sacking or blankets, which should be kept wet or damp.

As soon as the trees have been received from the nursery they should

be heeled in, and care should be taken that the soil is moist, as dry

soil will quickly kill the trees. It is always advisable to heel in the

trees close to a ditch, or close to water, and if a ditch or reservoir is

handy the tree bundles should be immersed before the ropes are cut

and the bundles opened. The trees can profitably rest in the water

overnight if necessarj". In heeling in all ropes should be cut and the

trees spread in the trench in such a waj^ tliat the soil thrown in will

surround all the roots, not leaving passages for the wind, or perhaps

sun, to enter and drj^ the trees. Even if the intention is to plant in a

few days this mode of heeling in should be followed. Heeled -in trees

vshould be watered and the soil kept firm. If planting is delayed and
the trees have become somewhat dry, which can best be ascertained

by examining the end buds, the trees should be at once taken out,

immersed in water for six or twelve hours, and heeled in very slanting

and deep and covered with soil to near the tops ; but care should be

taken not to cover the tops entirely, as this may cause the trees to

rot and will prevent examination of the buds.

If fig trees show signs of starting thej- may be kept back by expos-

ing to the wind for a few minutes in the shade and again heeled in.

This operation, if performed properly, is not dangerous and is quite

effective, but it should not be done except in emergency, as the trees

will of course suffer to some extent.
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PREPARING THE SOIL.

The preparation of the ground for the futnre fig orchard differs in

nothing from the most aj)proved methods used for ordinary orchard

lands. The more thoroughly the ground is prepared the less will be

the cost of driving stakes, digging holes, and setting the trees, as well

as the final irrigation in dry localities. When irrigation is necessary

the work on the ground begins with leveling the land. It will greatlj''

cheapen after-culture if this leveling is carefulh^ done. In order to

ascertain that this has l)een done there is no better test than to irri-

gate the ground before the trees are planted. The soft places will

then settle and may be filled in again. Even if irrigation in furrows is

contemplated, the surface should be level enough for flooding, in order

to insure an equal quantity of water to everj' tree and t'o save water

and economize labor. After the trees are planted no leveling of the

soil can be jjroperly done. Ten dollars more per acre spent in leveling

before planting will save perhaps $10 to 120 yearly afterwards, besides

insuring an even growth to all the trees. In i^laces where no irriga-

tion is needed some attention should still be given to the preparation

of the surface, both to prevent stagnant water during the raiu}^ season

and to cheapen and facilitate the yearly working of the soil.

After leveling is done the plowing should begin as soon as the sui*-

faee is properly drj'. On no account attempt to plow when too wet
or when too dry. The dry soil when turned under is liable to come
in direct contact with the roots of the trees and cause them to dry

out. The soil when turned over should break np finely, neither form-

ing dry clods nor wet cakes. The soil when turned up must be moist,

and the soil immediately below .the plow should be yet moister, but
not soggy.

In plowing, the team should not be made to go all around the field,

plowing toward the center, as this will leave two streaks of hard soil

diagonally across the field in the shape of a Greek cross. The proper

way is to jjlow the field in separate lands, from one boundary line to

the other, making the turning always in the road which sui-rounds the

land or field, and not in the laud. In this way no hard soil will be
left unplowed, and when the plowing is over the whole ground will

be found plowed in i)arallel furrows. The harrowing should be

done in the same way, but in the opposite direction, and the turning

should be made on the land. Two or three harrowings will not be too

much, as the more the surface is harrowed and pulverized the better

will its condition, be for receiving the trees and the cheaper will be

the final operations of the planting.

In districts where the fig flourishes most and gives the best fruit

no irrigation is needed, and consequently the surface of the ground
does not need to be level. Still it is of great importance that it should

be sufficiently level to shed all water that may come by rain or flood.
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There sliould be no low places in which pools nuiy form. All such

should be filled in and leveled sufficiently to prevent stagnant Avater

remaining-. Such low places will pi-event and retard plowing, cause

weeds to grow, delay work generally, or they may even cause the trees

to tip over and rot. Hills and knolls are not objectionable, provided

the trees find sufficient moistun^ to bear good fruit, but low and

soggy places should be carefully avoided, as they will prove of great

detriment for \ears and be a constant expense, annoyance, and eye-

sore.

This, of cour.se, refers only to the planting of regular orcluirds, where

thorough culture is necessarj-.

Points to be considered in preparing the soil:

(1) Freedom from low or stagnant water holes.

(2) Even slope, so as to shed water.

(o) Deep plowing and freedom from hard places left unplowed,

accomplished by plowing in parallel lands.

(4) Do not plow under any very dry soil.

(5) Harrow repeatedly immediately after plowing.

STAK1X(; AND SQUARING THE FIELD.

As soon as the land is in proper condition to receive the trees, the

placing of the stakes is in order. Through experience it is found that

the planting can be done quicker and more cheaply if the stakes are

set previous to digging the holes for the trees. No holes should be

dug nor trees planted until all the stakes are set. In this Avay any

erroi- can be remedied without redigging and resetting, and perfect

lines maybe had throughout the orchard. The extra expense in

marking an orchard in this way is not great and will, it is thought, be

more than repaid in better and quicker work and by a larger percent-

age of living trees. If a very large orchard is to be planted it will

pay to have an experienced sui-veyor set parallel rows of stakes across

the field, about 200 feet apart, between which the farm hands maj^ after-

wards set the remainder of the stakes without error. AVhen no sur-

veyor can be found the following rules will lead to the desired result:

The first work is to square the ground—that is, to mark out the bound-

aries of the field in such a way that the opposite .sides become abso-

lutely parallel, and, if possible, form a right angle (1)0 degrees) with

the other two parallel sides. If roads surround the place, and make
right angles with one another, then it is necessary that the rows of

trees should also form right angles with one another. If no important

roads are found, or will probably be necessary in the future, then it

is only required that the rows running in one direction should be par-

allel, as a small deviation from the right angle will not be seen, or if

noticed will not prove to be a detriment.

The oiieratiou begins by first setting a row of lath along one side of
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the field, on the l)()iuulHry of the oi'cluird, or at least parallel to tlie

])oiin(Iary. By referriiiii; to Iho diai^raiu (fi.y. 29) Ave should l)egin at

A and set tlie stakes to I>. Tliis liiu; should eoiucide with tlie first

row of trees nearest the road. Then ^o hack to A and set another

row of stakes to C, this point beiny,' thci extremity of the field in that

direction. This row A-C should be at right angles with A-B if possi-

ble; if not, it should be parallel to the road at the end of the orchard.

A small level, combined with a compass, is the best and simplest

instrument to aid in laying out an orchard. Even without the level

the correct lines may be laid out, but this i-e(iuires a little more labor.

After the point C has been found, begin at C and set a- line of stakes,

C-D, parallel to A-B. For this purpose the compass on a tripod

should be used in order to get the point D at least approximately cor-

rect. The next work is to go back to B and set the line B-D parallel

G E

Pig. 39.—Diagram illustrating a farmer's method of laying out a fig orchard.

to A-C. The point D is the only difficult point to set, and upon the

correct location of this point depends the lining of the trees. After

the point D is approximately fixed, it is necessary to measure from B
to D in order to ascertain if the distance is the same as from A to C,

and similarly to measure from C to D to see if this distance is the

same as that from A to B. If both the lines B-D and C-D are longer

than parallels A-C and A-B, respectively, then the point I) must be

moved toward the center of the field, but if the above lines are shorter

than these respective parallels, then the point D must be moved aw^ay

from the center of the field. If B-D is shorter than A-C at the same

time that C-D is longer than A-B, then the point D must be moved
toward C. If, on the contrary, C-D is shorter than A-B at the same

time that B-D is longer than A-C, then the point D is to be moved
toward B. As the whole orchard depends upon this point D, it will
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bo profitable even to spend n day or two, if necessary, in order to

locate it coi-i-ectly. In all nieasiirenients beii:in at A and measure
toward B or C. Oi- from C measure toward I), or from 1> toward
D. If this rule is not followed absolutely the tives can not be
made 1o line. When at last the i)oint I) is coi-reetly located, A-C
shouhl be of the same length as I>-I), and A-B of the same length as

C-D. If the trees ai-e to be in exact squares the angles at the

respective corners at A, B, C, and I) must be right angles. In fixing

these preliminary points it is not necessary, nor indeed of advantage,
to set niany stakes. Three or four stakes in a line will be enough.
Next in order is to set the final stakes, one for each tree. Common

lath is the best and easiest material to handle and procure for stakes.

If the soil is in proper condition it is not necessary to point the laths.

If the ground is hard and the stakes require to be driven, it maj^ be
necessary to sharpen the lath, but the points should be in the center

of the lath, or as close to it as jKiSsible. Some, to save time, point

the laths bj^ cutting them diagonallj'- across, but this is not proper, as

in driving a lath thus pointed it will inevitably l)e shoved out of its

place and get out of line. The sides of the points must be of equal

length in order to insure accuracy. But in proper soil no points are

re({uired. Laths which are not pointed maybe more readily used for

other purposes aftei-wards.

Go back to A and stretch the staking cable from A toward C, and,

measuring from A, set a lath perpendicularly ever}' 50 feet (or less)

toward C. A lath will thus be set at each small circle on the diagram.

Similarly set laths from A to B and from B toward D and from C
toward D. If the planting chain does not reach from A to B it will

be necessary to set another base line of stakes between E and F, and
possibly also between J and H. The next step is easily understood.

By stretching the chain or cable between the opposite points and
setting laths every 50 feet, the whole field will be quickly staked out.

In setting the laths two points are to be constantly remembered.
The laths in the same row should all face the same way; all should
be set on the same side of the cable—the side from which the cable is

to be moved. In the accompanying diagram it will be seen that the

field was not square, nor its sides exactly parallel. The space out-

side of G, K, and L may be filled out, where the room admits, with
trees. On this diagram eight outside trees are possible. This filling

out is done by sighting, as being the simplest y^ay. In setting the

stakes, always set the outside end stakes first and fill in afterwards,

as in no other way can the line be made straight without the aid of a
good surveyor's level.

The laths should be driven down with a hatchet deep enough to be
entirely solid and immoval)le bj' wind. Loosely driven laths will be
<lisari'anged with astonishing facility. A small opera glass or field

glass will be of great iise while driving the lath. For this operation
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it takes at least two men—one to sijfht and one to drive and earry the

laths. The sighter stands at one end of the line or row while the driver

begins his work at the farther end. The driver liolds first the lath

perpendicularh^ over the mark on the cable, if there is one, and the

sighter makes a sign with his hand indicating whether the lath is to

be moved to the left or to the Hght, and when in line with the farther

lath the sighter makes a sign of approval. The driver always works
toward the sighter, not from him.

Nuviber of trees ur plants on an acre at given distances apart.

Distance. Square
method.

1 foot apart each way
^ feet apart each way
3 feet apart each way
4 feet apart each way
5 feet apart each way
6 feet apart each way
7 feet apart each way
8 feet apart each way
9 feet apart each way

10 feet apart each way
13 feet apart each way
14 feet apart each way
1.5 feet apart each way
Ifi feet apart each way
is feet apart each way
20 feet apart each way
23 feet apart each way
24 feet apart each way
2.5 feet apart each way
30 feet apart each way
35 feet apart each way
40 feet apart each way

Equilateral-
triangle
method.

.50,300

13. .57.5

5.889
8,130
2,011
1,397
938
785
620
.503

348
2.56

223
19.5

1.54

135
104
86
79
55
40
31

Rule.—Square method.—Multiply the distance in feet between the rows by the

distance the plants are apart In the rows, and the product will be the number of

square feet for each plant or hill, which, divided into the number of feet in an

acre (43,560), will give the number of plants or trees to the acre.

Rule.—Equilateral-triangle method.— Divide the number required to the acre

"S(]uare method" by the decimal 0.866. The result will be the number of plants

required to the acre by this method,

DIGGING THE HOLES.

The stakes which have been set with so much care ought not be
disturbed until all the trees in one field have been planted. Before

digging the holes, the field should be gone over carefull}^ in order to

ascertain if all the stakes are in line. When all stakes or laths line

in ever}' direction without deviating an inch an3-where, the field is

ready for the diggers.

If the orchard is of any considerable size, a digger should be made
to keep his row and put his mark on the end lath, in order that it

may be readily ascertained who dug the row. -Whether done by con-

tract or by the day, this is a useful practice, the diggers soon learning

to be careful. The first move is to give the stake a sharp stroke with
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a flat face of the spade in order to drive it solidly in the soil. The
liole is next dug on the side of the stake, close to the narrow edge of

the lath. If, for instance, the first liole is dug on the east side of the

lath, every succeeding hole must similarly be dug o)i tlie east gide of

every latli, otherwise the holes will not line witli one another. As to

the size of the holes, no genei'al rule can ])e followed. The hole

should never be larger than necessary to admit all the roots in their

proper position. As far as the experience of the writer goes, a hole

18 inches deep by 2 feet wide will answer in most cases for all trees,

as few trees from tlie nursery will have more spreading roots than

this. However, the jiroper way is to first ascertain the length of the

roots, both horizontally and vertically, and then dig the holes accord-

ingl3\ A square hole is better than a round hole, as it enables the

plantei" to so turn the tree that any extra long root may })e spread out

in the angles of the hole. In irrigation districts the hole does not

need to be larger than to admit the roots. Actual experiments have

proven that larger holes are not needed. Trees planted in very large

holes, 4 feet squai'e, did not grow better than trees set in holes of just

sufficient size to admit the roots. In fact the shallow hole is better,

because with subsequent irrigation the soil in the larger hole sinks or

settles, causing the tree to stand too low. Irrigation softens the soil

sufiiciently to enable even the smallest rootlets to easily penetrate the

soil.

In districts where no irrigation is required the hole ma}" be made
deeper in order to give soft soil to the lower roots, but in no case does

it need to be wider than the spread of the roots. In such localities it

is desirable to cause the roots to go down, but not to spread on the

sui-face.

In digging, the top soil should be put in a small pile separate from

the bottom soil. The latter had better be scattei'ed at once over the

field, as it is desirable to use only top soil in filling in around the

. roots. The bottom of the hole should not be tapering or funnel-

shaped, but square and flat. Few trees indeed have taproots. A
funnel-shaped hole will also cause all the heavy ground or clods to

collect in the center, where it is greatly in the way in planting trees.

The soil in the bottom of the hole should be stirred, in order to i3re-

vent it from drying out before the tree is planted.

PLANTING THE TREES.

The sooner i:)lanting is done after the holes are dug the l)etter it is

for the trees. The habit of digging holes weeks or months before

planting is to be greatly condemned, as it causes the holes to dry out and
become lined with a crust of drj^ and hard soil, which must be removed
])efore the trees are set. The first operation in planting is to examine
the trees in order to ascertain if the buds, wood, or rootlets are shrivel-

ing. Whether this be the case or not it is of great advantage to immerse
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the fig trees in rimiiing Avater, or at least in fresh water, overnight,

previous to planting the following day. If the stem and buds are

plump the trees may, however, be planted at onct^. Previously to

phmtlng, the roots should l)e trimmed with a pair of very sharp shears.

The large roots should be cut back until they show the milky sap

freely, all moldy parts should be cut off, and all rootlets which give

the least suspicion of being dry, or which do not show sap freely,

should be taken ofC entirely. It is better to plant a fig tree without

any roots than to plant it with dry roots, as in the latter case the tree

will die back to the ground. In bringing the trees to tlie field they

should be wrapped in wet sacking or blankets. One nmn should carry

the bundles and distribute the trees for about four planters, going but

one or two rows, but better only one row, ahead of them, sticking a

tree in each hole in such a way th.'it as little sun as possible will strike

the roots. If the sun is very warm and the wind blowing it is nec-

essary to have one distributer for each planter, as the success of

the planting depends absolutely upon jilanting fig trees with moist

roots. In some cases it m.ay be necessary even to carry a tank of

water in the field and dip the fig roots before planting. In moist and
cloudy weather no r uch extra procau. Ions ai-e necessary-. It must be

always remembered tha!^ it is cheaper to be extra careful in the first

planting than to replant the following season. Few trees are as ten-

der as fig trees, but with proper care no appreciable loss is necessar3^

The mode of planting is to first fill in suflicienth' with the top soil

to form a small hill in the center of the hole. When placed upon it

the fig tree should stand as deep in the hole as it stood in the ground
in the nursery. The discoloration of the collar of the tree will show
the former soil surface. The roots are then spread out and the tree

turned so as to allow the longer roots to spread naturally in the angles

of the hole. By means of the guiding lath the trees are all placed the

same distance from the lath; at the edge of the holes, and if this is done

with precision th: trees when planted will all be in exact line.

The roots arc tlien l.llcd r.round with fresh surface soil taken from
the vicinity of tho tree. If the ground is in proper condition the soil

will be foun 1 moist an inch or two below the surface. This soil is

used for filling. The soil is not to be shoved down by the spadeful on
the roots, but gently shaken in by means of light jerks of the shovel

or spade. It requires two men to plant—one to hold the tree in place

and arrange the soil about the roots by means of a short stick, and
one to shovel the soil aiid do the final tamping. In small plantings

the distributer of the trees may be dispensed with and the trees in

their wraps may be carried b}^ the man who does not carry the shovel.

The soil should be tramped as hard around the roots as possible;

the whole weight of the body as well as force should be applied on
the soil. The hole should be filled in level with the surface, and in

very rainy weather may be heaped, so as to cause the water to run off.
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After the hole is nearly filled some loose soil should be thrown on top,

in order to serve as a nnilcli. In very drj^ seasons the trees may be

set a little lower than the ground and a small basin left around the

trunk. The advantages of this system are many. It insures correct-

ness in lining" the trees, as the positions of the laths indicate the exact

places of the trees before planting; it obviates the tilling in and redig-

ging of holes if dug in the wrong place; it makes the pulling out and
resetting of trees unnecessary; it is a quicker and simpler method
than the old one of using the guide board with one peg on each side

of the hole, and, finally, it is a cheaper method than anj'^ other in use

wliich insures absolute accuracy.

PLANTIN(4 CUTTINGS IN THE ORCHARD.

The planting of cuttings directl}^ in the orchard differs but little

from planting the trees. The same method should be followed, but

the holes should be deep enough to suit a very large cutting. Such
cuttings are the best to plant out, as thej' are more able than small

cuttings to care for themselves. The cuttings should be allowed to

protrude only a few inches above the soil, and in times of xevy dry

and warm weather even the top may be covered with a small amount
of soil to i3revent drying out.

PLANTING TO AVOID SPLITTING THE TRUNK.

The fig tree is more liable to split than an}' other of our fruit trees.

Pruning may greatly obviate this evil, but a much better way and,

in the opinion of the writer, the only proper way to prevent fig trees

splitting is to jilant two cuttings in the same hole, the cuttings cross-

ing each other in the center of the hole. This method has been
employed in Smyrna for this reason, and also in France, with a slightly

different object in view. The effect of such planting may be seen at

once, as the only branches that split off from a fig tree are those which

are too heavj' for the tenacity of the wood. While the branches never

break off entirely, they split from the main stem and always injure the

tree, and often ruin it.

The more uj)right the fig ti'unk, the greater the pressure of the

limbs and the more readily will they split off. The less horizontal and
the more downward sloping the branch, the less it is apt to split away
from the trunk. By setting two trees or two cuttings in one hole,

with the tops a short distance apart, the Uxo trees or trunks resulting

from them will lean outward, awaj' from each other, and so will all

their branches. The effect will be that none of them will ever split

away. In course of time the two trees will grow together at the base

and form one large tree of the same form as that possessed by a wild

fig tree, which is after all the most suitable shape that can be given a

fig.tree. In planting in this manner the tree or cuttings should be
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made to cross each other in the hole a little below the soil. This will

give a greater inclination to the main trunks, which is just what is

desired. In training such trees after planting verj^ little labor is

required. The trunks will bend out by themselves, and the l)ranches

of each tree will complement one another and form one uniform head

or crown. No pruning is necessary, except to cut out some branches

which grow too closely together. The interior branches will be com-

13aratively very few, and the principal limbs will grow outward.

Such trees require less pruning than those planted in the regular or

orthodox way, as they will shape and care for themselves. This

mode of planting should be adopted for all fig orchards. Fig trees

destined to give shade in avenues and ornamental grounds may, how-

ever, be set singly.

CARE OF trees AFTER PLANTING.

Whether the recently set fig trees should be irrigated or not must
dejjend upon circumstances. If the soil be moist, irrigation should

be postponed until necessary. The trees should be inspected every

two or three days. When in proper condition the buds and the top

branches should be plump and the outside scales of the buds should

be full of sap if punctured or broken. If anj'^ of them show drjniess,

water should be apj)lied at once, and if, after irrigation, no improve-

ment is seen within a day, there is no alternative but to cut the trees

back to the point where they will bleed freely. If, after being cut

back, the tree shows signs of continuing to dry, it should be cut back
close to the surface of the soil, in order tliat a shoot maj^ be encour-

aged to start up and form a new tree. This cutting back to the

ground ma}" prove an heroic measure, but it nearlj^ always has the

desired efiiect of causing new shoots to form below the soil, whereas if

a drying tree be allowed to remain unpruned it will generally die.

Much complaint is heard from planters about fig trees dying, and
many prefer on this account to set out cuttings instead of trees. But
if this system of heavy pruning back is adopted at the first sign of

drying the loss will be greatly reduced.

If the fig tree has been j^lanted for shade and when it is desirable,

if possible, to save the standard, this can often be done by closely

covering the tree with sacking and excluding as much wind as pos-

sible and all the sun. It is wonderful how a sickly tree will recover

if properly shaded and evaporation prevented. This process is appli-

cable also to citrus trees and olives, and indeed to all evergreen trees.

B}^ watering or sprinkling the covering morning and evening the

evaporation of the sap is considerably retarded. The roots should be

kept moist, but not wet, for if too wet they will rot. After every

irrigation the soil should be dug up and pulverized around the roots

in order to admit the necessary air to the roots, as well as for acting

as a mulch. The practice of mulching the trees with fresh yelfow

straw is to be condemned, as the reflection from tlie straw causes the
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sun to scald the bark of the tree. If straw is used at all it should

be in conjunction with a tree protector of some kind—paper, sacking,

or stakes, in oi-der tliat the stem may l)e properly shaded.

DURATION OF PLANTATION.

The edible fig is known to have become several hundred years old,

and it bears full crops for one hundred years or more. It is therefore

hardly worth the wliile to consider the duration of a fig orchard, as it

will last for two generations or more, and daring this time will give

an a])undance of fruit. However, after a certain time it may prove

of advantage to renew the trees, much depending on the way the trees

have been treated and upon the soil in which they have grown. Some
varieties will last longer than others and some produce their best fruit

before they attain thirty years.

VARIETIES TO PLANT.

As regards varieties little can be said. Too little is known con-

cerning the nature and adaptability of certain varieties to localities.

No one should plant extensively' until it has been fully ascertained

that the variety selected is suited to the locality. In places where

there are no experimental orchards it will naturally take some time

to find the proper variety. Among common figs there are, however,

several varieties which will probably do well in many localities.

Such varieties are, for instance, "Le Roi" and "Marseillaise White."

Among the true Smyrna varieties none is superior to Lop Ingir, the

true fig of commerce. But even this Variety is in places superseded

by other kinds better suited to local conditions Whatever variety

of Smyrna fig is planted it is of great importance to plant onlj'

a single variety, or at least to have enough of every variety to

produce a large lot of uniform figs. An orchard of mixed fig vari-

eties is troublesome and unprofitable. As the figs must be picked

up all over the orchard from under the trees as soon as thej^ drop

to the ground it is impracticable to keep the varieties apart if

there be more than one kind of fig. Where the varieties are mixed
grafting will be necessary, and this will put back the trees and
the crop from three to four years after the error in planting has been

discovered. Of caprifigs as many varieties as possible should be set

out in order to have a succession of figs. When it has been once

established which variety is best suited to a certain locality, one or

two varieties may suffice. The caprifig trees should be set by them-

selves in sheltered corners of the orchard. There is needed about

one caprifig tree to every ten Smyrna fig trees.

CULTIVATION.

The cultivation of the fig orchard requires no implements which
are not also useful in any other orchard. On the Pacific coast the

orchards are now almost exclusively worked with horse power. In
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orcluii-<] culture ridin.u; two-hoi-se sulky plows are geiie)-ally used.

Such plows have one or two shares or shovels, and are so adjustaijle

that the shovels may be tlirown close to the trunks of the trees. This

can only be done while the trees are younu', or where tliey are raised

to niediuin standard hiii,h. In the smaller orchaids smaller cultiva-

tors are used, the driver walking behind. Except in a few places so

situated that horses can not be used to advantage, all the work done

in our orchai'ds and nurseries is done with plows and cultivators for

two and four horses.

In the cultivation of the ground Ave should remember that the better

the soil is cultivated the better will be the fruit. The first plowing

should be done in the fall, immediately after the first rains, or in early

spring. If the plowing is delaj'ed to January, weeds, which bj^ this

time will have started everywhere, can be plowed under to advantage.

Early i^lowing will facilitate tlie absorption of the rains. The plowing
begins between the trees, the soil being thrown to the center. It is

important that the bark of the trees should never be the least injured

by running against it with the singletree. In order to avoid this

injur}' the regular iron couplings ma}' be superseded by couplings

made of leather, which will slide smoothly over the bark without

bruising it. When the trees l)ecome too large even to admit this, the

center of the land is plowed with a sulky plow wliile the outside of

the land nearer the trees is finished with a single plow. One single

j)lowing is generally enough each year. Still one or more j)lowings

afterwards may benefit the soil. There is no danger in cutting the

loots of the trees, the cutting of surface roots being beneficial rathei"

than otherwise, as it causes the roots of the tree to strike downward.

Many orchard ists follow the first plowing with a harrow. This is

required only in places where the soil breaks up in clods. Where the

soils turns up soft and mellow it is necessary only to follow the plow-

ing with cultivation. The cultivator should l)e run both lengthwise

and crosswise through the orchard after every heavy spring rain or

after every irrigation, if such is i)racticed. The soil should never be

allowed to bake or form a top crust. If the soil in the orchard is

cultivated by a sulkj^ cultivator three times or more during the sum-

mer it will not be necessary to plow against the trees at any time, as

the soil naturally tends to level itself. IJut if cultivation is Jieglected,

it is necessary to plow against the trees every other year or every

other plowing. It is of the utmost importance that the soil under the

trees should be loose and mellow. If hard and lumpy, the figs will be

bruised when they fall ripe from the trees. If the soil is loose the

figs are not injured l)y the fall. It may be necessary to i^low furrows in

the orchard for irrigation. Siudi furrows should always be as far

from the trees as possible, their distance to be regulated according to

the age and size of th(; trees. It may be necessary to use some hand
work in the orchard when the ti-ees come in bearing. This work is

generallv confined to 'oosening the soil iimiiediatelv around tlie trunks
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of the trees aud raking away the large clods so as to leave as smooth

a soil as possible for the figs to droj) on.

THE CREATION OF A FIG ORCHARD IN CALIFORNIA.

During the first period of fig raising in California and the other

Pacific States—Arizona, Sonora, and Baja California, the latter two

situated in Mexico—no special attention was given to the care and

creation of a fig orchard. During the second period, when the early

immigrants arrived in California and brought with them cuttings of

figs from their homes in Italy, Greece, and Sixain, some little attention

was paid to the cultivation of the fig, especially for the purpose of

supplying the market with the fresh fruit. It is only now, during the

third period of the fig industry, after the introduction of the Blasto-

phaga wasps by the United States Government, that more attention

and care is bestowed on the fig. For the reader who desires to have

a summary of the operations and processes necessary to create a fig

orchard on the Pacific coast the following resume may be of intei'est:

The first move is to select the site for the orchard, and upon its

proper location depends the future success. The first condition to be

considered is the absence of frosts during the spring, when the trees

are in active growth. The second condition refers to the nature of

the soil, its quality, drainage, facilities for irrigation, etc., points

which have already been referred to more or less. Taking it all in

all, deep mesa or table-lands are the most suitable to produce first-

class figs in quantities that will pay. An atmosphere that is too dry

is almost as bad as one that is too moist. Our river-bottom lands are

ideal places, provided thej' are not subject to spring frosts. In such

places the mesa lands surrounding the river bottoms are the best. In

some localities it is necessary to go to the second mesas or table-lands

in order to find the most desirable locality. The land should, if pos-

sible, be summer fallowed, in order to take up readily the first rain in

the autumn. After the first rain the land should be plowed as deeply

as possible, and a final cultivation should be made just before the

planting. The deeper the soil is jilowed and the more mellow it is,

the cheaper will be the planting. After the last cultivation the land

should be dragged with a wooden drag made of boards and loaded

down with sand bags or stones.

The best time for planting is immediately after the first frost in the

fall, or, if there is no frost, after the leaves of the fig trees have fallen.

This is in December on the Pacific coast, earlier or later according to

the season. The best success is always had from early planting, and
in soils where early j)lanting is not practicable it is advisable not to

Ijlant figs to any great extent. After the land is dragged, the first

step is to stake the ground in the manner described elsewhere. The
stakes may be set from 25 to 50 feet apart, according to the object in

view. If 25 feet is decided on, it will not be advisable to grow any
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intermediate crop, excej^t during the first year or two. If 40 to 50 feet

is adopted as the distance, intermediate crops may be grown for manj^

years, until the trees are 10 to 12 years old. In places where the land

is very valuable intermediate crops are desirable, otherwise the greater

distance is to be recommended at once. The trees or cuttings should

be entirely fresh ; if not, they should 1)e soaked up in water until they

show fre.sh sap when cut. Generally only one tree is set in each hole,

but we have in another place recommended that two trees or two cut-

tings be planted in the same liole, 6 or more inches apart, in order

to prevent splitting of limbs or trunk. If cuttings are set, they should

be at once covered with soil in such a manner that the upjier surface

of the cutting is just below the soil surface, .the soil thus forming a

small hill around the cutting, which need not be more than 6 inches

above the general level of the ground. If trees are set, they should at

once be cut back to within a foot of the ground and then covered with

soil in the same manner. If the trees are left higher, thej^ should be

covered entirely with flag, tule, or straw matting, in order to be pro-

tected from sun, wind, or drought generally. If irrigation is prac-

ticed, the trees should be irrigated at once, except in case of heavy rain.

The next step is to watch the young trees or cuttings and see that

they do not dry out. This watching should be done ever}^ three or

four days. Uncover the soil and cut the bark; if sap exudes the cut-

ting is all right; if no sap comes out, irrigation is needed at once. In

case of trees which show dr}^ tops, these latter should be at once and
without hesitation cut back to flowing sap. A pair of shears are just

as useful as a knife. With a certain knack in handling the shears the

bark is not sufiiciently bruised to injure the tree.

After the trees have started and sent out shoots several inches long

it is time to take away the soil raised around the tree or cutting. It

is not a good idea to cover the cutting with straw or manure, as it con-

tains seeds which will germinate. It is hardly necessarj^ to state that

at no time should there be anything growing within 4 feet of the

young plant. A space of 6 feet is preferable on each side of the tree.

The number of times the flg should be irrigated varies according to

locality and season. The onl}' guide is to observe the terminal bud. If

this bud shows a stoppage in growth it is a sign that the tree needs

water. After September no more growth is desirable. After heavy
irrigations the land should be cultivated, and in no instance should it

be allowed to bake around the tree. The weeds in the orchard are

kept down either with two-horse cultivators or with underground cut

drags. The latter consist simplj^ of a drag or cultivator, furnished

with a long horizontal knife several inches wide. This knife runs a

few inches below the soil surface and cuts the roots of all weeds in

the most efi'ective manner.

As a rule no pruning is required during the first year or two; the

trees are allowed to branch from the verj' ground. Trees that are

raised to a standard of 3 or 4 feet, as is generally the I'ule, even in
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the best orchards, are always at a disadvantage. The branches

should be low and the trees should be as sliady as possible.

After the first year the plowing and cultivation goes on very much
as during the first year. The first plowing is done when the weeds in

the orchard have attained some little size. This is generally in Jan-

nary. At that time the orchard is plowed in such a manner that the

soil is thrown from the trees toward the center of the land. Later

on one, two, or three cultivations, with two or four horse teams, are

made crosswise and lengthwise to the first plowing. By the end of the

season the land will generallj^ be found to be quite level. Next year

the first plowing is made crosswise to the jilowing of the previous year,

and so on. One plowing and three cultivations are generally suffi-

cient each year. The plowing should be as deej) as jjossible and not

less than 6 or 8 inches, in order to prevent the formation of roots too

near the surface. As regards irrigation the same rule holds good as

the first year. The end buds must be watched and be kept growing

until September, or until the crop is harvested. No jjruning is

required except keeping the trees in form, cutting dead wood and
crossing branches, as has been described in its proper i)lace.

The caprifig trees are the first which require tlie attention of the

orchardist. In the second j'ear thej' will bear some caprifigs, and these

should then be caprificated. Caprifigs containing Blastophaga wasps

should be procured from the nurseryman who supplied the trees or

from some other grower. The first caprification is done in the spring

(probably in the end of March, when the mamme figs from older trees

are suspended in the caprifigs), provided they have no insectiferous

mamme of their own. The insects soon hatch out and enter the capri-

figs of the young trees. If from that time on there is such a succes-

sion of the three crops of the caprifigs that these crops overlap each

other in a proper manner, no further caprification is necessary, as the

blastophaga wasps will take care of themseh'es. But in case there is

found to be a considerable lapse between the profichi and the mam-
moni—first and second crops—then a new calorification of the mam-
n\oni will be necessary, and, similarly, if there is a lapse between the

mammoni and the mamme, then the latter—the third crop—requires

to be caprificated with figs introduced from some other jolace. In

order to have such a succession of crops of caprifigs it is desirable to

plant manj^ kinds of caprifigs, as has been already i)ointed out. It is

highlj' desirable that the cultivator caprify his caprifig trees as soon

as thej' begin to bear, in order to acquaint himself with the nature of

the process of caprification. It may be possible that he will have to

caprificate his caprifig trees every year as long as he cultivates Smyrna
figs, and not onlj^ once a year, but several times a year; in fact, once

for every crop. But this supposition is an extreme one. If he has a

proper number of good varieties of caprifig trees, it is probable that

the wasps will take care of themselves, and that there will always be

figs ready to use in caprificating the Smyrna varieties.
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When the Smyrna varieties come into bearing' they are cai^rificated

for the first time in June or July by the profichi or first crop of the

caprifigs. The insectiferous figs are suspended among the branches

of the Smyrna figs at an interval of ten days or two Aveeks. After

this has been done no more caj)rification of the edible figs is neces-

sary that year. A month or more later the figs begin to rii^en, and
then drop to the ground. The Smj^-na figs are never picked from the

trees, because when they are fully ripe they fall of their own accord.

If they do not fall they are not fully rii)e. The figs are picked uj)

ever}^ day and placed on trays to dr}' in the sun. They are turned

once or twice and then taken to the warehouse and sheds, where they

are dipped and packed.

As regards fertilizing the soil, this practice is not j'et in vogue m
California fig orchards. Manuring the soil will of course be benefi-

cial in the highest degree in places where the soil is poor. Powdered
sheep manure, ground bone, stable manure, and artificial fertilizers

will all be used in time. But before everything else lime is most to

be recommended, as experience has shown that the best figs are grown
on lime soil.

PERIOD OP VEGETATION.

The edible fig {Ficus ca rica) is a deciduous tree, which drops its leaves

even in tropical countries where no frost exists. It never becomes
an evergreen tree. In temperate climates, where moisture in the soil

is overabundant, a very rank growth will be caused, especially with

young trees under 4 or 5 years old. This gi-owth, which continues

until cool weather, is liable to get frosted, to the great detriment

of the tree. But even if not checked by frost, this growth would
soon stop by itself and the tree would become semidormant or almost

dormant. There are, however, many wild-fig species Avliich are

evergreen, especially in the tropics. Others are semievergreen—that

is, they preserve a few evergreen leaves at the top after the majority

of the leaves have fallen. Other troj)ical species are doubl}' decidu-

ous—that is, they drop their leaves twice a year, at the end of the

rainy and at the end of the dry season, only to clothe themselves with

new foliage after a rest of two to three weeks. The caprifig tree is a
deciduous tree.

The fig tree begins to bear well at about the fourth year, but

increases its yield rapidly until 12 to 14 years old. After that time

the increase is slower, and after thirty or forty years no great

increase can be expected. However, different varieties act differ-

ently, and there are off years when smaller crops are had. The
variation in this respect relates rather to the first crop, or "brebas,"

than to the second crop, or autumn figs. Undoubtedly the climatic

conditions are more changeable in the spring, and thus the change is

greater in the early crops than in the later ones. The critical period

of the first crop is the time of setting, while of the later crop it is the

time of maturity.



CHAPTER VIII.

PRUNING FIGS.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The prnning of the fig tree must be regulated according to the age

of the tree, as a young tree just planted must be pruned radically

different from one which has been grown in the orchard a year or

more. This remark refers only to the fig tree as grown in the semi-

tropical regions and not to trees growing in more northern climates.

The pruning of the latter will be remarked on under the headings of

the districts where they grow. As a general rule the fig tree requires

less i3runing than does anj' other fruit tree grown in temperate cli-

mates, except possibly some species of nut trees. Neglected cutting

back of recently planted trees may be the indirect cause of their

dying, while a cutting back of old trees maj' cause them to be bar-

ren or to yield inferior crops for j-ears. Still, a proper pruning for

fig trees is necessary, both to young and old trees; but this pruning,

although not less important, must be radically different from that

accorded to other kinds of fruit. This refers especially to old bearing

trees, as young fig trees ma}' be i)runed in almost any way without

harm.

PRUNIXG LATELY PLANTED TREES.

All fig trees should be grown in such a manner that the foliage may
be high enough above the ground to freely admit air and wind. Upon
this depends not only the growth of the fig tree, but also the qualitj'

of the fig croj). Six feet to the lower limbs would be a good height to

give a fig tree grown for fruit. This height may be given at once or

gradually, and the first pruning should be done with the ultimate

form in view. Many growers cut their fig trees back after planting

to within a foot or so of the ground. This is a safe way, as the more
the young trees are pruned back the surer thej' will grow. But this

cutting back has at least one great disadvantage; it causes the side

stems—the future standards—to come too close together, causing

them to siDlit off from the main trunk when in a few years they shall

become sufficiently lieavj'. There are two ways to avoid this; one is

to cut the tree at planting close to the ground and allow three differ-

ent shoots to form the new standards. This is really the natural habit

of the growth of the tree. All wild figs branch at the roots, and the

different branches or standards in time grow together at the base,
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forming an enormously wide but verj^ sliort trunk. Trees grown in

this way are not apt to split. When fig trees are planted wide apart

in the orchard, and for fruit alone, this several-standard system is con-

sidered a good one. It differs somewhat from the general custom,

but it agrees perfectly with the nature of the tree. How this is best

aeeomi)lished by planting two cuttings in one hole has been explained.

If a single standard from the soil is desired, the trees should if

possible not be cut back at planting lower than 4 feet from the

soil, or better yet, allowed to remain at 6 feet from the soil. Side

branches should be encouraged at least 1 foot or more apart, in order

that the crotches may not come close together. If the planted tree

has several good side branches, cut back the top to the uppermost
of these branches and cut out other branches, except those left for

the main branches for the future head. All the smaller branches

may be left to grow and the thinning out postponed to the next year,

the object in leaving them being to enable the tree to shade itself as

much as possible the first year. The side branches ma}^ be cut back
if required, this cutting back doing no injury to the young tree. In

after years, however, it can not be allowed, except under particular

conditions—as, for instance, when it is desiral)le to balance an ill-

shaped tree. This form is not suitable in the orchard.

PRUNING BEARING FIG TREES.

As has already been stated, most fig trees suffer if their branches

are cut squarely back. In all old fig-growing countries, even in

England, the saj-ing is: "A fig tree cut back will give no good crop.'*

This has also been the experience in California, especially with heavy-

growing kinds. The writer has known an instance where large

fig trees which were cut back for cuttings did not again bear good

figs, and several similar instances have been reported where for ten

years the trees did not recover their producing power. After the first

year, therefore, the fig trees should onlj^^ be thinned out. Never cut

back the fruit-bearing branches in such a way that the same branch

can send out side shoots below the cut. If cutting be necessary in

order to shape the tree, cut back to the fork in such a way that the

whole branch will be cut off, either to tlie main trunk of the tree or to

a main branch, and let it be remembered that the less heavily the fig

tree is pruned the better for the bearing quality of the tree and the

better for the quality of the fruit.

When cut off squarely a branch sends out side branches from a

number of eyes immediately below the cut and the end of the branch

will look someAvhat like a brush. These side branches will interfere

with one another and with other branches of the tree, and most of

them must be cut away the following season in order to shape the

tree and to admit air, light, and heat. But if the branch in question

be cut off further down close to a fork the remaining branch of the
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fork with its terminal bud will lecid off the sap and the brush-like

formation will not take place. In other words, after a fig tree has

been necessarily pruned every branchlet as well as every branch
should possess a terminal bud in order that the new branch system

may consist of fairly j)arallel branches. With this point steadily in

view the next consideration will be that of XJnining bearing trees.

Unlike other fruit trees, the quality and size of the fig is not

improved directl}' bj' heavy x)runing, except in cases where fig trees

are grown in pots or against walls. A fig tree with many branches

will bear as large and as fine fruit as a fig tree with few branches.

Indeed, it will as a rule bear larger and better fruit. The object in

pruning is therefore generally not to increase the size and flavor of

the fruit. Still, it can not be denied that the proper pruning of old

and heav}" growing fig trees will improve the qualit}^ of the fruit indi-

rectly, though not exactly in the same way as in other fruits.

The fig must be i^runed in order to admit light, heat, and air, and
to present crowding and bad shape and the interference with other

crops grown among the trees. If the fig crop is the principal one the

latter consideration must be secondary' only.

Heavy-growing fig trees, such as Adriatics, etc., produce better and
larger figs if pruned; but this pruning must consist in simplj' cutting

off the young year's wood whenever several branches start out too

close together from the same limb. Thus in the above variety the

young bearing wood should be at least '2 feet long, without side

branches. All other twigs may be cut off close to the main branch,

but never cut off squarely or simply cut back. Only cut them off

close to the mother branch, as the latter will then bear better and
larger figs.

The pruning of the fig when grown in the open should be confined

to three or four distinct points. The sterile twigs generally found at

the base of the main branches should be cut off each year. These
twigs are generally bent downward, are slender, and seldom bear

fruit. Larger as well as smaller branches which cross one another

should be so cut out that no further interference is possible. The
center of the tree in thick-growing varieties should be thinned out

or cut entirely away in order to admit sun, air, and light. Lower
branches too close to the ground should also be cut off close to the

main stem or main branches; and finally, if a tree is unevenly bal-

anced the branches on the larger side niRy be cut back in order to

properly balance the tree. But in all these operations all cuts should

be made to a fork and the cut branch should never be without a
leader. And finally, in any heavy growing and bearing varieties the

side branches of the j^earling wood may be cut off close to the stem.

As to the time of pruning, the best time is when the leaves have
fallen and the fig tree is most dormant. Some sap will always flow,

but the more dormant the tree the better.
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HIGH AND LOW STANDARD.

The final question, whether high or low standards should be giA^en

to fig trees, must be entirely dependent upon climatic conditions and

other circumstances. In moist ground the figs should have a high

standard, in order to admit the necessary air and light, especially so

in localities where the souring of the figs is a common evil. On the

contrary, in places where moisture is scarce and where the figs may
sufi'er from drought, the low standard should be adojited, with side

branches sloping closer to the ground and shading the soil. Consid-

eration should also be had for the variety, and as a general rule it

may be said that figs for drying require higher standards than those

grown for table only. The high standard may be considered at once

when the trees are first set out, as has been already- remarked, but a

change from low to high standard may be readily accomplished later

and graduall}', without anj^ great difficulty or injury to the tree. In

Smyrna the branches reach the ground within 3 or -i feet, while from

the main root three or more standards start out at sharp angles to the

ground.



CHAPTER IX.

IRRIGATION IN FIG CULTURE.

In localities where the rainfall is less than 25 inches during the

rainy season irrigation is necessary. The fig tree, unlike most other

trees, does not immediately show when it begins to suffer for want of

water; at least it does not show it like other deciduous trees by the

wilting and drooping of its leaves. In case the grower does not know
when to supply water, the figs will be small and dr^- and be otherwise

inferior. As soon as the fig tree begins to suffer from want of suffi-

cient moisture in the soil it stops its growth. The terminal points of

the branches will then suddenly cease to send out new leaves, and
instead will begin to mature a bud. If this occurs during the grow-

ing season it is a certain sign that the moisture has given out. In all

localities where the figs can not keep on growing until the fruit matures

irrigation must be resorted to. The right amount of irrigation, the

time to give it, and the proper way to lead the water on the land must
necessarily var^' in different localities, and no rules ai)j)licable to all

conditions can here be given.

It may, however, be stated that the more water that can be given

at once the deeper it will sink and the more the luitural moisture will

be imitated. Frecxuent irrigation will create surface roots and tend

to keep the deeper ground dry. Flooding is not recommended, except

in winter, as the winds are liable to overturn the trees; besides, heavy
watering in summer or growing time does not imitate the natural

rainfall and those other conditions under which the fig tree develops

its fruit to the best advantage and greatest perfection. So far as pos

sible all irrigation should be in the winter, Avhen the effect upon the

trees will be that of heavy rains only, provided no more Avater be

given than the tree requires. Stagnant water and irrigation ditches

do not tend to improve the fruit of the fig, and localities where such

water prevails are unsuited to all figs.

There are, however, a number of varieties which require moist

ground in order to iDroduce good fruit. This is the case especially

with black varieties, which, with few exceptions, require more mois-

ture than white figs. In the catalogue of figs at the end of this book
the writer has noted the preference for moist or dry soil for all varieties

as far as known.
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CHAPTER X.

DISEASES AND INSECT ENEMIES OF THE FIG.

DROPPING OF THE FRUIT.

Two distinct causes may effect the droppini? of the figs before thej''

are ripe. The most common of these causes is unfavorable climatic

conditions, either in general or in particular, for a certain variety.

This climatic defect may consist in any condition that will temporarily

check the flow of sap to the figs. Cold nights, cold winds, and light

frosts are equally as effective in causing the droj^ping of the fruit as

are excessive dryness and great heat. Want of moisture frequently

causes the fruit to drop or to develop poorly and become tasteless,

coarse, and unhealthy. In this case moderate irrigation may be the

remedy. Many varieties will always drop if raised in an unsuitable

climate. In such cases there is no other remedy than to experiment

with other varieties which may be suited to the climate. As numerous
varieties of figs are originated under the most different conditions of

temperature and moisture, there are enough varieties to suit almost

every locality which can be at' all favorable for fig culture.

In old Roman times the dropping of the figs was a cause for great

annoyance, and the practical Cato gave remedies for its prevention,

advising thorough working of the ground. As he did not mention

caprification, it is probable that the fig varieties he cultivated dropped

their figs from climatic causes only.

Another cause for the dropping of the fruit is a peculiar construc-

tion of the flowers of the figs. The Smyrna figs, which require polli-

nation in order to produce ripe fruit, will always drop their fruit if

not pollinated. Other figs will, for the same cause, drop their second

crop, while their "brebas," which contain differently constructed flow-

ers, will mature. It is hardly necessary to add that the latter class may
also drop from climatic causes, even when properly pollinated. To
ascertain which of these causes eft'ects the dropping an examination of

the flowers is necessary. If the flowers are receptive and have been

properly pollinated, climatic defects must cause their dropping. If

no pollination has taken place, this fact would cause the dropping

even under the most favorable circumstances. Common edible figs

suffer much less in this respect, as they are influenced principally by
climatic conditions, while Smyrna figs are affected by both causes.

Strong-growing varieties drop their fruit as readily as weak-growing

kinds. There is no variety which holds its own better than the weak-
growing Brunswick.
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SUNBURN.

One of the commonest causes of diseases in fig trees is sunburn.

This happens, liowever, only with young trees lately planted and
before the new leaves and branches are sufficiently developed to

shade the trunk of the tree. The effect of sun scald apj^ears first at

the collar close to the ground, later higher up, when the whole side

of the trunk facing southwest may be found cracked and with peeling

bark. This gives access to borers, prevents the j^roper circulation of

sap, and greatly injures the tree in many ways. Sunl)urnt ti'ees never

recover their vigor and will always remain stunted. Sunburn may be
prevented in various ways. One, of course, is in pruning the trees

low or even allowing them to shoot out directly fr»m the collar below

the ground. Such trees are never injured by heat and sun. But if a

higher standard be desired some other means are necessary for keep-

ing the trunk shaded and cool. A newspaper tied to the trunk with

common cotton j^arn is, according to the exi^erience of the writer, the

best and cheapest tree j)rotector. The yarn will never cut the tree as^

heavier rope will and the pai^er will gradually fall off just at the time

when the leaves of the tree are large enough to shade the trunk.

Medicated tree i3rotectors should be experimented with before being^

generally used, as they sometimes contain chemicals strong enough

to kill the trees, or at least to injure them more than sun and wind
combined.

FROST.

Fig trees are easily frosted, especially when caught by the frost

with their sap in full circulation, and while in full leaf.

In northern climates the old trees as well as the young trees are

injured bj" frost, but in warmer regions like California it is the young
trees only which oceasionalh" suffer. Young trees may, through

unfavorable conditions, be greatlj' injured by frosts in several succes-

sive 3'ears, but when at last successfullj^ raised to the age of 4 or

5 years they will generally be hardj^ enough to withstand heavier

frosts even than those which injured them while young. It is there-

fore unwise to say that such and such variety is not suited to any
certain locality simply because it was for several years after planting

cut back or down by frosts. This very variety, as has been repeatedly

observed, ma}^ in the future be perfectlj' hardy and profitable. In

San Joaquin Valley, California, for instance, the Adriatics were gen-

erally injured and even killed by frosts when they were first intro-

duced. As the trees grew older no ill effects were visible after equally

heavy frosts.

The injury done by frost shows itself in blackened and withering

shoots which die back more or less. In severe cases the bark of the

tree becomes black and rots, especialh" on the south side, where the

sun strikes the frosted parts first and most. Smaller trees maj^ be
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covered wit.li mats or wrapped in straw permanently for the winter,

while for continued cold the dwarf trees are even buried in the soil.

After the frost has caused damage to the branches there is no other

remedy than to remove all injured parts at once and cut back until

the flow of fresh milky sap indicates that healthy parts are reached.

It might be necessar}- to cut back to the main trunk or even to cut

the tree to the ground. If this be done in time new suckers will come
up from whicli a new tree can be raised. If the tree is thus greatly

injured it should be cut below the collar, the cut covered with graft-

ing wax or pitch, and all the suckers allowed to grow the first year.

The next winter these suckers should be covered by mats, straw, etc.,

in order to protect them. If they also are frosted there is very little

hope for the tree. 'The following spring the strongest sucker is to be

nursed into a tree, while the others should be cut and kept cut back
severely through the season. The tree may even die to the ground
or succumb entirely. The preventive measures are not many and
not very effective. Young trees may be defoliated if they show no
signs of becoming dormant at the time frost is most to be feared.

Defoliation hastens the maturitj" of the wood, cheeks the flow of the

sap, and renders the tree less liable to be greatly injured b}' frost. In

France smoking is commonly used in northern fig orchards, the smoke
being started an hour before sunrise and kept up for an hour after

the sun is up. Tar, straw, and damp chips of wood are used to create

smoke, which should be started on all sides of the orchard.

fungi.

In France the fig plantations suffer greatly from the attacks of a root

fungus of the genus Rhizoctonus. The roots alone are infected and
.are destroyed in a very short time, the ultimate effect being to destroj^

the whole fig tree. This disease spreads rapidly through the orchard

and operates before the cultivator is aware even of the presence of

the disease. Sulphur has been used with small success. In order

to prevent the wholesale destruction of the fig trees it is advisable to

plant them alternately with other trees which are not attacked by the

disease, such as olives, pomegranates, or grape vines, or to plant the

trees so far apart that the roots can not interlace. Intermediate

crops are then necessary. Any other remedy than isolation has never
been discovered for this fungoid disease.

souring of the figs.

The souring of the figs is directly caused by a fungoid ferment,

undoubtedly related to the fungus which causes acute fermentation

iu other sweet substances, such as wine. A more distinct cause of

souring is the want of proper sweetness in the figs, too much water in

the soil, or unsuitable soil. Figs which grow in moderately moist
ground sour less than those that grow in wet soils. The drier the soil,

to a certain point, the sweeter the figs. Very sweet, sirupy figs seldom
sour, and certain varieties sour more readily than others under almost
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any conditions. To counteract this tendency to souring, the soil

should be kept dry, though excessive dryness will also injure the figs.

How increased moisture may gradually ruin a flg orchard has been
observed several times. The writer once knew of several acres of fig

trees which bore excellent and very sweet figs, the variety being the

Marseillaise. These few acres were very profitable to the owner, but
gradually the vicinity was settled; the soil became more saturated,

because of extra irrigation introduced by new settlers, and as the

ti-ees grew older their roots struck deeper and more quickly through
this added moisture. These figs gradually showed the effect of too

mucli moisture, they became less sweet year after year, and more figs

became sour. After the lapse of three j^ears from the time they were
in the height of profitable bearing the trees did not pa}^ and finally

all were cut down as useless, except one or two around the house,

which even there had become a nuisance on account of the dropping

figs, which at last become sour, with only seldom a good or fair one.

Small flies are often seen emerging from sour figs. These flies are,

however, not the cause of the souring. They are simply vinegar flies,

which, attracted by the sour juices, flock to the fig to there lay their

eggs and breed. The}^ never visit healthy figs. The souring of the

figs is greatly facilitated by their bursting open. As is well known
in our fig districts, manj' figs burst open in the fall of the j-ear or at

the end of the summer. A few days after bursting the figs turn sour

and become worthless for drying. The bursting open gives access

to the interior of the fig to acetic bacteria, which cause the acid fer-

mentation. As long as the eye was closed bacteria and fungi were
kept out, and no fermentation could take place. There is no doubt
that the principal function of the eye of the fig is to keep out bac-

teria and insects, and the closed form of the fig receptacle is undoubt-
edly effected by nature in order to prevent parasites from spoiling

tlie sugary juice of the fig. Adriatics are especially apt to sour, but
so far 1 have never found a sour fig which had not previously

become cracked or split. The cracking open of the figs is due
principally to moisture in soil and air. Figs will remain healthy on
the trees until the advent of a rain storm or a fog. This increases

the moisture in the air, which, again, causes the figs to swell from,

absorption of moisture. It is this swelling up which causes the figs

to burst. Too much irrigation may have the same effect. Against
the bursting on account of moisture in the air there is, so far as 1 can
see, no remedy.

SCALE.

The fig tree in California has so far been very free from scale insects.

In Europe, however, as well as in the Southern States, the fig trees are

frequentlj^ attacked by scale. In the Mediterranean region the scale

of the fig is the Chermes caricce. It was mentioned by Cestoni in

1733, and has been common since that time. It is a large scale, one-
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third of an inch long hy one-quarter of an ineli wide when full gi-own,

oval, convex, and of an ashy-brown color. The young hatch in May,
and spread at once over stems, leaves, and even over the fruit. The
effect is the stunted growth of the branches, dark spots on leaves and
branches, the flgs fall off, and in extreme cases the branches, and later

the whole tree, succumbs. At the end of August the 3'oung scales

gather on the outside of leaves and branches, and become stationary,

where they continue to grow until the following spring, when the

5"oung burst the cover of the old scale and proceed as indicated. Prob-

ably au3^ one of the scale remedies in common use maj^ be successfully^

employed as an antidote, but the writer especially recommends the

lime, salt, and sulphur compound, the composition of which is as

follows

:

150 pounds of sulphur.

250 pounds of lime.

100 pounds of salt.

25 gallons of water.

Use a kettle 2| feet high by 3 feet wide. Put the water first in the

kettle and boil the ingredients for eight hours, adding water as nec-

essary. After boiling the prescribed time a mush-like mess is formed,

which when put into molds hardens, but dissolves readily in water.

Dissolve 5 pounds of this cake in hot water and then add 30 gallons

of water. This is used as a sjDray on the trees in the spring before

the scale hatches.

If this scale appears in this country it will probably be fought by
the introduction of parasites.

beetles.

Small Coleopterous insects or beetles attack the figs in the vicinity

of Paris. These insects of two species bore the figs while they are

yet rudimentary, and cause great damage to the crop. As a remedy
damp moss is placed in the vicinity of the stems of the fig. The
beetles collect under the moss and may be removed early everj" morn-
ing. Another remedy consists in sifting ashes over the branches in

the early morning while the dew is yet on.

WORMS IN DRIED FIGS.

The small maggots so frequently found in dried figs are not really

worms, but larv?e of a small moth. These larv?e feed on the dry figs,

as well as on other drj^ fruits. The eggs of the moth are laid on the

fruit after it has dried and the maggots develop in a few weeks. Dip-
ping in hot or boiling water is useful as a remedy; close packing and
pressing of the figs will also to some extent prevent the havoc of the

moth. A light sulphuring of the figs for a few minutes will probablj''

kill the larv?e. The sulphuring is effected l\v burning sulphur in a
closed chamber or room in which the infected figs have been previ-

ously placed. Too long sulphuring would undoubtedly injure the

taste of the figs.



CHAPTER XI.

DRYING AND CURING FIGS.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The process of curinii; figs must ueeessainly be different in different

countries, not only directly on account of climate, but because the

figs are of different qualities, large or small, very sweet or watery,

thin-skinned or tough, of good drying quality or the opposite. What
will be set forth here is the method which has been the most success-

ful in California—successful not because these methods are better

than those employed in Smyrna or Portugal, the homes of the best

dried figs, but because so far our figs are decidedly different from
those grown there. The reasons for this are several. In this coun-

try we have tried extensivelj^ only a te^x varieties of figs out of a

possible hundred or more. Many more varieties have of late been
planted, but the time has been too short to decide which ones have
come to sta}'. The fig territory of the Pacific coast is so large and
conditions so different in different localities that at least ten or twenty
years must lapse before it will be possible to assign the proper variety

to the locality best suited to it. A great obstacle in the way of

extended fig culture is the tendency of the growers to despise small

or medium-sized figs in their endeavor to imitate the product of

Smj^rna. It is the medium-sized figs which are the successful ones in

all the Mediterranean countries, except in the valley of the Meander.
Neither Italy, Spain, France, nor Greece produces large figs for drj^-

ing, but only small or medium-sized ones. Our fig growers should

concentrate their first efforts in producing a merchantable and sweet
fig for common use for the middle classes; then large, sweet, and
showy figs, consumed in limited quantities bj^ the more wealthy peo-

ple, will be the necessary outcome. Not every place in our fig dis-

tricts will be suitable for growing the large varieties, but a thousand
places will be found where ihe medium-sized figs may be grown and
cured with profit. The difference in curing different varieties is con-

siderable, but not great. The size does not count as much in this

difference as do the inert qualities of the fig—its sweetness and the

facilitj^ with which it dries. It makes a vast difference whether
the figs are picked from the trees or from the ground in perfect con-

dition; whether they have to be sulphured before drying in order to

prevent fermentation and to secure better color, or whether they can
be dried as soon as gathered.
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SIGNS OF maturity.

No figs should be picked before perfect and absolute maturity is

attained, if the object is to i^roduce a good dried fig. Figs picked

before maturity will drj^ but the}^ will not be sweet and soft, the two
indispensable qualities of a dried fig. It is therefore important that

everyone should know when to pick his figs. Not all figs ripen at the

same time; in fact, this successive ripening is considerable of an
annoj^ance to the growers, as it necessitates the going over of the

orchard several times. During the height of the season every tree

must be looked over daily, or if the grower is fortunate enough to

possess a variety which drops of itself when perfectly mature, these

fallen figs must be picked up every day, because they spoil if exposed
more than twenty-four hours on the bare and shaded ground.

A perfectly ripe fig will not only be soft, but wrinkled, and hang
down perj)endicularly from its branch or twig. Many varieties show
additional little white seams or cracks, which always indicate perfect

maturity. These seams are especially noticeable around the peduncle
or stalk end, but not all varieties show them. The above general

signs are common to all figs, and figs suitable for drying should also

be sweet or very sweet.

The best Italian and Smyrna figs when dried show (jO per cent of

sugar, equal to about 35 j)er cent before drying. Unlike grapes, figs

will not become much sweeter after they have matured. The sugar

will be more concentrated, but the quantity will not materially

increase. A sign of great excellence in figs is when a drop of very

thick sirup is seen hanging from the eye. The fig is then in its prime
and can not be improved by hanging any longer. Figs hanging any
longer on the trees are exposed to various ferments, acid or otherwise,

which as soon as the}^ set in will ruin them. Genuine Smyrna figs

when perfectly ripe drop to the ground. They should never be cut

from the tree.

OILING the fig.

This oj)eration consists in piercing the eye of the fig with a needle

dipped in oil or by closing the eye of the fig with a drop of olive oil.

This process is of very ancient origin, and must not be confounded
with caprification. While the object of caprification is to cause the

fruit to set and produce fertile seed, the object of the oiling is to

hasten the maturitj^ of the fruit several days. For the practical part

of this oiling see article on "France." The phj^siological effect of the

oiling is not explained, and is i^robably to be found in something else

than in the mere exclusion of air.

The origin of the practice is ver}' old. In the Old Testament the

l^rophet Amos (chap, vil, v. 14) speaks of "boles schiqmim," which
was translated by Luther as "Who take off the mulberries." But the

true translation according to Solms-Laubach is " Who performs an
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operation on the fig. " Boles or balas, however, refers to wild figs. It

has been snggested that the expression of Amos refers to caprification,

and was so given ])y De Lagarde. But it is much more probable

that "boles schiqmim" refers to the process j^racticed to this day of

cutting or piercing tlie sj'camore fig with a knife, in order to cause

the Blastophagas to develop quickly and leave tlie fig.

In Italy the oiling of the fig is called "egliazione." The process

was mentioned by Theophrastus as practiced by the ancient Greeks,

and Pliny mentions it as one of the practices of the Romans. In

modern times" oiling is in vogue in Italy, Syria, Spain, and Provence.

Even other substances have been or are used, such as alcohol, and
(according to Professor Solms-Laubach) Dr. Eisig was told in Ischia

that oil caused "muso chiuso" (mouth shut), but alcohol "muso
aperto" (mouth open), indicating that oil would cause the mouth or

eye of the fig to close, while alcohol would cause it to open.

It may be interesting to note that unless the sycamore figs are

pierced by the knife they are said not to reach perfection nor to be

edible. There is reason to believe that there is a twofold object in

piercing the sycamore figs: first, to cause the wasps {Sycopliaga syco-

mori) to quickl}'^ develoj) and leave; second, to cause the fruit to

develop or to hasten its development. If such be the case, the i)ierc-

ing of this fig is at least partlj^ analogous to the puncturing of the

edible figs as practiced in Provence.

Oiling and puncturing of second-ci"op San Pedros will not cause

them to develop. The writer has tried it several times without suc-

cess. According to reliable testimonj^ of French growers the oiling

hastens the development and maturity of the figs about six days. It

is generally practiced at Argenteuil, near Paris, where the production

of "figues fleurs," or first-crop figs, for the Paris market is an exten-

sive industry.

HOW TO ASCERTAIN THE SUGAR PERCENTAGE OR DEGREE IN FIGS.

Figs contain much less water than grapes, and while the latter

require only to be squeezed out in order to have their saccharine

measured, figs can not be thus treated. There are several ways by
which the percentage of sugar may be ascertained, but the simplest

one for the fruit grower is as follows: Procure a graduated glass from
some firm dealing in chemical apparatus. The graduate should not

hold less than a quart. Fill this to the upper graduation with figs, not

packed, but loosely shaken in. Then pour on water slowly until this

also reaches the top graduation. Then take out all the figs one by
one, place in a dish to drain, and add this drained-oft" water to what
is left in the graduate and ascertain to what line this water reaches.

The difference between this line and the top line indicates the volume
of the figs. Suppose that this is 20 per cent. Next cut the figs into

smaller pieces, place in a clean pot, cover well with water, and heat to
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the boiling point. At least 40 units of water should be added to the

figs if their volume w^is 20 per cent. After having boiled for a while

ascertain, by tasting, if all the sugar is leached out of the figs. If so,

remove from the fire. Filter the liquid from the figs and then squeeze

the figs in a cloth until as much of the liquid is removed as i)ossible;

then add this liquid to the former liquid. If this liquid in which the

figs have been boiled measures less than 20 units, more water must

be added; but if it measures more than 20 units, or the volume of the

figs, it must be evaporated by boiling until it shows exactly 20 per

cent. Filter through blotting paper and then weigh ^\ith a sacclia-

rometer. In order to have first-class dried figs the saccharometer

should indicate 35 per cent of sugar. The object of the whole process

is to extract the sugar from the figs and to ascertain correctly its i)er-

centage in relation to the volume of the figs. This method will only

suffice for a rough estimate and not for a chemical analysis. As the

commercial value of figs depends princij^ally on the quantity of sac-

charine they contain, every grower and dealer should be prepared to

test the saccharine. Fresh figs used for drying should show not less

than 35 per cent, and dried figs not less than 55 per cent of sugar.

GATHERING THE FRUIT,

Figs destined for drying should be carefully handled in order to

preserve a fine appearance when offered for sale and also to jjrevent

undue fermentation while curing. In localities where caprification is

practiced, little labor is required in picking the figs, because caprifi-

cated figs, or varieties which require caprification, fall from the trees

when perfectly" mature and in prime condition for being dried and

cured. The cause of this dropping must be sought for in the perfect

condition of seeds and consequent perfection of the fruit, the nature

of which is to fall from the tree when sufficiently developed to propa-

gate its kind. Figs which have not been caprificated fall first from the

tree when decay has begun to set in in some form or other. Such figs

are therefore never as perfect as when cut from the tree at the proper

time. If carelessly pulled from the branches the figs will be bruised

and torn, the skin around the neck is apt to be injured, and quite fre-

quently the neck itself is torn off, exposing the pulp of the fig to view.

Bruised figs will be inferior in manj'^ wa3^s. The contents will ooze out,

and pulling and fancy packing can not be resorted to. Figs may be

twisted from the branch by an expert picker, but even with the best of

skill and care many figs will be injured. Besides, the process is too

slow. The proper way is to cut the figs from the branch as closely to

the tree as ijossible, leaving no part of the neck and stalk adhering

to the branch. A small knife with a fixed blade, such as is used for

picking grapes, may be used, l)ut a size smaller is more convenient.

A knife G inches in length—handle and blade—is of proi^er size. The
knife should be quite sharp, or it will tear the delicate skin of the fig.
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For gathering the liigher figs h convenient instrument may be made,
called the "fig picker." It consists of a forked stick or artificial fork,

across which has been tacked a strip of tin jjlate. Below this is a bag
kept open b}' a wire. (See elsewhere for further description.) With
this fig picker the highest figs may be cut without being bruised,

but the process is slower than cutting with a knife and should be used
only for figs which otherwise could not be reached.

SULPHURING.

Sulphuring is a process by which fresh fruit, immediately before

drying, is exposed to the fumes of burning sulphur in a closed cham-
ber called the "sulphur box." The object of sulijluiring fruit of any
kind, and especially figs, is twofold: First, to prevent fermentation

during the process of curing; second, to bleach the fruit. The action

of the sulphur fumes is deathly to the microorganisms or fungi which,

as is well known, cause the fermentation of various substances con-

taining sugar. The action is also i^urely chemical, as sulphured fruit

assumes a semitransparent and light-yellowish color, the more intense

the longer exposed to the fumes. Sulphured figs, as well as sulphured

fruit generally, is inferior to fruit which is naturally of light color

and unsulphured. Not only is the acid caused by sulphuring easily

tasted l)y anyone with a sensitive taste, but the effect of the acid

is purgative, and the use of sulphured fruit for any length of time is

injurious, especially if the fruit has been exposed too long to the

fumes. The writer is not an advocate of sulphuring generally, and
does not advise the sulphuring of figs unless it be found that other-

wise they will not dry properly nor assume the light color demanded by
the market or the trade. Many fig varieties do not dry well, but fer-

ment, puff up, and become acetic during the j)rocess of drying, even

when exposed fully to the sun. If sulphured, however, for a few
minutes, the germs of the ferment are killed and the curing will pro-

ceed without difficulty. This is especially the case with large figs of

inferior sweetness. Figs which require no sulphuring are greatly to

be preferred to those which do. The true interest of the fig grower

is to procure varieties which Avill dry readily and assume a good, j)ale,

semitransparent color without any chemical manipulation.

Sulphuring, when necessary, should be resorted to as soon as the

figs are picked and placed on the trays. The sulphur box is closed

and made as air-tight as possible. It should not be over 5 feet high,

but wide enough to admit two trays. The trays are placed two deep

in the box, and are made to slide on a rack or on cleats nailed to the

sides. The door must be made to shut very tight, or the fumes of

sulphur will escape. There should be at least 2 feet between the

place where the sulphur fumes are originated and the lowest tray-

This tray should l)e dampened, but not contain any figs. The figs

are placed on the trays as close as possible, but only one fig deeji, and
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with the eyes pointing in the same direction. Fill the l)ox with loaded

trays, light the sulphur, and then close the door.

The late B. M. Lelong suggested the following method of creating the

sulphur fumes : Place a small kerosene stove on the floor of the sulphur

house, and on the stove a heavy sheet of iron 1^ inches thick. Light

the stove, and when the iron is hot, but not red-hot, extinguish the

light and throw the sulphur on the plate. The fumes rapidly fill the

house, enter the figs, and kill the ferment, and also act on the skin of

the figs. The amount of sulphur to be used varies, l)ut a couple of

handfuls are sufficient if the box be tight and the figs not too water3\

It takes about five minutes to fill the house with sulphur fumes and

six or seven minutes more are required to sulphur the figs. If exposed

too long their taste will become too acid and the skin will peel off

when the figs are handled. It is preferable to have a little darker

color than to have the figs sour. All sulphuring should be done in

the morning or before noon. The sulphured figs should be exposed

to drj' air and sunshine in order to get a good color and as clear a

taste as possible. It is unfortunate that the market accepts sulphured

figs and that it requires the figs to be excessiveh' light colored.

Some growers sulphur their figs for six hours, and some even leave

the trays in the sulphuring box over night. It is deplorable that the

market is such as to command the sale of such fruit, which, to the

writer at least, is un]3alatable in the extreme.

Genuine Smjama figs never require sulphuring.

It is hardly necessary to add that only light-colored figs should be

sulphured. Black figs if sulphured assume a very disagreeable color.

A gentleman who was born in the Smyrna district furnished the

writer with the following method of sulphuring, though it is not

thought that he practiced the method while there. He recommended
one-half sulphur and one-half saltpeter mixed, the fresh figs to be

exposed to the fumes of this mixture for fifteen to twenty minutes,

then for three days, and afterwards sweated for several weeks. The
writer has not seen figs treated thus.

dipping while fresh.

Instead of sulphuring, some growers dip the figs while fresh in boil-

ing water. Common salt water is best, but in lack of it li pounds of

salt to 50 gallons of water will answer. First rinse the fresh figs in

fresh water, then dip the baskets or buckets in which the figs are

placed in the boiling salt water for one second or more, and repeat

once or twice. This will soften their skins.

For dipping, Mr. A. Gartenlaub proceeds as follows: First Avasli the

figs in pure water, then dip in a solution of 14^ pounds of saltpeter to

50 gallons of water, the water to be boiling hot. I)ii) once or twice.

This method he claims to be better than the use of salt. The writer

has neither seen nor practiced this method.
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DRYING OX TRAY'S.

The Californ hi and ^Vrizona metliod of drying- fruit on trays is by

far the most practical as well as the most labor-saving way to handle

the fruit during the process of curing. For figs the small trays used

for drying- raisins are the best, as th.ey are a convenient size and

easily handled. In order to save labor in carrjing, the drying- ground

should be outside the orchard and adjoining the sulphur house. No
dr3'ing can be done in the orchard, as the trees will shade the trays

at least during part of the day. The figs require all the sun they can

get. The drying ground should l)e as free from dust as possible. As

the figs require repeated turning over while drying, it is most conven-

ient to have the trays elevated above the ground sufficiently to

enable the work of turning- to be carried on without stooping- down.

The simplest contrivance is to provide " sawhorses," across which are

laid long- strips of lumber, 2 by 4 and 2 by 3 inches wide, and as long as

convenient. The sawhorses should be 4 feet long, which will admit

of two tiers of trays being put across. A man can then easily reach

across from either side. The figs are placed on the trays, with the

eyes all toward one of the long sides of the trays, and this side

should be slightlj' raised in order to prevent the contents of the figs

from running out by gravity. The raising of one side of the trays is

easiest accomplished by placing the 2 by 4 strips in the center on the

horses, and the 2 by 3 outside. This raises the trays 1 inch, which is

generally sufficient for medium sized and not too pulpy figs. By plac-

ing an inch board above the scantling, the trays may of course be

elevated 1 inch more.

Immediately after sulphuring—whenever sulphuring is absolutely

necessarj'—the trays should be distributed on the racks and exposed

to the full rays of the sun. This should be finished before noon

every day if it is of importance to have a good color on the figs.

Dark figs may he exposed any time of the day, as they are generally

more easih' handled than the white ones.

TURNING.

In order that the figs may dry evenly, tliey should at first be turned

twice a day, and later once a day. Sulphured figs should be turned twice

the first day, because if left overnight without being turned the color

will be injured. Black figs need to be turned only once a day if not

watery. The turning requires much labor, as it can be done only

by hand and by turning each fig separately. Xo contrivance has

as yet been invented by which all the figs ma}- l)e turned at once,

in the same manner as raisins are turned. By placing one tray on

top of the other and turning the two together, the figs will become

badly disarranged and will require more lalior to be straightened

than if turned at once by hand separately. Despite sulphuring and

careful selection in picking from the trees, some figs will sour during

the process of drying, especially if the figs are not verj' sweet. In
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turning, all such figs should be removed and used for vinegar or be

thrown away. No pulling or pressing of the figs while turning is

necessary, and no one can afford to put too much lalxn- on them.

The pulling and flattening is done after dipping and at packing.

The sour or fermenting figs maybe easily recognized by their puffed

up appearance and bj' the fermenting froth issuing from the eye.

While turning, each fig may be given a slight pressure to ascertain its

condition. If fermenting or sour, a wheezing sound is heard or '

' felt,"

the fig being watery and frothy in the center. Such sour figs will

spoil the value of the box, being disagreeable and nauseous to the

taste.

COVERING.

Figs, more than almost anj^ other fruit, are susceptible of being

injured by dampness, either in the form of rain or dew. Not only

does dampness retard the drjing of figs, but it spoils their color, or

may even cause them to mold and rot. Rain is especially damaging
both to figs on the trees and on the trays. It is therefore neces-

sarj' to cover the figs not only when rain and fog are threatening, but

every evening, as a protection against dew. If rain is expected it

is best to stack the trays, placing one tray on top of another in

stacks about 5 feet high. Four empty trays are placed on the ground,

leaning against the stack, in order to keep off splashes of rain and
sand, and the whole stack is theii covered with a strip of canvas. In

places where the fig industry is i^ermanent, money and labor will be

saved in having permanent drying beds made of brick and cement or

filled with gravel. As such beds have appliances for quicklj' running
the canvas over the trays, no stacking is necessar3^ Early at suni-ise,

or, better yet, half an hour afterwards, the covering should be removed.

WHEN sufficiently DRIED.

It is of great importance that the figs should he exposed long enough
to become sufficiently dried, but not so long as to be overdried. A
fig when sufficiently dried and ready to be removed from the tray

should, when slightly pressed between the fingers, be soft and pliable.

The contents should be distinctly pulpy, and when pressed should not

resume their former position, but remain as pressed. In other words,
the pulp or meat should be plastic (not elastic), hard, and dry. If not
sufficiently dried the fig will burst at the stalk end if pressed even
moderately hard.

Underdried figs will spoil, sour, and mold, and will become useless.

Overdried figs will be hard and leathery and tough; will lose their

flavor and color, the white ones becoming darker and the black ones
turning a dirty brown. The overdried figs may l)e partly improved
by dipping, l)ut the underdried figs can in no way be improved. In
order to produce only figs which are properly dried and cured, it will

be found absolutely necessary to remove daily all those figs which are

properly dry, allowing the remainder to be exposed to sun and air a
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longer or shorter time. The time required for drying varies consid-

erably between four and sixteen days, accoi-ding to size, quality, and
sweetness. To allow all the tigs to remain on the traj'S until all are

dry will produce a verj^ inferior article. Daily removals are necessary.

SWEATING AND EQUALIZING.

It is less necessary for figs to undergo the sweating or equalizing

process tlian it is for raisins. Still, figs are greatly benefited l)y being

stored and equalized a few weeks before packing. J^ut regardless of

the desirability, which, however, is not a necessity, it is practical and
labor-saving to house the figs a few days before packing. This is

best done by placing them in sweat boxes of the same size as those

used for raisins. In storing these boxes it is of importance to prevent

fermentation. Tiie l)oxes should never be placed close together, but

at least 4 inches apart, and each tier of boxes should cover the one

below in the same way as bricks in a wall; but there should be the

space of 4 inches between the boxes. Between the rows of boxes

a gangway of 3 feet is necessary, this being sufficient to allow easj'^

access to the rows from each side. The boxes should be examined
frequently by running the hand down among the figs, in order to

ascertain if any heating is in progress. Heating figs must be at

once removed and aired. If thei'e appears to be any general danger
that the figs may heat, it is preferable to pile the boxes in stacks, each

box being placed crosswise on the one below. In this way the boxes

are more readily removed, as they are not bound up in a whole tier

of boxes. After a few days the figs will have become equalized as to

their moisture, the skin will have softened considerably, and thej' will

have otherwise improved.

DRYING FLOORS.

In places where many figs are to be dried, drying floors will prove a
great convenience. Floors similar to those used for drying raisins,

or slightly modified to suit the occasion, may be used for figs. On
these floors the figs may be dried either by being placed directly on
the floor or by placing the trays on the floor. The following direc-

tions raaj^ prove desirable:

The drying floors are built of brick and slightly elevated. The
long sides are as long as required, but tlie short sides should be about
ti feet i) inches, interior measure, allowing three trays depth. The
back wall is 2 feet high and the front wall inches high. At the
bottom there should be a row of holes, to allow nain water to escape.

The interior of this bed is filled \Nith pebbles, if they can be had; if

not, any gravel, if clean, will answer. Cement and asphaltum, how-
ever, are probably more desirable when their expense can be incurred.
Along the back of the higher part of the floor should be a row of posts
or uprights made of 2 by 4 inch lumber, driven securelj in the soil.

In the top of each upright is driven an eyelet, through which runs
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a stout wire the whole lenj?th of the fi-ame. A .strip of canvas is

used for covering. 'J'he cainas must be hemmed and furnished with

small rings, by means of which it is attached to the wire of the

uprights. In front are similar rings, in order that the canvas may be

securely stretched and fastened to small posts set in front, which,

however, carry hooks instead of a running wire. In ordei- to make
the canvas waterproof it should be painted with at least two coats

of linseed oil. Only pure linseed oil should be used, as impure oil

cleared or mixed with certain chemicals will rapidlj" rot the canvas.

If the floors are of the above size they will admit of three trays in

depth. A pathway of 2 feet should be left between the rows of trays

to allow the workmen to kneel while turning the figs. When the can-

vas cover is not in use it should be rolled up and fastened by straps

to the back of the higher jjosts. In case of rain, and ever}- evening,

the canvas is easily unrolled and spread over the figs. Loose strips

of lumber may be laid along the pathways to keep the canvas from

pressing on the figs.

The above suggestions have been adopted and modified according

to the plans of Spanish and Santa Ana raisin fl(jors.

artificial drying.

In many districts it is impossible to dry figs in the open air, with

the blaze of the sun as the only drier. In such localities evaporators

or driers which produce artificial heat from fuel are required. The
ideal dryer is not yet invented. There exists a great number of pat-

ented driers in the market, most of which ai-e very good. Verj' large

driers are expensive, and the writer prefers having a number of smaller

ones, which are easier to manage and which cost less to keep in repair.

dipping.

Figs used for artificial drying are generally those grown in moist

districts, where the seasons are less favorable to the full development
of the fruit and where, consequently, the skin is thicker. Such figs

should be dii^ped before being dried. This dipping is best done in a

hot solution of potash or lye made from ashes of grapevine trimmings.

The figs are first washed in cold water. This is done by placing them
in perforated buckets holding 10 pounds and immersing the buckets

in a ti'ough of running water. Immediately afterwards the bucket is

transferred to a kettle (containing boiling lye, nmde of 1 pound of pot-

ash to 10 gallons of boiling water. The lye should be boiling and the

figs suspended in it for 1 minute. No rinsing afterwards is required.

The figs are spread on the trays in such a way that they do not touch

one another, their eyes all toward the same side and slightly upward.
The heat in the drier should never be allowed to run too high, as the

l)est figs are produced by a lower heat of a])out 45° to 50° C, oi- about
120° F. The diying requires from thirty to forty hours, and when
finished the figs must be pnl})y and not rattling. They should be
packed while yet warm, Avithout otlier dippiiig or addition of sugar.



CHAPTER XII.

PACKING FIGS.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The packings of figs as pi-actieed in different countries is extreme!}'-

varied, and in each district figs are packed in many different ways,

different grades being treated differently. The first grades in Smyrna
are packed witli extreme care, and no superior or equal packing

exists anywhere. This skillful j)acking should be reserved for the

best grades, and in imitating Smyrna we should first of all endeavor

to produce quality in the fruit, and later quality in packing. It

neither pays to pack inferior fruit in the best possible way, nor is it

to advantage to neglect packing and place good fruit on the market

in a slovenlj' way. For medium quality of figs a cheap but attractive

packing should be adopted, reserving the greatest care and skill for

the very l)est article. It is futile to believe that the consumer will

repeatedh' buy a poor article simply because it is packed to imitate

the best foreign grade. The deception may succeed once or twice,

but it will not create a lasting trade; on the contrary, it will bring

the article into disrepute.

In packing, the grower should be guided by his own judgment and
by the actual value of the figs. It is proper for him to procure the

best imported article in the market, as long as the foreign figs are

better than ours, and compare the homemade with the imported.

Sweetness is the first important point in figs, and without it color

and size do not amount to much. Therefore, if the figs are sweet

—

58 to (»() per cent of sugar when dried—consider the advisability

of packing them extra well. If they are not up to the standard in

sweetness it is better to adopt a less expensive method without neg-

lecting taste in arrangement and attractiveness in apjDearance. A
good article, even, will not sell if slovenly packed; or, if it sells, it

commands an inferior price. Extra labor on packing good figs will

be found very profitable. The Italian and Portuguese figs, though

the}" may be really good, bring only inferior prices, and ou account

of general carelessness in packing and handling go mostly to the fer-

menting tanks and coffee mills. The Portuguese fig trade was not

long ago superior to that of Smyrna, but neglectful packing ruined

the business, or at least helped to ruin it.

There are two distinct modes of packing figs, regardless of the

boxes or bags, mats, or drums they nuiy be packed in. One waj' is

191
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to "pull" the figs ciiid pack llieni in siidi a way that the eye of the

fig rests in Uie center, it having been brcniglit there by pulling and

manipulating the fig. This we may call the "flat" way, and the figs

are called " pulled figs." The other method is to pack the figs just as

they grow and come from the tree. This may be called the " square"

or "bag" way. In Smyrna the flat figs are called "eleme" (pulled)

and the sc^uare figs are called " locoum," provided they are of the best

grade.
dipping the figs.

Whether the figs be packed in one way or the othei-, they should

have previously been dipped. The dipping should be done immedi-

atelj'—that is, several hours—before packing. The dipping has a

most pronounced effect on the figs, as it makes them soft, and in this

respect affects both pulp and skin as well as improves the color. It

equalizes the sugar in the figs and causes it to permeate to the skin.

Even the poorest figs are improved by dipping, and many figs which,

through careless handling, are not palatable will become so by dip-

ping. The very best Smyrna figs are, however, not strictly dipped in

the same way as the lower grades, but they are nevertheless moist-

ened with salt water while being packed, and so important is this

moistening that the figs could not be properly j)acked without being

thus treated. The dipping should not l)e undertaken before the figs

are thoroughly dried and cured, and only shortly before packing. If

dipped and allowed to lie any length of time, the moisture will cause

the color to darken. The air must l)e excluded from dipped figs as

much as possible.

The process of dipping is as follows: Large and deep kettles are

provided for keeping water constantly boiling either b}^ steam or by
direct fire, the size and number of kettles to be regulated according

to the quantity of figs to be dipped. Alongside of the kettles should

be a trough, with continuously running fresli water from a tank or

ditch. Perforated buckets, holding about 5 gallons, are suitable for

holding the figs while they are dipped. A long lever resting on a

pivot, at one end furnished with a hook for holding the bucket of figs

and at the other end heav}- weights as a balance, makes a simple and
practical contrivance. To everj^ gallon of water in the kettles use

about a quarter of a pound of salt. When sea water is to be had it

is preferal^le. When salt is used the coarse common salt is better

than the refined salt. The salt water can hardly l)e too salt; even

a saturated solution would not injure the figs.

First fill the perforated bucket Avith figs, and by means of the lever

rinse the figs by immersing them for a tev,' seconds in the cold, fresh

running water. Lift the bucket, and immediately after the greater

quantity of water has drained off immerse it again in the boiling water

for a few seconds. Then einptj' the figs on wire-screen frames placed

a few inches above the floor and allow them to drain there for several
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lioui-s. While tli-aiiiiii,u", the figs should bo eoverod with a cloth or

otherwise l)e kept dark. Figs dipped in the morning should be packed

the same day. Tliose dipped in the evening should be packed earlj'

the next morning. Black figs are less apt to be discolored than white

ones. The very finest white figs need dipping only in cold salt water.

The salt in the watei" should not be rinsed awa}', as it contributes to

the flavor of the fig and brings out the sweetness. It also tends to

keep the fig moist.

ASSORTING THE FIGS.

As has been indicated, the assorting or gradin.g of the figs should

begin when thej" are exposed for drying. The spoiled figs are removed
dail}'. At least three grades and sizes should be made. All the good

figs should be separated into at least two sizes, the i)oor ones of any size

forming a third grade not suitable for j)acking. The size of the figs

of each gi-ade can not be stated, as it depends entirely on the variety

of the figs, but in every variety of figs there are at least two sizes, and
among Smyrna figs there are four or more sizes. All figs which are

not sufficiently soft and of good color and attractive in appearance

should lie at once consigned to the basket for the lowest grades. Figs

which, on account of being sour, show a jieculiar softness in the cen-

ter, and which when pressed causes the pulp to exude, should never

be allowed to go in among good figs. Any buyer who chances on such

a fig is certain to condemn the box and is not likelj- to invest again.

Softness and color of skin, consistency of pulp, and size are the four

points to be judged in assorting.

The best class of Smyrna figs w<Mgh about 22 to 23 gi-ams each; the

average Italian and French figs weigh only 7 to 8 grams, or about two-

thirds less.

PULLING.

As soon as dipped and drained, the figs should be "pulled" or

worked pi-eparatory to being packed. The "pulling" consists in

squeezing and pressing the fig by hand, and is more or less compli-

cated and expensive. This pulling greatly improves the appearance

and the actual quality of the figs, making them soft and tender.

While pulling the figs, the hands of the worker should always be moist

with salt water. This prevents the sugar sticking to the hand, im-

proves the figs, and makes the Avork easier. Figs may be either pulled

"flat" or "square." Flat pulling is used for very large figs, making
them appear larger than they are and causing them to jiresent their

best part to the buyer. The fig, held with the eye downward and the

stalk inward by the thumb and forefinger of each hand, is gently and
gradually pressed, and by repeatedly' moving the forefinger on the

under or eye side of the fig, the upper side is pushed outward and for-

ward. At the same time the fig edges are flattened out and pulled cir-
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cuiar. AVhen finished, tlie fig forms a flat disk, the eye being exactly

in the center on the under side and tlie stalk in the center on the

upper or opposite side. In order to make the fig larger yet, the part

just between the stalk and the periphery of the fig is split by the

thumb nail, which of course causes the fig to spread out in front.

This, however, should be done only in extra fancy packing, and really

does not improve the fig, though such split figs pack more easily and

appear larger. Figs i^uUed in this way present theii" finest surface on

one side, the coarse and hard i^art around the eye being hidden. The
skin around the stalk end is always the finest and handsomest part of

the fig, presenting a semitransparent and beautifully streaked skin,

contrasting greatly with the opaque zone around the eye. The only

method by which this fine part may be properly presented to view is

by the above-described "flat"' pulling.

The "square" pulling maybe either very simi^le or may require

considerable experience and skill. The finest figs in Smyrna are the

"locoum" figs, which are not flattened out, but which are worked

into little cubes or bags, each fig being first squeezed in the hand.

Tlien the sides are pushed slightly inward, the front being left blunt,

the upper and under surface flat, but the stalk end is slightly pressed

in and the stalk bent down. All this manipulation simply tends to

give to the fig the form of a cube. A less expensive pulling is used for

common grades. It simply consists of squeezing the figs repeatedly,

both hands being separately occupied. The figs are not shaped, but

onlj' made soft.

PACKING.

The j)acking should be regulated according to the quality of the

figs. The Smyrna way of packing the best figs in '

' bars " can hardly be

improved. Each box contains three or more such bars, parallel to one

another, and so well packed that each bar may be lifted out sejDarately

without disturbing the other two in the same box. What is accom-

plished with great skill and practice in Smyrna ma}' be performed

here by the aid of a sumll mechanical contrivance called the "guide."

This guide consists of several parallel strips of tin of the exact length

of the interior of the box and fastened to two other pieces of tin also

parallel, but at right angles to the first one, and one at each end.

Tliese cross pieces are to be of the exact inside width of the fig box.

The height of these four pieces constituting the guide is to be about

one-half inch greater than the box. The use of this guide is easily

understood. When placed in the empty fig box before packing it

divides the box into three (or more if wanted) equal longitudinal com-

partments, each made to hold one bar, consisting of several or many
layers of figs. The width of each compartment must be made to cor-

respond to the width of each fig when prepared, ready to be packed.

For different sizes of figs dirt:"erent guides are required,- and of course
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different guides are also made for different sizes of boxes. The sim-

plicity and convenience of this guide is evident. No matter what size

of box and how many rows of bars are required to fill it, a guide may
be made that will readily fit.

The process of packing "flat" figs is as follows: The guide is

dropped in the box. A flat fig is then placed at the further end of

the left compartment, with the " eye " face downward and the " stalk"

end toward the packer. Another fig is placed partly on the top and

partly behind this first fig in such a waj' that the front margin of the

second fig just covers the center of the first fig, thus hiding the stalk.

In this way the figs are thatched, or packed shingle fashion. The last

fig in the row or bar must be partly folded upon itself, the stalk end

being bent downward in order to fit the straight

face of the box. If any one of the figs is a trifle

too wide, the sides may be i^ushed together and

made to fit the compartment. Care should be

taken never to place too small a fig in a compart-

ment. The next layer of the bar is packed in the

same way, except that the box is turned around or

the figs are otherwise Tracked so that their stalk

ends i)oint in the opposite direction from those in

the first row; and so on, layer upon layer, until

the compartment is full. If it is desirable that

the box should be faced similarly on both sides,

so as to present the same appearance if opened at

either top or bottom, a slightly different method is

required. In this case a guide is used which is

about one-half as high as the box. A block or

" follower" the size of the interior of the box, but

only one-half as deej), is first slipped into the box,

which should in this case be merely a frame, with-

out bottom or toji. On this follower is placed the

guide, and the packing proceeds as previously

described. When the last face is made the top

cover is nailed on securely. The box is now turned over, the follower

removed, the guide raised, and the other side packed the same as in

the first instance. It is in some respects better to have only one guide,

slightly higher than the box, and instead- of one follower for the whole

box, use one small follower for each compartment. The frame of the

box is first placed on a loose drawboard, the guide is slipped down,

then a follower in each compartment of the guide, after which the

packing begins. After the cover is nailed on the box is turned over,

the drawboard removed, each follower lifted out, and the box finished

just like the other side. The followers should be covered with zinc,

in order that thej" may be readily washed.

In packing square figs guides may be used or not. Guides ma}' be

Fig. 30. — Californif
dried-fruit press.
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iiuulo round or square oi- any sliape required, their object l)eing simply

to keep the layers distinctly separate. For coniinon packing-, shallow

guides may be made for simple " facing." Facing consists of placing

rows of figs in a certain harmonious order at top and bottom of a box

not otherwise packed with bars or rows. Even lower grades of figs

which are simply dumped into the boxes may thus l)e faced to great

advantage and with small cost.

PRESSING,

Tl:o final process in packing figs consists in more or less forcibly

pressing th" pack. This should be done with all figs except the best,

which are so thin

skinned, pulpy, and
delicate that the
weight of one box
on top of the other,

to the height of seven

or eight, is sufficient

to press the figs se-

curel}' in the boxes.

And even Avith these,

the best figs, a mod-
erate pressure by
means of a press
adapted to the pur-

pose secures a quick-

er and more even

work than the old

Asiatic way of sim-

ply allowing the figs

to i3ress themselves.

In order to secure

this steady and reguUvted pressure there is no better machine made
than the so-called "raisin " press (fig. 31). With this easily regulated

lever press the slightest as well as the heaviest desirable pressure can

be brought on the pack, according to the quality of the figs.

The final process is as follows: The guide being in the box, the bot-

tom (or top) is nailed On. The pack reaches slightlj^ above the box,

even or almost even with the top of the guide. A follower is first put

over each compartment of tlie guide and the box, placed in the press,

is given a slight pressure. This has the effect of compressing each bar

of figs separately. This first pressing should be heavy enough to

bring the figs to a level with the top of the box. After the boxes have

been left under the press levers for a few minutes they are removed
and the guide is lifted from each box. This is readily done by placing

Fig. 31.—California raisin and flg press.
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the fingers on tlie followers and pressing 1 heiu gently, while the other

hand loosens the guide and finally lifts it out. Tlie figs will have pre-

served the regularity with which they were packed and the line divi-

vsion between the bars kept straight and sharp and so perfect that a
flat table knife may be di-awn thi-ough the line without cutting the

figs. This whole operation is quickly performed, and requires less

time to be carried out than to be described. The pressing of other

figs, packed with or without guides, in square, oblong, or round boxes,

is accomplished in the same manner, easily modified to suit dif-

ferent requirements. In

the case of round boxes

round followers must of

course be used.

If the pressure brought

on the figs is very great

the boxes may give and
open while in the press.

To avoid this there may
be used a guard of galva-

nized iron of such size as

to snugly fit the box on

the outside, the height of

the guard being, how-

ever, half an inch less

than the box. The guard
should not have a solid

bottom, but one open in

the center, a flange ex-

tending for half an inch

along the sides being suf-

ficient. This is done in

order that the box ma}^ be

pushed out if pressed too

tightly into the guard. If the boxes are strong and well made, even
this flange may be dispensed with, the guard then taking the form of

a single band fitting outside the fig box.

After the guide has been lifted a final pressure may or may not be
needed in order to allow the nailing on of the covers. The objects of

pressing the figs are several. First, the necessity of having the pack
solid, then to prevent evaiDoration and the drying out of the figs, etc.

Smyrna figs are packed with i)ieces of sweet bay or laurel {Laurus
nob His) stuck here and there among the top layers. The aromatic

smell of these leaves adds to the flavor of the figs and to the aj^pear-

ance of the box. The wild laurel {Oreodapline californica), which is

yet more aromatic and pungent, answers the purjjose equally well.

Fig. S:i.—Green-fruit press in use in the United States.
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In California tlie growers are now packing the figs in 5 and 10

pound boxes. Instead of bars the figs are packed in slightly oblong

blocks of L pound each. Each such fig block is wrapped separately

in paraflin paper, and in some instances tied with a colored ribbon.

Five or ten such blocks are placed in one box. This packing, while

now much in use, is not to be recommended, as it hides the figs and
the buyer does not know what he gets. The idea of packing the figs

in blocks of 1 pound each is, howevei-, an excellent one for small figs,

but the largest figs could liardly be accommodated to such small

blocks.



CHAPTER XIII.

SHIPPING FRESH FIGS.

Fresh figs are hardly known outside of the districts where they are

grown, though few fruics are n\ore relished when once introduced. In

the large centers of population in England and France fresh figs are

counted among the indispensable luxuries, and many people are

engaged in cultivating them for the market, either in hothouses or in

the open air. Before rapid transportation became possible fresh figs

could not be shipped any distance from the place where grown. Now
figs may be sent 300 or 400 miles if properly jiacked. When the sys-

tam of packing is better understood, and when special cars are devoted

to transporting fresh figs, it will be j)ossible to send them fresh and
in good condition much greater distances without much risk or loss.

There are two points to be kept in view in sending fresh figs. The
figs must be picked when fully ripe, but before they have begun to

shrivel, and they must not touch one another in the box. The best

time to pick the fruit is an hour or two after sunrise, when all the dew
has dried away. Figs picked when a light dry wind is blowing will

keep longer. Only perfect figs should be used, and as nearly as pos-

sible all should be of the same size, with no small figs mixed in. It

will not pay to ship anything but the largest size of the best varieties.

No viniform grade of boxes is possible, as each grade must depend upon
the size of the figs and their shape and variety. The boxes should

not weigh over 10 pounds, while 5-i30und boxes would be even better.

The ends should be of three-fourths, the bottom of one-half, and the

sides and top of one-fourth inch boards. There should be an open
crack between the pieces of the bottom and toj), and the sides should

have an open space of one-fourth of an inch at top and ])ottom. The
boxes should be only deep enough to hold one layer of figs if the

variety is tender, but if thick skinned it might hold two la^'ers.

In order to keep the figs from crowding one another long strips of

paper are used. Any stiif white or brown paper will do. These strips

are as long as the box and about twice as wide as the fig. The strip is

folded lengthwise before being placed in the box. When in position,

half of the folded strip will rest on the bottom of the box, while the

other half will stand up at i-ight angles. In the angle between the two
the figs are placed one b}- one in a single row, thus resting on the bot-
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toin part of the strip, Avhile the upriglit pari separates tAvo rows.

Fresh fig leaves may be used in the same way, but are not quite so

handy, though if properly placed they give a tasteful appearance to

the box.

Salicylic-acid i)aper and wax papei- liave also been recommended.

The latter is less useful than the former, as it excludes the air. Sali-

cylic paper aids in preserving the figs, and is cheap and jDractical. It

may be used instead of common paper, or tlie common i^aper may be

turned into salicylic paper bj^ being sprinkled with a solution of sali-

cylic acid in alcohol, in proportion of 1 pound of acid to 10 gallons of

alcohol.

But figs maj^ be successfully shipped long distances hy simph' beii g
packed in boxes without paper or leaves, the number of layers always

to depend on the quality of the fig; but it is safe to say that even the

most thick-skinned figs should preferably' be placed only two laj'ers

deep, while very delicate figs should be packed in one layer only.



CHAPTER XIV.

HOW TO DESCRIBE FIGS.

NAMES.

In noting the names of figs in the following catalogue the writer has

adopted the plan of first using the name under which he has found

the fig best and most correctly described, or the name given in

the locality where the fig is principall}^ cultivated. The first name
is thus that under which the fig is best known. All the subsequent

names printed in other type are synonyms or names for the same vari-

etj' used elsewhere. The words within parentheses either indicate

the locality where grown or the author of the description. If there

be doubt as to which, a reference to the published list will clear the

doubt. Names have not been translated except in a few instances

where the cultivation of the fig in English-speaking countries war-

rants the use of an English name. Much harm and confusion have
been caused by citations of only translated names, and if this custom,

so often employed by theoretical writers, should be adopted, the final

object of identification of all fig varieties suited to and valuable for

cultivation would be lost. In some instances where the pronuncia-

tion of the foreign name is especiallj' difficult to English readers, the

ti'anslated name has been given preference, with the foreign name
following in difi'erent type as synonym.
French or other names which begin with the article De la, etc., are

arranged under their principal name. Thus the variety called De
I'Archipel is found under Archipel, etc. As much as possible, such
epithets as white, black, red, round, and long have been discarded,

as they would too widely separate nearly related varieties in the cata-

logue. For instance. White and Long Yerdal are placed under the
heading of Verdal, Long, etc., thus enabling the reader to compare
the description of the respective varieties more readily.

VALUE OF VARIETIES.

The list of names of figs and their descriptions are given for two dis-

tinct reasons. The first reason is that we may learn of the figs

grown in foreign countries, where fig culture has been successfully

carried on for two thousand j'ears or more, while our own fig culture

dates back only forty years. Many growers constantly cvx out that
fig culture is not a success in California and that figs do not do as

well here as in the old countries. In answer to this, the writer begs
to point to the long list of fig varieties known, which at least proves
that a large number of varieties is required in order to insure this suc-
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cess in foreign countries, and, fnrthennore, clearly establishes the fact

that a fig which is eminently successful in one locality is as glaringly

a failure in another country not so very far away. How, then, can we

judge as to the suital)ility of anj- locality to the culture of tlie fig,

with hardly a dozen varieties generally distributed and grown to select

from, and with the erroneous idea commonly accepted that this eoun-

trj^ ali-ead}' cultivates among that dozen all the best varieties of the

Old World? Among the hundreds of varieties of value grown in the

Mediterranean districts, some will no doubt be found to succeed in

the Pacific States and prove valuable. ]>ut our true success will in

time be based on our ability to originate new varieties suited to our

con^litions, which in many respects are very dissimilar to those of the

fig countries of the Old "World. This will not be done until the capri-

fig and the Elastophaga have been well established here, when acci-

dental seedlings will pave the way for more scientific and intelligent

effori:s to produce what we so much require—varieties suited to locali-

ties where the figs are to be grown.

Another object of this catalogue is to enable our growers, to some

extent at least, to identify such varieties as they now grow under ficti-

tious or wrong names. For many of these varieties the writer has

been unable to procure descriptions; others are only imperfectly

known—a defect which it is hoj^ed will be corrected in time.

DESCRIBING THE VARIETIES.

Even in the best horticultural books figs have had little attention

and have been insufficiently described. This is especially apparent

in French books on horticulture, which is the more strange, as France

is the country where more care is bestowed on fig culture and fruit

culture generally than anywhere else. All late French authors have

copied descriptions given by the older ones, without critical research

and comi^arison; the nurserymen in their turn have copied from one

another, and no one has app?a'ently even attempted to describe a fig

so that it could be reasonably well recognized. The great number of

varieties and their distribution in widely separate countries hav^e made
comparisons very difficult. In order to remedy this a type collection

of figs has been established at Niles, Cal., where a1)out 120 varieties

are now growing and in bearing. Some seventy-odd and mostly new
varieties have been added latelj^ by courtesy of the Secretary of Agri-

culture. In properl}' describing a fig it is not safficient to give size,

shape, and color, as is so generally done, as there are scores of varie-

ties in which these qualities are exactly similar, but which differ essen-

tially in other points.' A fig to be properly described must have all

the following points mentioned and the same order of description must
be followed, so that a comparison maj' be readily made with other

varieties. The description should begin with the most apparent char-

acteristics and end with those less readil}' seen. The following are

the principal features of the fig, and in describing these even the
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exporionecd liofticiilt ui'ist would do well to ns(^ this list as a check

list, takiiiii' up one cliaracter at a time in the same oi'der of siiecessioii

ill which they follow one another here: Crop, size, shape, neck, stalk,

ribs, eye, iris, skin, color, pnlp, meat, iii-owth of tree, branches, leaves,

quality, soils.

If anyone of these i)oints is not touched upon the description must
be considered defective, though it may still be possible to recognize

the variety, provided it possesses some very predominant character-

istic wlifch readily distinguislies it from other figs. For students or

horticulturists who examine manj' varieties a blank is recommended
with the above headings, each on a separate line, ready to be filled out.

In order that the descriptions may be fully understood it will be
necessar}- to consider each heading separately.

Crop.—It is always necessary to mention first how many crops the

fig tree matures, and then describe each crop separately if both are

of importance. If in the following no particular crop is mentioned,

the description always refers to the second crop. In copying descrip-

tions of figs from Northern authors we can be almost certain that the

first crop is referred to, provided the figs have been grown out of

doors, and generall}' so even if cultivated under glass, as figs suitable

for such purpose are generally, though not always, those which mature
a first crop.

Size.—Roughly estimated, the size might be indicated as "small,"
"medium," or "large." I would consider all 1 inch or less in diameter
as "small;" those between 1 and 2 inches as "medium," and those

above 2 inches as " large." An average fig should be taken, one neither

too large nor too small. The measurement should be made from the

neck to the eye, or, to be more accurate, from the junction of the stalk

and neck to the eye. For '

' width " the greatest diameter at right angles
to the former should always be given, and in order to indicate the

exact shape it is necessary to state whether the greatest width is at

the center, below the center, or at the apex. To English readers the

English inch is the most common measure, continental writers using
the centimeter only. A scale of reference showing the relation between
these two measures is appended (fig. 33).

INCHELS-^O

CLNTI—
ME.TERS-^0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 33. —Diagram for comparison of inches and centimeters. (1 inch=2.5-l+ centimeters; 1 cen-

timeter=0.09+ inch.)

Shape.—If the greatest width is at the center, the shape is called
" ovoid " or "egg-shaped ;

" if between the center and the apex (or eye).
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the fig is "pear-shaped" or "turbinate," with rounded top; if at the

apex, the fijr is "bell-shaped," and if the apex or surface around the

eye is flattened out, the fi}^ may be called "obtuse," or flattened at

apex like an onion. The shape of flgs maj"^ be classified under two

heads, round or oblong. " Round " figs are those in whieli both diame-

ters are of the same length or in which the width is greater than the

length from stalk to eye.
'

' Oblong " or '

' turbinate " figs are all whose

length is decidedlj^ greater than tlie width. The length of the respec-

tive diameters enables the fig to be divided into two general classes,

the characteristics of which are fairly constant. A lietter expression

for a round fig would be globular, but as the word "round" has been

generally adopted by other writers, no change has l)een made.

Neck.—The neck of the fig is the part situated nearest to the stalk.

The neck may be "none " or "absent; " "no neck " if the fig is entirelj'^

globular; or it maybe "short" if about one-fourth the long diameter

of the fig; "medium" is above that, but not reaching one-half the

length of the long diameter of the fig, and "long" if above half the

length of the fig. The neck must not be confounded Avitli the stalk, as

is often done. The neck is part of the main body of the fig; the stalk

is the part outside of the fig proper, which connects the fig with the

branch on which it is suspended. The neck may be " well set" if it is

considerably narrower than the body of the fig, or it nmy be "gradu-
ally tapering" to the stalk; or it may be "very thin," " slender," or

"compressed sideways," all of these expressions being readily under-

stood. (See fig. 34.)

Stalk.—The stalk connects the neck or body of the fig with the

branch upon which it is suspended, and should never be considered

in the measurement of the fig. It is of greatest importance to know
the average length of the stalk, as it varies much with different varie-

ties, being "short," "medium," "long," or "verj^ long." The same
expression is used in regard to the neck. The stalk may be " rounded,"
"flat," "three-cornered," etc., all points which should be noted in

describing a fig. The length of the stalk varies to some extent in the

same variety, and care must be taken to give a true average or to note

any unusual variation in length, thickness, etc. It is also of impor-

tance to note whether the stalk breaks off readily from the branch or

must be cut off when the fig is ripe. (See fig. 34.)

Ribs.—The ribs are longitudinal ridges running from stalk to eye.

They may be confined to the neck, to the body of the fig, or may
extend to the eye. They are higher or lower, or take the shape of

mere lines, generally colored darker. They may branch, or higher

ribs may alternate with lower ones, or they may partly dissolve them-
selves into warts. Some figs possess no trace of ribs; in others the

ribs fade out or fuse at eye or neck. (See fig. 34.)

Eye.—The eye is the opening in the broad end or apex of the fig.

It may be "closed" or "open," and there are various degrees of
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openness. The eye may be "sunk" if below the surface of the fig; it

may be on a level witli that surface, or it may be "protruding," In

such cases it is generally surrounded by an elevated ridge, like a

crater. Tlie " iris " is a colored zone sun-ounding the scales of the

eye, situated between them and the elevated ridge. It is not iden-

tical with the ridge itself. Some writers refer to the eye as the

"mouth" of the fig or the "ostiolum." (See fig. 34.)

Scales.—The scales closing the eye are either "few" or "many,"
"broad" or "narrow," "colored" or "pale," "margined" or "uni-

form" in color. They are "flat," or they may stand out upright, or

maj'' even greatlj^ jirotrude.

Skin.—The skin is "smooth," "warty," "rough," "hairy" or

"downy," "glossy," "waxy," etc., all these expressions being readily

-Stalk

Cheeks

Fig. 34.—Brunswick flg. Illustrating the various parts of a fig.

understood. It may he dotted over with light specks or large spots.

It may be "thick" or "thin," adhering to the meat or readily sepa-

rated. The skin may also be "tough" or " tender," and finally it

may crack at maturitj^ in longitudinal or in transverse lines, deep

enough to show the meat underneath. This cracking of the skin

must, of course, not be confounded with the cracking or splitting open

of the fig under unfavorable conditions.

Color.—The color should be given, separately, if necessary, both

for neck, body, and apex, eye, iris, scales, for shaded side or for the

side exposed to the sun. The fig varies considerably in color. For

instance, the Adriatics grown in the vicinity of San Francisco Bay
always retain a green or bluish-green color, while in the interior they
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often turn bright golden yellow, etc. This variation in color is the

greatest obstacle to a proper description of the fig, and it is therefore

of iiux)ortance to always state where the descrij^ition was made.

Pull) and meat.—The pnlp is the inner soft part of the fig surround-

ing the seeds. Between the pulj) and the skin is found the meat.

Wliile the pulp is often I'ed, the meat is rarely so, though it is often

streaked red or violet. The pulp may be "white," "j-ellow," "red,"

"purple," "opaline," "rose," "streaked," etc., and maj' be "coarse"

or "fine." The puljj and the meat sliould never be confounded, but

mentioned separatel3'.

Seeds.—Theseedsare either "large" or "small," " few " or " many "

—

relative terms, of course, but terms which may be used to great advan-

tage. The size of the seeds of the imported Smyrna figs may be con-

sidered as a standard with which to compare others.

Growth.—The growth of the tree may be "strong" or " weak,"

"upright," with many or few branches, or with drooping branches,

etc. The leaves are either "large" or "small," "entire" or "deej)ly

lobed," "dark" or "light," "glossj"" or "hairy," "regular" or "lop-

sided." The lobes are either o, 5, or 9 in number, or the margin may
be " ent're." They may be "acute," " pointed," "rounded," "obtuse,"

"cuneate," "wavy," or "smooth." As the leaves vary on each tree,

an average leaf adjoining a fig should always be taken as a model for

descriptioji. Finally, it should be stated whether the stalk of the

leaf is unusually "short" or "long," "dark" or "light. "



CHAPTER XV.

CATALOGUE AND DESCRIPTION OF FIGS, INCLUDING SMYRNA
FIGS AND CAPRIFIGS.

Ill the following catalogue the names of figs printed in black-face

tyi)e are those which stand as distinct varieties. Those printed in

italics are synonymous with others, and should be looked for under

the respective names given immediatelj following. Where more
than one name is known the most desirable name is that given at

the beginuing of the line, while the names in italics following are

less-known ones. Names within parentheses indicate the locality

where grown. For instance, Brayasque (Provence) indicates that

the name is used in Provence, France. Ficus sylvestris var. festina-

iissima, Genj', indicates that Geny is the author who named the

variety. The word "variety" is abbreviated to "var."

Most of the descriptions are based upon examination of figs grown
in California, especiallj^ at Niles, where are found the United States

Government collection and the private collection of Mr. John Rock.

Some descriptions have been taken from foreign works on figs, but

only in cases when the variety has not been seen by the author.

Abakour amellal.—A white fig. the name meaning early white: extensively grown
in Kabylia. Two crops.

Abakour aberkan.—A black fig from Kabylia, Bears many and very good first-

crop figs called "'bakour."" The word means early black.

Abelr'endjour.—A black fig from Kabylia which does not require caprification.

Aberzigzaou.—A white fig from Kabylia.
A hois et fruit Jaspe—Jasper.
A hois Jaspe—Jasper.
Ahondance—Franc he Paillard.
Ahoiidance.Said to be another name for Versailles.
Abouh'archaou.—A white fig from Kabylia. Is not caprified.

Aboulil.—A white fig from Kabylia. Produces two crops.
Abouremman,—A black fig from Kabylia, Does not require caprification.

Abouzouggar.—A white fig from Kabylia. Requires caprification.

Adam.—Size medium, roundish turbinate, or flattened at apex, with short or no
neck, which when present is distinct. Eye rough, with distinct iris. iScales

rosy amber. Skin with distinct, shallow ribs, yellowish, with dingy brown
flesh, dull, not waxy. Pulp dull amber to red. Meat thick, slightly rosy.

Quality medium, but a very handsome fig when grown well. Leaves small,
five-lobed, shallow, crenated, 6 inches long by 7 inches wide. Two crops.

First crop above medium, turbinate, about 3 inches long by 2 inches wide.
Neck medium to large. Stalk small. Eye large, with brown, protruding
scales. Color of skin dull green, witn a violet flush along the ribs and on the
sunny side. Meat yellow. Pulp amber-white, with brown streaks,

A very handsome as well as good fig. desirable on account of its brebas.
The second crop is less desirable. The first crop is excellent around Niles, Cal.
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Adriatic— Cr'?'ossf! Vcrte: Xebian; Xubian (?).• FicodiFragola; Sftriicherry Fig: Vei'-

done (Rome); White Adriatic: Parker's Smyrna: DeJainater's (California).

—

bize above inedium; shape variable, more or less rounded turbinate: the firstcrop
more round than tiie second crop. Neck medium, stalk short. Ribs obscure.

Eye open, with red iris. Skin very thin, greenish in sha le, in sunlight bright
greenish-yellow or yellow, according to locality where grown. Pulp bright
strawberry red or in some localities violet-dark red with violet sti-eaks in the
whitish meat. A good and strong grower with large, shady, round head.
Leaves deeply 5-lobed, oblong, bright, glossy green. Two crops. The first

crop drops or if it stays is small and of poor quality, and ripens frequently
with the second crop. If caprificated the first crop matures and becomes of
very good quality. (Pl.XIX.) Extensively planted in California. Should
never be planted extensively except where it is known to do well.

A fig of varying qualities, according to the locality where grown. Prefers
rich, alluvial soil, not too moist. Most excellent at Atwater and in the vicin-

it}' of Niles, and in many other localities in California. Better in the foot-

hills than on the interior plains. In wet places the fig bursts and sours badly.
In localities where the fig does well it must be considered as one of our very
best figs. It is not identical with the fig known as Adriatic in Itah'. The
three names under which it aas been known in California were given by
growers who desired to sell young trees or cuttings. It was introduced into
California from Italy by very early settlers in the fifties, one of the first trees
being planted at Big Oak Flat, in the Sierra Nevada foothills. In most local-

ities this variety will be superseded by better kinds.

Agen

—

Grosse da Draguignan.—Medium, rounded turbinate, flattened at apex;
skin thin, green with a brownish tint; a deep brown chocolate with mixed
green around the apex. Eye open, iris reddish brown. Pulp dark red, very
sirupy and sweet. One of the best figs, where it does well. Should be tried
everywhere. Ripens very late. Requires caprification at Niles.

Ajenjar.—A black fig from Kabylia. Bears two crops.
Albi jjrimatic-ci—Albo.
Albicdlo—Al,bo.
Albicougris—Bordeaux.
Albo—Biandietta: Bianeoletta (Porta): Albi primaticci: Ficus carica var. luteux

Aldr.; Albicetlo (Toscana); Mattaro (Lunigiana); Fico Dorato (Altrepo
Pavese); Biancolini {hl\\?t,n)\ i^/c/i i d" O^'o (Piacentmo); Mnscadetlo {(lomo);
Fico zentil (Verona) ; Gentile (Bologna).—Size 2} by 2i inches or over. Shape
round-obtuse, and flattened at apex. Largest diameter at apex or below cen-
ter, no neck, stalk medium. Ribs in mature fruit indistinct. Eye medium,
open, scales large, amber-rose. Meat white, pulp amber with a few large
seeds. Skin bright yellow, more so than in most other figs, not excluding the
Gentile. Leaves large, 3 to 5 lobed. much longer than wide, tlie end lobe
being pointed, margins wavy, surface quite hairy or pubescent, more so than
most other varieties. Growth of tree medium. Two crops, the breltas being
larger and more flattened than the se ond crop. One of the best Italian figs,

generally cultivated all over that country, and only inferior in quality to
PissALUTTo and Dottato. Prefers moist and rich soils, and especially sandy
loams. It is the cherished fig in the markets of Pavia and Milano, where it is

sold under name of Biaucoliui or Moscadello. (Fig. 'd'i.)

Albo Master.—A white Italian fig.

Amarouna

—

Ainaroun; Ficus aiiuira (Risso); Ficus dylo var. amanda. Geny;
Bitter skin.—Medium, 2 inches long, pyriform; skin reddi.sh brown mixed
with green. Very bitter when cracked. Pulp red. (Sept. to Oct.) Nice
and Provence.

Amaroun—Amarouxa.
Angelique

—

Conrcourelle blanche; Angeliqne blanche; Melette: La Melette (Roz.)
according to Duhamel.—Medium, IJbyl inch, pyriform, longer than wide, ribs
prominent: color yellowish white with long greenish s])Ots. Pulp white, in
center fairly rose. Leaves .Vlobed, crenate, lobes pointed, A good fig of fine
flavor. Paris and Provence.

Anrjelique—Angelique Jaune.
Angelique blanche—Angelique.
Angelique Jaune

—

Yelloui Angelique; ^ng^ehgite (Thomas Rivers & Son): Ven-
dome.—Two crops resembling each other. Fruit large, pyriform. aliout 3
inches long by H inches to 2} inches wide, variable in .size and form. Neck
distinct, with small or no stalk. Ej-e small or medium, open, with amber
scales and no iris. Skin smooth, of a greenish-yellow to deep sea-green co'or.
with scattered lighter specks. Many distinct but shallow ribs. A faint gray
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bloom between the ribs at the stalk end. Pulp varying from deep brownish
amber to deep violet-brown amber, sometimes (tistinctly rosy. Meat greenish
white. Pulp fine. .1 nicy, sugary, and sirnpy, but with little flavor. Leaves
large, entire or trilobate, in which case the lobes are shallow. Tree a strong,

handsome grower, with a dense crown and upright limlis. A most valuable
fig and one of the best at Niles. The description is made from tigs ripe Octo-
l)er 8. This variety is distinct from Angelique, from which it ditfers in the
size and form of the fruit, its deeper flesh or pulp, its larger and more entire

leaves. This will probably prove a fine table fig , superior to the Adriatic. Hogg
does not mention this fig, his description referring to the AxciEi.iyCE proper.
These two figs can not be considered as nearly related varieties, but are quite
distinct. The fig described above was originally received from Thomas Riv-
ers & Son under the name of Angelique. The identification is made from
descriptions of AN(iELivi'E Jaune by French nurserymen. (Fig. 30.)

Angelique Noire.—Size below medium, roundish or oblate, skin dark, flesh bright
red, rich. Strong grower and moderate cropper. (Barron.)

Anouhalal.—A black fig from Kabylia.
Apple fig

—San Pedro. White.
Ar'anim.—A white tig from Kabylia. Does not reciuire caprification.
Ar'anim aberkan.—A black fig from Kabylia.

Fig. 3.5.—Albo flg.

Arbal.—Fruit medium pyriform. about 2 inches long by U wide, tapering from
the equator. Ribs many, indistinct, and irregular. Stalk very short, or none.
Eye small, open, with small violet scales. Skin rather rough and downy. Color
of skin olive green, mottled, and flushed with violet brown. Pulp clean amber
with brown flush, fine and .juicy. Meat white. Inner scales of eye rosy red. A
fine, highly-flavored fig of insignificant appearance. Tree medium grower.
Leaves medium or below, 5-lobed.

Arbnnda—Rubado.
.4/'tfco»e—San Pedro, Black.
Archipel

—

De VArchipel.—Large obovate, variable in size and shape, 2| by IJ
inches or 3A by 2^ inches: neck short, but sharpl)' set off. Ribs indistinct or
indicated bylines. Eye flat, small, closed by pink amber scales suiTounded by
a rough iris. Skin smooth, especially around the eye. Color, olive green to
reddish purple, mottled ail over with minute, round, and larger oblong gray
spots; near the stalk end the color is light olive green. Pulp tender, verj- pale
or white opaline-amber: very fine, with small seeds. Meat white. Now and
then there is a rosy fiber in the pulp. A very tender fig. but not highly flavored.
Leaves medium to small, ;:3-lobed, deep green, rather glossy. According to
English authors the color is more chestnut brown. First crop: Large, obo-
vate, 3i inches long bj' 2 inches wide. Ribs indistinct, outlined by violet
streaks. Neck short and gradual. Stalk verj- short. Eye small with white,
small scales closing the opening; a lighter-colored iris. Pulp and meat whit-
ish amber. A sweet and juicy fig, without much distinct flavor, but of good
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taste. The skin is thin and cracks open readily at maturity. The first crop
IS a valuable and desirable one at Niles, Cal. One of the fi^s imported through
the United States Department of Agriculture. Second crop.

"

Argentev.il—Dauphine.
^rt7((.se/a—DouQUEiRA Nkgha.
Ashridge Forcing—Brown Tukkey.

Fig. 3fi.—Angelique Jaune fig.

Athenes—F^fy?(e d'Athenes; D'Athenes: Blanche dAfhenes: Marseillaise- Mar-
seillasa: Burnham's Smyrna: FicKs marsiliensis Garidel.—Small, roiindish
or turbmate, If inches in diameter, with indistinct ribs at the stalk, depressed
at apex. Skm rough, color whitish, flushed with yellow and green, no bloom
Pulp pale-red, opalme toward the stalk; yery sweet but not highly flavoredOne ot the best drying figs of good drying and keepinsr qualities, this tig is
distinct from the White Marseillaise, which possesses^vhite or amber-colored
pulp, and which is also an equally fine fig for drying. Cultivated in
Provence around Marseilles, Nice, etc.
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A Tres recolte—Possibly the same as Trifero,
Atwater.—Length al)out 2h inches, width about 2j inches, of average large fruit.

Stalk and neck very short; fruit flattened or sometimes slightly turbinate, with
broad and indistinct ribs from stalk end, which in the zone of the eye become
more numerous, narrower, and quite distinct to very distinct. Cheeks uneven,
swollen, and somewhat angular. Slight bluish bloom. Skin very waxy, of a
yellowish-green color, somewhat streaked yellow and green, the yellow pre-
dominating around stalk and eye; few white specks. Eye large, or very
large, open scales protruding, of a brown color edged dingy white. Eye,
except scales, rather flat or even sunk. Meat yellowish white, very thick or
wider—indeed, in some tigs thicker—than the pulp. Pulp, just before real
maturity, pinkish, but at full maturity amber white, transparent; in some tigs

here and there flushed pink. First crop ripe by July 1. It is a very delicious
tig, resembling Peters White, but has less pink in the pulp, while the latter
has less vinous acid and is less flavored. Peters White is the superior of the
two varieties growing side by side in Merced County, Cal. Atwater ripens
about one week before Peters White. Secondcop is much smaller, but sweet.
The true name is not known, the present one being provisional only.

Anbico Blanco—Tapa Cartin.
J.i(^/(/ue—San Pedro, Black.
Aubique Blanche—Tapa Cartix.
Aubique Leroy—France,
Anbique Noire—Qa^ Pedro, Black.
Anbiqiie Violette—S>AN Pedro, Black.
A7ibiquon—SAN Pedro, Black.
Aubran Blanc—France.
JL?(Z/(/»o—San Pedro, Black.
Avarcugo—France.
Azagour guilef.—A black fig from Kabylia. Does not require caprification.

The words mean hog's back.
Azaicht.—A black fig from Kabylia. Bears two crops of figs. Does not require

caprification,

Brt(/a.ssa—Mourenao.
Barb?7Za?i?ie—COTIGNANA.
Barbillonne.—Size medium, rounded, 11 by lA inches, no neck, stalk short; ribs

narrow, distinct wavy, especially on the cheeks; skin thin, rather wavy. Eye
small, open, but not elevated nor prominent. Scales small, black. Skin very
dark black, with violet reddish flesh and thin, violet bloom near the stalk.

Pulp coarse, amber-white; seeds rather large, but few. Meat white. A very
juicy fig grown at Argenteuil for Paris market. Leaves rather small, 5-

lobed. First crop; Large to medium, round turbinate to pyriform. variable
in size and form. About 3 inches long bj^ 2i inches wide. Ribs distinct. Eye
very large, with many large, protruding scales. Neck distinct to nose. Color
green, with a violet flush on the sunny side and on the apical part around the
eye. Pulp sweet and juicy, as well as highly flavored; of a pale amber, with
rosy streaks. Meat white, with rosy violet spots. Very fine brebas which can
be highly recommended. A good bearng fig. which should be grown for its

brebas, as the second crop is much inferior to the first crop. (Fig, 37.)

Bardakjik

—

White Bardakjik; White Baltadjik: Bartadjic.—Large, oblong pyri-
form, with long stem and neck. Color beautiful sea green. One of the very
best of all figs. Grown exten-ively in the Smyrna district, where it is valued
higher than any other for eating fresh. Soft and flabby. Meat and pulp
blood red; when dried the pulp becomes very dark. Skin is very thin and
delicate. It is one of the leading varieties for drying in the Aidin district.

(See Smyrna figs, p. 278.)

Bardakjik, Black

—

Bavtakjik: Black Bardakjik.—Large, oblong, pyriform, black.
A very fine table tig from Smyrna. Asia Minor, where, with the White Bardak-
jik, it is considered one of the very finest table figs. It will alsodry well, (See
Smyrna figs. p. 278.)

Bargenron,—Ahout H by If inches. Oblong or subrotund. Color pale violet

on yellow ground. Pulp red, A very late fig. Good flesh, as well as dry.
Requires dr}' soils.

Barnique,—South of France.
iJa;';us.se»c«—Bernissenca.
Barnissenqne—Bernissenca.
Barnissoto—Barnissotte, Black.
Barnissotfe—Barnissotte, Black.
Barnissotte, Black.

—

Black Barnisaotte: Barnissoto: Barnissotte; Black Bour-
gassotte: Boiu^jassotte Noire; Broqiotto Nero; Brogiottofiorentino; Grossofiqo;
Bellegrade; De Bellegarde (according to Hogg); Ficus barnissote, Tournefort
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and Risso; Finis erin. y&T. jncundn. Geny: Ficu ft jjnJipnorpJi a GasTparim var.

ih'presxa.—MeAmm. U to If inches b)' 1 A long: broader than long, flattened at

apex, with no neck or very slight lie k and rather uneven cheeks. Ribs distinct

and even, well proirudiug, but notfis much so as in Raby Castle, but quite dis-

tinct from stalk to apex. E.ye sunk, closed, with slightly protruding iris and
with M few large brown scales. Skin waxy, dull, not downy, of an even Wack
color witha violet flush and reddishhue in the shade. Bloom clear blue extend-

FiG. 37.—Barbillonne rig.

ing in a zone from the stalk halfway down to the apex, but sometimes confined

to the vicinity of the stalk. Meat pink, the interior of the stalk and neck bright
yellow. Pulp deep blood red. A very late fig; September until frost. First

crop somewhat larger, skin rougher and pulp more yellowish. Rare. Leaves
3-lobed, almost entire with undulating margins of medium size densely cover-

ing the branches. A most e.xcel.ent fig and one of the very finest for table.

Italy, southern France, Spain, etc. (Fig. 88.)

Barnissotte Blanche—Barnissotte, White.
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Barnissotte G-rise.—Medinm to small. Rounded turbinate without neck and with
very short stalk. Ribs narrow and shallow. Skin waxy, of a sea-green color

mottled dark gray, with some bloom. Eye closed with rough iris. Pulp violet

red. Meat whitish, .iuicy. and sweet. Tree a strong grower, with rounded
head. Leaves small. 8-lobed.

Barnissotte, White

—

White Barnissotte; Barnisson Blanc; Bourjassotte Blanche
(France); Barnissotte Blanche; Brogiotto Bianco: Brogiotto Genovese (Italy);

Bourgassotte: Bourgeassotte: Ficiis grandis Sauvaigo.—Second crop medium,
roundish turbinate, a little longer than the Black Barnissotte: ribs distinct

but few. neck very short, no stalk, obtuse at apex, with swollen cheeks; 2^
inches in diameter at the base: skin waxy, but not glossy, easily detaching
from the pulp: color green, evenly diffused. Eye large, sunk and closed: scales

large, unequal, of bright rose color, standing out. No iris. Pulp bright red.

very sweet and honey-like, refreshing. First crop very rare, observed and
described a few times only by Gallesio in 181(5 and 1830. Earlier than the
Black Barnissotte. Leaves 8-lobed. almost entire. One of the largest fig trees,

said to have been introduced into Europe from Syria by the Genoese during the
crusades. A most excellent fig for the table. France. Spain, and Italy, or
generally distributed along the Mediterranean. There appear to be two forms
of the fig, one much longer than the other. The variety described by Bernard
is given a length of U by lif inches. Th':' name may be applied properly only
to the short variety, which is only slightly longer than the Black Barnissotte.
First crop reoiiires caprifit-ation. (Figs. 39,40.)

Fig. 38.—Barnissotte, Black fig.

Barnissou B?a??c— Barnissotte, White.
Bar^afcyVA,-—Bardakjik, Black.
Bartadjic—Bardakjik.
Baysicater—Brunswick.
Beaucaire

—

FigueGrise; Grisette: Celestine; GrisefteHdtive; Grayfig.—Twocrops.
First crop: Fruit large, pyriform; color of skin violet gray; pulp rose: quality
good. Second crop: Smaller, of medium size, more oblong: color of skin
ashy gray: pulp deep red; fine flavor. A fig valued in France for its earli-

ness and fine flavor. It is different from Celeste, which is a small fig and of
a deeper bluish color. Entrecasteaux, France.

Bee de Perdrix.—Below medium, pyr form, with long neck. Ribs longitudinal,
plain; stalk short, about one eighth of an inch. Color of skin dark purple,
darkest around the eye of crown, shading toward the stalk. Fine blue bloom
on shaded side. Pulp sirupy, stiff, very dark rose. A good drying fig.

Southern France and Spain. (Hogg.

)

.Be/Zef/fnr/r—Barnissotte, Black.
Bellona.—Two crops. First crop is very light, large, 3i inches long by 2i wide;

pyriform, violet gray or yellowish mixed with green: pulp pale red, very
sweet. Second crop: Smaller, ',U to 3 inches by 2f inches, oblong-rounded
but variable in form: widest at apex, which is flattened. Skin thin, cracking
at maturity: eye elevated, of reddish color. Color of skin blackish violet

mixed with green and red. Pu'p red. very sweet: not very thick, but very
fine. August to October. Tree wider than high, with large, drooping branches
touching the soil, where they frequently take root. Leaves very large, 3 to 7
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lobecl, pointed, deeply crenated. Requires moist and rich soil: in drv soil the

pulp becomes pale. Extensively grown in Provence, especially m the Alpes-

Maritimes, where it is valued as the
" Queen of figs." It is unsurpassed as

a fresh fig, and is also of good quality

when dry. A most valuable fig which
can not be too highly recommended.
In the vicinity of Nice Bellona plays

the same part as the jMarseillaise in

Provence, as the Dottato in Toscana,
as the Verdone fit Rome, as the Tro-
jaxi> at Naples, or as the Lampeira
in Algarve, Portugal.

Berda >ida—Grosse Beurdoua.
Bernade.—France and Italy.

Bernissenca

—

BavnisHenca (Nice); Barn-
isseuque (Provence); Ficns gariddi
Risso.—Below nitdium, about \\ by H
inches. Almost round, with a slender
neck, lopsided. Skin thm. milky, ad-

hering to the pulp. Color violet brown;
puln red. watery, slightlybitter; (quality

medium to fair; but valuable as a late

fig. Leaves o-lobed, with undulating
margins, lobes rounded. Moist soils.

One of the latest figs, sometimes ripen-

ing all through winter or early spring before the brebas. Nice and Provence.
J?e/-?u's.st'n(/Me—Vernissenque.
BerfoZina—Caiana.

Fig. 39.—Barnissotte, White fig.

Fig. 40.—Leaf of Barnissotte, White fig.

Betada.—Small, rounded, inclining to oblate; skin black, shading off to paler

toward the stalk, where it is decidedly greener. Eye closed, flat stalk short;

pulp sirupy, pale rose. Rich and excellent. (Hogg.)
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Bianca Morcati— Italy.

Biaiu-Iietta—AL.BO.
Bidiicoh'tta—Ahho.
BiancoUiii—Albo.
Biancotondo Grossissimo.—Largest size: white, for table. Possibly identical

with Gextile. Italy.

Biberaeao.—Size 3 by li inches, oblong. Neck tapering, short; stalk short: skin

smooth, rather waxy: few and indistinct ribs: eye closed. Scales reddish

pink, small: meat white; pulp brown with a reddish flush; seeds small. Color

dark bluish-black, with a dull bloom. Leaves medium. :j to 5 lobed, lobes

rather deep, with wavy margins: stalk long. Provence. Tree strong, with
rounded head. Not identical with DouRO vebra. which is a much smaller fig.

Bifere Blanche.—Small, white table fig: good bearer, but medium (luality.

France.
Bifere de lArchipel.—France. Not identical with De l'Archipel.
Bifere de la Malmaison.—Size below medium; round, sometimes oblong, lopsided,

one side of apex hanging down below the other: no ribs; stalks stout: skin

pale brown streaked with purple, with thick gray bloom: eye closed: pulp
tender, juicy, but not finely flavored, pale rose to red. A very rich fig.

BinelU—Dottato.
BinelUno—'DoTTX'YO.
Bitter /SAv>;—Amarouna. .;

Black and IHaYe—Blanche et Noire.
Black Bardakjik—BaudAKJiK, Black.
Black Barn^s.sotte—BAR^SKS,OTTE, Black.
Black Bourgassotte—BARaisaOTTi^, Black.
Black Californ ia—Mission.
Black Coucourelle—Coucourelle Gavotte.
Black Z)o«ro—DouRO, Black.
Black Ischia—Ischia, Black.
Black 3/arse«7/fns<?- Marseillaise, Black.
Black Martin /gjfe—Martinique.
Black Mexican—Missioy.
Black il/(ss/o«—Mission.
Black il/Hssef/a—MussEGA nectRa.
Black Naples—Given by Hogg as synonym of Brunswick, which is probably not

correct.

Black P/.ssoZuffo—Pissalutto negro.
Black Prcwe/^ec—Marseillaise, Black.
Black .Ro»(7e//«—RoNDELLA negka.
Black San Pedro—Sas Pedro, Black.
Black Sjjanish-GEyoA. Black.
Blancassa

—

Ficns albida Risso; Ficus carica var. fodereana Geny.—Two crops.

First crop: Subglobular: skin rough: color greenish white, flushed with yellow.

If to '2\ inches: pulp pale rose, shading to white. Second crop: Subpyriform,
rounded, greenish yellow; larger than the firstcrop, 21 by If inches. Pulp red.

Blanche— i^/(n<e//t' d'Argenteiiil: Blanche H6tive: d'Argenteuil: Grosse Blanche
Bonde: Blanqito f Provence).—Two crops. First crop: 2A by 2i inches long,

round, slightly turbinate, flattened at apex; stalk short, no ne:"k: ribs promi-
nent: eye medium, open: color of skin greenish yellow: pulp amber white, with
a few large seeds. Second crop: Fruit small, turbinate, flattened at apex,

about U inches diameter. Skin rough, with shallow, indistinct ribs. Noneck
and very short stalk. Eye small, flat, open or closed. Color of skin yellowish

green, with white seams when ripe. Pulp amber white, with small seeds,

very juicy, finel)' grained and sweet. No trace of pink. Tree moderately
small. Leaves small, 3-lobed. Even the second crop, though smaller, is of

a very fine quality. This fig does not seem to belong to the Marseillaise class.

Extensively cultivated at Argenteuil for the Paris market. This tig is the

oldest tig introduced to Argenteuil near Paris. It is said to have been brought
there during the time of Julianus Ap;.stata, the Roman Emperor. (Fig. 41.)

Blanclie d'Argenteiul—BLAycB.E.
Blanche d'AtJienes—Athexes.
Blanche de Toulouse— irA (Ye Tonlnuse.—Large, oblong: very good. A white

varietv common around Toulouse, in France.
Blanche "de Versailles— ir/i (Ye Versailles.—Fmit small, white, and early.

Grown in northern central France for the Paris market.
Blanche et Noive—Black and vhite.—A mottled fig, interesting on account of

its color, but otherwise of no great importance.

23740—No. 9—01 15
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Blanche Hafive—Blanche.
Blanche 'Ronde—Eottnd «7t?Ye.—Most varieties with such names as "Round

White," "Long Black," "Long White," etc., refer in different localities to
entirely distinct varieties. Such names should be discarded, as they serve to

. Fig. 41.—Blanche fig—first crop.

confound the nomenclature without precisely indicating the variety and with-
out the possibility of identifying the variety except by careful comparison or
transplanting. Such varieties as a rule are also less valuable, as valuable figs
are generally given different and distinct names.
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Blanche Jaune.—Above mediuin, oblong, skin yellow, dotted white. France.
£/auc/ieffe—RoLANOiNA.
Blanquette—'LiFARi.
Blanquetto—LipARi.
Blanqitette Grosse—A large variety of Lipari.
i?/«Kgi<o—Blanche.
Blavette—CoriQ-SANA.
Blowers. (See Smyrna figs, p. 278.)

Bhnrer's Smyrna—Blowers.
i?/nc—Brown Turkey.
Blue Bunjiuid!/—BRO\vii Turkey.
Blue CeZeWe—Celeste.
Blue Jsc/n'a— IscHiA, Black.
Bocarde.—Medium size: blackish brown; pulp, deep rose; very good, France.
Bodoni.— Large; two crops. France.
Bonafoux. —France.
Bondance Precoce.— Size below medium; U by lA inches; round, uneven: neck

distinct, but short: stalk none, or very short; ribs distinct, few, slightly ele-

vated; eye small, sunk, with a very small but distinct opening, and a slightly

raised iris; scales few, medium size, color rose; skin rough, hairy, color

muddy amber brown, with a darker finish in the sun and yellowish-red in the
shade; light bloom around stalk. Pulp rose, very sweet and juicy: meat,
amber white, very tine quality. A darker fig than the Brunswick; leaves

oblong, medium, about 8i by 5^ inches. 3 to 5 lobed. (Fig. 42.)

Bonisofte Blanche—Bdurdisotte, Blanche.
Bonne Dame.—A very early French fig.

Pio. t2.--Boiidance Precoce flgs.

Bontard.—Size below medium; U by If inches long: neck short, tapering: stalk

short; ribs few, but rather elevated, wavy, reaching the eye. Eyes small,
depressed, open: scales few, large, amber; skin rather rough, yellowish-green
with pale bloom. Pulp not fine, rosy pink: leaves above medium, 5-lobed,

with only short spurs. Surface rough and coarse. Leaves longer than wide.
tlie end lobe being the longest. The variety received from the Royal Horticul-
tural Society differs a little from the above, and may be described as follows:

Size medium, turbinate, about 2i- inches long by If inches wide, but with short,

distinct neck, or none: stalk very short; ribs few and indistinct; skin downy,
light yellow and green, with faint bloom; eye small, open or closed, with
amber scales; no iris. flat. Pulp rose to amber, usually coarse and uneven,
but sometimes fine amber, fine-grained; meat thin, white, juicy, and sweet,
vinous but not rich; light green, without shade of other colors. Leaves
small, wider than long, light green. 3-lobed, with short spurs. A good fig.

Bontalette—Bontillette.—A white drying fig. Brignoles. France.
Bo)l i (7/ef f<'—BONTALETTE.
Bovdesiux—Petite Anbiqiie: Petite Auhique Violette; Petite Figne Violette, Albi-

coHc/ris: Ficiiserin. vskWciverescevsGeny; Figue Poire: FiqnoAuhiqnon.—Two
crops; Second crop best; above medium", about 3^ by 2 inches. Pyriform. with
very narrow neck and medium lonii; stalk. Eye medium, raised, with red iris:

skin not smooth, of a velvet brown color shading to ashy gray, spotted clear

green on the neck, which is well .set. Leaves 5 or 7 lobed, with long, narrow
lobes, crenate, pointed. Requires moist ground, as it suffers from coulure
(dropping) in dry soils. The Bordeaux is a very good fig, with two crops. Com-
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moil around Bordeaux; and Nagronne in southern France: generally con-
founded with Aubique. which is a much larger fig and synonymous with San
Pedro. A distinction must be made between the Petite Aubique and the
Aubique, the former being identical with our Bordeaux, the latter with Black
San Pedro, which is synonymous with Grosse Violette de Bordeaux. (Fig. 43.)

Fig. 43.—Bordeaux fig.

Boixleaux—San Pedro, Black.
Bouclie Barrique—Tapa Cartin.
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Boughton.—Synonym of Brunswick, according to Barron.
Bouin

—

Bovin; Figd Bovin: Ficus bovina Risso.—Above medium, 3^- by H inches..

Shape oblong, twice as long as broad; broadest at apex. Skin adhering to the

pulp, greenish yellow with a raised red eye, surrounded by a red star-shaped

iris. Pulp bright red. A good fig. Nice and Provence.
Bo»/s.s'o»»e—MouissouNA.
Bourdisotte Bleinche—Bonisotte Blanche.—Small, round, inclining to turbinate;

stalk very short; ribs prominent; eye large and open: color of skin green or

yellow when fully mature, with a delicate white bloom. Pulp pale rose, rich,

and sweet. A good French drying fig.

Fig. 44.—Bourdissotte Noire fig.

Bourdisotte Noire.—Medium, shape roundish turbinate: very short neck; stalk

very short: ribs prominent, very even and regular: eye open, small, round;
skin purple, with a thick, gray bloom. Pulp deep flesh-colcred, with a thick

vein of white nearest the skin. A sweet but not flavored fig (Hogg). The
Bourdisotte must not be confounded with the Barnissottes or Boiwjassottes.

(Fig. 44.)
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Bourdon—GovRAUD Noire.
Bourgassotte—Barnissotte, White.
Bouj'geassotte—Barnissotte, White.
Boto'Jassofte Blanche—Barnissotte, White.
Bourjassotte Grise.—Size merlium; roundish, flattened, almost oblate; skin dull

brown or tawny, with patches of purple. Pulp deep red; very rich and lus-
cious. The most constantly good fig grown in English hothouses, and a
good cropper, according to Barron, who gives this fig as a different one from
Bant iasotte Grise.

Bourjassofe iVoire— Barnissotte, Black.
Bonrraillese—GovRxvi) Noire.
Boutana.—Size medium or above medium; pyriform to oblate, with an oblique

axis. Stalk short, one-eighth inch long: ribs extending to apex; skin dull or
tawny green, with no bloom, but downy.
Pulp deep rose, but not dark. (Barron
and Hogg.

)

Boutilete.—For drying. At Brignoles.
Bouton da G net re—Lipari.
Bavin—BoviN.
Braijasque—Briasca.
Braiiasque—Euwi^cx DoussA.
Brebas.—Brebas is a Spanish name for any first

crop of figs and is applied to figs of any size
and color. It corresponds to "fiore,"'

•'figues fleures," etc., and does notrefer to
any certain variety, meaning early. The
variety imported by Professor Pohndorff
from Spain to California, under the name
of " Breba,"istheSan Pedro White, which,
as is well known, matures only the first

crop. From Prof. E. W. Hilgard the author
has learned that another fig is also sold in
Malaga as Brebas, but the fig is very much
larger, oblong, and exceedingly handsome,
and yellow. In Mexico the popular idea is

generally that the "Breba" is a special
kind of fig.

Breba Aegrra—San Pedro, Black.
Breba (erroneously)

—

San Pedro, White.
Brianchetta—Albo.
Briancoletta (Porta)

—

Albo.
Briasca {'Nice)—Brayasqne (Provence);

Fieus sylvestns var. festinatissima Geny.

—

First crop 2i inches long by IJ inches
wide: pyriform, rounded, eye reddish,
protruding: skin reddish-brown: pulp red. Nice and Provence. (Fig. 45.)

B)-iasea—Rolandina.
Briasca Doussa

—

Street Briasca; Brayasqne: Ficus dnlcissima Risso; Street Bray-
asqne.—Above medium: 2i inches long by li inches wide, with very short
neck and short stalks; skin shining, blackish purple, shaded red; pulp red-
dish but pale. The figs, known as ''buffros,' are very early and sweet, but
poor in taste. Leaves S-lobed. Draguignan and Provence, France.

Brizanzola. —Italian fig.

Brocket Hall—IscuiA, White.
Brogiotto Bianco—Barnissotte, White.
Brogiotto Genoue-se—Barnissotte, White.
Brogiotto ^oreri^mo—Barnissotte, Black.
Brogiotto iVero—Barnissotte, Black.
Brown Co7<co?trd—Coucourele Brune.
Broicn Hamburgh—Brunswick.
Brown Italian— Brow}^ Turkey.
Bron-n Naples—Brown Turkey.
Brown Turkey

—

Ashridge i orcing; Blue; Common Blue; Blue Burgundy; Broum
Italian; Brotim NajAes; Long Naples; Early Howick; Italian; Large Blue;
Lee's Perpetual; Mnrrey; Purple; Fleur Rouge; Walton; Turkey, Brown (all

synonyms according to Hogg).—Large size. Turbinate-pyrit'orm with small
but hardy distinct neck; stalks short or variable; fig flattened toward apex;
ribsfew. slightly elevated: eyemedium, slightly open: scales large, rosy brown,
all depressed; raised iris. Skin smooth, greenish in shade, violet brown in
the sun, with darker ribs. Pulp dark rosy red, seed small, good quality. A

Fig. -4.5.—Briasca fig.
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good bearer. The fig generally known as Broirn Turkey in California, and
elsewhere in America as the Brunswick. (Figs. 46, 47.)

Fig. 40.—Brown Turkey

Brunswick

—

Baysicater: Bough ton; Broivn Hamburgh : Clementine: De St. Jean;
Hanover; Madonita: Bed; Large White Turkey; ^Black XaxiJes (?).—All these

synonyms and some others
are given by Dr. Hogg. Two
crops. First crop very large,

pyriform, rather cylindrical,

with swollen cheeks, one of

which is the larger; apex
very obtuse, neck and stalk
very short; ribs distinct, but
not much elevated, few and
broad. Eye medium, hardly
elevated, open; iris slightly
darker, with amber -rose
scales. Skin pale amber
with aviolet tint: ribs darker
violet, shading reddish: the
shady side paler amber, to-

ward stalk and neck green-
ish yellow; skin smooth, but
not waxy: pulp amber. Sec-

ond crop medium or below,
otherwise not much differ-

ent from the brebas. Tree
is quite small, with strag-

gling branches, deeply cut
leaves, which on account of
their small nnniber as well

as size give little shade. A
very hard}' fig. with large
crops of medium iiuality.

This fig. which is variously
and erroneously known in

California and in the United
States generally as Browu Turkey, Smyrna, etc., was, until the introduction

of the Adriatic, the most common white fig in the first-mentioned State.

The very large dingy white and brown Brebas are the first figs in the San
Francisco market, but they are watery, not sweet, and otherwise poor in

quality, although very juicy. (Fig. 4S.)

Fig. 47.—Leaf of Brov.-n Tiirkej- nt;'.
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Bucuelle—France.
Bulletin Black—PiRPhE Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs. p. 279.

)

Bulletin Smjirna—Lob Ixgir.—Under this name four distinct varieties imported
from Smyrna have been distributed by G. P. Rixford. of the San Fraacisco
Evening Bulletin. For a history of these figs see ' Early fig culture in Cali-

fornia."' It was soon found that the figs dropped regularly before maturity,
and up to the year 1801 not a single fig had matured. That j-ear some 30 tigs

were pollinated by Mr. E. W. Maslin and the author, all apparently arriving at
full and perfect maturity,
thus proving the value of

the figs and their genuine-
ness. Previous to this,

however, most of the fig

trees distributed had been
destroyed as unproductive.
(See Smyrna figs, p. 278.)

B?«r/j7ia?Ji's/S'7>i7/r»r<—Athenes.
Cabroliana

—

La Douqueiretta

:

Ficus carica var. flomanti-
ana Geny.—Second crop
pyriform, greenish yellow,
2{ inches long by Ij inches
wide. Pulp red. Nice and
Provence.

Caiana

—

Bertolina, Eze; Ficun
caiana Risso; Ficus hroinii
Risso; Ficus sjjlvestris var.

africana Geny; Red Cai-
ana.—Small, n inches di-

ameter; turbinate; skin
thin, downy, reddish vio-

let, or violet red with a blue
bloom. Pulp pale red.
watery, somewhat bitter.

Nice and Provence.
Caiana Blanca

—

Ficus cando-
leaua Risso.—Similar to
the preceding, but with
greenish-yellow skin. Nice
and Provence.

Calabresa

—

Ficus s y I vest r i s

var. calahra Genj-.—First
crop above medium or
large, about '.) inches long
by 2.1 wide: pyriform; of a bright green, mixed with brown,
pulp red. Nice and its vicinity.

Calabria—Dottato.
Californ ia—Mission.
Caprifig—Co ri/zgf»/e?-; Doiikkar (Kabylia); Wild Fie/.—The ^vi\d fig of the Med-

iterranean region, with male, gall, and female flowers in the same fig, for all

of which see special chapter (p. 74) . There are a great number of varieties of
this fig, differing in shape, size, and color of the fruit, as well as in the shape of
the leavt s, which in some are almost entire, in others very deeply lobed. Some
varieties bear three crops a year, others two, and some only one crop. The
varieties are suited to different localities. The caprifig Is indigenous to south-
ern Arabia, but has become wild in all Mediterranean districts, even in southern
France. (Fig. 49. ) For description of named varieties of caprifigs see p. 279.

Caravayichina i??a>ico—Caravanchina.
Caravanchina Blanca—

C

ar

a

vanchi

n

A

.

Caravanchina

—

Caravanchina Bianca; Caravanchina Blanca: Ficus si/h'estrisvar.
sublitforalis Geny: Ficus coUina Risso.—Two crops: First crop above medium;
3i inches long by 2 wide: pyriform. with long neck, heartshaped at apex. Eye
prominent, reddish: skin greenish yellow: pulp red, white, and violet, with
a violet inner skin. Second crop lA inches in diameter, turbinate, almost
rounded: of a greenish yellow mixed with red. A good table fig. Nice and
Provence.

Caravanchina NegTSL—Cararanquin Negre; Fico oi'ata; Ovato: Ficus obovata
Risso: Ficus sijli-estris var. obovalis Geny.—Second crop: oval-oblong, IJ to 2
inches diameter; skin rough, shiny, blackish violet: pulp red. Italy and
Provence.

4.8.—Leaf of Brnuswick flg.

Meat violet;
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Caravanquin A>f/><'—Caravanx'HINa Neora.
Carbiani.—Table fig. Italy.

CanfJgi(ie)'—C.uniiFi(i. (Seep. 279.)

CastWgnola—Lrt Castagnola: Castcuptolo (Italy); Ficns carica var. fticosa

Q-eny.—Globular; bright green; U to V{ inches diameter. Savoy, at Nice.

C«.s^«(/»o/o—CastagN( >la.

Fig. 49.—Caprifiar from Italy.

Castle Kennedy.—Frnit very large, obovate or long pyriform: skin thin, very ten-

der, greenish yellow on the neck and toward the stalk, but pale dingy brown,
mottled with dull, dingy gray on the widest part and toward the eye; pulp pale,

opaline, with slight stains of red around some of the seeds nearest the eye: ten-

der, but not richly fiavored. A large and handsome early fig. remarkable for its

earliness, which is nearly three weeks ahead of the Marseillaise. The fruit

greatly resembles Brunswick, but is entirely distinct in habit and growth of

plant; abundant bearer: has been grown for more than a century at Castle

Kennedy, N. B., England. (Hogg.)
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Cassnba—Kassaba.— (See Smyrna figs, p. 278).

Catalan

—

Ficiis gallica Risso.—Rounded, flat, bright violet: pulp red. Nice and
the Riviera.

Cavajolo.—Italy.

Cavaliers.—Italy.

Celeste.

—

Blue Celeste: Celestial: Celeste Violetfe.—iiinaWA'} by I-]- inches. Ovate-
turbinate. with long and distinct neck; ribs few but distinct on body and
around the apex, but not on neck: stalk variable, but always long—sometimes
half as long as the body of the fiir; ej'e raised, rough, closed with very small
scales and elevated iris of the same color as the skin of the fig: color dark violet
brownish amber, without any reddish flush, slightly paler toward the apex.
The bloom, which is' confined to the neck and upper part of the body, is bounded
by a distinct and sharp line, and is thick and pale blue: skin very thin; pulp
dark rose, fine grained; meat amber: sweet, but of poor flavor: tree a strong
grower, erect, leaves medium to small, 3 to o lobed. (Fig. .50. )

Celeste Violette—Celeste.
CeZesfmZ—Celeste.
Ce/e.5fnie—Beaucaire.
Cex-nica.—Medium, roiindish turbinate; ribs shallow, but distinct: neck and stalk

combined one-third the length of the fig: skin blackish violet, with blue bloom.

Fin. .T.—Celeste Ars.

not very thin; eye closed, with exuding honey when ripe: pulp deep red. oily,

and sweet, but lacking in flavor; a black Dalmatian fig. Cernica meaning black;
first introduced into California by G. N. Milco. Resembles Black Barnissotte.

Charagine.—Medium, round, white. France.
Cheameghouar.—Very large, long and turbinate; skin red, pulp white. Algiers.
Chearlick—Asia Minor.
Chestnut-colored Ischia—IscHiA, Browx.
Chiajese.—Italy.

Chiattolatte—Italy.

Christmas Jig—Natalino.
Cierotat—France.
Cimeirenca

—

Figa verdara: Fieus ceiiienelea. Risso: Verdara: Ficus erin. var.
eemenelea Geny.—About '2 to 2} inches diameter, turbinate: skin thick, violet
black; eye red; pulp purple: good, very productive. Originated near Cimiez
in France according to Dr. Sauvaigo. There is said to be a Cimeirenca blanca
at Nice, France.

Clare

—

Doctor Hogg's Clare.—Said to be a synonym of Brunswick. The fig sent
in bj' the Royal Horticultural Society of London is a difiiereut fig. It is small,
roundish, with no neck. Eye very large, splitting wide open. Skin smooth
yellowish green, working in every direction. No ribs; pulp rosy, very pale,
juicy; seeds very small; sweet, biit no flavor. Leaves 8 inches long by 7 wide,
3-lobed, medium deep, sometimes two additional upper lobes.
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Claveu

—

Clou: Fuja clou: Ficun cJaricnlaris Risso: Ficn.<< erin. var. longicoiiJis

Geny.—Two crops. First crop, large, -il to 4 inches by IJ to lA wide, pyri-
t'orin. but very obloiiLC. eye protruding, skin thin, of a uniform brownish
black, pulp carmine red mixed with violet. Second crop: Turbinate, of about
2^ inches diameter. Nice and Provence.

Clou—Cl.\\ev.
Clementine—Brunswick.
Cloverdale.—Small, about U to If inches: round pyriform. with a thin and dis-

tinct neck, broadest below the center towards the apex. Stalk medium, with
large leaflets: ribs few. but well marked from and on the stalk, gradually dis-

appearing on the body of the fig. Eye smooth, not sunk: scales large, rosy
red, iris small or none: skin very smooth, greenish yellow, color evenly dif-

fused. Pulp fine grained, red: meat white. The real name is unknown.
Received from Mr. Truett of Clovertlale, Cal.

Coct.SCO—ROLANDINA.
Co?itr—CUERS.
Cceur cles Dames—Cuers.
Col de Senora Negm—CoL Di Signora Nigra.
Col de Signora—Co'L Di Signora Bianca.
Col de Signora Bianca Panachee—CoL di Sioxora Panachee.
Col des Dames—Coh di Signora Bianca.
Col di Signora Bianca

—

Coldes Dames; Coullde Dama: Col de Signora: Lucrezia:
Ficus domiiKi Risso: Ficus carica var. carmosa Geny.—Two crops. First
crop: Rare, glaucous green-shaded yellow.
Second crop: Medium, about 1 1 by 3 inches,
\Videst diameter near the apex. Shape
oblong, pyriform, with a very long, well-

set, and narrow neck, rather twisted and
bent; stalk very short and stout: apex
obtuse: ribs longitudinal, regular, and
veryprominent; ej'e closed, with red scales:

color, greenish yellow, changing to green-
ish white, with a fine gray bloom. Skin
thin, but hard, detaching itself from the
pulp, which is very dark red, thick, and
sirupy. Ripens very late—September to
frost. The bearing qualities of this fig tree
are poor, liut the quality of the fig is very
superior, it being one of the finest of figs.

both fresh and dry. worthv of cultivation
in any country. Widely distributed along
the Mediterranean.

Col di Signora Nigra

—

Col de Senora Xegra.—
Medium size, 2^ inches by 1 1 inches. Shape
ovate pyriform. obtuse at apex: neck very
narrow and long, curved and swollen to-

wards the stalk end. Stalk very short,

almost none, but thick. Ribs of two kinds:
some are very large and prominent, others
are much lower and shorter, but distinct
even on the neck and on the stalk. Eye
small, slightly raised, open: scales dark
with pale margins, no iris. Color, dark
violet chocolate, with a slight greenish
flush in the shade, the swollen part of the
neck close to the stalk being bluish-green.
Apex dark violet brown, with here and
there a flush of bright bluish green. Bloom thick, bluish white. Pulp very
dark blood red, of exc^uisite flavor and sweetness, a perfect conserve: meat
gi-eenish yellow. Tree large, spreadmg: bark of tree dark, rough, not shiny;
leaves lar^e, o to •> lobed. glossy, entire, but somewhat variable. Extensively
cultivated near Roussillon. in France, and is there one of the latest figs. First
crop verj' small, second crop larger: ripens from September to frost. One of

the best figs, even superior to the white Col di Signora, but. like all figs, it

thrives and comes to perfection only in certain localities. (Fig. .51.)

Col di Signora Panachee

—

Col de Signora Bianca Panachee: Panachee: Striped
Signora.—Fruit Hbove medium, shape roundish turbinate, even, regular in
form, and very handsome m appearance. Neck shorter than the typical variety;

Fig. .51.—Col di Si^ora Nigra fig.
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stalk about one-fourth inch long ; color of skin . straw yellow, beautifully striped
with longitudinal bandsof bright, lively green, some of which are broad, others
narrow. Eye closed, surrounded by a narrow iris: pulp bright rose, verj' sweet
and delicious. This fig is similar in quality to the white Col. but with shorter
neck and a distinct variegated skin and paler-colored pulp. It is not an exten-
sively cultivated fig, on account of inferior hearing (lualities, Imt for a garden
fig it is much to ];e recommended, as it would sell well in any market. This
fig is, however, inferior to the black Signora.

Colombro—Italy.

Comadre.

—

Fico (hi Comadre.—The best white-drying fig in Portugal, grown in
Algarve. on the north shore of the Mediterranean.

Commercial Suujrna—Lob Ingir.
Common Blue—Brown Turkey.
Concordana.—Possibly identical with Congonrdaiie—Mussega.
Constant Date—Datte Quotidienne.
Constantine

—

De Constavtine.—From the Chiswick Garden. Royal Horticultural
Society. Medium to small. Turbinate, 2 inches long by 1 A inches wide. Neck
short and thin. Stalk very short. Many irregular ribs. Flat at apex. Eye
small: open, with a brown iris. Color of skin, deep olive green, with violet
ribs. Pulp dense, but with hollow center, of deep rose color. Tree straggling
and spreading. Leaves medium. 3-lobed. (Fig. 52.

Fig. 52.—Constantine figs.

Corbo—San Pedro, Black.
Cordelia.—Large, about 2;^ inches long by 2 inches wide: pyriform, with the great-

est diameter near the eye, where the fig is slightly flattened. Neck very short.
Stalk short. Ribs coarse, but few, fading out towards the stalk. Eye very
prominent, with large scales, all sunk below the cheeks. Skin yellowish, with
green shade. Eye pinkish or j^ellow, with a darker zone around the seeds:
variable. Meat and pulp amber. A large zone below the eye contains numer-
ous male flowers of perfect development, with much pollen when ripe. The
lower zone contains only mule or gall flowers. This fig was found in the San
Francisco market in August, 1898, where it had been brought from Cordelia.
Cal. Exact location unknown to the author. The fig is very .iuicy, sweet,
and pulpy; but the male zone is. as usual, very dry. The fig is one of the
sweeter kinds, but devoid of flavor. The characteristic male flowers of this
fig place it close to the Croisic fig, as described by Professor Solms-Laubach.

Cordeliere—Cotignana.
CordeZ/zere—Seryantine.
Cor/cse—Rolandina.
Cortice Crasso—Peloua.
Cotigv.Si-asi—Obse)-vantine; Ohservantiere Orise: Cordeliere; FigiieOrise; Ficuscoti-

gnana Risso: Ficus sylvestri.^ var. praecox Geny; Blavette; Barbillanne.—Two
crops. Brebas above medium, 3 to 3i inches by 3^^. Pyriform, flattened,
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and larger at apex, suddenly contracted at the base, with a long neck
with prominent -veins. Color gray, tinted lilac. Skin thick, but tender.
Cracking eye, large, reddish, surrounded by a bluish iris. Pulp pale red and
yellow, very sweet, and fine (June and July). These brebas are of the very
best quality, and the highest-priced early fig in southern France. Second crop,
in September and October, is very inferior in quality as fresh, but superior for
drying. Size smaller, and of pale color. Leaves, 5-lobed. The tree requires
moist, deep, and rich soil.

Cotignacenque.—About 2 inches long by 1 inch wide: oblong, with long neck,
flattened at apex. Skin greenish white. Eye red. Pulp red. Leaves ;3-lobed;

lobes pointed. Requires dry soils, and is not affected by rain. A good fig,

fresh and dry, and it dries well on the branches of the tree. Provence and
Cotignac and other places in southern France. Not the same as Cotignana.

Coucouletta—Coucourela.
Coucourela

—

Coucouletta; Coucourelle de Grasse: Ficus tournefortiana Risso;
Ficus erinacea vai\ asperiuia Geny.—Two crops. Second crop: Medium, 2|
inches long, oblong pyriform: skin thin; color greenish yellow, mixed with
reddish; pulp red, sweet, with almost no seed. For drying almost as good as
the Rolandina. Leaves very deeply lobed, the middle lobe being very long.
Common around Grasse, in Provence, France.

Coucourele Brune

—

Brown Coucourel; Coucourelle Brune (Melette); Ficits fusca
Risso; Courcourellos Brunofi (Provence).—Two crops. First crop largest,

1^ by ij inches; very early. Second crop: Small or medium, roundish; color
of. skin deep brown, with a thic'c blue bloom; stalk variable in size; pulp
tender, without flavor, of deep red color, shading to rose. Except for want of
flavor it is a rich fig. Requires dry soils. Common in Provence.

Coucourelle Brune—Covcovrele Brune.
Coucourelle de Grasse—Coucourela.
Coucourelle Gavotte

—

Coucourelle Noire; Black Coucourelle; Ficus labillardiera
Risso. Two crops. Medium to small, round, with dark longitudinal lines
which are hardly elevated. No neck; eye oi)en; skin deep purplish black over
the apex and where fully exposed to sun, shading to paler, or even to greenish
bronze in shadeTblue bloom; pulp dark blood red, richly flavored. A first-

rate fig.

Coucourelle Noire—Coucourelle Gavotte.
Cou de Muelo—Rose Noire.
Cougourdana—Mussega.
Cougourdane.—Aix and Saint Remi.
Cougourdane—Mussega.
Cotill de Da7na—Col. di Signora Bianca.
Courcourelle Blanche—Angelique.
Courcourellos Brunos—Coucourele Brune.
Crave.—Size medium to small, 2 A by 1^ inches; oblong; neck long; stalk short,

tapering; skin rough, with close, distinct ribs; neck is bent; eye closed, ele-
vated, with sunk scales; cheeks protruding: widest diameter just above the
eye or near apex; color violet black, with gray bloom; pulp tine, deep violet
red. A sweet, juicy fig, without flavor or aroma. Leaves large, broad, lop-
sided (deeply), the lobes spreading and serrated, 5-lobed, average diameter.
Italy and France.

Crovere—Provence.
Cuers

—

DesDames; Verte; Troinpe-Cassaire; Tro7nj)e-Chasseur (Provence) ; Cceur
des Dames; Lady Heart; Coeur.—About li inches wide by 2 inches long; neck
small, distinct; stalk long; eye prominent, elevated, open; ribs low; skin green,
turning violet; pulp red; leaves 5-lobed, crenated, lobes pointed. Requires
moist soils. One of the best figs of Provence. On account of its color this fig
appears unripe when perfectly ripe, hence the name Trompe-Chasseur—hunt-
ers' deception. There is another fig known also in France as Trompe Chasseur
on account of its deceptive color.

Cuore—RuBADO.
D'Abondance—FRxycnE Paillard.
'Dedm.atia.—Figue de Dalmatia (Paul); De Dalmatic.—Very large, long, pyriform;

skin pale green, covered with soft pubescence; flesh dull red, sweet and rich.
(All according to Barron. ) Is different from the fig known as "White Dal-
matian" in California, which latter name was invented in this country, though
the fig itself was introduced from Dalmatia.

Dalmatian—Ragusa.
Dalmatian Ragusaine—Ragusa.
Danina—Italy.

Date—Datte Quotidienne.
Date-Quotidienne—Datte Quotidienne.
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Datte.—Medium or above; 2| inches long by IJ inches wide, generally lopsided,
tapering. Neck distinct, slightly bent. Stalk very short. The longest diam-
eter seldom passes through the eye. Skin vaxy, smooth, with indistinct nar-
row ribs. Eye very small, closed with yellowish scales; skin very tliin, pale
green, with small oblong lighter dots. Pulp very fine, thick sirupj^and rich,
of a deep brownish salmon, perfectly solid. A most delicious, sweet fig. Tree
medium: leaves small to medium, the larger ones about 7 inches long, with
distinct lobes, the central one generall}' being the longest. This fig differs
from DoTTATO and from Datte Quotidienxe. It is a much finer, though
smaller, fig than the latter.

Datte duotidienne

—

Date: Dattes?: Figue Datte? Date-Qiiofidieinic: QitotidieunL':
Constant Date.—Medium to large, 2^ inches long by If inches wide; pyriform;
no neck, or one vei-y short and-thick. Stalk very short; a few shallow, longi-
tudinal ribs; eye closed, depressed, small; skin smooth, except for the ribs.

Color vio:et brown on the ribs and on the sunny side, otherwise changing to
green, especially around the stalk end. A rich violet bloom around the stalk
end, which ends in the equatorial line. Pulp thick, oily, dark brownisli rose.
Tree moderate grower. Leaves medium to large. 5 lobed. A very fine fig

for drying, especially at Salon and Eyquieres, France.
Dattaresi—'Do'nx'TO.
Dattero—Dottato.
Dattes?—Datte Quotidienne.
Dattrali—Dottato.
Da.vi-p'h.iixe—Daiqjhine Violette; cVArgenteuil: Argenteuil: Grosse Violette.—First

crop: A^ery large; round turbinate; stalk verj- short; color of skin purple, with
thick blue bloom; pulp amber. Second crop: Smaller; about 2 inches long by
11 inches wide. Grown extensively around Argenteuil for the Paris market.
The most successfully cultivated dark fig for out-of-door culture in northern
latitudes. It keeps long and transports more readily to distant localities than
almost any other fig. Tree strong grower; leaves small. 3-lobed.

Davx>hine Violette—Dauphine.
Daurada

—

Ficus liitea Risso; Ficuscarica var. clirysocarpa Geny.—Below medium,
l^to If inches long; globular, flattened at apex, color bright greenish yellow,
pulp red. Savoy, around Nice. This fig differs from the Figue d'or or Doree
of Provence and also from the Italian Dorato, for which see Albo.

D'4&o«da»cc—Franche Poillard.
D'^rgejifeztiZ—Blanche.
D'Argenteuil—Dauphine.
D'Athenes—Athenes.
De Bellegarde—Barnissotte. Black.
De Constantine.—Small, about li inches each way; turbinate; small, straight

neck; very short stalk, distinct, regular, but few ribs from stalk to apex. Eye
medivim, closed, with large scales, violet-brown iris, not elevated; skin rugose,
of a dingy green color, dingy violet on sunny side and near stalk end. Bloom
distinct, confined to a narrow zone around the stalk and occupying about
one-fourth of the fig. Pulp dingy salmon, fine grained, rich and high fla-

vored. Leaves medium, about 7 inches. 3 to 5 lobed, glossy, with small spurs,
crenate. The fig from which this description is taken was received from the
Royal Horticultural Society of London through Rev. Dr. Wilkes. The fig
differs from a variety received from English nurserymen under the same name,
and which is referred to in another place as Constantine.

De Constantine—Constantine.
De Dalmatie—DAL,^iATiA.
D'Espagne—Espagnola.
D'Eyrogue—EiYUOQVK.
De Grasse—Matarassa.
De Gerzf.saZeJu—Jerusalem.
De rAi^chipel—AncHiPEU
De la Frette—Violette de la Frette.
De la ilfodeZenie—Madeleine.
De la J/of7fZei»e—Magdalen.
Delamater''s—Adriatic.
Del Giappono—Hirta.
De Lipari—Lipari.
Delia Cava—Natalino.
Delia Goccia cZ'Oro—Dottato.
Delia Toccia—Italy.

De Nibran—Nibran.
De Porto—Porto.
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De Saint Esprit.— First crop fresh; end of June. At Marseilles, Aix, and Salon.

De Saint J(y/»— Brunswick.
De Saint Jea;;—Saint Jean.
Dcs Dames—CuERS.
Di (/pr?^s•r//('7»^—Jeri'Salem.
Doctor Hogg Black.—Medium: oblong, obovate: neck very short or wanting:

stalk verj' short and thick; eye small, closed: skin slightly hairy and of dark
mulberry color, covered with thick blue bloom and numerous little white
specks on the surface, which is furrowed by longitudinal lines. Pulp dull

red, thick, and sirupy, very richly flavored. First found by Dr. Hogg near
Toulouse, in France. The native name is not known. (Hogg.)

Doctor Hogg's Clare—Clare.
Doctor KhnbalVs TT'/mYc-—Gentile.
Domestica— F/f/a domestica (Provence); Fictis si/Ivesfris var. tragvH Geny.

—

Pyriform; greenish yellow, pulp bright red. Nice and Provence.
Dominiqvie

—

Saint Dominique.—A violet-colored French fig.

D'Or Bifere.—Small, or below medium, long ovate: color dull brown and greenish
yellow; flesh blood red; very rich and juicy. (Barron.)

D'Or de Beaum.—Medium; oblong: distinct ribs: stalk short, very stout: eye
open: skin pale hazel brown, on shaded side green, yellowish at full maturity.
Pulp rosy toward eve, opaline toward stalk end; quality good or excellent.

(Hogg.)
D'Or de Laura.—Below medium; oblong, with obscure ribs; eye closed; skin

green, turning yellowish or dirty white when iully ripe. Pulp opaline, very
sweet and tender. An excellent fig.

Doree

—

Figne d'Or.—Two crops. Medium: oblong: color bright yellow; pulp sal-

mon rose. The first crop is inferior, but very abundant. Fruit very large,

irregular, clear yellowish brown. Second crop: Medium or below medium;
turbinate, with tiattened apex; about 2 inches long by 1:^ inches wide. Ribs
many, narrow, and shallow, but still distinct. Neck tapering from near the
apex. Stalk very short. Color of skin pale, yellowish green, with fine gray
bloom extending down to the widest part of the fig. Color very transparent
and waxy. Not shining, but slightly downy. Eye small, depressed, open,
with large scales. Pulp clear amber, with rosy flush, and large seeds. Meat
greenish white. A fine, juicy fig of good quality. Small, but handsome.
Tree moderately large, erect. Leaves, small, 3-lobed.

Doree Nobis— (spelling doubtful); Doree Norbus (spelling doubtful.)—Fruit
medium or above about 3 inches long by If wide: pyriform, the widest part
above the eye. Ribs niany, close, and shallow. No distinct neck, but with
slight shoulders at the stalk, which latter is short. Skin waxy and beauti-
fully transparent, of a light greenish-yellow color, more green around the
apex. Eye small, closed frequently, with large raised iris. Pulp clear amber
white; very fine grain. Meat thick; white. Seed small. Center often hollow.
Tree strong, erect, with leaves large, drooping, with shallow 3 to 5 lobes. A
very handsome fig, of good quality. Does not belong to the Marseillaise class.

This fig is very similar to Doree, bi^t differs slightly in the color of the pulp.
(Fig. 53.)

Doree iVo/-t»».s-—Doree Nobis.
Z)o/^</("—DOTTATO.
Dottato

—

Calabria: Dattaresi; Dattero; Doiiof i (Sargana); B?/;eZ/mo (Speziaand
Chiavari) ; Binelli and Fichi di Napoli (at Genoa) ; Gentile; Gentili (at Voltri)

;

Napolitani (at Finali); Fichi de Ccdabria and Dattrali (in western Liguria);
Gentile di Napoli (Novi in Appennino. Liguria) ; Goccia; Fico Delia Goccia and
Delia Goccia d'Oro (in Lombardy).—Size medium or above medium, 2^ by 3

inches or less. Shape ovate, pyriform, with the greatest diameter through the
center. Neck medium, very well set and shouldered (especially in the first

crop). Stalk very short or none; ribslow^ skin smooth when fully ripe; shaded
ribs; eye medium, closed or semiopen; scales small, pink colored. Skin thin,
bursting, yellowish green amber, sometimes with violet flush. First crop very
few figs. 1 or 2 dozen to the tree. Second crop abundant: leaves broad, round,
3 lobed. Tree a heavy grower and fine bearer. One of the very best figs, suit-
able for drying. The Dottato is the best-known tig in Toscana, and from there
extends to southern Italy, and is the most valuable fig for drying there. The
largest part of Italian exported dried figs is ot this variety, and better than the
Bourgasotte. The Dottato loves rich and moist soils and is not suitable for
dry lands. Gallesio supposes the Dottato to be identical with the Smyrna
varieties, which is a mistake; neither is it identical with the Datte as grown
around Salon and Eyrique, in Provence. This latter fig has a dark, rosy pulp,
but is otherwise similar to the Dottato, and is probably avariety of that Italian
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fig. What the Dottato is for Toscana. Verdone is for Rome. Trojano for

Naples, and Marseillaise for Provence. ( Fig. 54.

)

Doucette, White.— Good, fresh, and dry. France, at Salon.

Doi(kk(U'.—The general name of the caprifig in Kahylia.

Douqueira Blanca— ir//i7t' Doitqueira: Ficm carica var. goupUiana Geny.—
First crop: Large, 3i to 4 inches long by 1$ to 2 inches wide. Shape oblong.

pyriform: very slender neck: skin thick, slightly downy, with prominent

ridges, adheriiig to the pulp, which is lively red; color of skin yellowish white.

Second crop: Smaller, 2^ by Iv inches. Skin rough, eye large, red. A very

srood fig.

Fig. 5:}.—Doree Nobis flgs.

Douqueira Negra— .Irr/if.scZa; Peroquina; Mouginence (Grasse); Perruquier;

Ficus mc:ecnsls Risso; Ficns crin. var. fertilis Geny.—Two crops. First crop

very large, Si to 4 inches long by 4 J to 2 inches wide. Oblong, pyriform, with

a thin neck. Skin thick, slightly downy, with prominent ribs, adhering to

the pulp. Color blackish violet. Pulp lively red, sweet, and agreeable. Sec-

ond crop much smaller, not good as fresh, but excellent dried. A fig valuable

for its first crop or brebas. Ex tensively cultivated near Nice, in France, where

it originated and where it becomes characteristic of the district.
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Douro, Black

—

Black Doiiro.—Si-e medium or below medium, pyriform or onion-
like, about Ig inches in both diameters. Stalk verj- sh(/rt: neck very narrow
and short, well set, but bent. 'Numeroiis narrow ribs, especially distinct ou
the cheeks. Apex flat; eye open, rather lar^e: scales small, upright. Color
dark blue, with a fine and dense gray bloom that can not be rubbed off: pulp
medium fine, verj' pale rose, shading to amber, very sweet, but not highly
flavored. Tree a moderate grower with close head; leaves medium to large;

about S inches diameter, rounded, almost entire. Under side very coarse.

(Figs. 3.1, m.)
'Donvo—jAor/e ]>l(tck Douro.—First crop: Very large, about 4 inches long by 2^

wide. Ovoid, with shoi-t neck, gradually tapering. Stalk very short. Skin
smooth, with thin down. Ribs numerous, very shallow. Color brown, mot-
tled violet, with green on the neck. Eye small, with small scales of a rosy
brown color. Leaves medium, broad, -l-lobed, with somewhat serrated edges.

Leaves pointed, with pointed lobes, with sinuses of medium depth. Pulp

Fig. ,")4.—Dottato figs.

rosy, brownish red, surrounded by a thick zone of violet flesh of a dark shade.
A very superior breba of fine appearance and attractive (luality. One of the
largest of all figs. Brebas ripe at Niles August 1. (See Portugal. Black.

)

Bouro Vebra.— Size small, 1:} inches long by Ij wide: pyriform. tapering, with a
short, straight neck: a few ribs near the neck, none on chee's. Stalk medium
to short, one-third the length of the fig; eye prominent, but closed: .scales

prominent: no iris: skin rather waxy, witli i'aint bloom: color dark violet
black, with a little greenish shading around the stalk. Pulp amber, brownish,
with a rosy margin: meat white: pulp dense and fine: seeds small. A fair

fig, but not highly flavored, at Niles. Tree strong, with a dense head. Leaves
variable, large to small, o to 5 lobed, with shallow lobes about 5 inches wide
by oA to long; glossy: lopsided.

Drap d'Or.—Large, 3i inches long by l.V inches wide: pvriform. with very long
and distinct neck and a long stalk. Ribs elevated, distinct, waxy, but few in
number; apex obtuse and concave at the eye, which is sunk between swollen

23740—No. 9—Ul- -16
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clieelvs. Eye small, with distinct violet iris: scales rosy amber. Color of skin

lit'ht violet to reddish amber, not very dark. Ribs darl er: between them the

Fig. 55.—Douro, Black figs.

color shades to reddish yellow. The side exposed to the ligiit only slightly

darker; neck is of the same
color, but the stalk is bright
yellowish green. Bloom thin
and pale; pulp rosy red: meat
yellow amber, of very fine qual-
ity; regarded by the French
confectioners as one of the best
figs for crystallized and glace
fruit. Hogg gives as synonym
Brunswick, which is erroneous,
this being a different fig. (Fig.

57.)

Drap d'Or (Barron).—Be.ow me-
dium; almost round; no neck;
skin i)ale greenish yellow
shaded v.'ith brown; flesh deli-

cate amber, thick juicy, and
well flavored. This de.scription

given by Barron indicates a
very ditierent fig frum ihe pre-

ceding, which the author be-

lieves is the true Drap d'Or.
Ihi Japuii—HiR'TA.
Du Roi

—

Dii Roy.—Size above me-
dium, 2} by If inches; larger
than the Marseillaise. Shape
rounded, pyriform, uneven,
with swollen cheeks. Ribs
few, slightly elevated and
irregular in outline. Neck dis-

tinct, always short, but vari-

able; stalk "very short. Eye large to very large, without elevated iris;

Fig. 5<>.—Leaf of Douro, Black fig.
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scales Jarge, standing out, of a pale amber color. Skin smooth, but not
waxy, of a pale bluish-green with a darker green on the exposed side. Pulp
amber, with rosy streaks and with many exceedingly minute seeds, and of

a tine texture. This tig does not belong to the Marseillaise class. It has
smaller seeds and a finer meat and pulp, and is also more oblong than that
tig. It 13 a most excellent fig and one of the very best figs grown in Califor-

nia. Is suitable for drying as well as fresh. In some localities it is iirefera-

l)le to the Marseillaise. This tig can not be too highly recommended and
will no doubt become one of the most extensively grown figs in California
and Arizona. (Fig. 58.)

Du Roy—Du Roi.
Earlij H(Mcick—Brown Tirkey.
Early Violet.—Very small to small. Round, turbinate, with swollen and pro-

truding cheeks; neck distinct, but short; .stalk medium to long; ribs distinct,

somewhat elevated, sometimes much elevated. Eye large, sunk, closed; scales

large, rosy red, with small iris. Skin rough and uneven, violet brown with
red flush and a thin peach-
colored bloom, which does
not quite reach the eye.
Pulp red, fine, and sweet.
This fig. though small,
bears continuously and is

valuable on that account.
Preferable to the Ischias
and Celeste. (Fig. ."jO.)

Early "White

—

Early Yelloto;

Small Ea rly Wh ife; Ja iiue

Hat ire.—Small, roundish
turbinate, somewhat flat-

tened at apex; color of
skin pale yellowish white,
very thin skin; pulp
whi e, sweet, but want-
ing tlavor.

Early Ydloic—Early White.
Ecousse Noire.—Probably the

same as Recousse noire.
El-hadj.—A black fig from

Kabylia which requires
caprification.

Endrich.— Two crops: me-
dium size, oblate or pyri-
form; neck verj' long;
stalk short: ribs shallow;
eye very large, open;
skin greenish-yellow, no
bloom, tjuite thick; pulp
of first crop dingy opaline
in center, surrounded by
a broad band of muddy
but distinctly violet pulp,
rather coarse, but sweet.
Second crop has the pulp white, with occasionally a trace of violet around
the margin. In drying the piilp turns violet-black. Tree is of medium size,

leaves woolly, lobes shallow and rounded. Introduced from Itaiy by W. B.
West, but sold to Mr. Endrich, of Stockton. Cal. . who lost the original name.
Again propagated, and distributed by Mr. W. B. West and others under
the name of Endrich. Generally a poor tig. but said in some localities
to be very excellent; especially so around Stockton, according to Mr. West.
Farther inland, in the San .Joaiiuin Valley, this fig is very poor and almost
worthless. Some trees sent out under this name are identical with Rubado.

Erhetli—Lob Ingir.
Erheghli—'LoB Ingir.
Erbc'lli—'LnB Ingir.
Espagnola

—

rfEspagne.—White. Late. Aix, France.
E.sry/f ///((/('//(>—LiPARI.
Euscaire Preto.
Eyrogue

—

D'Eyrogxe.—Below medium, oblate; skin pale; yellow, tinted greem.
Pulp pale rose, juicy, but not rich. France.

Fabre.—Two crops. Large. France.

Fig. -Drap d"Or flg
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FaII<i(/kina—Q\y Pedho, Black.

Fich i'de Calabria—DoTTXTO.
Field di Axtpo/i—DoTTATO.

Fichi Dor/—Gentile.
Fich i d' Oj'o—Albo.
Fico Arhicone—&.\y Peduo, Black.

Fig. 58.—Du Roi

Fico da Cov)!ar7jr—ComaDRE.
Fico dalV O.sso—Mekioun.
Fico iJct^fero—Rolandina.
Fico della Goccia—Dottato.
Fico di FragoIa—AvniATic.
Fico Do)v//o—Albo.
Fico rf' Oro—Gentile.
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Fico di Saint Piero—S>AN Pedro, White.
Fico di San Piero or Saint Piero—BAS Pedkcj, White.
Fico di San Pietro—San Pedko, White.
Fico de Saint Piere—i6.\.:^ Pedro, White.

235

Fio. 59—Early Violet figs

Fico di 57>flf/»o—Franciscana.
Ficofetifero—Merioun.
Ficu Aero—Sax Pedro, Black.
Fico orafa—CaratANCHiNa Neora.
Fico San Piero—Qa]^ Pedro, Black.
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Fico unico—Franciscana.
Fico violacea—San Pedro, Black.
Fico zentil—Albo.
Flcus ae!(fa—PouNCHUDA.
Ficus albida—Blancassa.
Ficus ama ra—Amarouxa.

Ficus harnissotc—Barxissotte, Black.
Ficus hovina—Boxjiyi.
Ficus t^roumi—CxiA'SA.
Ficus caicma—Caiaxa.
Ficus candoleana—Cal\xa blaxca.
Ficus carica var. cannosa—Col di Sigxora Bl\xca.
Ficus carica var. chrysocarpa—Daurada.
Ficus carica var. deceptans Gen}'

—

Verte Bruxe.
Ficus carica var. Jlomantiana—Cabroliaxa.
Ficus carica y&x.'florentina—Toscaxa.
Ficus carica var. /oderea»a—Blaxcassa.
Ficus carica var. formosa—Sucrada.
Ficus carica var. fucosa—Castagxola.
Ficus carica var. goupiliana—Douqueira blaxca.
Ficus carica var. leiocarpa—Seirola.
Ficus carica var. ligurica—Pissalutto Bianco.
Ficus carica var. lunata—Prixcessa.
Ficus carica var. luteus—Albo.
Ficus carica var. midtifcrox—Verdal, Loxg.
Ficus carica var. prolifcra—Tapa Cartin.
Ficus carica var. robusta—Rl'Bado.
Ficus carica var. rotundula—Rondeletta.
Ficus carica var. serotina—Grosse Beurdoua,
Ficus cemeneha—Cuieirenca.
Ficus clavictdaris—Claveu.
Ficus coZ/uiff—Caravaxchina.
Ficus cotignana—Cotigxaxa.
Ficus domina—Col di Sigxora Bl\xca.
Ficus dulcissinia—Brlvs:a Doussa.
Ficus dijlo var. o;«or?//((—Amarouna.
Ficus er'.nocca var. asperima—Coucourela.
Ficus criiwceav&r. ccmenelea—Cimeirexca.
Ficus crinocea var. cineresccns—Bordeaux.
Ficus erinocea var. criocarpa—Peloua.
Ficus erinocca var. crodcns—Saraixa.
Ficus eriiwcea var. fertilis—Douqueira Negra.
Ficus crinocea var. foetifera—Merioux.
Ficus crinocea var. gemina—Merlixga.
Ficus erinocea var. jucunda—Barxissotte. Black,
Ficus erinocea var. loiigicaidis—Claveu.
Ficus erinocea var. melongena—Merexoiaxa.
Ficus erinocea var. vientonensis—Mextoxasca.
Ficus erinocea var. salsula—MouissouxA.
Ficus erinocea var. saxetana—Negretta.
Ficus erinocea var. uberrima—Sxy Pedro, Black.
Ficus franciscana—Fraxciscana.
i^fci(s/«SCa—COUCOURELE Brune.
Ficus gallica—Catalax.
Ficus garideli—Berxissenca.
Ficus grandis—Barxissotte, White.
Ficus f//Y/.ss('j(.s'/.s—Matarassa.
Ficus /(r'/e«a—RoxDELLA Blaxca.
Ficus hirta—HiRTA.
Ficus imperialis—Imperial.
Ficus labillardiera—Coucourelle Gavotte.
Ficus linneana—'M.vssKGA.
Ficus loiigicaudata—Pecox.iudo.
Ficus lutea—Daurada.
Fic^is marsiliensis—Athenes.
Ficus vieirana—M'EiRANA.

Ficus vielitensis—Merexoiaxa.
Ficus mellifera—Meou.
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Ficus inoustruosa—Tapa Cartin.
FicHs mouissona—Mouissouna.
Ficus mourenao—Mourenao,
Ficus nicaceensis—Douqukira Negra.
Ficus nigra—Negretta.
Ficus nucleata—Merioun.
Ficus o?;orafo—Caravanchixa Negra.
Ficus pJioceana—Marseillaise, Black,
Fic2is piVoso—Pelou A.

Ficus polymorpha var. depressa—Barmssotte. Black.
Ficus polymorpha var. hematocarpxi—Franciscana.
Ficus 2niiclieila—GE:sTihE.
Ficiis jnmctulafa—Mussega Negra.
Ficus purpyireo-violacea—Salada.
Ficus radiaia—Prixcessa.
Fictis richardi—RvBXDO.
Ficus rich cta—O'sxY..

Ficus rolaudina—Rolaxdina.
Ficus rosa nigra—Rolandixa Negra.
Ficus saccharata—Sl'crada.
Ficus sa^rejii'a—PissALUTTo Negro.
Ficus saracen ica—Saraina .

Ficus seirola—Seirola.
Ficus serotina—Rubado Negro.
Ficus siciliana—Siciliaxa.
Ficus smithii—Levexssana.
Ficus sylvestris var. nfricana—Caiaxa.
Ficus sylvestris var. aZ^^es/ri-s—Levenssaxa.
Ficus sylvestris var. bruttia'^SicihiA'SA.
Ficus sylvestris var. ccdabra—Calabresa.
Fic'is sylvestris var. ceresana—Roxdella Negra.
Ficus sylvestris var. festinatissima—Briasca.
Ficus sylvestris var. hyberna—Rubado Negro.
Ficus sylvestris var. mauritanica—Moresca.
Ficus sylvestris var. monstruosa—Fourrassa.
Ficus sylvestris var. o6qra/;s—Caravanchixa Negra.
Ficus sylvestris var. olivula—Mourenao.
Ficus sylvestris var. praecox—Cotignana.
F cus sylvestris var. proedH/e/s^RoLAXDiXA.
Ficus sylvestris var. praelonga—Pouxchuda.
Ficus sylvestris var. ?'((&e??a—Roussana.
Ficus sylvestris var. riibricaidis—Rolaxdixa Negra. '

Ficus sylvestris var. rufescens—Negrau.
Ficus sylvestris var. smyrua—Meou.
Ficus sylvestris var. sublittoralis—CxKAVxycniyx.
Ficus sylvestris var. tragus—Domestica.
Ficus sylvestris var. furgenia—Fraxciscaxa.
Ficus sylvestris var. rejitfr/co.so—Matelassa.
Ficus tournefortiana—Coucourela.
Ficus variabilis—Verdal, White.
Ficus t'ee^roso—Rolaxdixa.
Ficus virescens—Verdal, Long.
Figa a Meriouu—MERiovy.
Figa Bovin—Bouix.
Figa c/o;(—Claveu.
Figa de il/eou—Meou.
Figa d'Ome—Ome.
Figa domestica—Domestica.
Figa Jiorentiua—TosCA'SA.
Figa fourrassa—Fourrassa.
Figa maravilla—Princessa.
Figa mielleuse—Meou.
Figa negrau—Negrau.
i^(V/a 2^''i»ce.s.sa—Princessa.
Figa r»6acto—Franciscana.
Figa rubado—Rubado.
Figa sici7ia?ia—Siciliana.
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Figa turca—Princessa.
Figa verdara—Cimeirenca.
Figo melogranu—FRA>x'isaANA.
Figue d'Atheiies—Athenes.
Figue de Dalmatia—Dalmatia.
Figue daffe(?)—Datte Quotidienne.
Figue de Grasse—Matarassa.
Figue de il/e»^one—Mentonasca.
Figue 3IieUeuse—MEOV.
Figue de iV«j:»Zt'.s—Marseillaise, White.
Figue d'Ov—Doree.
Figue fran eisea hi—Franciscana.

Figue d'Or.—It is doubtful if this is a synonj-m of Brunswick, as stated by several
continental writers. Students of hothouse figs are too ready to lump figs,

received imder different names, together as synonyms, relying principally upon
resemblances of the first crop, the second crop seldom maturing under glass,

or at least not maturing to perfection. Thus it has come to pass that many
of the synonyms given by Dr. Hogg are in I'eallty distinct figs, bat which show
only their true characteristics when growing in suitable localities out of doors
and in climates favorable to the full development of the figs.

Figue Grj.se—Beaucaire.
Figue Grise—Cotignana.
Figue GWse—Matarassa.
Figue Poire—Bordeaux.
Figue PoiVe—San Pedro, Black.
Figue i^ezjif—Mussega.
Figue rioZe^fe—Mouissouna.
Figtiier Rouge—Violette de la Frette.
Fiquo Aubiquon—Bordeaux.
Florentina—Toscana.
Fleur Rouge—Brown Turkey.
Flomantiana—Cabroliana.
Ford

—

Ford Seedling.—Ijarg:e or above medium: shape, turbinate-pyriform. rather
uneven, with swollen cheeks, hanging and protruding above the eye. Neck
very short, but distinct, like a stalk; stalk none: ribs not elevated, but colored
darker: eye open, medium size, sunk below the cheeks, but slightly elevated
at the scales; scales, many in the row (9 or 10). irregular, red; skin, smooth,
dark, violet in sun, greenish in shade, sometimes greenish with violet flesh.

Light-gray bloom; pulp rosy red. coarse; meat, rosy white. A very large fig,

heavy crops and strong growth, coarse quality. The above fig is a different
fig from the fig described under that name by Dr. Hogg, wlio regards it

identical with Marseillaise. (Figs. 60, 61.)
Ford Seedling—Ford.
Fourrassa

—

Figafoarixtssa (Nice); Fieus sylvcstris yar.monstruosa. Geny.—Sec-
ond crop very large, 4f by 3J^ inches; oblong, rounded at apex; skin thick, of a gray
or greenish-yellow color, marked with small dots; pulp, red. juicy; medium
quality. One of the largest figs, but of doubtful value. Nice and its vicinity.

Franche Paillard

—

Ahondauce: D'Ahondanee: Franque Pagarde.—Two crops.
First crop; Medium, oblong; skin light brown: pulp salmon-red. Second
crop: Medium, pear shaped, violet-brown color, green in shade; pulp red,
vinous, and juicy, but not always sweet. An enormous bearer, of value only
in few favored localities in France, where it is extensively cultivated, or at
least distributed.

i^ra */ef.sro}(—FRANCisCANA.
Franciscana

—

San Franee: Francisean: Figue franeiscain; Figo melograno
(Italy); Fico ?t?;ico (Port Maurice); Fico di SjMigna; Figa rubado (western
Riviera); Ficus franciseana Risso; Fieus sylvcstris \ar. turgen in. Geny; Fieus
pol!jmor])ha var. heutatncarpa Gasparrini; St. Francis.—One crop; mediuru:
3 to 2k inches diameter, turbinate, fiattened at apex; skin cracking; color
bright greenish-violet: pulp juicy, honey like, blood-red or of the color of the
red pomegranate. A fig good for drying, but it cracks and splits wide open
like a flower after having been exposed to a rain storm. Not uncommon in
the Riviera around Nice, France.

Franque Pagarde—Franche Paillard.
Frette—RovQE de la Frette.
Genoa, Black

—

Negro d'Espana, Noire d'Espagnc, Nigra: Blaek Spanish.—Large,
oblong, broad toward the apex, very slender toward the stalk; skin dark pur-
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pie. almost black, with a thick blue bloom; pulpj'ellowish nearly to the meat,
reddish or red toward center: juicy, sweet, r.ncl rich. Said by Hogg to be the
most common black tig in Languedoc and Provence. This is not now the case.

Genoa, "White

—

^VI(ite (k'no(i.—>iize above medium. >!•/ by 1\ inches: shape pyri-
form; neck small, not set oft": stalk very short: ribs very shallow, merely ele-

vated lines. Skin downy: eye verj' small, not elevated, open, pale pink-amber.
Skin pale olive-green with yellow cheek, drawing to pale yellow-amber, mot-
tled with russet around the eye: color of neck the same. Pulp varying from
amber to pale rose and darker red; under the skin pale greenish-white. Tree a
stronggrower, with open head: branches brittle, breaking readily; leaves very
large, deep green, o-lobed. One of the best tigs, entirely distinct from the
Marseillaise, which is given as a synonym by Dr. Hogg—not even belonging

Fir.. fiO.—Ford figs.

to the same class. It is undoubtedly one of the best figs grown in California.
The identity of this fig is, however, not fully established, and it may be possi-

ble that it is identical with some of the many Italian figs not yet introduced
to this country or even adequately described. The origin of the name under
which this fig came to California is not known. (Fig. ij'2.)

Gentile

—

TibuvUna, Plinj'; Gentile i<Hb-Iittei: Gentile Bianclti: Fichi Dori; Fico
D'Oro: La Gentile; Ficns pulehella, Risso: Dr. KimbaU's Wldte (Haywai'ds,
Cal.).—First ci-op: Very large, 2:Jr by ::5 inches; shape ovate-pyriform, widest
below the center: neck swollen, very distinct, well set. but not long: stalk
very short: skin uneven, with ridges, which become less at perfect maturity:
skin adheres to pulp: eye very large, open, with the scales protruding. Color
green, shaded to canary or yellow, spotted white, darker green in the shade.
Pulp amber, translucent, very sweet and highly flavored, streaked with rose;
seed few. but verj' large. Leaves 3-lobed, very large, of dark-green color
similar to that of Brogiotto-Genovese and Sanguinello Pisa. Large tree
with the lower branches very long and weeping; the upper branches tall
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and upright; a very pretty growth. Only the first crop ripens well. Second

Fig. 61.—Leaf of Ford fig.

crop, when it is partially mature, is of rounder form, but always drops. One
of the very best Italian figs, and especially valued as a table fig. Extensively

Fig. 63.—Genoa,Wliite figs.

grown from Naples to Toscana and Riviera, but dots well also farther north.
The Gi-entile (pronounced genteelej is one of the most luscious, pulpy, and
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highly flavored of all figs, and should be generally cultivated. It grows best

in deep, rich bottom lands with moist ground, and does not take well to dry
hills. So far only a few figs of this variety are grown in California. The old-

est tree in the State is found on Dr. Kimball's place, near Haywards (Alameda
County). Other trees, now 8 years old. are grown at Knights Ferry. The
second crop dr6ps there, as it does in Italy and elsewhere. The climate of

Knights Ferry is very warm and dry, while that < f Niles and Haywards is

Fig. Co.—Geutile flg iu California.

moist and comparatively cool. It was supposed for years, that all that this fig

required was a warm and dry air in order to ripen "the second crop. But its

failure to do so, even in the hottest place, satisfies the author that it belongs
to the San Pedro class, which requires caprification for the second crop, the

flowers of which are apparently perfect female flowers. It appears that in

Italy several figs are known as Gentile, but the one described above is the
true Gentile, and no other varieties should bear that name. (Figs. 63, 64, 65.)
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Gentile—Dottato.
Gentile (Bologna)

—

Albo,
Gentile di XujHili—Dottato.
Gentile sub-hitei—Gentile.

Fig. 64.—Gentile fig iu CalifDriiia, unripe.

Gentile Bia??c/(i—Gtextile.
Gentili—Dottato.
Gent ilia i?Oh.s-.sa—Moresca.
Giallo Rotondo.— Italy. Probably identical with some other variety.
Giallo Verde.—Italy.

Gironetta—Verdal, Loxci.
Goccia—Dottato.
Gombaya.—Medium, rounded: bright

rose; stem of tree blackish; re-

quires moist soils. A fig of value
grown in the vicinity of Valencia,
Spain, where it is much esteemed.

Gouraud Noire — Goiirreau noire;
Gourreau du Lanyuedoe: Bourdon:
Bonrraillese; Maris No. 2.—Two
crops. First crop: Large, pyri-
form. oblong, skin very bright vio-
let black, passing to vinous red to-

ward the stem, cracking when ripe;
pulp red, very good. Second crop:
Medium, pyritorm. oblong, skin
dark violet purple; pulp red, sweet,
but dry. A very vigorous-growing
tree, and a good fig to recommend.

Gouraiid Bouge.—Medium, pyriform,
rounded, with flattened apex about
Ir inches long by 2 inches wide.
No neck and \erj^ short stalk; eye
small but rough and open, depres-
sions around the iris; scales dark
violet; ribs many, narrow, and
shallow: skin rough, dull yellowish
red to reddish violet, not at all hand-
some, but with a violet pale bloom.
Pulp reddish brown, hollow center,
juicy and firm and flavored. Leaves verj' small, \\ inches long by -i inches
wide, almost entire, with 3 to 5 A-ery shallow lobes.

Gourreau du Lamjuedoc—Gouraud Noire.
Gourreau Ao/re—Gouraud Noire.
Graissane.—Round, flattened, color white, taste poor. Provence.

Fio. (55.—Gentile fltj, cross section.
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Grassale.—From the Garden of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chisvvick.

Small, about U inches long by 1 inch wide, turbinate. Neck short and .slen-

der; stalk short; ribs indistinct; eye very small, open; skin waxy, yellow: pulp

pale violet aml)er, finely grained: meat white: tree moderate, spreading; leaves

medium to small, o-lobed and rounded. It is douotful if this tree is the true

Grassale. I take the one descriljed under Matarassa as the true variety of this

name.
6rJ'«.s.sa/e—Matar.\ssa.
G'ra.s-.st'—Matarassa.
Gro.s.se^'ye— Matarassa.
Gray Servau tine—iiEiiVANTiyE grise.

Gray i^/V/—Beaucaire.
G^rcH /sc/im—IscHiA. White.
Grise Servavfine ^^yt^re—Servantine Bifere.
Giuette—BeaucAIRE.
Grispfte Hatire—BeavcAIRE.
Grosse Banoie.—France.

Fig. 6!;.—G-rosse Grise Bifere figs.

Grosse Beurdoua—Berrfawdo; Ficus carica var. serotina Geny; Verdaou.—Size
large, 2^ to 3 inches, distinctly turbinate; color greenish yellow; pulp red.

Provence, at Grasse and St. Tropez, France.
Grosse Blanche Longiie—Marseillaise, Long.
Grusse Blanche Z2o/(d(^—Blanche.
Grosse Capucine.—France.
Grofise du. Draguignan—Agen.
Grosse Grise Bifere— rr/-o.s.se Servantine Bifere.—Medinm. or above, 2f inches long

l)y Uincheswide. Ovate pyriform; neck very short, but distinct, stalk short to

medium, aboutone-fourthinch. Ribs distinct, but narrow, andhardly elevated;

colored darker than the skin, of a violet brown. Eye small, open, slightly ele-

vated, amber violet, with a dark iris. Sidn downy, of a dark violet amber in the

sun, turning to a pale olive green with yellow flush, with darker violet ribs in the

shade. Bloom a very tine violet-pearl gray extending to the cheek, but not to
the apex zone from which it is separated by a distinct line, between which and
the apex there is no trace of the bloom. This is the most characteristic feature

of this fig. Pulp deep red or dark rose: meat pale, greenish white. A very ten-

der, good fig. This fig has been disseminated in California under the erroneous
name of Gray Bourgasotte, but is distinctly different from that fig. which is

round and flattened. (Figs. C6. 67.

)

Grosse da Languedoc—Gouraud Noire.
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Grosse. Jaitue—Tapa Cartix.
Grosse 3/flr.sc«7/fn'se—Marseillaise, Long.
Grosse il/ar.sW/ie.s—Marseillaise, Long.
Grosse Marseilles.—Fruit medium, long, pyriform; skin greenish yellow, shaded

brown; pulp dull red. second quality. (All according to Barron.)
Grosso Monstreuse de Lipari.—First crop: Fruit very large, 3 inches wide and

nearly as high: turbinate, broad and flattened at apex; skin pale chestnut
brown, darker on the side exposed to the sun, and marked with dark longi-

tudinal ribs down to the sides, and with occasional dark spots, the whole sur-

face covered with thick bloom. Stalk short and thick; eye large and closed;

flesh uull red. thick, juicy, and well flavored. (Hogg.) Found by Hogg in an
orchard at Bouches des Rhone, France.

Grosse Rouge de Bordeaux—San Pedro, Black.—It is doubtful if this is synonym
of Black San Pedro. It is not a synonym of Bordeaux, which is a smaller fig.

Grosse S((canti)te Bifere—Grosse Grise Bifere.—Under this name the author has
received from the Royal Horticultural Society of London a fig in every respect
identical with Grosse Grise
Bifer:;, characterized by the
peculiar arrangement of the
bloom of that fig. The bloom
is absent from the apex near
the eye, and there is a strong
line of dcm; jrcation between
the two zones.

Grosse Verdale—YERDXh. Long.
Grosse T'er^e—Adriatic.
Grosse Violette—DAVPumE.
Grosse Violette de Bordeaux—San

Pedro, Black.—This fig is

not identical with Bordeaux,
which is a smaller fig.

Grosse Violette Longue—San Pe-
dro, Black.

Grosso Figo—B a R N i s s o t T E

,

Black.
GftUijliana—(3rVil^OA.isx.
Guiliana— Guijliaua. — Small,

round, turbinate, about 1;^

inches: no neck; no stalk.

Ribs few, distinct; eye small,
open, scales large, violet am-
ber. Large violet iris. Color
dingy violet gray, greenish in
shade, with blue bloom on
stalk end. not reaching the
equatorial. Pulp brownish
salmon; inner scales rosy red.
A sweet fig, but of very poor
appearance. Leaves small, o-iobed, very shallow lobes, almost entire. The
spelling is somewhat in doubt. It was received under the synonym.

Hanover—Brlnswick.
Hardy Prolific.—Large to medium; pyriform; about 2$ to 2i inches long by 2i

inches wide: generally very flat at apex, lopsided and vai'iable. very muck in
the shape of Brunswick fig, to which this variety stands very near; neck
generally well set. but .very short: ribs few, rough, wavy, but shallow, dis-

appearing, and irregular: eye medium, flat, with low iris, scales pale amber;
skin smooth, except for ribs, rather wa-cy, greenish on one side, violet olive
on the other. Palp amber white; meat white, very .luicy and good, but not
highly flavored. Second crop mora turbinate and resembles Brunswick less
than first crop. Tree a very strong grower with a fine head. Leaves medium
to large, .") lobed, about TA^ inches long by 7^ inches wide. A large, good fig.

Hirta

—

Del GiapiHJUo; F'icus hirta: HiHa du Japan; Du Japon: Japanese fig.
—

Size. 2h by 1 J inches: medium; round, with distinct neck and very short stalk;
ribs indistinct: cheeks swollen and uneven: eye very open, scales small, rosyred,
iris small, but rough skin smooth, but not waxy, not downy even when mag-
nified. Color bluish brown, with red and green flush in the shade: pnlp fine,

pale amber; meat fine, white; saeds small: leaves small, o-lobed. thick, almost
entire. Tree a very poor gro\ver. A Japanese fig of medium quality. There
is said to exist another Hirta with downy fruit, also from Japan. (Fig. 68.)

Fig. 67.—Leaf of Grosse Grise Bifere fig.
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Hirta (hi Japoii—Hirta.
Hospitaller.—A white drying fig from Salon, France.
Honey Fig—Meou.
Hou-ick—Brown Tukkey.
Imperial

—

Imperinii (Nice): Iviperiala (Italy): Ficits iviperialis Risso.—Two
crops. First crop medium and of poor ciiiality. Second crop: 2.V by 3^ inches,

turbinate, lopsided and cracked, with a long neck which is quite hard. Color
greenish gray, tinted violet red. witli a bright red eye. Piilp pale red; (luality
medium. Common around Grasse, in Provence.

/mjje/va/a— Imperial.
Imperiau—Imperial.
Ischia, Black

—

Blue Tt^chia . Black Ischia.—Small, aboiit 1^ byU inches: neck short;
stalk short to medium: skin smooth, with few ribs, of which only one here
and there is distinct. Color dark violet l)lack. lighter and somewhat greenish
around the apex. Neck as dark as the body: shaded and flushed green. Eye
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medium, open, scales rosy violet: no iris. Bloom thin, verx' dark blue. Pulp
red: meat greenisli amber. A fair fig of small size, sweet, but poor flavor.

Second crop is larger, sometimes '2^ inches long by Ij wide. Skin with
numerous very small golden specks; ribs more distinct and numerous. Eye
flat, open: pulp violet red; better quality than first crop. Leaves 8-lobefl,

almost entire. A handsome rounded tree, giving much shade. A common
variety, but one which could easily bedispen.sed with. The two Ischias are
undoubtedly only color varieties of the same form. The leaves, habit of trees,
shape of trees, etc., are the same. The form of the figs in the two varieties is

almost the same, though in the black form the fig is slightly longer. (Fig, 69.)
The spot on the leaf (a) illustrates the appearance of the iris of the eye.

Fig. 69.— Lschia, Black figs.

Xschia, Brown—Chestnut-colored Iftchia.—Medium, roundish turbinate: eye ver
large, color light brown; skin thin, bursting easily after rain. A color var;
ety of the Black Ischia.
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Ischia, "White

—

Green Ischia; Singleton, Hogg; Brockei Hall, Hogg.—Size small
or very small, about If by If inches; shape round, with a small, narrow, dis-

tinct neck; stalk very short or variable, always very thin and weak. Ribs
distinct on the cheeks, less pronounced toward the stalk, and entirely disap-
pearing on the apex. Eye open, scales amber rose, large, no iris and the
region around the eye not in the least elevated. Skin smooth, bluish green,

Fig. 70.—Ischia, White figs.

with a light-brown flush and violet-brown ribs. Pulp rosy red: meat white.
A sweet fig. but very small and with no flavor. Requires moist, rich soil.

The crown is large, round, dense, and compact. Leaves shallow, y-lobed,
with rounded lobes. A very common fig in California, but one which hardly
deserves cultivation when so many superior varieties are to be had. (Fig, 70.)

Italian—Brown Turkey.
Japanese Fig—Hirta.

23740—No. 9—01 17
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Jasper—.4 hois Jaspt': A hois et fruit Jaspi' (France).—Fruit medium to large, 3

by 2 inches, pyriform; neckahort and only its apex well set; stalk short or

none; slightly tapering: apex flat; ribs distinct, irregular, confluent. Eye
small, closed: scales upright; color, green and bronze, -with pale and scant
bloom. Pulp fine; seeds few and small; color of pulp pale rosy amber. Sweet
and juicy, not highly flavored, but good. Leaves coarse, medium size, deeply
.'i-lobed. rough both above and below; stalk bent. Not identical with either

Pana ht-e or Col de Signora Panachee.
Jaune de Toulouse.—Large, oblong; yellow skin and pulp. A very handsome

fig. Medium early.

Jaiuie Hatii-e—ExRhY White.
Jerusalem

—

De Gerusahnii; Di Gevusaleme.—Medium, roundish; stalk stout and
short. Eye quite closed; skin black, with reddish mahogany toward the stalk;

blue bloom. Pulp dark blood red, rich, sweet, and finely flavored. A very
good fig.

Jorest.—Medium, oblong turbinate: red skin; pulp white. A very productive
and handsome French fig of exquisite (juality.

Kargigna

—

Kargiuya.—Medium or below medium, turbinate; skin thin, white;
pulp amber. A rather early Dalmatian fig. of medium quality, good only for

table, and hardly worthy of cultivation. Introduced into California by G. N.
Milco. Possibly identical with Natalino.

Kargiuya—Kargigna.
Kassaba.—A Smyrna fig requiring caprification. Skin yellowish green. The

shape is that of a somewhat flattened onion—transversely ovate. Pulp blood
red. (See Smyrna figs. p. 2Tb.)

La Castagnola—Castagnola.
La Douqueiretta—Cabroliana.
La Gentile— GEi^Tii^K. See also Dottato.
La ilfeZe^ff-Angelique.
Ladi/ Heart—Ci]EB.f>.

Lampas—Lampeira.
Lampeira (Algarve)

—

Portoghese (Italy): Lampas (Portugal).—Size, 4A by 2^
inches; shape roundish-pyriform. with long, slender neck, well set and shoul-
dered. Stalk very short; shape rather irregular, lopsided, largest diameter
at center. Eye medium, raised; scales pink. Skin thin or medium, greenish
brown, green in shade, brownish violet in the sun; pulp coarse, rose colored,
very sweet, juicy, but lacking flavor. Leaves small, 'i to 5 lobed, but lobes
very shallow. Tree of medium growth; first crop of brebas abundant.
Second crop drops. A fig common in northern Italy, and cultivated for its

first-crop figs. Also common in Algarve, Portugal. Link says that in Por-
tugal the fir.st crop of this variety is called "figos Lampas,'" and is especially
cultivated around Tavira, in Algarve. The second crop he designates as
' figos vendimos," which is probably an error, the author having good ground
to believe that the ''figos vendimos " ome from a different variety. This fig

belongs to the San Pedro class, the trees sent to Niies through the Department
of Agriculture having matured splendid second-crop figs after having been
caprificated. It is certain, however, that the Lampeira is one of the finest of
all first-crop figs, and that it should be widely distributed. What the White
San Pedro is for Andalusia in producing the luscious brebas the Lampeira is

for southern Portugal. (Fig. 71.)
Lardaro. —Size large to medium, often 3 inches long by If wide. Neck long, taper-

ing from the center of the fig. Stalk very short. Numerous ribs, which are
warty and irregular. Eye flat, small, but open. Color of skin olive yellow,
with dingy violet brown ribs. Stalk and neck green without the brown. Eye
with a violet iris, the scales being small and not prominent. No prominent
bloom. Pulp rosy violet, rather pale. Inside hollow. Meat thick, white or
yellow. The pulp is very coarse, but pleasant. Tree is a medium grower, with
large 3-lobed leaves. Branches straggling spreading. An abundant crop-
per. In form this fig resembles Pied du B(puf . The most common fig around
Naples. Italy. Valued on account of its abundant crop.

Large Black Do tiro—DouRO.
Large jBZ?(e—Brown Turkey.
Large White Turkey—Brunswick.
La Ronsse—Rose Blanche.
La SucradaSvcRADA.
La Toscana-TosCANA.
Lee's Perpetual—Brown Turkey.
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Leker Ingir.—A Smyrna fig re
i
airing caprification. Color of skin greenish-ocbre.

Not handsome. Skin with dark specks. Stem and neck very short or

absent. Imported by Reeding. (See Smyrna figs, p. 278.)

Ijevant—'Af;v//n.—Very large, oblong; skin white: leaves laciniate. (All accord-

ing to Duhamel.

)

Levenssana— i^/f((.s stnithii Risso: Ficiis f;iili-< sin's var. alj^esfris Geny.—Size
medium: 2^ inches diameter, globular, flattened; skin hard, glossy, adhering to

the pulp; color of skin pistachio green on the stalk end, brownish violet on the

apex side. Eye red, surrounded by a violet iris; pulp bright red. Very agree-

able taste. Common at Levens, near Nice, France.

Fig. 71.—Lampeira flg.

Iji-pari— Petite Blanche Ronde ; De Lipari: Blanqaette: Blanquetto and EsquillareUo
(Provence); Verte Petite: Bouton dn (T»e^?'e.— Size very small, the smallest of all

figs of the Ficus carica species—about three-fourths inch to 1 inch long. Glob-
iilar^with longitudinal ridges: stalk one-eighth inch long. Color green, turning
yellow or whitish at maturity, with a thin bloom. Pulp pale rose, opaline, or
pale coppery. In a warm climate a sweet and good fig. (According to Hogg.

)

Livia iia —Pissx'LVT'YO Bianco.
Jjohlugir—Bidletin Sviyvna: Commercial Smyrna: Erbeghli: Erbelli; Erbeili.—

Fruit sulphur yellow when ripe, this color lasting only two days. Pulp pa'e
honey colored without red. Form of fig decidedly flattened, as an onion.
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Before full niauirity the pulp is streaked red. Re<iuires caprification. The
figs of the capriticated Smyrna fig should never be cut irom the tree, but be
allowed to fall naturally to the ground. The dropping of the ripe figs always
occurs at the proper time—that is. when the figs are fully ripe and ready for
drying. If the figs are cut from the tree before they are ready to drop they
will remain hard and inferior. In order tc insure a perfect dried fig the ground
under trees should be soft and mellow and there should be no large clods. As
soon as the figs have dropped they are at once picked up and examined.
Many of them are ready for packing without further drying. In case they
are too moist or pulpy one or two days" exposure to the sun should suffice to
bring them to the proper state of desiccation for packing. This is the true
Smyrna fig of commerce, grown and extensively cultivated in the valley of
the Meander near Smyrna. It is a distinct fig, and this and no other fig should
be known as Smyrna, if this name is to be used at all. The promiscuous use of
the name Smyrna figs can not be too much condemned. (See Smyrna figs,

p. 278.)

Long Marseillaise—Marseillaise, Long.
Long Najjles—Brown Turkey.
Long Verdal—Verdal, Long.
Long Yellow

—

Longne Jaime.—Skiu reddish j^ellow. A long, turbinate fig.

Longue Jaime—JjO^g Yellow.
Longue 7lio?'se;7ta(se—Marseillaise, Long.
Lucrezia— Col, di Signora Bianca.
Lusitanica.—France. Possibly identical with Lampeira.
Madame T/i/Ze—Trille.
Madeleine—Magdalen.
Madonna— Brunswick.
Magdalen

—

Madeleine; De la Madeleine.—Size below medium to small, about 1|
by IV inches, quite round, or slightly pyrilorm and obtuse. Ribs distinctly
prominent and rough, especially toward the stalk, while diminishing in prom-
inence toward the eye, but entirely disappearinii: immediately around it.

Stalk longer than one-half the fig eye open, comparatively large, but depressed:
scales very small and few o. a pale whitish amber. Skin greenish-yellow or
yellow on cheek, greenish in the shade; pulp amber white: meat white. A
very delicious little fig. far superior to the lochias and the Celestes. ( Fig. 72.

)

The above description is taken from fig trees imported from France by Mr.
Grillet to California and grown in Santa Clara Valley. They differ from those
received by the Royal Horticultural Society of London, as seen below. Dr.
Hogg gives Madeleine as synonymous with Angeli(jue. which is erroneous,
Angelique is a distinct fig of larger size, much n.ore flattened, and of the
shape of a flat onion.

Madeleine—i)(' la Madeleine.—Size medium; 2Jj inches long by If inches wide;
pyriform: lopsided. No distinct neck and very small stalk. Ribs shallow,
numerous, confluent; eye medium, open; scales large. Skin waxy, cracking,
of a yellowish-green co'.or: pulp coarse, rosy amber and pure amber toward
stalk end. Vinous and .I'uicy, but not highly flavored. Tree strong grower,
with large, coarse, shallow, B-lobed leaves, about SJ inches long by 8 wide,
woolly underneath. This fig was received thus named from the Royal Horti-
cultural Society of Loudon. It is a distinct fig from the true Magdalen.

Mahounaise.—Color red. Salon and St. Remi, France.
Malta

—

Small Brown.—SmaM, roundish turbinate, compressed at apex; pale brown
when fully ripe; pulp pale brown. Dries well and becomes a perfect sweet-
meat. (Hogg.;

Maple-leaved Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs, p. 278.)
Maravilla—Princessa.
Maris No. 2—Gouraud Noire.
Ma rseillaise—Athenes.
il/((r.s7'/7/(n'.s7'— Marseillaise, White.
Marseillaise, Black—S/ocA; Marseillaise; Black Provence; Noire de Provence;

Recidver'/ Hogg; Ficiis- phoceana Risso,- Marseillaise Negra (Provence).—
Size medium; shape obiong-pyriform, with a distinct neck; body not flattened
at apex; stalk long, about one third the length of the fig. Ribs distinct, espe-
cially toward the neck, gradually disappearing toward the eye. Eye closed,
medium size; scales large, red. slightly standing out. Skin waxy and slightly
downy, fin", of a dark bluish black, with very thin bloom. Pulp rosy red:
meat white, not very finely grained, but good. No large seed. Provence and
Nice. This rig is not related to the Marseillaise, White, nor to the Athenes and
does not bear a few large seeds, as do all figs related to Marseillaise, White.
(Figs. 73,74.)
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Marseillaise, Long

—

Long Marseillaise; Grosse Blanche Longue; Longne Mar-
seillaise; Grosse Marseilles; Grosse Marseillaise.—Large, about 2 1 by H inches;
longer than wide; skin thick, white or greenish with brown shade; pulp dull
red; leaves o-lobed, margins crenate, lobes sharp, pointed. Requires moist
soils. A fair fig which dries well. South of France. This fig must not be

Fig. 72.—Magdaleu fig.

confounded with either the Black or the White Marseillaise, as it is not related
to either of these figs. The common name "Marseillaise'' to all these varie-
ties does not indicate that they are closelj- related or resemble one another,
but simply that they are, or were once, principally cultivated near Marseilles
or perhaps originated there.

Marseillaise iVegj-a—Marseillaise, Black.
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Marseillaise, White

—

MarseiUais^e: Fignede Naj^les; Xaples; White Najyles; Wliite

Standard; Grosse Marseillaise (all according to Hogg); White Marseillaise.—

Fig. 73.—Marseillaise, Black fig.';.

Medium or below medinm; ovate, pyriform, or even quite round; 2 by H inches 'o

lfinche.s: i^eck very short, sometimes smaller; stalkmedium. Ribs numeror ?

and distinct, but not gi'eatly ele-

vated, more like very d'stinct

veins. Apex flattened, or slightly

rounded at the eye. Eye large,

open, but not elevated; scales

small, amber green, flat, not
standing out. Skin slightly

downy, not wavy, mottled, with
smaller or larger specks of pale
white on a ground color of pale
yellowish green, evenly diffused;

pale yellow around the aiiex;

when not fully ripe bluish-green.
Very light pale bloom. Meat
white; pulp amber, transparent,
with a few very large seed, very
sweet, juicy, and pulpy. Ore of

the best drying figs, though small
in size. Extensively cultivated
in Provence. France. The
Athenes, Marseilla se. White,
Raby Castle, and some other figs

form a natural group character-
ized Vjy possessing a few very
large seeds etc. These varieties

have been confounled by most
writers, one copying the errone-
ous description of the other with-
out further investigation. Hogg
gives as synonyms a number of
figs, such as Kal)y Castle, White
Genoa, etc. which are di.stinct.

and some of wliich do not even belong to the Marseillaise group. The figs

belongnig to this group are useful tor drying, but of medium quality as table

figs. (Fig. 7.5.)

74.—Leaf of Marseillaise, Black figs.
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3/orse(7?oso—Athenes.
Martale.—Provence.
Martinique

—

Black Martinique.—Below medium: round, with short neck: ribs

prominent; eye open: stalk very short; color deep blackish purple; pulp dark
red, stiff, and oily. Very good. This is all according to English authors.

There is also a white Martinique,
Martinique—MAmiNiqvK, White.

Fio. 75.— Marseillaise, White fltrs.

Martinique, White—Martinique.—'White Martinique, small, IJ inches long by
11 wide, pyriform: neck short, but very distinct and well .set: stalk short or
none; cheeks prominent, swollen: ribs very distinct, few, and broad from
base of neck to eye. eye open, large, with elevated iris: scales rosy: skin

rather rough, yellowish-green; ribs pale violet-reddish, and a reddish or violet

flush, which is faint on the sunny side. Violet pale l)loom on neck. Pulp
rosy red. with few seeds: meat pink. Very sirupy and juicy, and well fla-

vored. Leaves medium, very deeply lobed, lopsided, margins crenated, wavy,
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lobes five. This fig is supposed by Rev. W. Wilks to be synonymous with
Aiiiieliqiic, but this the author considers incorrect. A very heavy bearer. A
most excellent fig for canning.

Marzelli.—Vio'et purple; pulp white opaline. Italy.

Matarassa

—

Fique de Grasse; Ui'dsse; Grassenqiie: Figue Orise; De Orasse;
Gras.sale; Ficiis gi'asse7isis Risso.—Very large. 8 to 9 inches in circumference
by 8 inches long; very flattened at apex, else turbinate; neck short; ribs dis-

tinct, longitudinal: stalks very short, scarcely perceptible: eye open; skin
thin, yellowish white, covered with blue bloom: piilp ver}^ dark red: good
for drying: leaves 3-lobed. with undulating margins and obtuse lobes. An
extremely handsome fig of medium (juality when fresh, but better when dried.
The tree is a very vigorous grower and requires moist and rich soils. Greatly
to be recommended for rich bottom lands.

Matelassa

—

J\Jatehissiera, Fiois s/jlvestn's var. veufricosa (Geny).—First crop
large. 4 by 2]- inches; lopsided, one side protruding; skin blackish red; pulp
yellow. One of the few figs with dark skin and Avhite or yellow pulp. Nice
and Provence.

Matelassiera—Matelassa,
Mattaro—AhBO.
Mecque.—A French fig for drj'ing and table.

Meirana

—

Ficiis meirana Risso.—First crop very large, brownish black; pulp
red. Second crop heartshaped, violet black; pulp rose-colored, Levens on
the Riviera, France.

il/(eZ(^//e—Angelique.
Jfejifone—Mentonasca,
Mentonasca

—

Figue de Mentone, Mentnne; Ficus erin. var. mentonensis Geny.

—

Above medium. 2f by 2 inches: pyriform: with a long neck; skin thin, tender,
of a dark vio'et color; violet meat below the skin; pulp reddish, very sweet.
Nice, Mentone, and their vicinity, France.

Mentonensis—Mentonasca.
Meou

—

Figa de Meou (Provence); Figue Mielleiise: Ficus mellifera Risso; Ficus
sylvesiris var. smyrna Geny; Honey Jig.—Two crops: First crop large, tur-
binate, 2 to 21 Inches diameter; skin thin, cracking, greenish-yellow, vio-

let lelow the skin: eye projecting: pulp red: very good. Second crop glob-
ular, smaller, about \'i to k inches diameter: pulp red. paler than first crop;
good for drying, liut inferior when fresh. This fig was considered by Geny
as identical with the true Smyrna fig, which is erroneous. It is cultivated in
Savoy, at Nice, and other places.

Merengiana

—

Ficus meliteusis Risso; Ficus erin. var. melongena Geny.—First
crop oblong-ovate, largest at the apex; skin thin, cracking, of a blackish-violet
purple; meat violet streaked; rather sweet. Nice and the Riviera.

Merioun

—

Figa a Mcrinun (Nice); Fico fetifero: Fico dair Osso (Italy); Ficus
erin. var, fivlifcra Geny: Ficus nucleata Risso.—Two crops: First crop
2| to 3 inches in diameter, sometimes bell-shaped, flattened; dark violet color,

or greenish yellow, striated violet; sometimes contracted at the middle like a
gourd, the apex part being dark violet, the stalk part being greenish yellow;
eye very large open, emitting one or more small figs similar to the mother fig;

pulp red. sweet, agreeable, but dry and hard around the eye. Second crop
smaller, but with similar characteristics. The monstrosity of this fig is simi-
lar to the one found, for instance, in roses, where the axis is prolonged, forming
a new rose: or as in certain citrus fruits, such as the navel orange, etc. A
curious, but not a valuable fig. Rare, Nice and Provence.

Merlinga

—

Ficus erin. var. gem i)ia Geny: Twin Hg.—Below medium: IJ inches
diameter, turbinate: color brownish black, fine violet at the stalk and neck;
neck long and very slender; pulp red. Nice and Provence.

Messongue.—Very large. At Salerno, France.
Mezzith.—A blac\ fig from Kabylia which requires caprification.

Migliavolo.—Italy,

Jl//«/(a—San Pedro, Black.
Minna di .SWaaro—San Pedro. Black.
Mission

—

Black Missio)), Black California, California, Black Ilexican.—Two
crops; First crop or brebas large to medium: long turbinate with the
greatest diameter between the center and the apev. which is rounded, some-
tim s even pointed, causing the shape of the fig to become ovoid. Neck long,
gradually set: stalk medium to short: ribs distinct, well marked. Eye promi-
nent, raised, open, but not very large; scales rosy. Skin rough, slightly hairy
or downy, deep mahogany violet with reddish flush in shade and on stalk
covered with a thin bloom. Pulp not fine, red. but not blooded, rather
brownish-amber red, shaded dark amber; sweet, but not flavored. The tree
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Mission Fig Tree, California.
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is a good grower, with the lower branches drooping, and light bark. Leaves
5-lobed. glossy, longer than broad and lighter green than most other figs, and
most characteristically mottled witli lighter, yellowish green. A coarse fig,

which, however, thrives and bears well almost everywhere. It dries well and
when dry is rather of pleasant qiiality and seems especially adai»ied to Cali-
fornia and Arizona. wh( re it is extensively distributed. Also common in
Sonora and Baja California, and probably in other of the Pacific States.
Introduced by the Franciscan missionaries in the eighteenth century. There
is only one variet}' of Mission fig. The general belief that the Mission is a
dist net California fig is erroneous. We can no more lay exclusive claim to
this fig than can Mexico and Chile. It was undoubtedly brought from Spain or
Portngal at a very early date after the comjuest. The early padres and mis-
sionaries in the Pacific coast States cultivated no other variety of fig. (PI. XV.)

MoisHoa—MouissouNA,
Moiss^onne Noire—Mouissouna.
Monaco Bianco

—

White Monaco.—Large. 2^ by 2 inches: shape rounded, turbi-
nate, flattened. Neck small, but very distinct and well set: ribs numerous,
slightly elevated, narrow, but very distinct down to the apex, but not so
marked on neck. Eye very open, scales large, dark amber, iris slightly
elevated from a surrounding depression, with faint color of dark green; skin
dark b.uish-green, even all around, or the shaded side only slightly paler in
sun, m )ttled with dark amber. Thin bloom: pulp dark rose: meat amber
yellow. A very good, juicy fig. splendid for table; does well at Niles. Cal.
(Fig. 70.)

Monaie.—Second crop above medium, globular, but compressed: color ashy vio-
let, somewhat bronzy: skin thick; pulp brown. Good.

Monege blanche—France.
Mongiiience—Douqueiha Necjra.
Monnoire.—Medium; rounded; green. France.
Monstreuse.—Medium, about 21 by IJ inches wide: turbinate, with a short, thin

neck, b^nt and well set; no stalk. Skin smooth, with faint, irregular, and
crenated ridges; apex flat: eye medium to small, open, with erect scales.

Skin waxy, covered with a fine bloom around the stalk and ending sharply
before the equator is reached. Color uniform pale green: pulp brownish
salmon, dense, vinous, but not highly flavored. Leaves large, about 10 inches,
Slobed, without spurs, very cmrse underneath. This fig is said by Rev. Dr.
W. Wilks, secretary Royal Horticultural Society of London, to be identical
with Grosse Monstreuse de Lipari, but the fig sent by him and from which
the ab>ve description is taken is not identical with that fig, which is said by
Hogg to be brown in color.

Montegas.—Above medium. A drying fig.

Moresca

—

GentiJla Roiissa (Nice): Ficiis si/Ivefitris var. mmiritanica Geny.—Two
crops: First crop very large, ?A to 4 inches by 2^ inches; pyriform. lopsided,
with a very long neck. Color l)right gray: eye star shaped, raised, red: pulp
pale red or yellowish. Grown around Nice, France, and supposed to have
been introduced from Algiers.

Morlaise.—Very large. France.
Moscadello—A'LBO.
Mouissouna

—

Moissonne Noire; Bouissonne: Mouissonne: Moiasoa (Nice); Mouis-
sone (Italy); Mouissonne Noire (Provence); Ficus mouissona Risso; Ficns
erin. var. salsHln Geny: Figue violette N. Duhamel.—Two crops: Second
crop almost globular, turbinate. If inches long by 2 to 2i inches wide: broader
than long, flattened at apex. Skin thin, fine, tender, of a Wa:;kish violet color,
with blue bloom. Eye reddish: pulp red, soft, very sweet and like a date in
taste. Best of all the early figs, but inferior to IBarnissotto Black, which, how-
ever, is later. Leaves 5-lobed, crenate, lobes acute. First crop longer, very
few. Requires a soil neither too dry nor too wet; in the former the figs would
drop and in the latter they would become of poor taste. (Fig. 77.)

iHouis-wn*^—Mouissouna.
Mouissonne—Mouissouna.
Mouissonne Fugia.—A variety of Mouissouna.
Mou issonn e Noire—Mouissou

N

a .

Mourenao

—

Bagassa (Villa Franca): Fiens mourenao Risso: Ficus sj/lvestris

var. olivula Geny.—Small. If inche? diameter; almost g'obular; skin thick,
cracking, blackish violet; pulp red, medium duality. Nice and Provence.
According to Duhamel there is a Mourenao with oblong fruit and white pulp;
leaves Globed, obtuse, undulating, though I believe an error was made in
describing the pulp and that both descriptions refer to the same variety.
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il/«rre?/—Brown Turkey.
IKvLSsega—Cougourdaua: Ficus linneana Risso; Figiie Reine Duhamel; Cou-

gourdane Geny: Mussega Biauca: Whife Mussega.—Second crop medinm,
"about 21 by If inches: shape pyriform. largest at apex and with a narrow
neck, but less so than Tapa Cartin. Skin thin, greenish white, spotted: red
star-shaped eye: pulp lively red. of agi-eeable taste. ( September to December.

)

Nice. Aix. a''d S\ Remy, France,

Monaco Bianco figs.

Mussega Biano.a—Mussega.
Mussega Negra

—

Ficus 2^iu\ctuJata Risso; BJnek Mussega.—A variety of the
preceding with skin first a bright green, dotted with white, later turning to a
dark l)Iackish violet. Provence, France.

A"ctj)/c.s— Marseillaise, White.
Aaj:»ohYa«;i,—Napolitan.
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Napolitan

—

Xapolifaiio: Xapolitain.—Two crops: First crop large, egg-shaped,
oblong, with deep longitudina. ribs: skin pale yellow, thin: pulp coarse, but
juicy, white. Second crop one-half snialler. turbinate: color brilliant green
at base, violet toward the crown or apex: skin thin: pulp very fine. oily, sweet,

red. A very good fig. suited to drying. Is much dependent on the locality

where grown and varies from very good to poor.

Ftg. 77.—Mouissouna figs.

NapoUfani—Dottato.
Napolita »o—N apolitan.
Natalino

—

Delia Cava; Tre Volte; Pasquale; Cliristmas Fir/; Winfe)' Fig,—A fig

which ripens very late all through the winter, withstanding the frost, at Naples,
and rii ening after the leaves of the fig tree have fallen. Probably identical

with Kargigna.
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Nehian—Adriatic.—There seems now to be no doubt but that the Xebian and
Grossp Te>-fe are identical with the Adriatic of the California growers. The
description given by Dr. Hogg tallies exactly with our Adriatic. Trees
receive 1 from the Roj-al Horticultural Society in London under the name of

Nebiaii and Grosse Veite and grown on the place of John Rock at Niles, Cal.,

resemble exactly our Adriatic figs. Our Adriatic lig, however, is now so well
known that a change of name can not be desirable. This variety is, among
other things, characterized l)y a peculiar, and not always desirable, "burnt '

taste, especially prominent in the dried fig. This taste was also found in the
iVebiau and Gronse Vertc, and the author considers it absolutely beyond any
question that these three varieties are identical. If a change should be made
in name, the word Nehian should be preferred.

Negrau

—

Fiqa Negraii (Nice); Ficus .sylvest r is var. rufescena Geny.—Second crop:
Two inches by five-eighths inch: pyriform, reddish brown; meat violet; pulp
red. Nice and Provence, France.

Negretta— F/fvf.s nigra Risso; Ficus erin. wax. saxetana Geny; Rock Fig.—Two
crops. Second crop medium; about 2 inches long by \i inch wide; egg shaped,
rounded, similar to a small Douciueira. Color shining black, with blue bloom;
skin thick, firm, adhering to the pulp, which is pale yellow and of good quality
when fully ripe. Many seeds. Thrives well in the rockiest places, where no
cultivation is possible and where no other tree except the olive would thrive.

Nice and Provence. Is recommended for places in Arizona and southern Cali-

fornia where irrigation is impossible.
Negro cVFsjxina—GK'soA, Black.
Negro Largo—San Pedro, Black.
Negrone

—

Negronne.— Size medium to below, 3 by H inches, pyriform, tapering
with a distinct, slender, variable neck. Stalk distinct, long: stalk and part of

neck bent over and rising in a curve upward, where the fig hangs down.
Ribs few, distinct, disappearing on apex, which is rounded; ej'e small, closed;

scales few, large; small iris. Skin smooth, except for the ribs; color deep
violet-black; pulp fine, dense, with small seed: meat violet-white, pulp brown-
ish red to amber with violet flush: inner scales ocher yellow. Tree a strong
grower. Leaves long, about 9 by 6 inches, very deeply lobed, the middle lobe
being much the longest: three deep large lobes and two shorter ones near the
base of the leaf. Under side rough. A very good little fig. It is not identical
with the Violette de Bordeaux, as suggested by Barron. This latter fig has
small leaves, otherwise the fruit is very similar.

Negronne—Negrone.
Nero Oblungo—SxN Pedro, Black.
NiBRAN— De Nibran.
Nigra.—Small, pyriform; skin dull yellow, shaded purple: flesh bright red, juicy,

not rich (Barron). This is undoubtedly a variety brought to England under
a wrong name, as it is difficult to understand how a "dull yellow" fig could
be called Nigra. It is only another instance of the mixing of names. The
variety is entirely distinct from AVgra—Genoa. Black.

Nigra—Genoa, Black.
Nigrette.—Very small, oblate, with short neck: stalk one-eighth inch long; eye

open: skin dark blackish purple over the apex and halfway toward the stalk,

where it shades off to reddish purple. Pulp rose colored, juicy, and sweet.
Not identical with Negretta.

Noire d'Espagne.—Extremely earlj', small, round, and regular, stalk short; eye
closed; red ribs; skin quite black, with thick blue bloom, cracking when ripe;

pulp tender, deep rose. A handsome fig of fair quality (Hogg). A different

fig from Negro d/Espana—Genoa, Black.
Noire d'Espagne—Genoa, Black.
Noire de Languedoc—San Pedro, Black.
Noire de Prorejicc—Marseillaise. Black.
Noiremoutier.-—Two crops: medium, oval; color yellow with red stripes. Avery

rich table fig from the valley of the Loire, France. Introduced into California
by Felix Gillet, of Nevada City, Cal.

Nubian.—Probably another spelling for Nehian—Adriatic.
Observantine—COTiQ,'SANA.

Observantine—Servantine.
Observantiere Grise—Cotignana.
CEil de Perdr^a-—Pheasant Eye.
Om.e—Figa d'Ome: Ficus richeta Risso.—Medium or below; li to 2 inches diam-

eter: eye red. with green iris; skin violet-black; pulp bright purple-red. Nice
and the Riviera.
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Osborn Prolific.—Very large; about 4 inches long: rounded turbinate; tapering
into a very long neck. Skin dark mahogany, graduallj' shading off to pale
brown toward the neck, which is bright pea-green, with the surface thickly
spotted with gray and white. Pulp opaline with no trace of red. A rich,

sweet, and highly flavored fig. According to Hogg this fig was introduced to
England by Mr. Osborn, of Fulham, in 1879. The original name is not known,
as the fig has not been identified with any foreign variety.

Ovato—Cahavanchixa NE(iRA.
Pacific White.—Local name, given by Messrs. W. R. Strong & Co., of California.

Medium or small; rounded turbinate: stalk very short: no neck; many shal-

low ribs. Skin greenish yellow, somewhat downy. Pulp coarse, ami er white,
with large seeds. Sweet, but poor fiavor. Tree a poor grower: rounded head.
Leaves small, stiff, 3-lobed, bright green, with tine down. This fig belongs to
the Marseillaise class, characterized by its large seeds, but is smaller than and
inferior to the true Marseillaise, wliicli it otherwise resembles.

Pagaudiere.—Two crops. Round, reddish yellow, with red streaks. A very
sweet French fig for table, extensively grown in the valley of the Loire, in
France, according to F. Gillet. who introduced it to this country.

Palopal.—Very large fig of white color, grown in the vicinity of Valencia, Spain.
'Panetchee—Striped.—Medium: round: skin bright, dark green, striped yellow.

Pulp white. A very handsome striped fig, probably the same as .Jasper, with
the description of which it agrees. Leaves and stems of these figs are dis-

tinctly striped.

Panachee—Coh m Signora Panachee.
Paradise Fig—Faraviso.
Paradiso

—

Paradise Fig.—Only first crop said to be valuable.
Parker's Smijrna—Adriatic.
Pasqitale—Natalino.
Pastelliere

—

Pastidiere.—Size, about 8 inches long by 1^ inches wide; shape,
elongated pyriform. with long, gradually tapering neck; cheeks swollen and
protruding; stalk short or m-^dium: ribs hardly elevated, and in ripe figs not
distinct. Eye closed, but rather prominent, with an elevated iris, rough;
scales few, but comparatively large, dark violet, with rosy margins. Bloom
can not be rubbed off. Skin rather rough, hairy, covered with a thick, fine,

pearl-blue bloom, extending to the eye. Color dark violet-blue all over; pulp
dark red, sweet and good: meat white. A good fig for preserves. Does well
at Niles. Cal. Tree erect, with stiff limbs. Leaves very large, almost circu-

lar, coarse and fiat, shallow, 3-lobed or entire. If the writer could plant only
one blue variety it would certainly be this fig. The fine form of the tree, its

abundant croppmg, and the superior quality of the fruit should make this fig

a favorite all over the Pacific coast. (Fig. 78.)

P«.sf/cZ;Vre—Pastelliere.
Pea II d'Ane—Peau Dure.
Peau d' Ane Noire.—A variety of the following, with blackish-violet skin. Very

fertile.

Peau Dure

—

Peldure: Verte Briine; Peau d'Ane.—Medium or above medium; 3 by
If inches: pyriform. with short neck, well set; tapering: stalk short; ribs very-

distinct, rough, uneven: cheeks lopsided, swollen; skin green, with brown tint,

turning obscure. Pulp bright rose, coarse, but good. Leaves small, 3-lobed,

with very slender stalks.

Peeviijude G/'/nc—Pecon.judo.
Peconjudo

—

Peconjano; Pedonculee: Ficiis Innqicandata Risso (Histoire deFiguei-
eres); Pecoujude Grise.—Oblong, rounded; very narrow but long neck; color
glaucous, shaded yellow-green; pulp red. Good fresh and dry. Grasse and
Antibes. Provence.

Peeonja //o—Pecon.judo.
Pedonculee—Pec ox.iudo.
Peldure—Peau Dure.
Peloua— Pf'/o(»(.s (Provence); Cortice Crasso: Setosa; Velvet Fig: Ficus erin. var.

eriocarpa Geny; Fiens pilosa Risso: VeJue: Perouas N. Duhamel (prob-
ably an error for Pelouas).—Above medium; li to l.V inches by 2 to 2^- inches;
rounded, but longer than wide; of a violet-brown color, rather intense, and
with reldish shade. Skin tender, but thick, bright green, covered with a
thick, whitish fuzz. Fig strongly adherent to the stem. Pulp pale ye'low
to pale rose: Does not suffer from coulure; produces well, and thrives e^jually

well on dry and moist soil. Leaves o-lolied, pointed, and crenate. This is a
valuable tig, as it is a good and regular bearer.
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Pelouas—Peloua.
Pergussata

—

Pregx strata.—Fruit small, round, compressed at the apex; skin pur-
plish brown in the shade, dark brown, covered with pale spots on the side
exposed to the sun; pulp deep red, rich, and luscious. August to October.
(Hogg.) This is probably the true Pergussata, received from England under
that name, in which case the fig introduced bv J. Rock should bear another
name. (Figs. 79. 80.)

Fui. TS.— Pastelliere fig.

Pergussata.—SizeSA^by If inches; pyriform; lopsided; neck long, but narrow; sta'k
rather long, one-half inch. Ribs broad, distinct, wavy, but not branched: eye
flat, small, pale bvown, with slightly elevated iris. Skin smooth or somewhat
warty along the ribs, apex fiat or concave. Skin pale violet-brown on cheek,
lighter-shaded yellow in the shade, darker around the eye; stalk and neck
greenish yellow; pulp red or ro.-e, shaded amber. Meat under the skin green-
ish yellow. The name is doubtful.

Peroqniiia—Douqueira Negra.
Perroquine—Perruquier.
PerrwgMier—Douqueira Negra.
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Perruquier

—

Perroquine; Violette Perriiqxiier,—Medium, oblong: stalk short; eye
open; ribs obscure; skin very dark black, with white bloom; i>ulp deep red.

stiff, and sweet, but not highly flavored. First crop 2 by Ij inches; leaves
5-lobed, crenate. acute. Requires dry soils. Valuable on account of its brebas,
which are very fi ne. ( Fi g. 8 1

.

)

Perouas—Pfxoua.
Peters White.— Size medium: flattened or turbinate; about 2J inches each way.

No neck and stalk as a rule, though some figs have a slight neck: ribs low,
bent quite distinctly around the stalk end and the eye. though nearest the latter

there is a smooth zone. Skin waxy, mottled with omall whitish specks,
ground color green with yellowish ribs: eye large, open; scales rough, stand-
ing out, amber, tipped brown; eye flat or sunk. Cheeks rather uneven, pro-
truding. Bloom bluish, thin; meat yellowish white, especially under the
skin, but not thick. Pulp dingy pink, fine, sweet, and delicious, with a fine

acid. One of the very best white figs as far as regards the first crop. Second

Ftg. to.—Pergnssata fig. Fig. 80.—Leaf of Pergussata fig

crop, medium, pulp less pink, more amber, smaller than Adriatic, but sweeter,
and never becomes sour, at least not at Atwater, Cal. A delicious fig, which
the author has not been able to identifj' with any of the foreign kinds, though
it undoubtedly comes very near to Yerdone. Fully ripe fruit sent from San
Joaquin Valley, California, June 26. It is probable that this, as well as
' 'Atwater," belongs to the importations of fig varieties by the late G. N. Milco.
The Peters White ripens about one week later than Atwater. Named for

J. D. Peters, in whose oi'chard the trees were found.
Petite Aubique—BORDEAVX.
Petite Aubique Violette—Bordeaux.
Petite Blanche Roncle—Lipari.
Petite Figue Violette—Bout>e\vx.
Petite Verdale—YERUAi., Round.
Petite Violette

—

Petite Violette des vignes.—Small, oblong: dark violet; leaves
3-loV)ed. Similar to Rose noire, but smaller. May prove identical with
Black Ischia, France.

Petite Violette des Vigiies—Petite Violette.
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Pheasant Eye

—

CEil de Perdri.v.—Medium, variable turbinate or pyriform, 2J
inches long by If wide. Short but set neck; short or no stalk: lopsided.

Eye small, closed: skin faintly ribbed, rather waxy; color deep brown, green-
ish on neck: pulp dull coppery amber, with a tint of salmon. A well-tilled

tig. Leaves below medium, coarse, 8 or .") lobed. about 7,1 by ~il inches. This
fig was received from the Royal Horticultural Society of London. It neither
agrees fully with the description given bj^ Dr. Hogg, nor does it correspond
with the description given by French nurserymen.

PicJwfte-Baniissotto—Sareigxe.
Pied de Bceuf.—Size medium to large. 2i by U inches to IJ inches: shape oblong

pyriform, with long, narrow, curved neck; stalk medium to long; skin rough,
warty, with warty ribs, distinct both at apex and on neck; eye closed, small,
surrounded by a rough, warty, e'evated iris, of the same color as the skin, but
surrounded by a lighter zone; scales

large, violet; skin violet, chocolate
brown, in some greenish olive iu

shade, with more yellow lietween the
ribs. Thin blue bloom near the stalk.

Color is diffused, apex and neck are
not lighter colored; pulp ami er yel-

low, slightly rosy; meat greenish yel-

low. A ver}' good tig. remarkable on
account of the color of itsjiulp, which
is amber, while the skin is dark. The
pulj), however, is quite coarse, though
juicy. Tree an irregular spreading
grower; leaves 3-lobed. Fruit ripens
late.

Pignette.—A small Italian fig.

Pingo de Mel.—First crop; Above me-
dium; largest figs are 2i inches wide
by o inches long, pyriform. with a
short and very thin but still distinct

neck. The neck is narrow: about one-
fourth inch wideandeventhroughout;
about three-fourths inch long. Great-
est transverse diameter is below the
center of the tig; stem short; skin
smooth, waxy, pale green. Ribs in-

distinct, consisting of numerous lines;

eye small, with large scales of amber
color, margined white. Male zone
distinct, but small; pulp whitish am-
ber; male flowers around the throat
and also scattered in the cavity of
the receptacle, but few in number.
Growth of tree sturdy, dense. Leaves
medium to lai'ge, ^-lobed. rounded.
Lobes rounded, deeply cut; but. as
the lobes are wide and overlap each
other, the sinuses between them are
not very distinct. Stem of leaves as
long as the leaves. This is a very
good and .iuicy t\'j; and one of the best
green brebas. This tig variety belo:igs either to the class of the Cordelia fig,

having male flowers with pollen, or to the class of edible caprifigs. It possesses
numerous gall flowers in the cavity of the receptacle, but at this writing I

have not yet found out if these galls are capable of sustaining wasps. At
Niles this fig has never matured a second crop. As soon as it sets this year it

will becaprificated, and it can then be determined with certainty to which class

this fig belongs. At present I am inclined to consider it as an edible caprifig.

(See description of this variety under Caprifig, p. 281.)

Pinvihi)iese—i?>AN Pedro. Black.
P/.ssaZ»f/rt—PissALUTTO Bianco.
Pis-salutta A^gro—Pissalutto Negro.
Pm'a7*<f^o—Pissalutto Bianco.
Pissalutto Bianco

—

Pissalutta; Pittaluasa: Poussoiihida: Pitaluffe: Pissalutto
(Italy); FicKs can'cn var. liguricd Geny; Liviaua, Pliny?.—Size U by 3
inches or over: medium; about one-half tlie weight of Dottato. Shape ovate-
pyriform, the greatest width at the center. Neck medium, but very slender;

Fio. 81.—Perrnquier fig.
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ribs very low or indistinct: eye small, scales open, bright red. Skin smooth,
thin, waxy, greenish yellow in the shade, with a hri)wnish-amber flush quite

similar to tliat of White Bourgasotte. Meat white: pulp very lively rosy red,

of the finest (luality. Leaves large, H-lobed, longer than broad, points shari>,

and cuts are medium deep. The end lobe considerably longer than the other.

Growth vigorous: branches (juite slender and not much branched. Most
leaves are ri-lobed, but some also 3-lobed; the leaf stalk is rather long. Very
few. if any. brebas: second crop fair. A very fine drying fig, the best Italian

fig for table, according to Gallesio, and the best next after Dottato for drying.

FIG.S2.—Pissalutto Bianco fig (second crop).

Common in Ligxiria and around Genoa, and especially fine at Sarzanese: also

in Corsicaand Sardinia. At Grasse. in Provence" known as PitaUiffp. Itsperiod

of maturity is short. It ripens after Albicello and Bineletto. and is succeeded
by Dottato. Rubado, and Bourgasotte. One of the best of all figs. It is sup-

posed to be identical with the Liviana of Pliny, which identification must be
considered highly doubtful. (Fig. 82.)

Pissalutto Negvo—Black Pissalutto: Ficus saffrenia Risso; Pissalutta Negra.—
Size medium: less oblong than Pissalutto Bianco: skin shiny, violet ribbed;

pulp fine and sweet. A fine black fig grown around Genoa (according to

Gallesio). Inferior to Pissalutto Bianco.

23740—No. 9—Ul- -IS
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PttoZ»/e—PissALUTTO Bianco.
Pittalnssa—PissALUTTO Bianco.
Pittilonga—San Pedro, Black.
Porto

—

De Porto.—A black fig, tree dwarf. For table and drying. Seyne, St.

Maximin, etc. , France.
Portoglwae—Lampeira.
Portugal, Black (provisional name).—Largest fig known. About 4 inches wide

by 5 inches long; pyriform. Short neck and very short stalk. Eye small, open,
with very small black scales. Ribs narrow, indistinct. Skin otherwise
smooth. Color deep violet black, greenish around the stalk end. Pulp violet

strawberry red. Meat white with violet streaks. Pulp not finely grained,
but very sweet and highly flavored. One of the handsomest figs grown and
one to be recommended for market. Bearing quality verj' good from early to

late. Tree a straggling grower and not dense, the limbs spreading in all

directions, allowing jjlenty of air and sun among the branches. Leaves
medium to small, oblong, with ;3-pointed lobes and ^'ometimes with 2 addi-

tional small basal lobes. This fig was brought from Portugal by emigrants
to Niles, Cal., where it is now growing. The true name of the variety is

unknown to me. Possibly the same as Douro.
Poulette.—First crop small; fruit medium or above medium; ovate or rounded,

with short neck: stalk short; skin ashy green; pulp bright rose. Good.
Second crop one-half smaller; eye closed, ashy green with gray bloom. Pulp
dark red, quite jnicy, and sweet. Tree medium; leaves medium, deeply
3-lobed. Goodfor drying; stands the rain well. Tarascon and Salon. France.

Pounchuda— -F/e»« acnin Risso; Ficu^ sylvesfris var. prwlonga Geny.—Two
crops; second crop medium; 2 by If inches; ol)long, gradually tapering to the
stalk: neck long: skin pistachio green to yellowish; pulp reddish yellow,
sweet, and honeylike in taste. Nice, France.

Po((.s'.so?</hc?«—Pissalutto Bianco.
Precoce d/Espagne—Trifero.
Pregussata—Pergussata.
Princessa

—

Figa Tiirca: Figa Maravilla; Figa Princessa; Ficus radiata Risso;
Ficiis carica var. lunata Geny; Tnrca; Princess Fig; Maravilla.—Second crop:
Turbinate, rounded at apex; skin longitudinally divided in regular bands
alternating green and bright yellow; eye large, raised, red; pulp bright red;

good. A very handsome and fine fig. Provence and Savoy, France.
Princess Fig—Princessa.
Purple—Brown Turkey.
Purple Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs_, p. 279.)

duarteria.—Size medium, about If inches long by 2^ inches wide, though some-
times not wider than long; turbinate or flattened like an onien. Few distinct
ribs; no neck and stalk; eye small, but open; scales few and short; skin waxy,
shades of green, with a fine gray bloom around the neck end, but which does
not extend to the cheek, the bloom ending with a sharp margin. Eye rosy
amber, with rosy iris; pulp coarse, bright but pale rose; meat amber. A
good, highly flavored, and juicy fig. Fine for drying. Tree strong: round
head with very dense leaves closely set on limbs. Leaves oblong, about 9
inches long by 7 inches wide, rather deeply 3-lobed, sometimes entire.

Q,uasse Blanche.—A reddish-gray fig, cultivated at Baudal and Seyne, France.
Quotidien ne—Datte Quotidienne.
Babbit Blood—Sang de Lievre.
Baby Castle.—Fruit about medium or below medium; rounded, obtuse and flat-

tened at apex; no neck, but long stalk; eye small; skin coarse, with very
prominent ribs which are rather irregular; color greenish white; no bloom;
pulp coarse with a few very large seed; color, white amber; sweet, but no
flavor. A poor grower. Leaves small, thick. 3 to 5 lobes, and rough, with
very long stalks, which are often considerably larger than the leaf. Belongs
to the JNlarseillaise group, but is much inferior. Dr. Hogg is in error in class-

ing this fig as a synonym of the Marseillaise. It is much coarser, vsdth heav-
ier ribs and with a white pulp, and the tree is less densely covered with leaves.

In the interior of California Raby Castle is an inferior fig. In the vicinity of
San Francisco Bay it is sweeter, but still always very coarse, and the author
thinks it is not worthy of cultivation in this country, where so many better
figs are grown. (Fig. 83.

)

Raby Castle.—Below medium, turbinate, about If inches wide by lA inches long.
No neck and short stalk. Flattened at apex. Many shallow ribs. Tree mod-
erate grower with rounded head. Leaves deeply 3-lobed. This fig resembles
greatly the Pacific White and may be identical with that fig. Name doubtful.
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B-agusa

—

Dalmatia n : D(ihn(iti(( n Ragusaine: Ragusaine.—A white fig of fairqual-
ity, introchiced from Dalmatia to France. Probably the same fig as intro-

duced by G. N. Miko to California under the name Dalmatian.
Ragi(sai)ie—Raotsa.
Becousse Noire

—

Ecousse iVo/re.^—Large, roundish-oblate, with long neck, and
with lopsided swollen cheek on one side. Ril)s obscure; stalk very short; eye
closed; skin violet-dark mahogany or chestnut, pale toward the neck and green-
ish toward the stalk end; pulp opaline with a shade of rose in center. Tender
and juic^y, but not flavored. Medium quality (Hogg). A very good late fig.

Becousse Violette.—Similar to Recousse Noire, but with deep red pulp.
Beculver.—Is said to be different from (rrosse Violettt' de Bofdeaiix, San Pedro,

Black . from which it differs by being smaller and more round. It also resem-
bles BJark I'roreiivc.—Marseillaise, Black. It was originally found grow-
ing wild on an old wall in the village of Reculver. in Kent, England. Fruit
small, roundish; skin black; pnlp red, thick, but not rich (Barron).

Beculver.—Medium; about 2k inches long by 1 J inches wide; pyriform. tapering:
lopsided cheeks; short narrow neck; no stalk. Low, branching ribs, distinct
from stalk totheeye. Eyesmall, closed or open, with small, rosy-colored scales.

Skin slightly hairy, of a brownish violet, covered with a faint gray bloom.
Pulp thick, amber-salmon, lightest at eye, turning salmon towards the stalk end.
A good fig. Leaves about 9 inches by 3. deep, broad lobes and two shallow
spurs. Not identical with Black Marseillaise, as suggested by Dr. Hogg.
There are two distinct figs known as
Reculver. The author has not seen the
variety mentioned by Barron.

BecuZrcr.'^—Marseilaise, Black.
iJecZ—Brunswick.
Red-Black—Rose Noire.
Red Caiana.—Caiana.
Red Freite—RovGF. de la Frette.
Bocardi.—Small ; about 1 1 inches long by 1

J

inches wide; pyriform, with small neck;
stalk very short. Eye small, sunk;
scales large, with rough iris. Skin
smooth, with indistinct ribs. Color of
skin violet-purple, with fine, gray bloom
extending all over the fig, or with dark
violet flush. Pulp sweet, amber or red-
dish amber, with different shades. Meat
thin, wiiite. Pulp solid. Tree a mod-
erate grower. Leaves 3-lobed.

Rock Fig—Negretta.
Bolandina

—

Briasca (Grasse); Rolandine;
BlaucJietfe; Fico Dattero: Fic^is vezzoso:
Cortese (eastern Riviera); Coasco (west-
ern Riviera); Ficiis rolandina Risso;
FicHs sijlvestria var. praednlcis Geny.

—

One crop. Size medium; 2i inches long
by If inches wide; short, pyriform or bell-shaped; skin yellowish green mixed
with red and violet. Eye reddish; pulp yellowish white, tinted rose, very
sweet and thick, with small seed, highly flavored. Tree medium, with
deeply-cut and pointed lobes. Together with Bellona, the Rolandina is one
of the very best figs cultivated in the south of France for drying. It is exten-
sively grown there and the object of much trade. Fresh it is of medium
quality only. Principally grown in the south of Provence.

Bolandina Negra

—

Rolandine Noire: Fic^is rosa nigra Risso; Ficus sylvestris

var. riihricaidis Genj'.—A variety of the reddish-gray Rolandina, more oblong
turbinate, dark violet reddish, with red pulp. Provence, France.

Rolandine—Rolandina.
Rolandine Xoire—Rolandina Negra.
Bondella Blanca

—

WJtite Rondella; Ficus helena Risso.—Similar to the Black
Rondella, but with thinner skin and of a yellowish green color. Mentone-on-
the-Riviera, France.

Bondella Negra

—

Black Rondella; Ficus sylvestris var. ceresana Geny (San-
vaigo).—Below medium; IJ to 2 inches diameter; turbinate; suddenly con-
tracted at the neck, which is long; eye red. with violet iris; skin blackish violet;

pulp red. Around Mentone-on-the-Riviera.
Bondeletta

—

Ficus carica var. rotundula Geny. S.—Globular: bright green
shaded brown; li to If inches diameter. Pulp red. Savoy at Nice.

FIG.S3.—Raljy Castle fig.
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Bonde Noire—Eoniul Black— Size large, about 2^ by 2 inches; quite round,

irregular: neck distinct but very short, wellset: ribs distinct, running together

and^ hardly elevated; eye small; scales very small, reddish; iris large, paler,

not elevated, but still distinct, with a margin around the scales. Skin smooth,

waxy, color dark violet- brown, very evenly diffused, and in the shade hardly

paler.'only near the stalk more greenish. Bloom thick, bluish white; pulp

amber, meat amber. A very fine fig. which can not be too highly recommended
as a table fig. Entirely distinct from Osboru Prolific. (Figs. «1, 85.

)

FlG.84.—Eonde Noire figs.

Bonde Bouge.—Medium; color of skin dull, tawny red; pulp dull red. Second

crop of good quality. (Barron.)
Bonde Violette Hative.—Firs^t crop: Large, 2J inches long by 2| wide: almost

globular, with no neck and no stalk; ribs large and prominent; skin smooth,
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glossy: color green, the ribs shaded violet brown, mimerous very small white
specks all over the skin: eye large, but not protruding, wide open with
small scales of an amber-rosy color; pulp amber, shaded rose in center;
meat whitish. A magnifi-
cent looking breba of first

(juality. Brebas ripe at
Niles August 1.

Rose Blanche— ll7(/7e Rose;
La Rofisse.—Very large,
round, depressed or flat-

tened at the apex. Stalk
long: color Inownish on
white ground; pulp lively
red: leaves crenate, 7-lobed,
with pointed lobes. Re-
quires dry soils. South of
France.

Rose Noire

—

Red-Black: Con de
Muelo.—Size medium, pyri-
form, contracted at the mid-
dle; skin reddish violet; i)ulp
whiteam ber ; leaves crenate,
7-lobed, with pointed lobes.
Requires dry soils. One of
the better figs in Provence.
Hogg erroneously gives as
synonym Black Ischia,
which is a much smaller
fig. (Fig. 86.)

Rose Pey-ronne. — Medium;
roundish oval: obscure ribs;

stalk one-fourth inch long;
skin pale brown with fine

gray bloom: pulp pale sal-

mon of good quality.
Rose in^Ye—Rose Blanche.
Rosine.— Said to be a white,

round fig from Syria. Good for drying.
Rosso di Mensiglia.—Italy.

Rotondo Levigate.—Italy.

Round, White Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs, p.
Rouge de la Frette

—

Freite: Red Frette.—
Large: oblong: pyriform: skin red. Late.
Grown around Frette. near Paris. France.

Rougette.—Small; obovate; withoiit ribs;

stalk short: eye closed; skin red. coppery
yellow in shade, shading to yellow toward
stalk end. Pulp coppery red, of indif-
ferent quality. ( Hogg.

)

Rornid Black—Roisde Noire.
Round Verdcd—Verdal, Round.
Round ir/nYe—Blanche Ronde.
Roussana

—

Ficns sylvestris var. rubella
Geny.—Second crop: medium, IJ to 2

inches diameter: color pale reddish-violet
with red pulp. Nice and its vicinity.

Roijal—Versailles.
Roijid de Versadles—Versailles.
Royal Vineyard.—Fruit above medium or

medium long: pyriform, with long slender
neck and long slender stalk; ribs mere
longitudinal lines. Eye large, open: skin
thin, hairy, reddish brown or purple, with
thick blue bloom; pulp bright reddish,
hollow in center, but otherwise juicy and
good and highly flavored. The true name
was not known when the variety was introduced into England. (Fig. 87.)

Rubado

—

Cuore: Rubcddo: Fifi(( Rnbado (Genoa); Arbauda: Ronbauda Blanca
(Nice); Ficus richardi Risso; Ficus carica var, robusta Geny.—Above

Fig. 85.—Leaf of Ronde Noire fig.

Fig. 86.—Rose Noire fig,
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medium, about 2} by If inches, bell-shaped to turbinate or heart-shaped;

greatest diameter at center, gradually tapering toward the stalk, which is of

medium size. Skin thick, smooth, of green color, shaded reddish brown and
yellow in the snn. and with ashy gray in the shade, adhering strongly to the

meat. Pulp intensely red. very sweet and flavored, with a drop of honey exud-

ing at the eye, rather sharp in taste: eye reddish: leaves ."^mall. o-lobed. and
not deeply cut; branches few and slender and tree of small growth to medium.
The first crop very small or none The second crop larger: ripe in September
and November. One of the best Italian figs tor the table. Extensively culti-

vated in northern Italy and Provence, but especially so in the Marche. Umbria,
Sabina. Piedmont. Appenines. Lombardy. and Romagna. In many places

known as Fico Cuoiv. on account of its heart-like shape. Is to be highly
recommended. (Fig. 88.)

Fig. 87.—Royal Vineyard figs.

Rubado Negro—Ficus serotina Risso; Ficus sylvestn'.'i var. hyherna Geny;
Rouhaiida Ncgrn (Nice).—Size 3 to 2 rV inches diameter; turlnnate: violet red

or fine black; eye red with a large r ddish-brown iris; skin hard: pulp bright

red. thick, agreeable. NovemLer. One of the latest figs. Nice, Italy, etc.

Roithauda Blanca—RvBAVO.
Ronbanda AVyra—Rubado Negro.
Riibaldo—RvhAVO.
Bubicom—San Pedro, Black.
Safranee.—Reddish gray. Nice and Salon, France.
Saiut Z>o)» /;//r/»r'—Dominique.
Saint Esprit.— Large, oblong; color dark violet. Resembles Aubique Noire but

is inferior in taste. Provence and near Ponte St. Esprit in Languedoc, as well

as at Aix and Salon. A good early crop; second crop poor.

Saiut Francis—FranciscAyA.
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Saint Jea,n—De Sauif. Jean.—Vfry large; two crops. France.
Saint John.—First crop: above medium. '2h inches long by 2 inches wide: iiyri-

form; stalk medium, longer tlian the neck, which is not well set: skin smooth,
waxy: ribs few. irregular, skin yellowish green, with numerous light specks
of uuejual si e. eye small, closed, with warty iris of thn same color as the
fig: scales about six, large, pale dinuy white: pulp and Hesh white with small
seed. Leaves medium, o-lobed: end lobe the largest: lobes roundi d. deeply
cut: stalks long. A very .sweet and .iuicy breba, ripe at Niles August 1.

Saint Johns.—Possibly the same as Saint Jean.
S(ti)it Peter—S\y Pedro, White.
Saint Ursula d'Avignon.—Below medium: olV.ong, without neck: stalk short;

eye open; ribs very obscure: skin pale brown or copptr, paler on the stalk,

where it is tinged green: pulp tender, pa'e rose in center, opaline toward the
meat and skin. A small but very delicious fig. (Hogg.)

FiG.88.—Riihadoi

Saladsi—FicHS jJHWii'PO-vinlacea Risso (S).—Two crops: second crop pyriform:
2i inches long by H inches wide, quickly contracted at the neck: color purple
violet or i)ale purple: pulp reddish brown. Nice and the Riviera.

Salerne.—Above medium to large: "JA inches diameter: globub-ir: stalk and neck
short: eye very open: skin whitish yellow. A hardy fig, not subject to drop-
])ing or injury by rain. A very early variety, requiring dry and high ground.
Provence.

Salette—Provence.
San France—Fraxciscana.
San Pedro—S\y; Pedro, White.
San Pedro, Bla-c^-AHhique: Black San Pedro; Corbo (Pescia); Pinmbinese (Pisa

andCollina); Rubicone (Carrara and Sarzana); Avhicone (Genoa ; Fico IS'ero

(Sardegna); PittUonqa; Minna (Sicily): Minna di Schiavo; Fallagiana
(Abruzzo); Aid^iqne Aoire (Provence); Breba Xegra (Spain); Aidiique Violette

(Provence); Violette Longne/ (Fvance) : Aubiqiwn (Provence); Auliguo:Grosse
Violette Longue; Figue Poire; Fico Arbicone (Genoa); Fico -^an Piero (Tos-
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cana); Fico violo.cea Risso; Fiens erin. var. %iherrima Geny; Negro Largo;
Noire de Languedoc: Grosse Ronge de Bordeau.v: Grosse Violettede Bordeaux;
Nero Oblungo.—'Dv. Hogg, in his catalogue, confounds this fig with Violette
DE Bordeaux and Petite Ard)ique, Bordeaux, which are different figs of

smaller size and of pale-grayish color, for description of which see -'Bor-

deaux." On the other hand, the author is satisfied that Dr. Hoggs Negro
Largo and Noire de Languedoc are identical with the Black San Pedro,
although this is not quite clear from his description of the varietj'.

Two crops. First crop very large, from '6^ by 2 inches or 4 by 2 inches.

Shape elongated, ovate: no ribs: with prominent and well-set neck. No, or very
short, stalk, flattened laterally and rather lopsided, one side of apex hanging
down UKjre than the other. Eye open, reddish; skin smooth, violet black,

with a rosy fiushin the shade and green on the neck; fine blue bloom: pulp
coppery red, tinted with violet; very sweet, but with a light disagreeable
smell and bitterness. Second crop smaller, oblong, 2^ l)y 1^, inches: ribs many
and prominent: color deep sea green, with vio'.et-black ribs; eye medium, with
many spreading yellow scales; pulp reddish violet, rather coarse: meat thick,

greenish white. Tree very strong grower, requiresm ist and rich soil. Leaves
large, 8-lobed, forming a very dense foliage. The first crop is a table fig of

unsurpassed si/e and fair quality. The second crop dries well, but is small in

quantity and inferior in (luality compared to the first crop.

The Black San Pedro is one of the most excellent of the black figs. It is culti-

vated extensively in northern Italy, Provence, and Spain. It thrives aLso in
the vicinity of Paris. The author has seen figs of large size and fair quality
near Santa Ana, Cal. In size it is probably unsurpassed by any other black
fig known. Though the fig is called San Pedro, Black, it must not be under-
stood that it is a variety of the San Pedro, White, or vice versa. The two figs

do not resemble each other in the least, and are, in fact, not related, and the
only thing they have in common is the name. Under the name of Grosse Vio-
lette de Bordeaux the author received from Rev. Dr. Wilks a fig distinct from
either Bordeaux or San Pedro. Black. It resembles somewhat Negrone, but
has smaller leaves. (See Violette de Bordeaux.) (Fig. 89.;

San Pedro, White

—

Fico di San Piero; Fico di San Pietro; Apple Fig: Breba
(erroneously); Saint Peter; White Saint Peter; Fico di Saint Piere: San
Pedro,—Two crops, the first only maturing without caprification. Large,
rounded; 3 to 4 inches diameter, somewhat flattened at apex; stalk and neck
very short: eye large, open, but not protruding. Skin ribbed, not waxy, thick,

but tender, of a bright yellow color in sun, shading to greener in shade, with
no bloom, but showing off like a lemon on the tree. Color of scales yellow,
with violet iris: pulp light amber, opaline, with here and there a trace of red;

rather coarse but sweet, and somewhat deficient in flavor. A remarkably
handsome fig, but difficult to ship any distance. Large growing tree, with
upright branches: leaves waxy and not deeply lobed, with obtuse points.

Requires deep, rich, moist, but not wet, river-bottom soil. Only the first crop
comes to maturity without caprification. Is not related to Black San Pedro.
Second ci'op: Fig as large or larger than the first crop; about 2^ inches wide

by 2 inches long, being decidedly flattened, like an onion. The eye is large
and wide open, with amber scales of small siie, of a spreading nature. No
stalk and no neck. Many ribs from eye to stalk distinct all around. Color of
skin deep sea green, without any flush of yellow in the sun. Flesh, deep and
bright strawberry red. without any violet tint. Meat, yellowish white. Seed,

many, but very small. Pulp, fine, juicy, and highly flavored and distinctly

acid. A most ex(iuisite fig and much superior to the first crop, which often
is insipid. This crop was produced at Niles on a properly caprificated San
Pedro fig tree standing next to a capri Milco. It bears a full second crop,
while all other San Pedros, which had not been caprificated, dropped all their

second crop, just as they had done for ten or more years past. It is interest-

ing to note that the second crop differs from the first crop in shape and qual-
ity. Caprificated, I consider San Pedro, White as one of the most delicious figs

I have seen. It may possibly prove to be a valuable fig not only for the mar-
ket but also for drying.
San Pedro, White, is rather extensively distributed in California, especially in

San Joaquin Valley. When well grown it is a very good fig, which, when near
a market, sells well. It was introduced to California at various times, once
under the name of Breba, from Spain.

Sang de Lievre—/?aWnY B/ood.— Large, rounded; skin bright brown; pulp blood
red. Good bearer and fair quality for table.

Saixwene—Sakaina.
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Sarama—.9am.s/»a. Saracene; Ficus mmcenica Risso: Ficiis erin. var. erodens
Geny.—Medium, about 2 to 2Uiiches diameter: oblong turbinate: skin thick
and hard, cracking, bitter, adhering to the pulp, which is red. Color of skin
blackish violet: stalk of the fig easily detached from the branch upon which it
grows. Nice and Provence,

Fig. 89.—San Pedro, Black figs.

Sarasina—Saraina.
S&reigne—Vevdrde: PieJiotte-Baniissoto.—About 2 inches diameter: round,

neck very short, strongly adhering to the branch and not separating even
when ripe. Skin thick, of a very dark, violet black, greenish at the neck.
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Pulp red. Good, but requires great heat and moist and rich soils. Leaves
3-lobed, undulating margins with obtuse lobes. Common in Provence.
Recommended for the warm valleys of California and Arizona.

Sarnese.—France.
Savantiiie- Servaxtine. CoRDELl,if:RE.
Seirola—Seyrolc; Sei'i-olleti, Duhamel':': Ficiia neirola Risso; Ficus carica var.

leiocarpa, Geny.—Medium or small; second crop turbinate: l:f to 3 inches;
skin greenish-yellow; eye prominent, green; pulp yellow, very sweet, dries
well. Savoy and Provence around Nice, Grasse, and Draguignan.

5fe5vo//c.s—Seirola.
Servantine—Serrentinc; Ohsenrciifine: Corddliere: Savantive.—First crop, large,

round, with prominent ribs: second crop, half size. Color pale yellow; pulp
red. A good tig, which requires moist, rich soil. (Fig. 90.

)

Servantine d'Argenteuil—A va-

riety of Servantine, with
greenish red skin. Very large,

round. Fertile and earl 3%

Grown around Argenteuil.
Servantine Grise

—

Gray Servan-
tine.—A variety of the Servan-
tine, but not identical with the
Servantine Bifere.

Servantine Bifere

—

Grise Servan-
tine Bifere: Toulousienne.—
Probably the same as Toulou-
sienne. but not the same as
Servantine. Below .medium,
short, pyriform; skin dull
brown, ribbed, with a thick,

gray bloom: flesh dull red,
thick, sirupy, and Iviscious.

Servantine Rouge.—A variety of

the preceding with red skin.

Large, round. Said to be fer-

tile and good.
Sen-en tine— SERVAyiTiyiK.
Sctosa—Peloua.
Sextius.—A white fig of good

quality from Aix, France.
Seyrol-—SEiROh.\.
Seyroles.—For drying. At Grasse

and Draguignan.
Siciliana—Mga Sieih'aria (Nice);

Ficus siciliana. Risso; Ficus
sytrestris var. bruffia Geny.

—

First crop above medium; 3

J

incheslong by2A wide; oblong,
rounded at apex; color green-
ish-yellow, with grayish spots.

Eye very large, raised, reddish
Nice and vicinity.

Singleton—IscHiA, White.
Small Black,
Small 7^m(r«—Malta.
Small Early 117; /fc—Early White.
Small Purple Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs, p. 279.)
Small Tt'j'Ja/—Verdal. Rouxd.
Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs, p. 279.)

Smyrna, i?/«e/t—Pl'rple Smyrna. (See Smyrna figs. p. 279.)

Smyrna, ilfap/e-Zmrer?—Maple-leaved Smyrna. (Siee Smyrna figs, p
Smyrna, Round White—Rovsd, White Smyrna.
Smyrna. Small P/n-p/c—Small Purple Smyrna,
Sfrau-berrji Fig— Adriatic.
Striped—Pa^achek.
Striped. Signora—Col di Signora Panachee.'
Sucrada— Lor Sucrada: Sugar Fig. Ficus saccharata

foruw^a Geny,—Two crops. First crop, pyriform
brown on the ribs. Second crop, turbinate; 2 to 2

Fig. 90.—Servantine fig.

meat violet; pulp yellowish and pale red.

(See Smyrna figs. p.

(See Smyrna figs, p.

79.)
J79.)

79.)

color greenish, bright yellow toward apex:
very distinct fig.

Risso; Ficus carica var.
greenish-yellow, flushed
inches: rounded, ribbed;

pulp, pale red. very sweet. A
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Sugar JPYgr—Sucrada.
Sulane.—Oblong, white, France.
Siceet Briasca—BiUAi^cx Doussa.
Su-eet Bm!/as<jve—BRi\sc\ Doussa.
Tajxi C'aidiii—TAPX Cartin.
Tapa Csivtin—Aiibico Blanco; Aubique Blanche; Gronf;'' Jaime; Tax)a Cantin;

BoKche BarrUiue; Ficnn monstniosa Risso: Ficuf: ran'ca var. prolifera Geny.—
A very large fig. and one of the largest white figs known. Size. '-^ to 4 inches

long by 2 and 2A inches wide. Sliape oblong, often contracted at the middle,

and rather irregular as to outline: neck thin, long; skin very thin, yellow;

eye large, open; pulp bright blood red. with numerous speds. This fig fre-

quently develops a monstrosity— another receptacle cropping out of the apex
of the first one. just as a rose is often found protruding from the center of

another ro.'^e. Leaves, 5-lobed, with undulating margins and obtuse lobes.

Retiuires moist soils. Cultivated around Nice, Provence, France, and in

other places. (See also Merioun.)
Tapa Cartin Negre.—A black variety of the preceding, with lustrous black skin.

Thameriouth.—A white fig from Kahylia.
Thabellont.—A white fig from Kabylia.
Thaberkant.—A black fig from Kabylia.
Thabouhiaboult.—A black fig from Kabylia which dries with difficulty.

Thabouhiaboult.—A white fig from Kabylia. Is dried and cured with some dif-

ficulty.

Thadhefouith.—A white fig from Kabylia. Does not require caprification.

Thadoukkarth-en-thara'animt.—A variet.v of capriHg from Kabylia.
Thadovikkarth-en-tifouzal.—A variety of caprifig from Kabylia. The best vari-

ety.

Thadoukkart-en-t'it-en-tesekkourth.—A variety of caprifig from Kabylia. The
name means "pheasant's eye."'

Thadoukkart g-uir'zer.—A wild caprifig from Kabylia. It is not used for capri-

fic ition. but only as stock for grafting. The word means " the caprifig of the
river bottoms.''

Thadovikkarth Thaberkant.—A variety of caprifig from Kabylia. Color black.
Thakoiirnennaith.—A white fig from Kabylia. the name meaning " round.''

Thamellalt.—A white fig from Kabylia.
Thaoussifth.—A white fig from Kabylia.
Thar'elit.—A white fig from Kabylia.
Thar'animt.—The most esteemed white fig grown in Kabylia. Requires caprifi-

cation in order to produce mature fruits.

Thazerart.—A white fig from Kabylia Does not require caprification.

Thazaicht.—A black fig from Kabylia which recjuires caprification.
Tibourenque.— Fre.sh and dry; middle of September. Marseilles and Salon.
T?f>?n'//»a.—Gentile.
Toscana

—

La Toscana; Florentina: Figa Flnrentina: Ficus carica y&x. florentina
Geny.—Two crops. First crop pyriform. lopsided, of large size. %\ inches
long by 2 wide. Eyepromnient; skin rough, dotted, of greenish yellow, shaded
gray; pulp pale yellow, streaked violet, sweet, highly flavored. Better than
the Gentile. A variety of this fig with brown skin is found near Bordighera,
Nice, and Provence.

Toulousienne.—Medium; about Tif inches wide bj' 2 inches long; pyriform, with
flattened apex. Neck distinct. Stalk small, almost none. Ribs many, shal-

low, and a'most imperceptible. Color of skin dingy olive-green with violet-

brown flush. Pulp bright strawberry red. Meat greenish-white. Eye small,
with rough iris of "the same color as skin. Tree medium. Leaves small, shal-

low, o-lobed. almost entire, and of rounded outline. Quality of fig good, but
appearance is insignificant.

roiiZo'f.s/t'/n^c—Servantine Bifere.
TrLS F'^r—Trifero.
Tre Volte— 'i^ atalino.
rjv/ere—Trifero.
Trifero

—

Trri< For: Proooce rVFfipagne: Trifere; A Tres recolie?.—Three crops.
Small, rounded turljinate or pyriform, about IJ to 2 inches long by U inches
wide, with obscure ribs: stalk about one fourth to three-fourths inch long: no
neck. Color dark green, transparent, shaded brown around the crown, paler
toward the stalk: eye small, closed; pulp opaline nearest the meat, rosy toward
the center. Fig is well filled. A very small, early and constantly bearing fig,

rich, juicy, and of very good quality, recommended where only one tree can be
grown. Leaves very small, about 5^ inches, with 3 large lobes and 2 small
spurs.
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Trille

—

Madame Trille.—Large, white skin. Two crops. Originated in France,
or at least named there.

Trois Recoltes.—Small, ovate, skin dark, tawny copper colored: pulp dull red,
with but little flavor. Early and free bearer. ( Barron.

)

Trojano.—A green Italian fig from the vicinity of Naples. The best table fig grown
there. Has not yet matured in California.

Trojnpe-Chasseiir—Cuers.
Trompe-Cassaire—Cuers.—Probably the same as Natalino.
Truett.—Below medium, about \h inches by seven-eighths inch; shape elongated

oval.
Tulpick.—Said to be a Syrian drying fig of superior quality.
2'»u'(^—Princessa.
Turkey, Broini—Brown Turkey.
l^urqid—Levant.
Twin jP^'g—Merltnga.
Walton—Brows Turkey.
Varina— Italy.

Vebra.—Size medium to small, rounded turbinate, no neck and short stalk, many
indistinct ribs. Eye small and closed, skin waxy, transparent, of a fine
greenish-yellow color. Palp almost pure white, faintly ambered, with small
seed. A fine, juicy, refreshing fig, but not highly flavored. Tree moderate,
upright. Leaves small, 3-lobed, about 4} inches in diameter, rough, with
shallow lobes. The stalk of the leaf is unusually long, sometimes twice as
long as the leaf.

Fe/»e—Peloua.
Velvet Fig—Peloua.
Veudome—AsGtLiQVE Jauxe.—Local name given by Messrs. Strong & Co. (Cali-

fornia). This fig is undoubtedly the same as Angelique Jaune.
Vei^dal—Verdal, Long.
Verdala—Verdal, Long.
Verdala Blanca—Verdal, White.
"Verdal de Valence.—Below medium, roundish, turbinate, slightly ribbed, skin

dull tawny red, with a fine bloom; flesh thick, dull red. Second quality,
very prolific. (Barron.) Name doubtful.

Verdal, Long— Ferrfo/a (Nice); Verdale (Provence) Ficus virescens Risso; Ficus
carica var. viidf ifero.v GenJ \ Gironetta: Grosse Verdale: Verdal Longue : Long
Verdal: Verdal.—One crop, September. Size medium, about 2\ by "li inches,
shape oblong-turbinate; stalk and neck short, woody
and hard. Eye large, closed, bright red, skin thick,
with ribs of a yellowish-green color, with the ribs
flushed brown, base of fig violet, no bloom. Pulp
pale strawberry red, of fair or good quality. A
very large spreading tree with deeply lobed leaves.
Common in south of France, and also growing in a
few localities in California, where it, however, has
not been thoroughly tried.

Verdal Longue—Verdal, Long.
Verdal Ronde—Verdal, Round.
Verdal, Bound—Pef/fe Verdale; Verdal Ronde: Round

Verdal: Small Verdal.—One of the earliest of figs,

ripe in June and July. Below medium or medium,
about IJ- by If inches or larger; shape round, or
slightly pyriform, without stalk or neck and with
low and distinct ribs. Skin smooth and waxy, of
a uniform bluish-green at the apex, gradually Fig. 91.—Verdal, Rouud fig.

lighter toward the stalk end. No bloom; eye
closed, small, but large in proportion to the size of the fig, with few but
comparatively large scales of amber color at the point, darker rose at the
base. Pulp dark blood red, very fine, sweet and highly flavored in some
localities. A small but fine variety. This fig is highly praised in Santa
Clara Valle}'. California, and around Nevada City, Cal.. but is inferior in the
San Joaquin Valley. California. Extensively distributed in the south of
France, where ic loves dry and mountainous regions. This variety is very
useful for conserves and preserves, as the fig is small, very sweet, and the skin
is waxy—all points favorable for the preparation of a good article of conserve
and glace fruit. (Fig. 9L)

Verdal, White

—

Verdala Blanca; Ficiis variabilis Risso; White Verdal.—Almost
pyriform, with a long neck, color green, changing to whitish. Size small,
about H inches diameter: pul)) blood red, very sweet. A varietj' of Verdal
mentioned bv Kisso as grown in Provence, France.
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Vei'clale—S\KEiQSE.
Fer(/a/e—Verdal, Long.
Ferdooii—Grosse Beurdoua.
T'errfo/a—CiMEiPEXCA.
VenJt'cch ij—Verdeccio.
Verdeccio

—

Verdccli io (Tanara.); Vcvdecch iJ (Aldroa); Verdichio (Bologna); Ver-
do'.iiin (Piacentino).—Below medium. about U by 11 inches: shape round,
swollen, uneven, depressed at apex, with no neck: stalk short; eye small, red;
ribs distinct and regular: skin tender, bright green, turning yellow in sun;
pulp amber white, very sweet and very fine. (Fig. 92.)

Verdeccio di Brianza—Verdixo di Brianza.
Verdcchio—Verdeccio.
Fe/v?(Wi/o—Verdeccio.
Verdino di Brianza

—

Verdeccio di Brianzd.—A green fig of good (quality; Italy.
VerdoJino—Verdeccio.
Verdone.—Medium, or above medium; round: skin green: pulp red. The famous

fig grown In the vicinity of Rome, claimed by W. B. West to be identical with
the Adriatic, which, however, is by no means certain. As far as 1 know there
are no trees of Mr. Wests importation now alive in California.

Verdone ( Rome) —Adriatic.
Vernissenqvie

—

Bernisi^enqne.—Large, turbinate, regular; neck long: stalk short;
longitudinal ribs, most distinct on the neck: eye open: skin perfectly deep
black, without trace of lighter color, with a fine bloom like that of a dark
plum. Pulp dark blood red. sweet, but fiat. A very showy, second-rate fig

with small seeds, flavored and of good quality. Leaves. 5-lo1:ed.much serrated
and crumpled, longer than broad. Only second crop; matures late in Septem-
ber. This fig is not identical with either Verdone of Verona and Rome, Verdini
of Milan. Verdolino of Piacentio. but resembles greatly Zigerino Verde (Enga-
nei) (Ct). Cultivated in Lombardy in the district of the Po. Nor is it identical
with any of the Verdals, but seems to be a distinct and we.l-characterized
fig, superior in fiavor to the small round Verdal, which it somewhat resembles.
The Verdal is a handsomer but not as fine a fig.

Versailles

—

Aboitdonce: Roijal: Roycd de Versailles.—Two crops: first crop
medium, about 2^ inches wide by 2f long. Longer than broad, beil-shaped,
flattened at apex, with a distinct neck; stalk medium; ribs few. well marked;
color pale greenish white; pulp rose. Second crop: small with longer stalk;
leaves 5-lobed, undulating with obtuse lobes. Similar to Blanche Commune,
but is longer and with a more contracted neck. A coarse and poor fig when
grown in English hothouses or when in an unsuitable climate. Highly rec-
ommended by French growers as one of the best figs for the table, at least in
certain districts. Mr, Felix Gillet, of Nevada City. Cal., who has grown this
fig: extensively, writes that the skin peels off like that of an orange and that
it is a very sweet fig, which stands shipment well, the first crop ripening with,
him about July 1, and the second crop in September. (Fig, 93.)

Verte—Cuers.
Verte Brune

—

Ficns cariea var. dcceptans Geny; Htinter's Deception.—Two crops;
second crop, medium or small, If to 2 inches diameter: globular, compressed
at the stalk and with unequal cheeks: skin cracking, bright or blackish-green,
with a violet flush in the sun. Eye. reddish; pulp, blood- red, of good or fine
quality. Leaves o-lobed, crenate, with pointed lobes. Savoy and Provence,
around Grasse and Toulon. There is another fig with this name. ( See Cuers.

)

The name of the fig is derived from the fact that the fig appears unripe while
in reality it is perfectly ripe.

Verte Brune—Cuers.
Verte Brune—Peav Dure.
Verte Petite—LiIParj.
Vigasotte Bianco.—Size small, about 1 J inches round, turbinate. No neck: stalk

one-half to three-fourths inch; skin rough, uneven: coarse but shallow ribs;

eye small, closed: pulp white, fainth* amber: seeds small, but numerous; color
pale green, without fine bloom. Leaves medium to small, about 6 inches,
rough, coarse, especially underneath; margins wavy.

Vigasotte Bianco— ("/f/a.so^/c—Small, roundish, turbinate, H inches wide by If
long: neck very short or none; stalk medium or none: ribs indistinct; eye very
small, closed or open, scales small amber; skin smooth, cracking, very thin,

transparent, with very thin bloom: pulp amber, with few seeds; meat white.
A juicy and good little fig. but it is not highly flavored. Tree a moderate
grower. Leaves small, with long stalks. 3 to 5 lolied, the two upper lobes
being very small. Under this name there are two distinct figs sent out.

Vigasotte—YiGASOTTE Bianco.
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Violette de Bordeaux.—Small. 2 inches long by U inch, pyri'^orm. tapering- no
distinct neck, but with long stalk, which is bent over. A few shallow ribs,

Fio. 92.—Verdeccio figs.

especially distinct on neck above cheeks; eye very small, closed: scales yellow;
skin rugose, slightly downy, of a violet-black co'lor, with a distinct and fine
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blue bloom, confined to the neck, ending sharph' halfway to the equatorial.
Pulp fine, dense, brownish salmon; meat violet-white n<it rich: lea\ es trom 5
to 7 inches lon<?, 3 deep, narrow lobes outside o*: spurs. Very similar to
Negrone, but has smaller leaves.

Violette delaFrette

—

I)e In Frette: Figider Rouge.— Medium, oblong, somewhat
flattened; skin reddish brown, with violet flesh; color of pulp rose. Grown
at i^rette for the Paris market.

Violette LuiigueZ—HAy Pedro, Black.
Violette Perruqiiier—PERRVi^viER.
Violette Sepor.
W(ilt<»t—Brows Turkey.
Warren's Broini Turkey—Warren.
Warren

—

Warren's Brotrn Turkey.—First crop; very large, turbinate, about 5

inches long by 2A inches wide. Neck long, tapering; stalk very short; ribs
narrow, numerous, and shallow. Eye large, with many prominent and
expanding scales of a brownish yellow color. Pnlp coarse but sweet and
juicy, solid; ineat narrow and thin. Color of skin greenish on nerk. violet
at ape.x and along the sides. Color of pulp and meat rosy amber, with violet
streaks and spots. One of the best brebas known in California. Leaves large,
with three shallow lobes.

This fig is different from the true Brown Turkey and quite distinct from
the Brunswick, which it also resembles. In fact it resembles more the Bruns-
wick than the fomer. The true name of this fig is not known. Intro-
duced or at least distributed by Colonel Warren in the earlv days of fruit
culture in California. Possibly identical with San Pedro, Black. Tree a
strong grower and heavy bearer.

Grown in Vacaville, Cal., under
the name of Brown Turkey.

White Adriatie—AvRiATic.
White BardakJik—BxRDAKJiK.
White BaltadJik—BARDAKJlK.
White Barnissotte—Barmssotte,"

White.
White Don que i r a— D o r <^ u E i r a

Blanca.
White (jCHoa—Genoa, White.
White Marseillaise — Marseillaise,

White.
White 37o«aoo—Monaco Bianco.
Wh ite Mussega—MvssEGA.
White Naples—Marseii.l.aise. White.
White iJojideWo—Rondella Blanca.
Wh ite i?ose—Rose Blanche.
White Saint Peter—

Q

as Pedro,
White.

White Standard—Marseillaise,
White.

White Toidouse—BhASCHE de Tou-
louse.

White Verdal—Verdal, White.
White Versailles—BhAyCHE de Ver-

sailles.
Wild Fig—Cafrifig.
Williamson.—Below medium; about

I'i by li inches; shape round,
slightly flattened at apex: no neck; stalk short to medium; ribs numerous,
not greatly elevated, but still quite distinct from stalk to near the eye. Eye
open, large, scales not protruding, but Hat and level wi:h the apex. Skin
greenish yellow, evenly diffused, semitransparent, slightly downy, pulp and
meat amber white around the eye; seeds very large. A very good fig—in the
author's opinion identical with the White Marseillaise, which it resembles in

every respect. Distriljuted by Mr. Williamson, of Sacramento. The above
name is proposed until the true name be found, although the author Is

almost positive that it is ilientical with the Marseillaise White.
Wilson

—

Smyrna. ( See Smyrna figs p. 279.

)

Winter Fig—Nataliso.
Yellow Angelique—AsGEi.iqVE.

Fig. 93.—Versailles fig.
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Zimitza.—Medium or below, longer than broad, turbinate; stalk large, about one-
fourth as long as the fig; no neck; skin slightly down}', of a greenish olive
color, mottled and dotted white or light yellow, lighter at the stalk end. Eye
closed, scales greenish, shaded brown, iris light brown; pulp amber, with a
slightly reddish center; leaves deeply but narrowly lobed, G-ood bearer and
grower, and one of the latest of all figs. Dalinatia—possibly identical with
Natalino. Specimens described were from trees imported from Dalmatia.

Ziza Kheden.—Large, oblong, color blackish violet; pulp red. Algiers.

SMYRNA FIGS.

u nder the name of Smyrna figs we should include only such varieties as actu-
ally grow in Smyrna and which require caprification in order to set fruit. The
practice to indiscriminately name varieties Smyrna figs should now be discarded,
and the buyer of fig trees should insist upon having tiie pedigree of the trees sold.
There are now fruiting in California some ten different varieties of these figs, some
having proved to belong to the best types of Smyrna tig, grown iifSmyrna lor com-
mercial purposes and distributed from that place all over the world. Most of the
following varieties have fruited in California. The descriptions ai-e based, for the
most part, on observations during the season of 1901, after the preceding pages
were in type and are inserted here because of the commercial importance of these
varieties:

Bardakjik

—

White Bardakjik; Wiiite Baltadjik; Bartadjic.—Fruit large
to very large, ovate, pyriform, with long neck and stalk. Skin very thin,
greenish gray. Ribs distinct; light gray, covered with small gray dots. Eyes
deep red. Pulp rich, deep crimson. Tree a compact grower, spreading.
Leaves large, 5-lobed. A first-class table fig, also used for drying. The form
of the fig resembles an Egyptian pitcher for holding water—bardak meaning
pitcher—hence the name.
Bardakjik, Bla.c'k — IJdrfakjik: Black Bardakjik.—Large, oblong, pyriform,

black. A very fine table fig from Smyrna, Asia Minor, where with the white
Bardakjik it is considered one of the very finest table figs. It will also dry
well.

Blowers

—

Blowers's Smyrna.—Fruit medium, about Ij inches long by If
inches wide. Ribs heavy. Neck crooked, with short stalk. Skin yellowish
green, with gray bloom. Ribs darker than the other parts of the skin, which
is spotted over with gray dots. Eye open, dark green. Flesh blood red, tender,
and sugary, with a rich sirup. Seeds small, yellow. Tree medium of upright
growth, with heavy branches. Leaf 9 inches wide by 10 inches long, 3-lobed,
and a few 5-lobed. Both surfaces green, upper .surface rough and glossy; veins
yellowish green. Stalkof leaf about Scinches long. Edges of leaves indentated.
This very distinct variety was one of the Bulletin importation, and first planted
on the place of R. B. Blowers, from which the tree at Niles is an offspring. The
Tiirkish name is not known. Description partly from notes of Mr. J. C. Jones.
Kassaba

—

Cassaba.—Fruit medium to large, almost globi;lar, somewhat
flattened at apex. Neck short: stalk short. Eye large, open. Skin pale green.
Pulp reddish pink. Seeds small. Very sweet. Tree an upright grower. (Roed-
ing's description.)
Leker Ingir.—Fruit roundish, oblate, with short neck. Pulp reddish pink.

Seeds small. Skin greenish ocher, very thin, with dark specks. Ribs distinct;
light greenish. Tree a very strong grower, with heavy and closely jointed
branches. Growth upright. Leaves very large, deeply cut, and slightly
indentated. Description after Schwarz. Imported by Roeding.
Lob Ingir

—

Bulletin Smijriia: Commercial Smyrna (California); Erbeghli;
Erhelli; ErheUi.—Fruit large to very large, about 2| inches wide by 2.} inches
long; decidedly flattened like an onion, being compressed in the diameter of
stem to eye. Neck thin, distinct but short, generally straight. No stalk or one
very short. Ribs heavy, uneven, knotted and liranching. Eye large, with
numerous scales of amber tint, open and about three- sixteenths inch wide, so
that the pulp can be seen through the opening. Skin the color of beeswax,
smooth and waxy, shaded greenish. Pulp pale to dark aml'er: when unripe,
shaded red. No distinct iris. See's lai"ge, flattened. Tree a strong, spread-
ing, but rather straggling grower, with heavy branches, easily broken off
through splitting. Leaves large, about 8 inches broad by 8i inches long,
with 5 thin, deep lobes, with dentiferous edges. Leafstalks heavy, about 3A-

inches long. Color of leaves dark green on upper side, light green on under
side. This fig is the best type of Smyrna fig, and the majority of figs imported
from Smyrna to this country belong to this variety. This tree should be
encouraged to branch close to the ground. It is now widely disseminated in
California, and trees 20 years old are growing in many places, showing that
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the variety thrives in various parts of that State. First imported by the Bul-
letin Comi)aiiy, later by Roeding.
Maple-leaved Smyrna— aS'»/.v/'/;c<, JL ij)Ie-lea red.—Frmt medium, turbinate,

rounded at apex, with short stalk and neck. No ribs. Eye wide open, dark
yellow in color. Skin pale, yellowish green or greenish ocher, without any
dark specks, in this differing from Leker Ingir. Pulp paler than that of Leker
Ingir, honey colored, with red streaks. Tree of spreading lialnt, branches
short jointed. Leaves large, deeply lobed, and serrated., standing upright.
Description after Schwarz and Jones. Imported by Roeaing.
Purple Smyrna— B)tll(>tiii Black: Siiiiima Black.—Fruit medium to large,

pyriform, flattened, about 21 inches wide by 2^ inches long. A very short,
curved neck chai'acteristic of the variety. Stalk very short, about one eighth
inch long. Many ribs of even size. Eye flat, with o scales, surrounded by a
dark and flat iris. Color of skin brownish purple shaded greenish. Pulp red-
dish brown. Flowers and seed small. Flesh violet white. Sirup sweet and
highly flavored. When dried it makes a flne black flg, better than the Mis-
sion. Tree large, spreading, strong grower, and heavy branches. Leaves 9}
inches long by 9 inches broad, ."i-lobed, the end lobe the largest. Two of the
sinuses are very deep. Stalk medium, about o.l inches. Imported first by the
Bulletin Company, later by Roeding.
Round "White Smyrna.—Fruit, large, about 2f inches long by 2S inches

wide, almost globular, with a short neck: apex sometimes flattened; ribs plain.
Skin tender, yellowish green with gray bloom, and with long, grayish spots.
Eye grayish when ripe, pinkish wlien unripe, open. Pulp strawberry red,
surrounded by a white flesh. A rich, white sirup, flg sweet and highly fla-

vored. Seeds yellow, small. Tree a strong grower, spreading, heavy branches.
Leaf very large, about 10 inches long by 9 ijiches wide, o-lobed, a few .l-lobed,

the point of the middle lobe making an angle of 90 degrees. Leaves dark
green, upper surface rough, but glossy, under surface with yellowish-green
veins. Edges of the o-lobed leaves indentated. Stalks about ol inches long.
A very fine variety. Also sent out as West's Smyrna, because it was first

l)lanted on West's place when imported by the Bulletin. The Turkish name
not known. Description from notes by Mr. J. C. Jones, of Niles.
Small Purple Smyrna,—Smyrna . S)iiaU P»rj)/e.—Fruit small, globular,

with short stalk and no neck. Skin purple-olive, very thin, with light-gray
ribs, dotted over with round, brownish dots. Pulp a dark amber or rose amber.
Eye never opens widely. Tree small and dense, growing in the form of au
umbrella. Turkish name not known. Imported by Roeding. Description after
notes by Schwarz and J . C. Jones. Mr. Schwarz noted that the leaves of this
tree are very large and that they drop from the tree earlier than those of any
other Smyrna variety.
Wilson—,S?H//r?H7.—Fruit about 2 inches wide by 22 inches long; pyriform.

with almost no neck or one that is very short; when present it is slightly
bent. Stalk short, seldom more than one-fourth inch long. Ribs few, plain,
large. Skin thin, green, covered with gray b'oom and dotted over with
numerous oblong, white sjjecks. E\'e medium, with five large scales edged
with pink. Pulp very full, rosy red. Seeds small amber in color and very-

hard. Flesh white and very narrow. Tree a strong grower and of .spreading-

habit. Leaves shallow, 3-lobed, about 7A inches long by 7 inches wide: under
surface woolly; upper surface smooth and glossy. A valuable variety sent out
by the U. S. Department of AgricultureinlS91 and labeled ••Smyrna." It fruits
only with capriflcation. The variety is named for the honorable Secretary of
Agriculture, James Wilson, under whose administration as Secretary of
Agriculture the Blastophaga wasps have been successfully introduced to
California, and the culture of Smyrna figs been made a perfect and unqualified,
success.

CAPRIFIGS.

Most of the following capritig varieties, twenty in number, are now growing in
California in the experimental nursery at Niles. As far as is known, no caprifigs
have prev ously been described, and it is to start an investigation of these varie-
ties that the following de.scriptions are ottered. The imperfections in some of the
descriptions are due to the fact that some of the varieties have not yet come into
lull bearing in this country. The value of caprifigs is fully etjual to that of the
Smj-rna varieties. The caprifigs. when first received, were simply labeled No. 1,

2, 3, etc., and much confusion has been the result. In order to help straighten
out this difficulty I have here proposed new names for such varieties as were not
properly named before.

23740—No. D—01 19
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Algiers No. 1. —Strong grower, with thick, upright branches. This variety
was received by ^Ir. John Rock from the Department of Agriculture as

being iniporteil through Dr. Swingle from Algiers. No name was given. It

has not yet fruited.

Algiers No. 2.—Medium growth, with slender, upright brandies. Sent to
Mr. John Rock from the Department of Agriculture as being impoited
tlirough Dr. Swingle from Algiers. Has not yet fruited.

Brackett

—

Paul Mci/c)' Xo. J.—Profichi l.V inches wide by 2f long. Color
green or yellawish -green. Male flowers abundant, with plenty of pollen.

Q-all flowers numerous. Tree a strong grower; main branches grow straight
upward and side branches grow straight outward at an angle of 20' from the
main branches, having a great tendency to spread. Not edible. One of the
])est caprifigs, according to Mr, John C. Jones, who has studied this fig at
Niles. The tree was originally imported from Italy, having lieen sent me
by Dr. Paul Meyer. As it has no Italian name I have named it for Col.
Gustavus B. Brackett. Chief Pomologist. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, to whom the fig growers of the United States are greatly indebted
for his interest in this branch of horticultural science.

Bulletin

—

Capri Smyrna No. J/-—Profichi large, turbinate, with distinct
neck. Color greenish-yellow. NumeroiTS male flowers and pollen. Mammoni
very rare. No mamme have ever set. Leaves large, rather entire. Tree a
sturdy grower. This variety was the original caprifig imported to California
by the Biilletin Company. The original tree is now dead, but younger trees
have been started from cuttings. Differs from other caprifigs imported from
Smyrna.
Howard

—

Solms-LaubacJi Ko. 3.—Insectiferous profichi, about 2^} inches
long by 1:^ wide, with distinctly set and well-defined neck, the narrow part
being three- fourths inch long. Fig ovoid-turbinate, with ir^distinct ribs. Eye
large to medium in size, witli very large si ales of yellow color. Exterior male
zone smooth. Color of skin brownish-violet with green on the neck. Meat
with thin rim of violet. Male flowers confintd to eye zone. Gall flowers are
not closely set. Abundant pollen. Profichi all lallen in the beginning of
August. PoUenlferous flowers much smaller, about \l inches long by three-
fourths inch wide. Meat without any violet. Mammoni numerous August
24, some being about 1 inch in diameter, though the majority are smaller, as
large as peas. All are situated in the top of the tree. Tree of sturdy and
robust growth. Leaves 8-lobed, about inches long by 5 inches wide. This
valuable caprifig was received from Professor Solms-Laubach, Naples, Named
for Dr, L. O. Howard, Chief of the Entomological Division of the United
States Department of Agriculture, who has done much to unravel the difficult

question of caprification.
Large Wild.^Under this name Barron refers to a wild caprifig somewhat

larger in size than Small Wild.
Maslin.—Leaves very large, entire, strongly hairy, on both upper and under

sides: the under side being very rorigh, the upper side smooth. Profichi with
many male flowers. Mammoni with few male flowers, but with many gall
flowers. Manymammesetlingabi ut October 15, at San Francisco, Figslaige,
turbinate, with long stalk and distinct neck. Scales of eye, iiink or red. Strong
grower. A seedling accidentally raised in a garden in San Francisco. A very
remarkable and undoubtedly valuable variety. One of the mo t promising,
not only on account of its growth, but from the fact that being raised in
California it is likely to be adapted to tlio climate of that State. Named for
Mr. E. W. Maslin, of San Francisco, one of the first horticulturists in Cali-
fornia to interest himself in Smyrna fig culture.
Meyer—A/ »/ Meijer No. 1.—Profichi, 1 Jr inches wide by 1^ inches long.

Color yellowish-green. Male flowers abundant. Gall flowers numerous.
The tree is a strong grower, and the branches have a tendency t> grow
upright. Mr. John C. .Tones, who has given me this description taken from
the tree at Niles, Cal. , considers this variety one of the best. The fig is not
edib'e. This variety was sent to Mr. Rock and myself by Dr. Paul Meyer, of

the Zoological Station at Naples, as a most valuab:e variety.
Milco

—

Einlricli.—Insectiferous profichi. large, alout 2 by 2 inches or less,

globular or slightly lopsided. Skin pure green, smooth, and waxy, without any
prominent ribs. Eye small, with pink-colored scales, and without any con pic-

uous iris. Figs are firm and rather hard even when ready for caprification.
Male flowers confined to zone around the throat. Gall flowers are larger than
on any other variety known so far, and very numerous, filling the whole of the
cavity of the receptacle, the latter being shallow and not pointed at the bot-
tom. Meat green with a broad violet zone. Not a trace of violet on the skin.

The blastophaga from the profichi hatch from July to September, an unusual
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length of time. Tlie mammoni are more rounded and somewhat smaller than
the proHchi, beginning to set long l)efore the wasps trom the profichi have
ceased to hatch. Tree a very strong grower and dense. Leaves large to
medium, 5-lobed. Of all the caprifigs tried at Niles this is the most promising
variety, being of remarkable growth and fertility, there being no cessation of
crops the year around. This tig has also been Kent out as Eodrich. OrigMially
imported by Gr. N. Milco from Dalmatia. It is the best variety that I have
seen for holding and lireeding the wasps.
Mitchell.—Leaves small to medium, the smaller leaves generally being ."i and

3 lobed, while the larger leaves are almost entire: surface rough and deep gray-
green. The leafstalks are bright red, and in this respect differ from any other
caprifig known to us in California. The profichi are turbinate, with long and
distinct neck and stalk. As far as can be seen from uncapriticated trees the
figs are rough, lopsided, and when matured will probably be red. The pro-
fichi have more male flowers than any other variety seen by me. The profichi
and mammoni crops overlap each other. This very interesting and probably
very valuable variety was originated in a garden in San Francisco, probably
from seed. The fig is named after Mr. Greorge O. Mitchell, who has kindly
donated the trees for further propagation.
Pingo de Mel

—

IfaJiuii No. S.—Insectiferous profichi are very large to
medium. Form turbinate, with a very short, distinct, and thin neck. Skin
smooth and waxy, pale green, with indistinct ribs. Eye small, scales large,

amber. Male zone distinct but small. Pulp and flesh white amber. Tree is

sturdy and dense, of very good habit. Leaves medium to large, 5-lobed,
rounded, with rounded lobes, deeply cut. The lobes are wide and overlap
each other, so that the sinuses do not show w^ell. Stems of leaves very long.
The profichi are remarkable on account of their juicy pulp, which makes them
desirable as a fine table fig. This tig was received through the Department of
Agriculture from the Royal Horticultural Society of London under the name
of Pingo di Mel. As this variety is a fine edible tig, no doubt the name is cor-

rect. As a caprifig its qualities have not yet been proven, the tig not having
been capri floated in time.
Rivers

—

Italian No. ~'.— Insectiferous proflchi medium, turbinate, with a
very short neck and several distinct ribs. Color greenish without violet or
brown. Growth dense and branches sturdy. Leaves thick, grayish-green.
5-lobed. This tree was imported many years ago by Mr. John Rock from
Thomas Rivers & Son, London. The variety promises to be of great value on
account of its strong growth. It is supposed to be of Italian origin.

Rock

—

Soliiis-L((i(b(iclt Nu. ::.—Insectiferous proflchi, about oh inches long
by 1 1^ inches wide, oblong, pyriform, with long neck, the narrow part of the neck
being about 1 inch long. About one dozen distinct ribs of darker color, the
ribs being less dark than those in capri Schwarz. Eye medium, with yellowish-
brown scales. Exterior zone of male flowers sunk and not prominent. Male
flowers confined to zone around the eye. Pollen not abundant. Galls small and
grayish- white. Meat whitish, streaked violet. Color of skin violet-mahogany,
with numerous small oblong pits, generally of w^lntish color. Skin shaded
greenish on the shady side. PoUeniferous profichi: smaller, about 2^: inches
by n inches, rounded-turbinate. Neck shorter, narrowest part about one-
fourth inch. Color of fig yellow-green with brownish flush. Male flowers
confined to eye zone. Gall flowers all degenerated and shrunk. Little pollen.

Meat yellowish-green with only very little or no violet around the male zone.
Cavity of the receptable rather shallow and rounded at the bottom. In the
insectiferous proflchi the receptacle is long and pointed in the bottom. Mam-
moni begin to set at Niles after August 24. none being visible at that date, most
of the insectiferous proflchi having then fallen. Tree of medium and spread-
ing growth. Leaves of two sizes, some 8 by o inches, others 4 by 5 inches,
3-lobed. The smaller leaves are serrate, while the larger leaves are smooth and
almost entire. A few leaves are inches broad by •") inches long. Received
from Professor Solms-Laubach. Naples. It is named for Mr. John Rock, now
owner of the largest assortment of fig varieties collected in one place.
Roeding

—

Smyrna No. 1; Roodiiuj No. 7.— Profichi about li inches wide
bj' 'l\ long. Neck well set, ribs distinct, but few. Skin smooth, wax}\ of a
pale yellowish white, shaded slightlj' rosy on the sunny side. Eye very small,
amber. Cavity of receptacle small and rounded in the bottom. Gall flowers
comparatively few. Many male flowers with plenty of pollen. PoUeniferous
profichi very small, with a minute central cavity. Tree not dense, limbs
spreading and slender: leaves o-lobed, a few T-lobed: lobes pointed, deep, the
sinuses running to or below the center of the leaf. The jjrofichi on this fig

are early, and of the three Smyrna caprifigs it is the best for carrying
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wasps in the proficbi (according to observation of Mr. John C. Jones). The
fig was first imported by Mr. Fred. Roediiig from Smyrna.
Schwarz

—

Soiuts-L(nib(ich Xo. ./.—Insectiferous proficbi, about 2^ inches
long by [\ inches wide. Neck distinct and well set, the narrow part one-half

inch or so long. Skin smooth, but not waxy, slightly wrinkled and with many
indistinct and narrow ribs. The ribs are darker than the skin and the tig-

appears striped. Color of skin deep mahogany-brown violet, shading to lighter

on the side and neck. Eye large, somewhat protruding, with small red scales

and a distinct dark iris, outside of which is a hard and light-colored zone, indi-

cating the extent of the maie-flower zone. Male-tlowers till not only the zone
around the eye, but extend far down the sides of the receptacle in streaks.

Pollen not abundant. Meat is yellow, streaked violet and red. Tree is robust,

with strong branches. Leaves below medium, 5-lobed as a rule, but some are
also o-lobed, rather entire in outline. Average leaf about 6 inches long by 7

inches wide. Many proficbi left on August 24. Many mammoni of the size

of a pea at that date, the largest being 1 inch in diameter. They commenced
setting about August 1 . This fine caprifig was also received from Professor
Solms-Laubach. Naples, Italy. Now named for E. A. Schwarz, of the United
States Department of Agriculture, whose investigations on caprification and
the blastophaga are of the g:eatest value.
Small Wild.—Under this name, Barron mentions a small, white caprifig,

native of Spain. Another caprifig of larger size he calls Large Wild.
Smyrna No. 2—Insectiferous proficbi: turbinate, about 2^ inches long by

IJ inches wide. Neck thin, distinct, and well set. Ribs many, indistinct.

Eye medium, amber color. Skin smooth, glossy, pale green. Cavity of recep-

tacle shallow, rounded. A deep violet margin around the cavity. Excellent
for carrying wasps in the mamme. (Mr. John C. Jones.) Top dense, growth
strong and upright. Leaves smaller than in Smyrna No. 1, with rough sur-

face, o-iobed, the end lobe the longest. Leaf is longer than wide and with
long stalks. First imported by F. Roeding.
Smyrna No. 3—Proficbi in size and color as Milco, rounded turbinate and

greenish yellow. Male flowers abundant. Gall flowers numerous. Color of

flesh white with purple tint; not edible. Tree a strong, upright grower, with
slender branches and small leaves. The best of tlie Smyrna varieties, accord-
ing to Dr. Schwarz and Mr. J. C. Jones.
Solms-Laubach

—

S(>hiis-L<iuhac}r No. J.—Insectiferous profichi about 3
inches long by 2^^ inches wide. Form lopsided, turbinate, with about 10 double
ribs, especiallj^ distinct on the neck. Skin somewhat waxy and not downy.
Neck distinct but short, the narrow part l)eing about one-half inch long.
Color dull mahogany brown, with violet flush in sun, the shaded side being
green. Eye medium, with brownish black scales. No distinct iris. Pol-
leniferous exterior zone not prominent. Male flowers numerous and full of
pollen, situated mostly around the throat, thoiTgh cringle male flowers are
scatteredall through the cavity of the recei)tacle. Meat yellowish white, with
a few violet streaks. Mammoni begin to set at Niles about August 24. A
number of insectiferous profichi left at that date. Tree slender, growth
weak but dense. Leaves small, green, o-lobed, deeply cut, and about 5 inches
in diameter. Received from Professor Solms-Laubach, Naples.
Swingle

—

Algiers No. 3: C'rqjri S))i/inia No. .'/.—Mamme large, greenish-
yellow, with an abundance of gall flowers. This tree was imported by the
Department of Agriculture from Algiers and was the original tree from which
the blastophaga on the Roeding place emerged in the spring of 189!), ami from
which all blastophaga in California have descended. The true name is not
known by the writer. This tree does well at Niles. It is now named for Di\
Walter T. Swingle, of the Department of Agriculture, through whose agency
the blastophagte were first successfully established in California.
Taylor— rroa/^o,- Italian No. 1.—Insectiferous profichi medium, of a light-

green color, with a purple tint. Mammoni large, round, and very early, the
earliest of any variety so far under examination. Leaves large, shallow,
3-lobed or entire, about S by 9 inches long, very stiff. Growth medium,
spreading. This variety was received from the Department of Agriculture,
Washington, several years ago under the name of Troa)io. It is presumably
an Italian variety, having been received by the Department under a wrong
name. On account of its very early mammoni this caprifig will prove very
desirable. As it is entirely hopeless to ever expect any identification of the
Italian caprifigs which even in their native country do not possess special

names, I have named this variety after Mr. William A. Taylor. Assistant
Pomologist, United States Department of Agriculture, who has done much to
promote the cultivation of the fig in the United States.



CHAPTER XVI.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SOILS AND FIGS.

The following analysis of soils from Smyrna fig districts was made
at the agi'icultural department of the University of California, under
the direction of Prof. E. W. Hilgai'd, and published in a bulletin of

the California State Experiment Station

:

Soil ingredients.

Coarse materials>0..")""'i

Fine earth .

Aiiiili/sis offine eartli.

Insoluble matter
Soluble silica

Potash (KoO)
Soda (Na.,0)
Lime (CaO) __.

Magnesia (MgO)
Red oxide of manganese (Mn304)
Peroxide of iron (Pe-iOs)
Alnnaina (AleO:;) '

Phosphoric acid (P-jOs)
Sulphuric acid (SO3)
Carbonic acid (CO.>)
Water and organic matter

Total _

Humus
Ash
Soluble phosphoric acid
Silica - -

Hygroscopic moisture, absorbed at 1.5° C

Asia Minor.

A.-SoiL
Smyrna,
sent from
Depart-

ment of Ag-
riculture,

Washington

Per cent.
35. 0()

6.5. 00

67.19
7.23

.74

.;}3

.05

.19
4.14

B.-Soil,
Erbeyli dis-

trict.

Per cent.
1.00

99.00

76.33
5.35

81.68
1.09
.19

1.96
1.56
.01

6.49
3.25
.29

.06
1.00
2.29

.24

.03

.21
1.93

C.-Soil,
Erbeyli,
Aidin dis-

trict.

Per cent.
40.00
60.00

84.29
2.46

86.85
.43
.07

1.40
1.17
.06

3.42
3.18
.30
.03

3.00

99.91

.40

.40

.04

.24
2.09

The soil B is the onl}' one which with a certainty was taken from a
fig orchard. It consisted of a fine gray alluvial loam, with a great

quantity of very fine mica, and with no large or coarse grit or rocks,

almost as light as dust. This soil is remarkable for its quality of

preserving moisture—a soil very similar to that found in many of

the California and Arizona bottom lands along rivers and creeks, as,

for instance, in Kern County in the Weed Patch, along Kern River,

along Kings and Sacramento rivers, Gila River, etc. The soil of the

Meander Valley does not bake, but remains light even after wetting.

It is, however, to be noted that tlie soil in that valley varies somewhat
as to texture and capability of preserving moisture, and this more than
its chemical constituents determines the quality of the figs, atmos-
pheric conditions being equal. The above reference to tlie Meander

283
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Valley soil should not be understood to mean that figs may not do as

well in other varieties of soil, nor that the Pacific coast localities

mentioned are preeminently suited for fig culture.

The following analysis of figs and other fruit was made at the

agricultural laboratory of the California State Experiment Station at

Berkeley, under direction of Prof. PI W. Hilgard:

The table below makes it eyident that among California fruits the figs hold no
mean place in sugar contents.

Percentages of sugar and acid.

Fruits.

Num-
ber of
analy-
ses.

Figs, White Adriatic
Otlier figs, from Tulare
Apricots ,-

French prunes
Plums..
Peaches
rirajjes -

Oranges

Juice. Sugars.

Acid. Sugars. Flesh. Whole fruit.

Per cent.
0.15

.10to.20
.68
.31
.48
.34
.50

1.28

Per cent.
23.90

10.00 to 29. 00
13.31
23.69
17.97
17.00
24. (10

10.68

The acid of the figs, expressed in terms of sulphuric (SOJ for the sake of com-
parison, seems thus to be very much lower than that found in any of our other

fruits.

NUTRITIVE VALUES—NITROGEN CONTENTS.

Without repeating what has already been publishei^ by this station in its fruit

bulletins relative to the importance of the flesh-forming ingredients (albuminoids)

of our fruits, we give below, in tabular view, the average amounts of these mate-
rials contained in some of the fruits we have examined and considered. Added
to this are such data from European sources as are at hand.

Average percentage of albuniinoid'^.

Fruits.

California:
White Adriatic
Others

Europe

Figs.

Orauf/t-'s.

California
Europe ( Sicilian

)

California
Europe ...

Apricots.

California .

Europe

Apph'K tind iii'ars.

Eiiropa

Num-
ber of
analy-
ses

Total in
whole
fruit.

35

1.50
1.20
1.42

1.14
1.78

1.25
.49

1.012
.780

.375

Calculated to
whole fresh fruit.

In the
fresh

I

In fresh
flesh, or pits or
edible rind,
portion.

(1.50)
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As heretofore pointed out in Bulletin 101, the fig rates first in flesh-forming

materials among our fruits: apricots and plums second; prunes and oranges third.

It is interesting to reproduce, at this point, a summary of the food constituents

of some of our dried fruits as compared with the dried fig. In addition, the

analysis of a sample of California raisin is hare reported.

Percentage composition of dried fyuits.
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The following table gives the amounts, in pounds, of vital soil ingredients ex- -
tracted by the different fruit crops (for fruit alone) that will have to be replaced a

by fertilization:

Soil ingredients extracied by different fruit crops.

Frnits.
Total
ash.
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senting the averages for potash, show that both sets of soils are about equally well

supplied with this element of plant food.

Below is a tabular view of the averages just discussed:

Avei'age percentages of the important ingredients in soils of arid and humid
regions.



CHAPTER XVII.

STATISTICS OF THE PRODUCTION AND IMPORTATION OF FIGS.

Compiled by E. W. Maslin, San Frcuicisco, CaL

The production of dried figs in California can only be approximately

estimated, as there are no statistics in the possession of the various

railroads in the State which jnake a distinction between figs and
other dried fruits. Of the many small lots of dried figs which are pro-

duced everywhere all over the State of California no account is taken.

Dried figs are used for cooking and pickling in almost every family

on the Pacific coast, and the total amount thus produced and con-

sumed must be very large. Thus figs are constantly brought in from

the countr}' farms to the smaller towns and consumed there. Our
only detailed statistics are had from the special packers of figs, the

most prominent of which are found in the San Joaquin Valley in Cali-

fornia. These packers estimate the output of dried figs shijiped out-

side of the valley at 300 carloads, at 10 tons each. This makes for

the whole valley of the San Joaquin 3,000 tons, or 6,000,000 pounds.

If we presume that the total output of dried figs from all of California

is at least 350 carloads, or 7,000,000 pounds, it will be seen that Cali-

fornia alone produces now at least one-half of the quantity of dried

figs consumed in the United States. But this estimate is entirely too

low. The true figures are undoubtedly at least 1,000,000 pounds
liigher.

The following tables show for ten fiscal years the quantity and value

of figs imported from Turkey in Asia and from all foreign countries:

Quantity and value of figs imported into the United States during tJic ten years

1S90-1S9D, and the proportion furnished by Turlcey in Asia.

Fiscal years ending June 30-

Total imports.

Quantity. Value.

Imports from Tur-
key in Asia of the
amounts in pre-
ceding columns.

Quantity. Value.

1890
1891
1893
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

Total

288

Pounds.
9, 966, 993
9,0b3,663
8,324,861
10,503,928
7,985,959
11,855,890
11,900,710
8,940,71)2
9,628,426
7.284,058

95,455,250

§442,924
672,141
510.591
548, 995
392, 040
587, 420
639, 512
535,380
5119.002

356, 762

5, 194, 767

Pounds.
6, 906, 616
6,199,124
4. 904, 942
8,426,723
4,634,268
7, 294, 131

10,283,906
7,416,300
6, 872, 857
1,609,797

$:301,112

486. 767
314.699
355, 643
234,174
378,679
563, 851
4-:9,844

406,213
189, 728

64,548,664 i
3,680,710
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The per cent of the importation from Turkey of the whole importa-

tion is as follows: Of quantity, G7.0 pev cent, and of value, 70.8 per

cent. The average value at the port of export from all countries is

5.4 cents per pound; the average value of figs from Turkey in Asia

is 5.7 cents per pound. Add to this cost the present tariff of 2 cents

per pound and tlie freight to the United States, and the result is a

substantial basis upon which to estimate the profitable production of

figs in the sections of this country adapted to their culture.

It must be remembered that the value on invoice values at the port

of export average 5.7 cents, but the sales in New York at auction

show that figs bring at auction all the way from 9 cents to 28 and oO

cents per pound.

The small quantity of figs imported in 1899, as shown by the follow-

ing table, is probably due to their shipment to England and thence

to the United States :

Table showing countries from which figs were exported to the United States, ivith

quantity and value, in the fiscal year 1S9S-99.

Countries. Quantity.

Belgium
France
Greece -

Italy
Portugal
Spain . .-

United Kingdom
Dominion of Canada

.

Mexico
West Indies
Hongkong
Turkey in Asia
Turkey in Africa

Value.

Pounds.



CHAPTER XVIII.

HOUSEHOLD RECIPES.

Few fruits have been so neglected in this country as the fig, and,

except in some of the Southern States and in southern California, the

practical value of figs is almost unknown. What dried figs are

sold at the fruit stands and in the grocery stores go principally to the

tables of the wealthy merely as a luxur3^ In the Mediterranean coun-

tries the use of the fig is a very different one. There the fig is a staple

article of food for the common people, and hundreds of thousands of

tons are yearlj" consumed, as we do wheat and corn. The failure of

the fig crop would be a serious matter, indeed, as a large part of the

population depends upon the fig as a winter food. Without expect-

ing or desiring any similar conditions to find place in this country,

the author believes that, if the true value of the fig and the many
uses to which it could be put were known, fig culture would be greatly

extended, and a verj^ large trade would spring up, beneficial to the

grower, the carrier, the consumer, and the wliole country.

The fig is one of the most nourisliing of all fruits, and if properly

prepared would be considered a most delicious one. Canned figs,

stewed figs, fig sauce, etc., are in many j^laces, even in this country,

eaten daily in manj' families and highly valued. Canned figs espe-

cially are very fine, and if properly put up by our canneries would

soon find a market in northern and eastern countries, where the figs

are as yet almost counted among fabled fruits. For the benefit of

those who wish to try figs in different ways, the following recipes have

been collected, and nearly all of these have been tried by the writer:

Steaming figs.—This should be done always in closed but not tightened jars.

Families may best nse a common wash boiler, furnished with a loose inner per-

forated bottom of tin or galvanized iron, kept from the bottom by four stout legs

soldered to the loose bottom. The space below the bottom is nearly filled with

water. The jars, with fresh figs, are placed above, and finally over the boiler is

put its regular cover. This is a much better way than boiling the figs in kettles

of any kind over direct fire, as it prevents Imrning or mashing of the figs, saves

handling, preserves the flavor, etc.

Preserved figs,—Gather the figs with the stems on just before they are ripe

enough to be eaten. Scrape off the skin carefully and drop the figs into a kettle

of clear, boiling water, and leave half an hour. Then take out and allow to cool

with the stems up. Make a sirup of a pound and a half of sugar and a half pint

of water to each pound of fruit. Boil the siiup till nearly roping: put in the figs

carefully and keep them under the water ^vhlle cooking. If other than the natural

flavor is desired, put a clove in the blossom end of each fig or cook them with a

sliced lemon from which the seeds have been removed, adding a little ginger.

The preserves keep well if made with an equal weight of sugar and figs.
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Preserird flgs with ginger.—Ten pounds of fresh ripe figs, not shriveled, are

peeled of the thick outside skin. As not all figs are peeled readilj', a variety which
peels must be selected. Take the peel of one orange or lemon, pare well, and use

none of the inner white part or rag. Take one ginger root and shave very thinly

with a sharp knife. Boil the peel and ginger until very tender in a separate kettle.

In another kettle make a sirup of G pounds of best white sugar, enough water to

dissolve; add the .piice of four oranges and one lemon or tour lemons. When
ready, add the decoction of the orange peel and ginger, bxit take care to first strain.

Bring the sirup to a simmer, drop in the peeled figs and simmer under cover until

clear and tender, which requires more or less time, according to the varietj of figs

used and their state of ripeness.

Pick before (luite ripe. x)eel and put in shallow dishes, with sugar, for twelve

hours, usually overnight: drain off juice into preserving kettle, and after coming

to a boil put in figs for a short time: take up in dishes again and expose to sun

while sirup is boiling down: then return figs, and when they begin to look clear

take up and expose to sun again while reducing sirup to desired thickness; then

return figs to sirap and let simmer gently for an hour, being careful not to have

too hot a fire and thus burst the figs; use a pound of sugar for each pound of fruit.

Pick figs fully ripe, but not shriveled. Scald first in hot water, change water

several times in order to draw out the milky juice. Pack figs in glass jars in rows

and handsomely. Make a sirup of one cup sugar to two of water. Pour over

figs, and steam for twenty minutes, without rubber band. Then place on the

rubber bands; steam for twenty-five minutes more with the cover lightly pressed

down. A very superior article is made if the figs are first steamed in a colander

until tender, then packed in glass and steamed with the sirup. An apricot kernel

or a bitter almond may be added to each jai\ or, better, grated and boiled with

the sirup before pouring over the figs. No more than one kernel is needed for

each jar.

Fig prenerves.—Gather the fruit when fully ripe, but not cracked open; place in

a perforated tin bucket or wire basket and dip for one moment into a deep kettle

of hot and moderately strong lye (some prefer letting them lie an hour in lime-

water, and afterwards drain); make a sirup in proportion of 1 pound of sugar

to 1 of fruit, and when the figs are well drained put them in the sirup and boil

them until well cooked: removing, boil the sirup down until there is just enough

to cover the fruit: put the fruit back in the sirup, let all boil, and seal while hot

in glass or porcelain jars.

Canned Jigs.—To o ([uarts boiling water add 3 heaping tablespoonfuis soda;

now dip your figs in the water for one minute and skim them out: then wash
them thoroughly in two or three waters, or until there is no color left in the water.

To 10 pounds of figs allow 8 pounds of sugar: add just enough water to dissolve

the sugar; when boiling hot, drop in the figs, having first selected them with care

so as to avoid any that are broken or overripe; let them simmer slowly two hours;

now remove the figs and boil down the sirup until quite thick; replace the figs;

bring all to a boiling heat, after which they are ready for canning after the usual

method. A few slices of lemon with its juice will improve its fiavor.

White-Jig marmalade.—A delicious marmalade is made from white figs. Take
perfectly ripe and fresh figs, peel off the thin, soft skin, and to ever}- 2 pounds of

figs use li pounds of sugar and the grated peel of a large orange or lemon: cut

up the figs and mash them with the sugar, adding the grated yellow rind and
juice of the orange or lemon; boil all together until the whole is reduced to a

thick, clear, smooth mass, stirring frequently from the bottom. '^V'hen done, put

into jars while hot and cover closely.

Those who like less sugar can use one-half pound of sugar to a ponnd of fruit,

and it will keep perfectly, provided it be boiled very clear and smooth.
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Fig jyuddinr/.—Two pounds of dried figs, 1 pound of suet, one-half pound of

fioui", one-half pound of bread crumbs, 2 eggs, spices to taste, one-fourth pound
of candied lemon peel, one-fourth pound of brown sugar, milk.

Mode: Cut the figs into small pieces, also the lemon peel; grate the bread finely

and chop the suet very small: mix these well together; add the sugar, spice, and
flour; the eggs should be well beaten, and sufficient milk to form the whole into a

stiff paste: butter a niold. press the pudding into it very closely and tie it down
with a cloth, and boil four hours or rather longer; turn it out of the mold and
serve with lemon sauce, wine sauce, or cream, yuflflcient for seven or eight per-

sons. Suitable for a winter pudding, as it should be made with the dried white fig.

Beat one-half pound of sugar and one fourth pound of butter to a foam. Add yolk

of 3 eggs, one-half pound of finely chopped figs, one-half pound of grated bread

crumbs, one-half cup of milk, pinch of salt, white of 3 eggs beaten stiff. Boil all

for three hours. Serve with white wine or hard sauce.

Chop one-half pound of figs very fine. Mix with 2 tablespoonfuls of butter and
add one-third cup of powdered sugar. 2 eggs beaten lightly without separating

yolks from the whites. 1 cup of milk, one-fourth cup of cake crumbs. Mix well

and turn into a well-pressed mold and boil for three hours.

Stuffed figs.—Use -'bag figs"' which have not been pressed. Cut a small slit in

the stem end of each fig and work in 2 or more blanched almonds.

Another mixture which is very palatable is a paste made from almonds, walnuts,

and hickory nuts, to which are added a few drops of sherry, A portion of the soft

meat of the figs is first taken out. using a knife or a small pointed spoon. The fig

is now filled with the paste. When filled, press the opening and roll in granulated

sugar.

Fig tart.—Select a dozen choice dried figs and stewthem in enough water to cover
them. Add 2 cloves, a small piece of stick cinnamon, and a piece of preserved gin-

ger, chopped fine. When tender, take out the figs and remove the spices. Add
enough sugar to the water to make a good sirup and a couple of spoonfuls of ginger

sirup. Then boil for five minutes, and add a little hot water if it gets too thick.

Next add a teaspoonful of lemon juice and a spoonful of brandy. Return the figs

to the sirup and set aside to cool. Put 1 or 2 figs and a spoonful of the sirup in

each tart shell before serving.

Whip one-half cup of rich ci'eam until stiff, and sweeten slightly. Add one-half

cup of dried figs, cut fine, preferably into minute dices, by aid of a sharp knife.

Stir these very lightly into the cream and sugar a few at a time. Fill puff-paste

shells with the mixture and sprinkle with maple sirup or dust with cinnamon,
according to taste.

Fig marmcdade.—Use only fully ripe figs. When they are considerably wilted

they are cut. Cut in halves and scrape out the inside pulp: mash and strain through
a very coarse sieve. Put into a glazed dish and place the latter in boiling water.

Boil constantly for one-half hour and then pi'eserve in sealed glass jars, like canned
fruit. This marmalade is very fine; can be eaten with meat or alone with cream.
It is a fine relish if made from good, sweet figs.

Fig jam.—Boil sweet dried figs with some sirup till all the juice is thick and
sirupy, then run figs, sirup and all, through some kind of a mill that will grind it

into a paste. A small sausage grinder is best—one that grinds tine. This paste

is fine for use wherever a jam can be used, and can be made more easily than any
jam or jelly.

Fig paste.— (1) Pick the figs fully ripe, split and scrape off the pulp, mash and
strain and let come to a boil, constantly stirring. To 10 pounds of fig pulp add
1 pound grated cocoanut and the juice of one lemon. After boiling a half hour
spread on plates and dry in the sun. When fully dried keep in air-tight place

if possible. When ready to use soak in warm water overnight and boil in the

same water.
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(2) Figs mnst be very ripe. Wash in water, steam in colander for a few minutes,

then rub through a sieve, using best rul)l)er gloves on the hands. The rubber gloves

must have been previously washed several times in hot water in order to remove

the taste of the rubber. The mushy pulp is then i^laced in jars and steamed for

forty-five minutes or more. If not sweet, add sugar to taste, spread the mush on

glass or marble to dry in the sun or in heated air. Fig sauce is made in the same
manner, except that it is preserved in jars while yet mushy instead of drying in

the sun.

(3) Pick the figs when well ripened, but not so soft as to be difficult to handle

Peel them, weigh, and allow three-fourths of a pound of best graniilated sugar to

1 pound of fruit. Mix sugar and fruit thoroughly with 3'our hands, or by mashing
together with a large potato masher, and let the mixture stand overnight. Pre-

jiare the afternoon before if the weather is very hot. but if it is not they can stand

from one forenoon to the next. In the morning put them on the back of the stove

and let the paste heat slowly, stirring occasionally. Then when ready to give it

your whole attention pull forward and "cook down " over a rather slow fire, stir-

ring and mashing almost constantly. There must not be a single lump left in the

mass. If wished, some of the seeds which rise and accumulate on the sides of the

preserving kettle may be skimmed out. The amount of •• cooking down ' done is

according to taste. The paste is nicer when cooked down a good deal, but if one

does this great care must be taken not to burn the paste at the last, when it is quite

thick. It is so rich that for small families it had perhaps better be put into pint

or half-pint jars.

Figs and grapes preserved together.—White figs and Muscat grapes are sometimes
preserved together, the second crop of figs coming in season to can with the grapes.

Pick the figs when their skins begin to crack: peel, weigh, and allow one-half

pound of best granulated sugar to 1 pound of the fruit. Mix the fruit and sugar
carefully (not breaking the figs), and let stand overnight. In the morning cook
slowly on the back of your stove, stirring carefully at intervals. In the morning
also prepare your Muscat grapes by picking them from their stems, washing,
weighing, and allowing one-fourth pound of sugar to 1 pound of fruit (and as

many grapes by weight as tigs). Cook in another kettle, using only a very little

water—just enough to keep them from burning. They will cook, after starting

to boil, in about ten mini^.tes. The figs will need cooking nearly an hour. When
both fruits are done, mix carefully together, let come to a boil, and can.

Pickled figs.—Seven pounds of figs picked just before shriveling, 3 pounds of

white sugar, 1 quart of vinegar, 1 teaspoonful of salt, 1 teaspoonful of allspice,

1 teaspoonful of ginger, 1 tablespoonful of cloves, 2 tablespoonfu's of cassia buds.

Boil together for four hours, put spices in a thin bag to keep pickles clear, and
more vinegar if too much evaporates, and add the sugar when nearly ready.

Wheii the sugar is dissolved, add the figs. Simmer until tender.

To 10 pounds of figs take 4 pounds brown sugar, 1 quart strong vinegar, 1 large

cup of whole spices of the following kinds: Cloves, cinnamon, allspice, and cas-

sia buds. Boil vinegar, sugar, and spices first, and when sugar is well dissolved

add the figs and lioil until tender. The figs should have been picked before being
shriveled. Put all in jars; pour out the liquid for three mornings, and let come
to a boil and return to the figs: then close the jars.

Spiced figs.—Peel ripe white figs, and to 10 pounds of the figs add 5 pounds of

brown sugar, 1 quart of vinegar, 1 ounce of cinnamon, one-half ounce allspice,

one-half ounce cloves, the spices to be tied in bags and boiled with the sugar and
vinegar. When the vinegar and spices have come to a boil add the figs, a few at a
time, to prevent mashing, and boil until they look clear. When all are done put
into jars and pour the vinegar over them hot.

Sirpcf 2^ich-led figs.—The figs are picked when rip?, but naust not be soft. Steam
first until slightly soft, then place in a liquor made as follows: A sirup is made of
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a cup of sugar: to every cup of water add a teaspooiiful of cider vinegar, one stick

of cinnamon, crushed in small pieces. Boil the liquor. Insert a clove in the eye

of each fig and pack in a glass jar. Pour the filtered liquor over the figs. Steam

the jars first with the cover on loosely for twenty-five minutes. Then place on

the rubber bands, screw down cover lightly, and steam for twenty minutes more.

Crystallized Ji(/s.—The figs must be picked when fully ripe, but before they are

shriveled. Take figs of as even a size as possible in order to save assorting after-

wards. Simmer in a kettle for twenty to thirty miniates, but do not allow to boil.

When ready the figs will have become clear and semitransparent. Drain off the

water. Prepare a strong siruj) of best white sugar and drop the figs in. Keep
this in a cool place. In from twenty-four to thirty-six hours the figs will have

absorbed most of the sugar and the sirup become very weak. Draw off the sirup,

add more white sugar, and thus make the sirup stronger. Simmer, but do not

boil. Drop the figs in and test again in twenty-four hours. If the sirup is weak
renew the process. When the sirup retains its strength, the process is discon-

tinued. Prepare a very strong sirup of best white sugar: simmer, but do not boil.

Previous to this the figs are dried in the sun or in drier until they slightly ring

when dropped on a stone flofir. The tigs should, however, not be so dry that they

can not be readily indented when pressed between the fingers. Now immerse
these dried figs for a few seconds in the strong, hot sirup, then drain off and
place on wire trays in a hot-air drier or in the hot sun, if on a warm day. The
sirup dries quickly and leaves the figs glaced. If crystallized figs are wanted, the

filgs are slowly dried in the shade, in which case the sirup crystallizes instead of

producing a glace.

Candied Jigs.—Are made only from young green figs not yet fully ripe. Place

in glass jars, pour on salt water, and steam until soft. Pour off the salt water

and pour over a sirup made of one cup of sugar to three of water. After a day
take out, place on wire screens, and allow to drip for one or two daj's in a warm
place. Place again in jars or earthenware; cover with a sirup made of one cup of

sugar to one and one-half cups of water. After a day take out and allow to drip.

The third soaking should be in a sirup made of one cup of sugar to one-half cup
of water. In this sirup the figs are allowed to remain as long as possible, or until

required. Take out, drip, and roll in confectioners" powdered white sugar in a pan
made lukewarm. When the figs have absorbed all the sugar they can they are

taken out and packed in large boxes with powdered sugar. The preserved fruit

is afterwards repacked in small boxes for the market.
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CHAPITER XX.

TABLES OF TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION, AND HUMIDITY IN
THE PRINCIPAL FIG REGIONS.

The following tables hnve been compiled for this l)nlleti]i by the

\yeathei' J^iiveaii of the Ti'uited States Department of Agriculture.

As the temperatiu-es are given in degrees centigrade and Fahrenheit,

a table is appended showing the relative value and corresponding

degrees of the three principal thermometers in use. Precipitation is

expressed in inches or millimeters. In order to reduce inches to mil-

limeters multiply the given number of inches by 25, or, to be more

accurate, divide the given number of inches by 4 and then multiplj'

hj 99. On the contrary, in reducing millimetei-s to inches divide the

given number of inches by 25, or, to be more accurate, divide by 99 and
multiply the quotient by 4. As 4 inches equal about 99 millimeters, the

difference between the first method and the second is so slight as to

be of little importance, making a difference of but three-fourths inch

in 25 inches. The localities in the Old World have been selected as

being representative places where figs are successfully grown. From
Portugal no records have been obtainalile. The localities in the

United States have been selected, not because thej^ are actually prom-

inent fig districts, but in order to give a general idea of the conditions

under which fig culture is practiced in this country. It is safe to

say that the ideal fig districts in America have not yet been deter-

mined. Localities which as much as possible resemble the climato-

logieal conditions of the southern Mediterranean countries will prob-

ably be found to be the most suitable for the fig industry.

Table for comparison of thermometers.

Fahren-
heit.
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Table for comparison of tlwrmometem—Continued.

Fahren-
heit.
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Teviperature and precipitation in fig districts— Continued.

SMYRNA, TURKEY—Continued.

MEAN MINIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE).'

Jan.
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Tempt rat II re and precipitation in fig ilisfriri: —Continued.

AIAiEH < I.'KMl'EKKUKi, AFHICA.i

[Latitude 'M" 47' N.; longitude '.i'' -t' E.; elevation 223.2 m.]

MEAN TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE).

Year.
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Temperature and jyrccijntation in fig districts—Continued.

PALERMO, SICTLT—Continued.

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE).

Year.
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Temperature and precipitat ion in fig districts—Continued.

^fALAGA, SP.AJX.

[Latitude 'M' 43' N.; longitude 4° 2(i' W.]

MEAN TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE).

\ ear.
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Temperature and precipitation in fig districts—Continued.

SEVILLA, SPAIN-Continued.

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE).

Year.
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Temperature and jirecijnfation in fig (lisfricfs—Continued.

MARSEILLES, FRANCE. '

[Latitude 43° 17'; longitude 5° 22' E.; elevation 75 m.]

MEAN TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE).

Year.
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Temperature and precipitation in fig districts—Continued.

PAKIS, FRAXCK—CciiitiiiULMl.

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE i DEGREES CENTIGRADE).

Year.
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Teniiwraiure and prrcipitatio)i in fig diftfricts—Continued.

UPPER SiACIlAMEXTCi VAI.LEY, CALIFORXIA.i

[Latitude. itP 10' N.; lonsltiule, l2.-2° l.V W.; elevation, 343 feet.]

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT).

Year.
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Temperature and j^recijiitation in Jig districts—Continued.

CENTRAl^ SAX JOAQUIX VALLEY, CALIFOllMA.

[Latitude, 36° 43' W.; longitude, 119° 49' W.; elevation, 313 feet.]

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHREXHEIT.i.

\ear.
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Temperntvre and precipitation in Jig difitrictf!—Continued.

SOUTIIKRX CALIFORNIA, XOUTIIERX COAST OF-Continued.

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT).

Year.

1883
1884
1885
18S6
1887

Jan.
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Teviperature and precipitation in Jig districts—Continued.

YUMA, ARIZ.

[Latitude 32° 45'; longitude 114° 30' W.; elevation 141 feet.]

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT).

Year.
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Temperature and x>recipitation in fig districts—Continued.

PlIOKNIX, ARIZ.—Continued.
MEAN TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT).

Year.
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Temperatur-Q and jyrecipitation in fig dint r let >i—Continued.

JACKSONVILLE, TLA.

[Latitude, 30= 20' N.; longitude, 81° :>)' W.; elevatiou, 43 feet.]

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT).

Year.
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Temperatvre and 2)recij)itatio)i in Jig (Ustricts—Continued.

GAI.VKSTOX, TEX.—Continued.

MEAX TEMPERATURE (DEGREES FAHREN^HEIT).

Year.

1884
1885
1880
1887
1888

Jan. Feb. Mar. ; Apr. May. June. July. Aug.
|

Sept,

46.7
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